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The meeting was caIled to order by Senator Minard, Chair.

Senator Minard moved that the minutes of the December L3 & L4,
2OlO, meeting be approved. The motion was adopted.

Senator Minard moved that the rule proposed by the Division of
Highways, Use of State Road Rights of Way and Adjacent Areas,
157CSR6, be reconsidered. The motion was adopted.

Rita Pauley, Associate Counsel, explained her abstract on the
rule proposed.

Senator Minard moved that the proposed rule be approved. The
motion was adopted.

Mrs. Pauley reviewed her abstract on the rule proposed by the
AIcohoI Beverage Control Commission, Licensed Retailer Operations,
1?5CSR1, stated that the Commission has agreed to technical
modifications and responded to guestions from the Committee.

Anoop Bhasin, General Counsel for the Commission responded to
guestions from the Committee.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified. The motion was adopted.

Mrs. Pauley explained her abstract on the rule proposed by the
AlcohoJ. Beverage Control Commission, Licensing of Retail Outlets,
175CSR5, stated that the Commission has agreed to technical
modifications and responded to guestions from the Committee.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified. The motion was adopted.



Ms. Pauley reviewed her abstract on the rule proposed by the
El-ections Commission, West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals Public
Campaigrn Financing PiJ.ot Prog:r:rn, 146CSR5, stated that the Agency
has agreed to technical modifications and responded to guestions
from the Committee.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified. The motion was adopted.

Ms. Pauley explained her abstract on the rule proposed by the
Secretary of State, Combined Voter Registration and Drivers
Licensing Fund, 153CSR25, and responded to questions from the
Committee.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved. The
motion was adopEed.

Jay Laze11, Associate Counsel-, reviewed his abstract on the
rule proposed by the Division of Air Quality DEP, Anbient Air
Quality Standards, 45CSR8, and responded to questions from the
Committee.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved. The
motion was adopted.

Mr. Lazell explained his abstract on the rule proposed by the
Division of Air Quality - DEP, Fermits for Construction and Major
Modification of Major Stationary Sources of Air Pollution for the
Prevention of Significant Deterioration, 45CSR14, stated that the
Department has agreed to technical modifications and responded Lo
guestions from the Committee.

Karen Price, with the WV Manufacturers Association, addressed
the Committee and responded to questions.

Fred Dural with the Department of Environmental Protection
addressed the Committ,ee and responded to guestions.

Ann Blankenship, Counsel for the WV Manufacturers Association,
responded to questions from the Committee.

Senator Facemyer moved that the proposed rul-e be laid over.
The motion was adopted.

Mr. Lazell reviewed his abstract on the rul-e proposed by the
Division of Air Qual.ity DEP, Standards of Perfor:nance for New
Stationarl Sources, 45CSR16.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved. The
motion was adopted.



Mr. Lazell explained his abstract on the rule proposed by the
Division of l|;ir Quality DEP, Control of Air Pollution from
Conbustion of Solid glaste, 45CSR18, and stated that the DeparLment
has agreed to technical modifications.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified. The motion was adopted.

Mr. Laze11 reviewed his abstract on the rule proposed by the
Division of .*ir Qual.ity - DEP, Permits for Construction and Major
Modification of l'tajor Stationary Sources of Air PoLlution Which
Cause or Contribute to Nonattainnent' 45CSR19.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved' The
motion was adopted.

Mr. Lazell explained his abstract on the rule proposed by the
Division of Air Qual.ity DEP, Control of Air Pollution from
Hazardous DIaste Treatment, Storage and Disposal. Facilities,
45CSR25, and responded to guestions from the Committee.

SenaLor Snyder moved that the proposed rule be approved. The
mot.ion was adopted.

Mr. Lazel1 reviewed his abstract on the rule proposed by the
Division of Air Quality - DEP, Enission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants, 45CSR34.

Senator Snyder moved
motion was adopted.

Senator Snyder moved
adopted.

that, the proposed rule be approved. The

to adjourn the meeting. The motion was
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IfiGISI,ATTVE RI'I.E-I{AKING RE|VIETV COMMITTEE

Sunday, ilanuary 9, ?OLL
2zOO p.m. to 4:00 p.n.

Senate iludiciary Committee Room

1. ApprovaL of Minutes - Meetings of December l-3 & l-4 , 20r.0

2. Reconsideration of Legislative RuIe:

*. Division of Eighways
Use of State Road Rights of Way and Adjacent Areas
l_57CSR5

' APProve

3. Review of I'egislative Rules:

a. Division of Air Quality - DEP
Ambient Air Quality Standards
45CSR8

o APProve

b. Div_i_sion o_f_ Air _Qualit3l : DEP
Permits for Construction and Major Modification of Major
Stationary Sources of Air Pollution for the Prevention of
Signif icant Deterioration
45CSRI-4

"Kftjdowao Approve as Modified

c. Division of Air Quality - DEP
Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources
45CSR]_5

o APProve

d. Division of Air Quality - DEP
Control of Air Pollution from Combustion of Solid Waste
4scsRl_8

Approve as Modified

e. Division of Air Quality - DEP
Permits for Const:ruction and Major Modification of Major
Stationary Sources of Air Pollution Which Cause or Contribute
to Nonattainment
4scsRr-9

o APProve



f. Division of Air Quality - DEP
Control of Air Pollution from Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage and Disposal Facilities
45CSR2s

Approve

g. Division of Air Qual.ity - DEP
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
45CSR34

' APProve

h. AIcohoI Beverage Control Comission
Licensed Retailer Operations
r_75CSRL

. Approve as Modified

i. Alcohol Beverag,e Control Comission
Licensing of Retail Outlet,s
l_75CSR5

Approve as Modified

j : EJ-gctions Coryisgion
West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals Public Campaign
Financing Pilot Program
r_45CSR5

. APProve as Modified

k. Secretarl of State
Combined Voter Registration and Drivers Licensing Fund
L53CSR25

' APProve

4. Other Business
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3. Review of tegislative Ru1eg:

a. Division of Air Qual.ity - DEP
Ambient Air Quality Standards
45CSR8

b. Division of Air Qual,itl' - DEP
Permj-ts for Construction and Major Modification of Major
Stationary Sources of Air Pollution for the Preventj-on of
Sigmif icant Deterioration
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c. Division of Air gualiH' - DSP
Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources
45CSRI_5

d. Division of llir Qual.ity - DEP
Control of Air Pollution from Combusti-on of Solid Waste
45CSR18

e. Division of Air 9uaIitf, - DEP
Permj-ts for Construction and Major Modificat,ion of Major
Stationary Sources of Air Pollution Which Cause or Contribute
to Nonattainment
45CSRI_9

f. Division of Air Quality - DEP
Control of Air Pollution from Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage and Disposal Facilities
4scsR2s

g. Division of Air Quality - DEP
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
45CSR34



h. AlcohoJ. Beverage ControL Commission
Licensed Retailer Operations
LT5CSRI_

i. AIcohoI Beverage Control Comnission
Licensing of Ret,ail Outlets
r_75CSR5

j. Elections Comission
West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals Public Campaign
Financing Pilot Program
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k. Secretarl' of State
Combined Voter Registration and Drivers Licensing Fund
l_53CSR25

4. Ottrer Business
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Permits for Construction and Major Modification of Major
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Division of Air Qual.ity - DEP
Control of Air Pollution from Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage and DisposaL Facilities
45CSR25

' APProve

,d Division of A,ir Quality - DEP
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
45CSR34

' APProve

ALcohol Beverage Control Comission
Licensed Retailer Operations
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. Approve as Modified
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4. Other Business
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Permits for Constructj-on and Major Modification of Major
Stationary Sources of Air Pollution Which Cause or Contribute
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ITTLE 45
LEGISLATIVE RTILE

DEPARTMENT OX' EITVIRONMENTAL PROITCTION
AIR QUALITY

SERIES 14
PERMITS FOR CONSTRUCTION AIYD MA.IOR MODIT'ICATION OF
MA.IOR STATIONARY SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTION FOR THE

PREVEIT{TION OF SIGI\IFICAIYT DETERIORATION

545-14-1. General.

l.l. Scope. - This rule provides:

l.l.a. A mechanism to ensure that economic growth will occur in harmony with the preservation of
existing clean air resources; to prevent the development of any new non-attainment problems; to protect the
public health and welfare from any adverse effects which might oocur even at air quality leveh Letter than
the West Virginia and National Ambient Air Quality Standards; and to preserve, p-*q and enhance the
air quality in areas of special natural, recreational, soenic, or historic value. It is the intent of the Secretary
to register and evaluate sources of air pollutants and to preclude the construction or relocation of any major
sationary sourceormajormodification inany areaclassifiedas atainingNational orWestVirginiaAmbilnt
Air Quality Standards or unclassifiable in which the establishment of such source or modification may
interfere with the goals of the prevention of significant deterioration of air quality levels; and

1.1 .b. A method to quantitatively define significant deterioration of air quality with respect to the
desired degree ofpreservation ofair quality for various areas and to set forth procedures for regiiration and
reporting and the criteria for obtaining a permit to construct or relocate a major stationary *utce or make
a major modification to a stationary source within a designaled attiainment orunclassified area of the State
of West Virginia. Such construction, modification" or relocation without such a permit is a violation ofthis
rule.

1.2. Authority. - W. Va Code 922-54.

1.3. FilingDate. - z+pril*+,ee+9.

1.4. Effective Date. -@rc.
lt5. Federal Regulation. - Unless otherwise indicate4 where rcference to a federal regulation or

standard appearc in this rule, such regulation or standard will, for the purpose of this rule, be construed as
that version which was in effect as of @0O9 June l. 2010.

1.6' Fomer Rules. - This legislative rule amends 45CSRI4 - *Permits for Construction and Major
Modification of Major Stationary Sources of AirPollution forthe Prevention of Significant Deterioration"
which was filed on ${af8;2009 April 3O 2010 and became effective on Jnnet200g June l. 2010.

S4$f42. Definitions.
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2.1. "Actual emissions" means the actual rate of emissions of a pollutant from an emissions unig as

described below, except that this definition shall not apply for calculating whether a significant emissions
increase has occurred, or for establishing a PAL under section 25. lnstea4 subsections 2.63 and 2.8 shall

apply for those purposes.

2.1.a. Ingeneral, actual emissions as ofaparticulardate shall equal the average rate, in tons peryear,

at which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during a consecutive 24-month period which precedes the

particular date and which is representative of normal source operation. The Secretary may allow the use of
a different time period upon a determination that it is more representative ofnormal source operation. Actual
emissions shall be calculated using the unit's actual operating hours, production rates, and types of materials
processed, storedo or combusted during the selected time period.

2. I .b. The Secretary may presume that source-specific allowable emissions for the unit are equivalent
to the actual emissions of the unit.

2.1.c. For any emissions unit which has not begun normal operations on the particular date, actual

emissions shall equal the potential to emit ofthe unit on that date.

2.1.d. For an electric utility steam generating unit (other than a new unit or the replacement of an

existing unit) actual ernissions of the unit following the physical or operational change shall equal the

representative actual annual emissions ofthe unit following the physical or operational change, provided the

source owner or operator maintains and submits to the Director, on an annual basis for a period of five (5)
years from the date the unit resumes regular operation, information demonsfatingthat the physical or
operational change did not result in an emissions increase. A longer period, not to exceed ten ( l0) years, may
be required by the Director if the Director determines such a period to be more representative of normal

source operations following the physical or operational change.

2.2. ooActuals PAL" for a major stationary source means a PAL based on the baseline actual emissions
(as defined in subsection 2.8) of all emissions units (as defined in subsectionZ.2T) at the source, that emit
or have the potential to emit the PAL pollutant.

2.3. 'oAdministratof'means the Administrator ofthe United States Environmental Protection Agency.

2.4. "Adverse impacton visibility" means visibility impairmentwhich interferes with the management,

protection, preseruation or enjoyment of the visitoy's visual experience of the Federal Class I area. This
determination must be made on a case-by-case basis taking into account the geographic extent, intensity,

duratior; frequency and time of visibility impairmen! and how these factors correlate with (l) times of
visitor use of the Federal Class I are4 and (2) the frequency and timing of natural conditions that reduce

visibility.

2.5. "Air pollutantsoo means solids, liquids, or gases which, if discharged into the airo may result in
statutory air pollution.

2.6. "Air pllution" or oostatutory air pollution" means and is limited to the discharge into the airby the

act of man substances (liqui4 solid, gaseous, organic or inorganic) in a locality, manner and amount as to
be injurious to human health or welfare, animal or plant life, or properly, or which would interfere with the
enjoyment of life or property.
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2.7. "Allowable emissionso' means the emission rate of a stationary source calculated using the
maximum rated capacity of the source (unless the source is subject to federally enforceable limits or limis
enforceable by the Secretary which restrict the operating rate, or hours of operation, or both) and the most
shingent of the following:

2.7.a. T\e applicable sfandards as ser forth in 40 CFR parts 60 and6l;

2.7.b. T-he applicable State of West Virginia emissions limitations or permit conditions, including
those with a future compliance date; or

2.7 .c. The applicable Herally enforceable emissions limitations or permit conditions, including those
with a future compliance date.

2.8. o'Baseline acfual emissions" means the rate of emissions, in tons per year, of a regulated NSR
pollutant as determined in accordance with subdivisions 2.8.a through 2.8.d.

2.8.a. For any existing elecffic utility steam generating unig baseline actual emissions means the
average emission rate, in tons per year, at which the unit actually emitted the pollutant during any
consecutive 24-month period selected by the owner or operator within the S-year period immediately
preceding when the owner or operalor begins actual constnrction of the project. The Secretary shall allow
the use of a different time period upon a determination that it is more representative of normal source
operafion.

2.8.a.1 . The average rate shall include fugitive emissions to the extent quantifiable, and emissions
associated with startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions.

2.8.u2. The average rafe shall be adjusted downward to exclude any noncompliant emissions that
occurred while the source was operating above any emission limitation that was legally enforceable during
the consecutive 24-month period.

2.8.u3. For a regulated NSR pollutan! when a project involves multiple emissions units, only
one consecutive 24-month period must be used to determine the baseline actual emissions for the emissions
units being changed. A different consecutive 24-month period can be used for each regulated NSR pollutant.

2.8.a.4. The average rate shall not be based on any consecutive 24-month period for which there
is inadequate information for determining annual emissionso in tons per year, and for adjusting this amount
if required by paragraph2.8.u2.

2.8.b. For an existing emissions unit (other than an electric utitity steam generating unit), baseline
actual emissions means the average rate, in tons per year, atwhich the emissions unit actually emitted the
pollutant during any consecutive 24-month period selected by the owner or operator within the l0-year
period immediately preceding either the date the owner or operator begins actual construction of the project
or the date a complete perrrit application is received by the Secretary for a permit required under this rulg
whichever is earlier, except that the l0-year period shall not include any period earlier than November 15,
1990.

2.8.b.1. Theaverageraieshall include fugitive emissionstotheextentquantifiable, andemissions
associated with startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions.
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2.8.b.2. The average rate shall be adjusted downward to exclude any noncompliant emissions that

occurred while the source was operating above an emission limitation that was legally enforceable during

the consecutive 24-month period.

2.8.b.3. The average rate shall be adjusted downward to exclude any emissions that would have

exceeded an emission limitation with which the major stationary sowce must currently comply, had such

major stationary source been required to comply with such limitations during the consecutive 24-month

period. However, if an emission limitation is part of a maximum achievable control technology standard that

the Administrator proposed or promulgated under 40 CFR Part 63, the baseline actual emissions need only
be adjusted if the State has taken credit for such emissions reductions in an attainment demonstration or
maintenance plan consistent with the requirements of 45CSRI9-8.6.

2.8.b.4. For a regulated NSR pollutan! when a project involves multiple emissions units, only
one consecutive 24-month period must be used to determine the baseline actual emissions for all the

emissions units being changed. A different consecutive 24-month period can be used for each regulated NSR
pollutant.

2.8.b.5. The average rate shall not be based on any consecutive 24-month period for which there

is inadequate information for determining annual emissionso in tons per year, and for adjusting this arnount

if required by paragraphs 2.8.b.2 and 2.8.b.3.

2.8.c. For a new emissions unit, the baseline actual emissions for purposes of determining the

emissions increase that will result from the initial construction and operation of such unit shall equal zero;

and thereafter, for all other purposes, shall equal the unit's potential to emit

2.8.d. For a PAL for a stationary source, the baseline actual emissions shall be calculated for existing

electric utility steam generating units in accordance with the procedures contained in suMivision 2.8.4 for
other existing emissions units in accordance with the procedures contained in subdivision 2.8.b, and for a
new emissions unit in accordance with the procedures contained in subdivision 2.8.c.

2.9. ooBaseline area'o means any county ofthe State of West Virginia in which a major source or major

modification establishingtheminorsource baseline date would constructorwould have an airquality impact

equal to or greater than 1 pglm3 (annual average) of the pollutant for which the minor source baseline date

is established. Any baseline area established originally for the TSP increments shall remain in effect and

shall apply for purposes of determining the amount of available PM,o increments, exceptthat such baseline

area shall hot remain in effect if the Secretary rescinds the corresponding minor source baseline date in

accordance with suMivision 2.42.d.

2. 10. "Baseline concentration'o means that ambient concentration level which exists in the baseline area

at the time of the applicable minor source baseline date. A baseline concentration is determined for each

pollutant for which a minor source baseline dale is established and includes:

2.10.a. The allowable emissions ofmajorstationary sources whichcommenced construction before

the major source baseline date, but were not in operation by the applicable minor source baseline date.

2.10.b. The actual emissions representative of sources in existence on the applicable minor source

baseline date. However, the following will not be included in the baseline concentration and will affect the

applicable maximum allowable increase(s):
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2.10.b.1. actrtal emissions from any major stationary source on which construction commenced
after the major source baseline date; and

2.10,b.2. acfinl emissions increases and decreases at any stationary source occurring after the
minor source baseline date.

2.1 I . "Begin actual construction" means, in generaf initiation of physical on-site construction activities
on an emissions unit which are of a pennanent nature. Such activities include, but are not limited to,
installation of building supports and foundations, laying of underground pipeworlq and construction of
permanent storage stnrctures. With respect to a change in method of operation, this term refers to fhose on-
site activities, other than preparatory activities, which mark the initiation of the change.

2.12. "Best available control technolory (BACT)" means an emissions limitation (including a visible
emissions standard) based on the maximum degree of reduction for each regulated NSR pollutant which
would'be emitted from any proposed major stafionaty source or major modificaJion which the Secretary, on
a case'by+ase basis, taking into account energy, environmental and economic impacts and other costs,
determines is achievable for such source or modification through application of pioduction processes or
available methods, systems, and techniques, including fuel cloaning or treafinent or innovative fuel
combustion techniques for control of such pollutanl ln no event shall application of best available control
technolory result in emissions of any pollutant which would exceed the emissions allowed by any federally
enforceable emissions limitations or emissions limitations enforceable by the Secretary. If the Secretary
determines that technological or economic limitations on the application of measurement methodology tb
a particular emissions unit would make the impo,sition of an emissions standard infeasible, a deiig&
equipment work practice, operational sandard or combination thereof, may be prescribed instead to safia$,
the requirement for the application of best available control technolory. Such standard shall, to the degree
possible, set forth the emissions reduction achievable by implementation of such design, equipment, work
practice or operatioq and shall provide for compliance by means which achieve equivalent results.

2.13. "Building Structure, Facility, orlnstallationo'means all ofthe pollutant+mitringactivities which
belong to the same indusfial grouping, are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, and
arc under the control of the same percon (or persons under common conhol). Pollutant+mitting activities
are a part of the same indushial grouping if they belong to the same "Major Group" (i.e., which have the
same two (2)-digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1987 (United States
Government Printing Office stock number GpO l9E7 0-185-718:eL 3).

2.14. *CAA" means the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 7401, etsfll., as amended by Pub. L. No. l0l-549
(November 15, 1990).

2.15. "Clean Coal Technolog/' means any technolory, including technologies applied at the
precombustion, combustion, or post combustion stage, at a new or existing facility which will achieve
significant reductions in air emissions of sulfur dioxide or oxides of nitogen assmiated with the utilization
of coal in the generation of electricity, or process steam which was not in widespread use as ofNovember
15, 1990.

2.16. "Clancoaltechnolorydemonstrationproject''meansaprojectusingfundsappropriatedunderthe
heading *Departrnent of Enerry - Clean Coal Technolory", up to a total amount of $2,500,000,000 for
commercial demonshation of clean coal technolory, or similar projects funded through appropriations for
USEPA. The Federal contribution for a quatifring project shall be at least twenty (20) percent of the total
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cost of the demonstration project.

2.17. [Reserved].

2. I 8. "Commence" as applied to construction of a major stationary source or major modification means

that the owner or operator has all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits and either has:

2.18.a. beguno or caused to begin, a continuous program of actual on-site construction ofthe source,

to be completed within a reasonable time; or

2.18.b. entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which cannot be canceled or
modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of actual construction of
the source to be completed within a reasonable time.

2.19. "Complete'o means, in reference to an application for a permig that the application contains all of
the information necessary for processing the application. Designating an application complete for purposes

ofpermit processing does not preclude the Secretary from requesting or accepting any additional information.

2.20. "Construction" means any physical change or change in the method of operation (including
fabrication, erection, installation, demolition, or modification of an emissions unit) which would result in
a change in actual emissions.

2.21. "Confinuous emissions monitoring system (CEMS)" means all of the equipment that may be

required to meet the data acquisition and availability requirements, to sampleo condition (if applicable),
analyze, and provide a record of emissions on a continuous basis.

2.22. "Continuous emissions rate monitoring system (CERMS)" means the total equipment required for
the determination and recording of the pollutant mass emissions rate (in terms of mass per unit of time).

2.23. "Continuous parameter monitoring system (CPMS)" means all ofthe equipment necessaty to meet
the data acquisition and availability requirements, to monitor process and control device operational
parameters (for example, control device secondary voltages and electric currents) and other information (for
example, gas flow rate,O2 or CO2 concentrations), and to record average operational parameter value(s) on
a continuous basis.

2.24. "Department of Environmental Protection" or *DEP' means the Departrnent of Environmental
Protection as defined in W. Va. Code $22-14.

2.25. "Elecftic utility steam generating unif' means any steam electric generating unit that is constructed
for the purpose of supplying more than one-third of its potential electric output capacity and more than
twenty-five (25) MW electrical output to any utility power distribution system for sale. Any steam supplied
to a steam distribution rystem for the purpose of providing steam to a steam-electric generator that would
produce electrical energy for sale is also considered in determining the electrical enerry output capacity of
the affected facility.

2.26. 'Emission" means the release, escape or discharge of air pollutants into the air.

2.27. "Emissions unit' means any part of a stationary source that emits or would have the potential to
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emit any regulated NSR pollutant and includes an electric utility stearn generating unit as defined in
subsection 2.25. For purposes ofthis rule, there are two types ofemissions uniis as described in suMivisions
2.27 .a and 2.27 .b.

2.27,a. A new emissions unit is any emissions unit that is (or will be) newly constructed and that
has existed for less thfln}years from the date such emissions unit first operated.

2.27.b. An existing emissions unit is any emissions unit that does not meet the requirements in
subdivision 2.27.a. A replacement unif as defined in subsection2.68, is an existing emissions unit.

2.28. "Federal Land Managef' means, with respect to any lands in the United States, the Secretary of
the department with authority over such lands.

2.29. *Fderally enforceable" mea.ns all limitations and conditions which are enforceable by the
Adminish:ator including those requirements developed pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 60, 6l and 63, rules ofthe
approred West Virginia Stafe Implementation Plan, any permit requirements established pursuant to 40 CFR
552.21or this rule, and any operating permits issued under a program that is incorporated into the State
lmplementation Plan and expressly requires adherence to any permit issued under such program.

2.30. fReserved.]

2.31. "Fugitive emissions' means those emissions which could not reasonably pass through a stack,
chimney, vent or other functionally equivalent opening.

2.32. fReserved.]

2.33. [Reserved.]

2.34. [Reserved.]

2.35. fReserved.]

2.36. "lnnovative confrol technolory" means any system of air pollution contnol that has not been
adequately demonstrated in practicq but would have a substanfial likelihood ofachieving greater continuous
emissions reduction than any control rystem in current practice or of achieving at-tea* comparable
reductions at lower cost in terms of enerry, economics, or non-air quality environmintal impacts.

2.37. "Lowest achievable emission rate (LAER)" means, for any source, the more stringent of the
following:

2.37.u The most shingent emissions limitation which is contained in the implementation plan of
any State for such class or category ofstationary source, unless the owner or operator ofthe proposed
stationary source demonshates that such limitations are not achievable; or

2.37.b- The most stringent emissions limitation which is achieved in practice by such class or
category of sta:tionary sources. This limitatioru when applied to a modification, means the lowest achievable
emission rate for the new or modified emissions units within the stationary source. [n no event shall the
application of the term permit a new or proposed new or modified stationary source to emit any pollutant in
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excess of the amount allowable under an applicable new source standard of performance.

2.38. [Reserved.]

2.39. Major emissions unit means:

2.39.a. Any emissions unit that emits or has the potential to emit 100 tons per year or more of the
PAL pollutant in an attainment area; or

2.39.b. Any emissions unit that emits or has the potential to emit the PAL pollutant in an amount
that is equal to or greater than the major source threshold for the PAL pollutant as defined by the CAA for
nonattainment areas. For example, in accordance with the definition of major stationary source in $182(c)
of the CAA, an emissions unit would be a major emissions unit for VOC if the unit is located in a serious
ozone non attainment area and it emits or has the potential to emit 50 or more tons of VOC per year.

2.40. "Major modification" means any physical change in or change in the method of operation of a
major stationary source which results in: a significant emissions increase (as defined in subsection 2.75) of
any regulated NSR pollutant (as defined in subsectio n2.66);and a significant net emissions increase of that
pollutant from the major stationary source. Any significant emissions increase (as defined at subsection
2.75) from any emissions units ornetemissions increase (as defined in subsection2.46)atamajorstationary
source that is significant for volatile organic compounds or NO* shall be considered significant for ozone.

However, the following actions do not constitute a physical change or change in the method of operation:

2.40.a. Routine maintenance, repair, and rcplacement.

2.40.b. Use of an alternative fuel or raw material by reason of any order under sections 2(a) and (b)
of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (or any superseding legislation) or by
reason of a natural gas curtailment plan pursuant to the Federal Power Act.

2.40.c. Use of an alternative fuel by reason of an order or rule under $125 of the CAA.

2.40.d. Use offuel generated from municipal solid waste as an alternative fuel at a steam generating
unit.

2.40.e. Use of an alternative fuel or raw material by a stationary source, provided that:

2.40.e.1. PriortoJanuary6,lg7S,thesourcewascapableofaccommodatingsuchalternativefuel
or raw material, unless such change would be prohibited under any federally enforceable permit condition
which was established after January 6,1975 pursuant to 40 CFR $52.21 or under any permit issued or order
entered pursuant to any rule of the Secretary after January 6, 1975;

2.40.e.2. Thesourceisapprovedtousethealternativefuelorrawmaterialunderanypermitissued
under 40 CFR $52.21 or under any permit issued or order entered pursuant to any rule of the Secretary.

2.40.t. An increase in the hours ofoperation unless such increase would be prohibited by a Federal
permit issued pursuant to 40 CFR $52.21 or by any permit issued or order entered pursuant to any rule of the

Secretary.
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2.40.9. An increase in the production rate unless such increase would be prohibited by a Federal
permit issued pursuant to 40 CFR 552.21or by any permit issued or order entered pursuant to any rule ofthe
Secretary.

2.40.h. Any change in ownership at a stationary source.

2.40.i. [Reserved.]

2.40i. The installation, operatioq cessatior; or removal of a temporary clean coal technology
demonsfration projecf, provided thar the project complies with:

2.40j.1. The Stafe Implementation Plan; and

2.40i.2. Other requirements necessary to attain and maintain the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards during the project and affer it is terminated.

2.40.k. The instrallation or operation of a permanent clean coal technology demonstration project
that constitutes repowering provided that the project does not result in an increase in the potential to emit
of any regulated NSR pollutant emitted by the unit. This exemption shall apply on a pollutant-by-pollutant
basis.

2.40.1. The reactivation of a very clean coal-fired elechic utility steam generating unit.

2.40.m. This definition shall not apply with respect to a particular regulated NSR pollutant when the
major stationary source is complying with the requircments under section 25 for a PAL for that pollutant.
Instea4 the definition af subsection 2.53 shall apply.

2.41. "Maior modification for ozoneo' means a major modification for volatile'organic compounds or
No*.

2.42. *Major and minor source baseline date.,

2.42.a. "Major source baseline date" means:

2.42.u1 . in the case of particulate mafter and sulfur dioxide, January 6, 1975; and

2.42.a.2. in the case of nitrogen dioxide February 8, 1988.

2.42.b. ooMinor source baseline date" means the earliest date after the trigger date on which a major
stationary source or a major modification subject to the requirements of 40 CFR $52.21 or to this rule
submits a complete application under this rule. The trigger date is:

2.42.b.1. In the case of particulate matter and sulfur dioxide, August 7 , 1977, and

2.42.b.2. [n the case of nihogen dioxide, February B, 1988.

2.42.c. The baseline date is established for each pollutant for which increments or other equivalent
measures have been established if:
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2.42.c.1. The area in which the proposed source or modification would construct is designated as

attainment or unclassifiable under $107(dXiXD) or (E) of the CAA for the pollutant on the date of its
complete application under 40 CFR $52.21 or this rule; and

2.42.c.2. In the case of a major stationary source, the pollutant would be emitted in significant
amounts, or in the case of a major modification, there would be a significant net emissions increase of the
pollutant.

2.42.d. Any minor source baseline date established originally for the TSP increments shall remain
in effect and shall apply for purposes of determining the amount of available PM,o increments, except that
the Secretary may rescind any such minor source baseline date where it can be demonstrated to the

Secretary's satisfaction that the emissions increase from the major stationary source, or the net emissions
increase from the major modification, responsible for triggering thaf date did not result in a significant
amount of PM,o emissions.

2.43. "Major stationary source'o means:

2.43.a. my Any ofthe following stationary sources of air pollutants which emits or has the potential
to emi! one hundred (100) tons per year or more of any regulated NSR pollutant:

. Fossil Fuel-fired Steam Electric Plants of More than 250 Million Btu/hr Heat Inpu!

. Coal Cleaning Plants (with thermal dryers),

. Kraft Pulp Mills,
Portland Cement Plants,
Primary Zinc Smelters,
Iron and Steel Mill Plants,
Primary Aluminum Ore Reduction Plants (with thermal dryers),
Primary Copper Smelters,
Municipal Incinerators Capable of Charging More than 250 Tons of Refuse per Day,
Hydroflouric, Sulfuric and Nitric Acid Plants,
Petroleum Refineries,
Lime Plants,
Phosphate Rock Processing Plants,
Coke Oven Batteries,
Sulfur Recovery Plants,
Carbon Black Plants (furnace process),
Primary Lead Smelters,
Fuel Conversion Plants,
Sintering Plants,
Secondary Metal Production Plants,
Chemical Process Plants (which does not include ethanol production facilities that produce ethanol by
natural fermentation included in NAICS codes 325193 or 312140),
FossilFuelBoilers (or combinations thereof) Totaling More than 250 Million Bhr/hour Heat [npu!
Petroleum Storage and Transfer Units with a Total Storage Capacity Exceeding 300,000 Barrels,
Taconite Ore Processing Plants,
Glass Fiber Processing Plants, and
Charcoal Production Plants:

a

o

a

a

a

l0
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2.43.b. Notwithstanding the stationary source size specified in subdivision2.43.a, any stationary
source which emits or has the potential to emif two hundred fiffy (250) tons per year or more of any
regulated NSR pollutant; or

2.43.c. Any physical change at a stationary source, not otherwise qualifring under subdivision
2.43.aas a major stationary source, if the change itself would constitute a major stationary source.

2.43.d. A major source that is major for volatile organic compounds or NO* shall be considered
major for ozone.

2.43.e. The fugitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be included in determining whether
it is a major stationary source, unless the source is listed in Table l.

2.43.f. In addition to those facilities covered under suMivision 2.43.e,a11coal preparation plants
as defined under 40 CFR $60.25 I (a) which prccess more than 200 tons per day shall count ftgitines fueitive
emissions from al I "affected fac i I ities" at the sour

.

2.43.9. For the purpose of this-sub'scctiotr suMivision 2.43.f. the term "affected faoilities" means
those facilities which are listed or identified as "affected facilities'in the applicable standard promulgated
under $$l I I or I 12 of the CAA.'

Table I
SOIJRCE CATEGORIES WHICH MUST INCLUDE FUGTTIVE EMISSTONS

' Fossil-Fuel-Fired Steam Electric Plants Greater Than 250 Million Btu/Hour Heat Input
. Coal Cleaning Plants (with thermal dryers)
. Kraft Fulp Mills
. Portland Cement Plants
. Primary Zinc Smelters

' lron and Steel MillPlants
.. Primary Aluminum Ore Reduction Plants
. Primary Copper Smelters

' Municipal Incinerators Capable of Charging Greater Than 250 Tons of Refuse/Day
. Hydrofluoric, Sulfuric, and Nifric Acid Plants
. Peholeum Refineries
. Lime Plants
. Phosphate Rock Processing Plants
. Coke Oven Batteries
. Sulfur Recovery Plants
. Carbon Black Plants (furnace process)
. Primary Lead Smelters
. Fuel Conversion Plants
. Sintering Plants
. Secondary Metal Production Plants

' Chemical Process Plants - The term chemical processing plant shall not include ethanol production
facilities that produce ethanol by natural fermentation included in NAICS codes 325193 or 312140

11
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. Fossil Fuel Boilers (or combinations thereof) Totaling More Than 250 Million Btu/Hour Heat Input

. Petroleum Storage and Transfer Units with a Total Storage Capacity Exceeding 300,000 Barrels

. Taconite Ore Processing Plants

. Glass Fiber Processing Plants

. Charcoal Production Plants

. Any other stationary source category which, as of August 7, 1980, is being regulated under $$ I I I or I 12

of the CAA.

2.44. "Major stationary source for ozone" means a major stationary source of volatile organic compounds
or NO*.

2.45. 'Trlecessary preconstruction approvals or permits" means those permits or approvals required under

the CAA and rules promulgated under W.Va. Code 922-54.

2.46. 'T.,let emissions increase'o means, with respect to any regulated NSR pollutant emitted by a major
stationary source, the amount of emissions by which the sum of the following exceeds zero:

2.46.a. The increase in emissions from a particular physical change or change in the method of
operation at a stationary source as calculated pursuant to subsection 3.4;

2.46.b. Any other increases and decreases in actual emissions at the major source that are

contemporaneous with the particular change and are otherwise creditable. Baseline actual emissions for
calculating increases and decreases under subdivision 2.46.b shall be determined as provided in subsection

2.8 of this section, except that paragraphs 2.8.a.3 and 2.8.b.4 shall not apply;

2.46.c. An increase or decrease in actual emissions is contemporaneous with the increase from the
particular change only if it occurs not more than five (5) years prior to the date on which consffuction on the
particular change commences nor laterthanthe date on which the increase from the particularchange occurs.

2.46.d. An increase or decrease in actual emissions is creditable only if:

2.46.d.1. The increase or decrease in actual emissions has not been relied upon by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency in issuing a pennit pursuant to 40 CFR $52.21; or

2.46.d.2. By the Secretary in issuing a permit pursuant to this rule and such permit is in effect on

the date on which the increase in emissions from the particular change occurs.

2.46.e. The increase or decrease in actual emissions ofparticulate matter, sulfurdioxide, or nitrogen
oxides which occurred prior to the applicable minor source baseline date was required to be considered and

calculated in determining the amount of ma:rimum allowable increases remaining available. With respect

to particulate matter, only PM,o emissions can be used to evaluate the net emissions increase for PM16;

2.46.f. An increase in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that the new level of actual
emissions exceeds the old level;

2.46.9. A decrease in actual emissions is creditable only to the extent that:

2.46.9.1. The old level of actual emissions or the old level of allowable emissions, whichever is

t2
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lower, exceeds the new level of actual emissions;

2.46.9.2. It is federally enforceable and is enforceable by the Secretary at and after the time that
the actual construction on the particular change begins;

2.46.9.3. The decrease in actual emissions must have approximately the same qualitative
significance for public health and welfare as that athibuted to the increase from the particular change;

2.46.9.4. [Reserved.]

2.46.h. An increase that results from a physical change at a source occurs when the emissions unit
on which conshuction occurred becomes operational and begins to emit a particular pollutant. Any
replacement unit that requires shakedown bcomes operational only after a reasonable shakedown perio4
not to exceed one hundred eighty (180) days.

2.47 . "PMte" means particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to a nominal 10
micrometers as measured by a reference method based on Appendix J of 40 CFR Part 50 and designated in
accordance with 40 CFR Part 53 or by an equivalent method designated in accordance with 40 CFR Part 53.

2.48, *Particulate mafter emissions" means all finely divided solid or liquid material, other than
uncombined wafero emitted to the ambient air as measured by applicable reference methods, or an equivalent
or alternative method, specified in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B, or by a test method specified in any rule
of the Secretary which has been incorporated as part of the federally approved State Implementation Plan.
All references to particulate or particulate maffer in this rule shall mean particulate matter ehrissions.

2.49. "Person" means any and all personso natural or artificial, including the State of West Virginia or
any other state and all agencies or divisions thereof, any state political subdivision, ttre United States of
America, any municipal, public, statutory or private corporation or association organized or existing under
the laws of this or any state or counfi1r, and any frrq partnership, or association of whatever nature.

2.50.'?lantwideapplicabilitylimitation(PAL)"meansanemissionlimitationexpressedintonsperyear,
for a pollutant at a major stationary source, thar is enforceable as a practical matter and established source-
wide in accordance with subsections 25.1 through ZS.IS.

2.51. *PAL effective date" generally means the date of issuance of the PAL permit. However, the PAL
effective date for an increased PAL is the daJe any emissions unit that is part ofthe PAL major modification
becomes operational and begins to emit the pAL pollutant.

2.52. *PAL effective period" means the period beginning with the PAL effective date and ending l0
years later.

2.53. *PAL major modificationn'means, notwithstanding subsctions 2.40 and2.46(the definitions for
major modification and net emissions increase), any physical change in or change in the method of operation
of the PAL source that causes it to emit the PAL pollutant at a level equal to or greater than the PAL.

2.54. "PAL permit'' means the major NSR permif the minor NSR permit, or the State operating permit
under a program that is approved into the State Implementation Plan" or the title V permit issued by the
Secretary that establishes a PAL for a major stationary source.
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2.55. *PAL pollutant" means the pollutant for which a PAL is established at a major stationary source.

2.56. [Reserved.]

2.57. "Pollution prevention" means any activity that through process changes, product reformulation or
redesign, or substitution of less polluting raw materials, eliminates or reduces the release of air pollutants
(including fugitive emissions) and other pollutants to the environment prior to recycling, heatmen! or
disposal; it does not mean recycling (other than certain o'in-process recycling" practices), enerry recovery,
treatmen! or disposal.

2.58. "Potentialto emito'means the maximum capacity of a stationary source to emit a pollutant under
its physical and operational design. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of fhe source to
emit a pollutant including air pollution control equipment and resnictions on hours of operation or on the
type or amount of material combusted stored or processed" shall be treated as part of its design only if the
limitation or the effect it would have on emissions is federally enforceable or is enforceable by the Secretary
in any permit and/or consent order issued by the United States Environmental Protection Agency or by the
Secretary. Secondary emissions do not count in determining the potential to emit of a stationary source.

2.59. *Predictiveemissionsmonitoringrystem(PEMS)"meansalloftheequipmentnecessarytomonitor

process and control device operational parameters (for example, control device secondary voltages and
electric currents) and other information (for example, gas flow rate, O, or CO, concentrations), and calculate
and record the mass emissions rate (for exampleo lb/hr) on a continuous basis.

2.60. *Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) progt?m" means a major source preconstruction
permit program that has been approved by the Adminishator and incorporated into the State Implementation
Plan, or the program in 40 CFR 952.21. Any permit issued under such a program is a major new source
review (NSR) permit.

2.61. [Reserved.]

2.62. *Projecf'means 
a physical change in, or change in the method of operation of, an existing major

stationary source.

2.63. *kojectedactualemissionso'meansthemaximumannualrate,intonsperyear,atwhichanexisting

emissions unit is projected to emit a regulated NSR pollutant in any one of the 5 years (12-month period)
following the date the unit resumes regular operation after the projecq or in any one ofthe l0 years following
that date, if the project involves increasing the emissions unit's design capacity or its potential to emit that
regulated NSR pollutant and full utilization of the unit would result in a significant emissions increase or a
significant net emissions increase at the major stationary source.

2.63 .a. [n determining the projected actual emissions under subsection 2.63 (before beginning actual
construction), the owner or operator of the major stationary source:

2.63.a.1. Shallconsiderallrelevantinformation,includingbutnotlimitedto,historicaloperational
data, the company'sown representations, the company'sexpectedbusiness activityandthecompan/s highest
projections of business activity, the company's filings with the State or Federal regulatory authorities, and
compliance plans under the approved State Implementation Plan; and

l4
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2.63.a.2. Shall include fugitive emissions to the extent quantifiable and emissions associated with
startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions; and

2.63.a.3. Shall exclude, in calculating any increase in emissions that results from hp the particular
projecL that portion of the unit's emissions following the project that an existing unit could have
accommodated during the consecutive 24-month period used to establish the baseline actual emissions under
subsection 2.8 and that are also unrelated to the particular project, including any increased utilization due
to product demand growth; or

2.63.a.4. In lieu of using the method set out in paragraphs2.63.a.l through 2.63.u3,may elect to
use the emissions unit's potential to emig in tons per year, as defined under subsection 2.58.

2.64. "Reaptivation of a very clean coal-fired electric utility stearn generating unif'means any physical
change or change in the method of operation associated with the commencement of commercial operations
by a coal-fned utility unit after a period of discontinued operation where the unit:

2.64.a. Has not been in operation for the two-year period prior to the enacEnent of the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1990, and the emissions from such unit continue to be carried in the Secretanr's
emissions inventory at the time of enactrnent;

2.64.b. Wasequippedpriorto shutdownwith acontinuous system ofemissions conholthatachieves
a rcmoval efficiency for sulfur dioxide of no less than eighty-five (t5) percent and a removal efficiency for
partieulates of no less than ninety-eight (98) percen[

2.64.c. Is equipped with low-NO* burners prior to the time of commencement of operations
following reactivation; and

2.64.d. Is otherwise in compliance with the requirements of the CAA.

2.65. fReserved.]

2.66. "Regulated NSR pollutant''means the following:

2.66.a. AnypollutantforwhichaNationalAmbientAirQualityStandardhasbeenpromulgatedand
any polluhnt identified under this subdivision as a constituent or precursor to such pollutant. Prpcursors
identified by the Administrator for purposes of NSR are the following:

2.66.u1. Volatileorganiccompoundsandnihogenoxidesareprecursorstoozoneinallattainment
and unclassifiable areas.

2.66.a.2. Sulfur dioxide is a precursor to PMr., in all attainment and unclassifiable areas.

2.66.a.3. Nibogen oxides are presumed to be pre{ursors to PMr., in all attainment and
unclassifiable areas, unless the Secretary demonstrates to the AdministraJor's satisfaetion or EPA
demonshates that emissions of nitrogen oxides from sources in a specific area are not a significant
contributor to that area's ambient PMr., concenfrtions.

2.66,a.4. VolatileorganiccompoundsarepresumednottobeprecusorstoPMr.rinanyattainment

l5
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or unclassifiable are4 unless the Secretary demonstrates to the Administrator's satisfaction or EPA
demonstrates that emissions of volatile organic compounds from sources in a specific area are a significant
contributor to that area's ambient PMr., concentrations.

2.66.b. Any pollutant that is subject to any standard promulgated under $l I I of the CAA;

2.66.c. Any Class I or II substance subject to a standard promulgated under or established by title
VI of the CAA;

2.66.d.AnypollutantthatotherwiseissubjecttorogulationundertheCAA@

re ar 4pfined.in qubseofion 2.80i,

2.66.e. flRescrrrcsJNofwithstanding subdivisions P.66.a throUgh 2.66d. the term regqlqted.N$R
pqllutant,qhall not include any or all hazardous air pollutants either listed in $ I l2 of the Q\4. 9r a.dded tQ

2.66.f. fReserved.]

2.67. ooRelocate" or "Relocation" means the physical movement of a source outside of its existing plant
boundaries.

2.68. "Replacement unif'means an emissions unit for which all the criteria listed in subdivisions 2.68.a
through 2.68.d are met. No creditable emission reductions shall be generated from shutting down the existing
emissions unit that is replaced.

2.68.a. The emissions unit is a reconstructed unit within the meaning of 40 CFR $60.15(b[l), or
the emissions unit completely takes the place of an existing emissions unit;

2,68.b. The emissions unit is identical to or functionally equivalent to the replaced emissions unit;

2.68.c. -The replacement does not change the basic design parameter(s) of the process unit; and

2.68.d. The replaced emissions unit is permanently removed from the major stationary source,
otherwise permanently disabled, or permanently barred from operation by a permit that is enforceable as a
practical matter. [f the replaced emissions unit is brought back into operation, it shall constitute a new
emissions unit.

2.69. "Repowering" means replacement of an existing coal-fired boiler with one of the following clean
coal technologies: atmospheric or pressurized fluidized bed combustiorq integrated gasification combined
cycle, magnetohydrodynamics, direct and indirect coal-fired turbines, integrated gasification fuel cells, or
as determined by the AdminisFator, in consultation with the Secretary of Enerry, a derivative of one or more
of these technologies, and any other technology capable of controlling multiple combustion emissions
simultaneously with improved boiler or generation efficiency and with significantly greater waste reduction
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relative to the performance of technology in widespread commercial use as ofNovember 15, 1990.

2.69.a. Repowering shall also include any oil and/or gas-fired unit which has been awarded clean
coal technolory demonstration funding as of January l,lggl,by the Department of Enerry.

2.69.b. The Secretary shall give expedited consideration to permit applications for any source that
satisfies the requirements of this subsection 2.69 and is granted an extension under $409 of the CAA.'

2.70. [Reserved.]

2.71. "Representative acfila;l annual emissionsoo means the average rate, in tons per year, at which the
source is projected to emit a pollutant for the two-year period after a physical change or change in the method
of operation of a unit, (or a different consecutive two-year period within ten (10) years after that change,
where the Secretary determines that such period is more representative of normal source operations),
considering the effect any such change will have on increasing or decreasing the hourly emissions rate and
on projected capacity utilization. In projecting future emissions the Secretary shall:

2,71.a. Consider all relevant information, including but not limited to, historical operational dafa,
the company's own rcpresentations, filings with the Stale or Federal regulatory authorities, and compliance
plans under Title IV of the CAA; and

2.71.b. Exclude, in calculating any increase in emissions that results from the particular physical
change or change in the method of operation at an electric utility steam generating unig that portion of the
unifs emissions followingthe changethatcould have been accommodared duringthe representative baseline
period and is athibuable to an increase in projected capacity utilization at the unit that is unrelated to the
particular change, including any increased utilization due to the rate of elecricity demand growth for the
utility system as a whole.

2.72. "Sewndary emissions" means emissions which would occur as a result of the constnrction or
operation of a major stationary source or major modification, but do not come from the major stationary
source or major modification itself. For the purpose ofthis rule, secondary emissions must be specific, well
defined" quantifiable, and impactthe same general areaasthe stationary source ormodificationwhich causes
the secondary emissions. Secondary emissions include, but are not limited to emissions from any off-site
support facility which would not otherwise be constructed or increase its emissions except as a result of the
construction or operation ofthe major stationary source or major modification. Secondary emissions do not
include any emissions which come directly from a mobile source, such as emissions from the tailpipe of a
motor vehicle, from a Fain, or from a vessel.

2.73. "Secretarly''means the Secretary of the Department ofEnvironmental Protection as defined in W.
Va Code $$22-l-6 or22-l-8.

2.7 4. "Significanf' means:

2.74.a. In reference to a net emission increase or the potential of a source to emit any of the
following pollutants, a rate of emissions that would equal or exceed any of the following rates:

t7
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2.74.b. In reference to a net emissions increase or the potential of a source to emit a regulated NSR
pollutant that is not listed in subdivision2.T4.q any emissions rate; and

2.74.c. Notwithstanding subdivision 2.74.q any emissions rate or any net emissions increase

Pollutant and Pollutant Emission Rate
(tons per year)

Carbon monoxide: 100 tpy

Nitrogen oxides: 40 tpy

Sulfur dioxide: 40 Epy

Particulate matter: 25 tpy

PMto: 15 tpy

PMtr: l0 rpy
of direct PMr., emissions

PMr.r: 40 rpy
of SO" emissions

PMr.r:

(unless demonstrated not to be a PMr., precursor under subsection2.66).

40 tpy
ofNO* emissions

Ozone: 40 tpy
of VOC or NO*

Lead: 0.6 tpy

Fluorides: 3 tpv

Sulfuric acid mist: 7 tpy

Hydrogen sulfide (FI'S): l0 tpy

Total reduced sulfur:
(including HrS)

l0 tpy

Reduced sulfur compounds
(including HrS):

l0 tpy

Municipal waste combustor organics (as total tetra- through ocachlorinated 3.5x10{ tpy
dibenzo-pdioxins and dibenzofurans):

Municipal waste combustor metals (as particulate matter): 15 tpy

Municipal waste combustor acid gases (as the sum of SO, and HCI): 40 tpy

Municipal solid waste landfill emissions (as nonmethane organic compounds): 50 tpy

l8
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associated with a major stationary source or major modification, which would constuct within ten (10)
kilometers ofany Class I area, and have an impact on such area equal to or greater than I pg/m3 (twenty-four
(24) hour average).

2.75. "Significant emissions increase" means, for a regulated NSR pollutant, an increase in emissions
that is significant (as defined in subsection2.T4) for that pollutant.

2.76. "Significant emissions unit" means an emissions unit that emits or has the potential to emit a PAL
pollutant in an amount that is equal to or greater than the significant level (as defined in subsection2.T4 or
in the CAAI whichever is lower) for ttrat PAL pollutan! but less than the amount that would qualifr ttre unit
as a major emissions unit as defined in subsection2.39.

2.77. "Significant impacf'means an increase in the ambient air concentration for a particular pollutant
as follows:

Averaging time (hours)

Annual 24 I 3 I

Ambient Air Concentration lncrease (Fglm')

SO, 1.0 5.0 25.0

PMto 1.0 5.0

Not 1.0

Ambient Air Concentration Increase (mdm')

co 0.5 2.0

2.78. o'Small emissions unif means an emissions unit that emits or has the potential to emit the PAL
pollutant in an amount less than the significant level for that PAL pollutant as defined in subsection 2.74
or in the CAA, whichever is lower.

2.79.*Source''orooStationarysouce''means@anybuildingstnrcture,
facility, or installation which emits or may emit any 4 regulated air NSR pllutant.

!!Q. "subject to regulation" means, for any air oollutanl that the pollutant is subject to either a
provision inthgCleanAirAcL oranationally-applicablerezulation codifiqdbytheAdministrat.o.,rundgf litlg
40. Chapter I. Subchaoter C of the Code of Fedqral Regulations. that requires actual control of the quantity
of emissions of that pollu,tanl alr4 thal quph a contr.pl rqquirpmenl hds take$. effect and iqpperatiye tp contrql.
limit ,ot restricl the quanlity of ,emissio:rs_of that pollutant released frorn thg rqgglatpd agtivitV,.=Elc=Wt$.qJ;

2.89.g. Greenhpuse gases (GHG.s). the air pollutant definpd in 40 CFR $,86.181h12(a) as-. the
aggrqgate group of six- greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide. nitrous oxidq. .r4gthryrg" hydfoflUqrocafbo, nS:
perflqorgcprbons, and sulfur he_xaflqodde. shall not be subject to regulqtio.p.pdqepj.+q.p.[p,y!{_e=d ig
subdivisions 2.80.d and ?.80.e.
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e&9.b: Fpr purpo"qes of sElqdivisionq 2.80.c througl0 2.80.e. the tertn Fy gOreqqivalqnl eq"rissipns
(QOie) 

=sh.all 
rppteqenl An amounj of GJIGs=e.$"itted. and shdll be,qomprrtg4 as follorvqi

2.80.b.1. Multipllring the mass amount of emissions ($rv). for each of the six greenhouse gases in
the pq[utant 9HGq.. bv the gas's associated global warminA potenjial Bublisbed at Tablq A:1 ,tq $uboatt A
of 40 CFR Part 98 - Global Warming Botentiats,

2.80.b.2" Sum the resultant value from pinagLgh 2.80.b.1 for each gas to compute a tpy COze.

2-..t0.d, BeginnineJaqu?ry2, 201l" the pollutant QHGq js subjWt.tqrcgqlatiqqit

?,$0,4.1. The-g!4tipn4rys=ourpeisanewmajqrstatlpn4rysourc-efqraresulatedNSRp.g.llHt4u!lhat
is.not GH. Gs. and also will emit or will have the pptential t(i.pnit 75-00Q.tplr CQ,e or,qlore; pt

?.qipd?i The.qta.tio&rv soq,rc-e it an.existingmajol ttatio.rlgly source fgt arpgulatedNSRpollutant
that is ngt GHGs. and alsoJvill have an emissions iing_rgase if q re"gulated NSR pollutanL.qnd an pmi$,sloqq

inclejse of75.000 tpv CO"egr more: and.

2.80.e. Beginnine July l. 201 l" in addition to the provisions in sUbdiyision 2.80.d. the pollutant
GHGs Shal! alsebp_subiect to requlatigErj

2.8Q.e,!i Atanewstatiolarvsource.tha!willemit,ofhavethego,Lpntiqltoemitl00.000tpy-.Cg,qi
or

2.80.p,?l At an existins station4ry sourc,p that.ernils or has the potgrti4l tq emit 100.990 lpv COre.

When such station?ry source gndertakes.a physical change pr change in the method of-.operatipJR..that yil!
result in arle.missions tnc{ease of 75.000 tp}L_QO"o or morei

e8ft ?.81 . "TSP" or o'Total suspended particulate mattef'means particulate matter as measured by the
methods described in Appendix B of 40 CFR Part 50.

ryZS:2, "Temporary clean coal technolory demonstration projecf'means a clean coal technology
demonstration project that is operated for a period of five (5) years or less, and which complies with the State
Implementation Plan and other requirements necessary to attain and maintain the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards during and after the project is terminated.

ffiAl [Reserved.]

t&?'l4i "US EPA'means the United States Environmental Protection Agency.

ryZfE= 'Volatile organic compounds (VOC)" is as defined in 40 CFR $51.100(s).

o
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S45-14-3. Applicability.

3.1. The requirements of this rule apply to the construction of any new major stationary source (as

defined in subsection 2.43) or any proposed project at an existing major stationary source in an area
designated as attainment or unclassifiable under $$ 107(dxl)(AXiD or (iii) of the CAA.

3.2. The requirements of sections 7 through 13 and sections 17 through 19 apply to the construction
of any new major stationary source or the major modification ofany existing major stationary sounce, except
as this rule otherwise provides.

3.3. No new major stationary source or major modification to which the requirements of sections 7

through 13 and sections 17 through subsection 19.7 apply shall begin actual construction without a permit
issued by the Secretary that states that the major stationary source or major modification will meet those
requirements.

3.4. Determination of major modification. - The determination as to whether a proposed projeot is a
major modification for a regulated NSR pollutant shall be determined in accordance with the specific
provisions set forth in subdivisions 3.4.a through 3.4.f.

3.4.a Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3.5 and 3.6, and consistent with the definition of
major modification contained in subsection2.4D, a project is a major modification for a regulated NSR
pollutant if it causes two types of emissions increasss - a significant emissions increase (as defined in
subsection 2.75), and a significant net emissions increase (as defined in subseetions 2.46 and2.74'5. T\e
proposed project is not a major modification if it does not cause a significant emissions increase. If the
proposed project causes a significant emissions increase, then the project is a major modification only if it
also results in a significant net emissions increase.

3.4.b. The procedure for calculating (before beginning actual constnrction) whether a significant
emissions increase (i.e., the first step of the process) will occur depends upon the type of emissions units
beingmodifie4accordingtosubdivisions3.4.cthroueh3.a.f.

The procedure for calculating (before beginning
actual construction) whether a significant net emissions increase will occur at the major stationary source
(i.e., the second step ofthe process) is contained in the definition in subsection2.46. Regardless ofany such
preconstruction projectionso a major modification results ifthe project causes a significant emissions increase
and a significant net emissions increase.

3.4.c. Actual-to-projected-actual applicability test for projects that only involve existing emissions
units. - A significant emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is projected to occur if the sum ofthe
difference between the projected actual emissions (as defined in subsection2.63) and the baseline actual
emissions (as defined in subdivisions 2.8.a and 2.8.b), for each existing emissions unig equals or exceeds
the significant amount for that pollutant (as defined in subsection2.T4).

3.4.d. Actual-to-potential test for projects that only involve constnrction ofa new emissions uni(s). -
A significant emissions increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is projected to occur if the sum of the
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difference between the potential to emit (as defined in subsection 2.58-) from each new emissions unit
following completion of the project and the baseline actual emissions (as defined in subdivision 2.8.c) of
these units before the project equals or exceeds the significant amount for that pollutant (as defined in
subsection 2.74).

3.4.e. [Reserved]

3.4.f. Hybrid test for projects that involve multiple types ofemissions units. - A significant emissions
increase of a regulated NSR pollutant is projected to occur if the sum of the emissions increases for each
emissions unil using the method specified in subdivisions 3.4.c through 3.4.d as applicable with respect to
each emissions unit, for each type of emissions unit equals or exceeds the significant amount for that
pollutant (as defined in subsection 2.74).

3.5. For any major stationary source subject to a PAL for a regulated NSR pollutan! the major
stationary source shall comply with the requirements set forth in section 25.

545-14.4. Ambient Air Quality fncrements and Ceilings.

4.1. No increases in pollutant concentrations over the baseline concentrations are allowed in excess of
those listed below:

Morimum Allowable Pollutant Concentration lncrease over Baseline Concentration

Grel-')

Class I Areas

Particulate matter:
PM,o, Annual geometric mean
PM,o, 24-hour maximum

4

8

Sulfur dioxide:
Annualarithmetic mean

24-hour maximum
3-hour maximum

2

5

25

Nihogen dioxide:
Annualarithmetic mean 2.5

Class II Areas

Particulate matter:
PM,o, Annual geometric mean
PM,o,24-hour maximum

l7
30

Sulfur dioxide:
Annualarithmetic mean
24-hour maximum
3-hour maximum

20

9l
5t2
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Nitrogen dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean 25

Class III

Particulate matter:
PM,o, Annual geometric mean
PM,o, 24-hour maximum

34
60

Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
24-how maximum
3-hour maximum

40
r82
700

Nitrogen dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean 50

4.2. For any period other than an annual period, the applicable maximum allowable increase may be
exceeded during one (l) such period per year at ury one location.

4.3. No pollutant concenhation shall exceed any air quality standard promulgated:

4.3.u by the Secretary; or

4.3.b. by the US EPA.

$4$14-5. Area Ctassification.

5.1. Dolly Sods Wilderness Area and Otter Creek Wilderness Area are designated as Class I Areas;

5.2- The Spruce Knob-Seneca Rocks National Recreational Areq the Cranberry National Wilderness,
and the New River Gorge National Scenic River are designated as Class tr Areas; and

5.3. The remainder of the State of West Virginia is designated as a Class II Area.

54$1+6. Prohibition ofDispersion EnhancementTechniques.

6.1. The use of stack heights which excd good engineering practice or any dispersion techniques to
reduce the concentration of any air pllutant and thereby, afFect the degree of emission limitation required
is prohibited unless a stack existed or dispersion technique was implemented before Decernber 31,1970.

$45-1+7. Registration, Reporting and Permit Requiremenb for Major Stationary Sources and
Major Modifications.

7.I. No person shall cause, suffer, allow, or permit the constnrction or relocation of any major
stationary source or a major modification to be commenced after the effective date of this rule in any area
designated as attainment or unclassifiable under g 107 of the CAA, without noti$ing the Secretary of such
intent and obtaining prior to beginning actual constnrction, or modification (as defined by subsection 2.10)
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a permi(s) to so construc! modifu, or relocate the major stationary source or major modification as herein

provided. If the area in which such source would be constructed or the area in which such modification
would occur is designated as nonattainment under $107 of the CAA, as amende4 for any pollutant which
the source or modification would emit in significant amounts (as defined by subsection 45CSRI9-2.65),the
source or modification shall meet all requirements of 45CSR19 for that pollutant and shall not be subject to

the requirements of this rule for that pollutant.

7.2. The owner or operator of the source shall file with the Secretary a timely and complete permit
application containing sufficient information as, in the judgment ofthe Secretary, will enable the Secretary

to determine whether such source construction, modification, or relocation will be in conformance with the

provisions of any rules promulgated by the Secretary in general and with the requirements of this rule. Such

information may includeo but not be limited to:

7.2.a. A description of the nature, location, design capacity, and typical operating schedule of the
source or modification, including specifications and drawings showing its design and plant layout;

7.2.b. A detailed schedule for construction of the source or modification;

7.2.c. A detailed description as to what system of continuous emission reduction is planned by the
source or modification, emission estimateso and any other information as necessary to determine that best

available control technolory as applicable would be applied;

7 .2.d. The air quality impact ofthe source or modification, including meteorological and topographical
data necessary to estimate such impact; and

7 .2.e. The air quality impacts and the nature and extent of any or all general commercial, residential,
industrial, and other growth which has occurred since August7,1977, in the area the source or modification
would affect.

7 .3. Each permit application shall be signed by the owner or operator of the major stationary source or
major modification, and such sipature shall constitute an agreement that the applicant will assume

responsibility for the construction, modification, or relocation, and operation of the major stationary source

or major modification in accordance with applicable rules ofthe Secretary, the permit application, and any
permit issued pursuant to this rule.

7.4. Within thirty (30) days of the receipt of a permit applicafion for construction or relocation of a
major stationary source or for a major modification, the Secretary shall determine if the application is

complete or if there exists any deficiency in the application or information submitte4 and shall notiff the

applicant of all such deficiencies, if any. In the event of such a deficiency, the date of receipt of the

application shall be the date on which the Secretary received all required information.

7.5. Within six(6)monthsofthereceiptofacomplete permitapplication forconstruction orrelocation
of a major stationary source or for a major modification, the Secretary shall issue such a permit unless the

Secretary determines that the proposed major stationary source or major modification has not satisfied the

requirements of this rule, will violate applicable emission standards, will interfere with the attainment or
maintenance of applicable ambient air quality standards, or will be inconsistent with the intent and purpose

of this rule, in which case the Secretary shall issue an order for the prevention of such construction,
modification, or relocation.
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7.6. Ifthe Secretarydenies apermitapplicationfortheproposed construction orrelocation ofanymajor
stationary source or major modification, the order shall set forttr the Secretary's reasons with reasonable
specificity.

7.7. The Secretary may impose any reasonable conditions as part of a granted constuction,
modification, or relocation permit. Such conditions may include, but not be limited to, the submission of
periodic progress oroperation reports, the provisions ofa suitable sampling site, the installation ofpollutant
monitoring devices, and the operation and maintenance of ambient air quality monitoring stations.

S45-14-E. Control TechnologyRequirements.

8.1. Anyperson proposingto constructorrelocateamajorstationary sourceormajormodification shall
meet each applicable emissions limitation promulgated by the Secretary and any applicable emissions
standard or standard ofperformance under 40 CFR Parts 60, 6I and 63.

8.2. Any person proposing to consfuct a new major stationary source shall apply best available conffol
technology for each regulated NSR pollufant that it would have the potential to emit in significant amounts.

8.3. Anypersonproposingamajormodificationofa stationary source shall applybestavailable contol
technology for each regulated NSR pollutant for which such proposed major modification would cause a
significant net emissions increase from such source. This requirement applies to each proposed emissions
unit at which a net emissions increase in the pollutant would occur as a result of a physical change or change
in the method of operation in the unit.

8.4. Forany proposedconstructionofa majorstationary source ormajormodification which isaphased
construction projecE the determination of best available control technology shall be reviewed and modified
as appropriate at the last reasonable time which occurc no later than eighteen (lS) months prior to
commencement of construction of each independent phase of the project At such time, the owner or
operator of the applicable stationary source may be required to demonstrate the adequacy of any previous
determination of best available conhol technology for the source.

$4S14-9. Requirements Relating to the Source,s Impact on Air eualig.

9.1. Any person proposing to construct or relocate a major stationary source or to make a major
modification shall demonstrate that allowable emission increases from the proposed source or modification,
in conjunction with all other applicable emission increases or reductions (including secondary emissions)
would not cause or contribute to air pollution in violation of:

9.1.a. Any National or West Virginia Ambient Air euality Standard; or

9.1.b. Any applicable marimum allowable increase over the baseline concentration in any area.

9.2. A major source or major modification will be considered to cause or contribute to a violation of
a National Ambient Air Quality Standards when the ambient impact of the emissions from such source or
modification would at a minimunr, exceed the significant impact levels defined in subsection2,63.

$4Sf4-10. Modeling Requiremenb.

25
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10.1. All estimates of ambient concentrations required under section 9 shall be based on the applicable
air quality models, data bases, and other requirements specified in the Appendix W of 40 CFR Paft 5l
(Guideline on Air Quality Models).

10.2. Where an air quality impact model specified in Appendix W of 40 CFR Paft 5 1 (Guideline on Air
Quality Models) is inappropriate, the model may be modified or another model substituted provided that said

modification or substitution is approved in writing by the Administrator.

54$14-11. Air Quality Monitoring Requirements.

I 1.1. Any person proposing to consffuct or relocate a major stationary source shall provide an analysis
of the ambient air quality in the area'that the major stationary source would affect for each pollutant that it
would have the potential to emit in a significant amount.

I I .2. Any person proposing to make a major modification to a stationary source shall provide an analysis
of the ambient air quality in the area that the major modification would affect for each pollutant for which
it would result in a significant net emissions increase.

I L3. For those pollutants for which no National or West Virginia Ambient Air Quality Standard exists,

the analysis shall contain such air quality monitoring data as the Secretary determines is necessary to assess

ambient air quality for that pollutant in any areathalthe emissions of that pollutant would affect.

I I .4. For those pollutants (other than non-methane hydrocarbons) for which such an ambient air quality
standard does exis! theanalysis shall conhin continuous air quality monitoringdata gathered forpurposes
of determining whether emissions of that pollutant would cause or contribute to a violation of the standard

or any murimum allowable increase.

I1.5. All ambient air quality monitoring data that is required shall have been gathered over a period of
one (l) year and shall represent the year preceding receipt ofthe application, except that, ifthe Secretary

determines that a complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished with monitoring data gathered over
a period shorter than one ( I ) year (but not to be less than four (4) months), the data that is required shall have

been gathered over at least that shorter period.

11.6. Any person proposing to construct or relocate a major stationary source or make a major
modification shall, after construction of the stationary source or modiflrcation, conduct such ambient
monitoring as the Secretary determines is necessary to determine the effect emissions from the stationary
source or modification may haveo or are having on air quality in any area.

I 1.7. Operation of monitoring stations required by section I I shall meet the requirements of Appendix
B of 40 CFR Part 58 during the operation of the monitoring stations.

$4$1+12. Additional Impact Analysis Requirements.

12.1. Any person proposing to construct or relocate a major stationary source or make a major
modification shall provide:

l2.l.a. An analysis ofthe impairment to visibility, soils, and vegetation that would occur as a result
of the source or modification and general commercial, residential, industrial, and other growth associated
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with the source or modification. The owner or operator need not provide an analysis of the impact on
vegetation having no significant commercial or recreational value; and

l2.l .b. An analysis ofthe air quality impact projected for the area as a result of general commercial,
residentialo industrial and other growth associated with the sounce or modification.

S45-14-l3. Additional Requirements and Varirances for Sources Impacting Federat Class I Areas.

13.1. Notice to EPA. - The Secretary shall transmit to the Administrator a copy of each permit
application relating to a major stationary source or major modification impacting a Class I area and provide
notice to the Administrator of every action related to the consideration of such permit

13.2. Notice to Federal land managers. - The Secretary shall provide written notice of any permit
application for a proposed major stationary source or major modification, the emissions from which may
affect a Class I areLto the Federal land manager or the Federal official, charged with direct responsibility
for management of any lands within any such area. Such notification shall include a copy of all information
relevant to the permit application and shall be given within 30 days of receipt and at least 60 days prior to
any public heraring on the application for a permit to consfiuct. Such notification shall include an analysis
of the proposed source's anticipated impacts on visibility in the Federal Class I area.

13.3. The Secretary shall also provide the Federal land manager or such Federal officials with a copy
of the preliminary determination required under subsection 17.2, and shall make available to them any
materialsusedinmakingthatdetermination,prtlmptlyaftertheSeeretarymakessuehdetennination. Finally,
the Secretary shall also notiff all affected Federal land managers within 30 days of receipt of any advance
notification of any such permit application.

13.4. Federal Land Manager. - The Federal Land Manager orthe Federal official, charged with direct
responsibility for management ofsuch lands has an affrmative responsibility to protectthe air quality related
values (including visibility) of such lands and to consider, in consultation with the Secretary, whether a
proposed source or modification will have an adverse impact on such values.

13.5. The Federal Land Man4ger of the affected Class I area may present to the Secretary during the
public review process described in section 17 a demonstration that the emissions from the proposed major
stationary source or major modiflrcafion would have an adverse impact on the air quality-related values
(including visibility) ofany Federal mandatory Class I lands, notwithstanding that the change in air quality
resulting from emissions from such source or modification would not cause or contribute to concentrations
which would exceed the maximum allowable increases for a Class lareu Ifthe Secretary ooncuni with such
demonstration, the Secretary shall deny the permit to construct.

13.6. Classlvariances.-Theowneroroperatorofaproposedsourceormodificationmaydemonstrate
to the Federal Land Manager that the emissions from such source or modification would have no adverse
impact on the air quality related values of any such lands (including visibility), notwithstanding that the
change in air quality resulting from emissions from such source or modification would cause or contribute
to concenfrations which would exceed the maximum allowable increases for a Class I area tf the Federal
land manager ooncum with such demonstration and he so certifies, the Secretary may issue the permit:
Provided, That the applicable requirements of this section are otherwise met, to issue the permit with such
emission limitations as may be necessary to assure that emissions of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, and
nitrogen oxides would not exceed the following maximum allowable increases overminor source baseline
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concentration for such pollutants:

13.7. An applicant for a permit pursuant to this rule shall be allowed the Class I variances as provided

in 40 CFR $$51.166(p)(4), (5), (6), and (7) as contained in the Code of Federal Regulations on July l,1994,
provided, that all requirements of said 40 CFR $$51.166(p)(4), (5), (6), and (7) ue met and written
notification of variance in accordance with said section(s) is provided to the Secretary.

S45-f4-14. Procedures for Sources Employing Innovative Control Technolory.

14.1. Anyperconprcposingtoconstructormodifyamajorstationarysourceormajormodificationmay
petition the Secretary to approve a system of innovative control technology in lieu of best available control
technology. Any such proposed innovative control technolory shall meet the following conditions:

l4.l.a. The proposed control system would not cause or contribute to an unreasonable riskto public

health, welfare, or safety in its operation or function;

14. I .b. The proposed source or modification must achieve a level ofcontinuous emissions reduction

equivalent to that which would have been required under section 8 by a date specified by the Secretary;

14.1.c. The source or modification would meet requirements equivalent to all requirements of this
rule that a stationary source employing a system of best available control technology would be required to
meet;

l4.l.d. Before the date specified in subsection l4.4,the source or modification would:

14.l.d.l. NotcauseorcontributetoanyviolationofanapplicableNationalAmbientAirQualig
Standard;

14.1.d.2. Not impact any area where an applicable increment is known to be violated;

14.1.d.3. Meet all other applicable requirements including those for public participation; and

14.1.e. The provisions of 40 CFR $51.166(p) (relating to Class I areas) have been satisfied with

Maximum Allowable Pollutant Concentration Increase over Minor Source Baseline Concentration
(td'n')

Particulate Matter:
PM-l 0, annual arithmetic mean
PM-10, 24-hr maximum

t7
30

Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean
24-hr maximum
3-hr maximum

20
9l

325

Nitrogen dioxide:
Annualarithmetic mean 25
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respect to all periods during the life of the source or modification.

14.2. TheSecretaryshallconsultwiththegovernor(s)ofotherstate(s)andtheFederalLandManage(s)
of areas impacted by the proposed source or modification.

14.3. The Secretary, with the concunence of the governo(s) of other state(s) and the Federal Land
Manage(s), may make a determination that the source or modification would be employing innovative
control technology.

14.4. The Secrefary shall speciff a date by which the source or modification must meet the requirements
and conditions of subsection 14.1. Such date shall not be later than four (4) years from the time of start-up
or seven (7) years from permit issuance.

14.5. The Secretary shall withdraw any approval to employ a system of innovative control technology
made under this section 14 if:

14.5.a. The proposed system fails bythe specifieddateto achieve therequiredcontinuousemissions
reduction rate; or

14.5.b. The proposed system fails before the specified date so as to contribute to an unreasonable
risk to public healttu welfare, or safety; or

14.5.c. The Seretary decide.+at any time that-the proposed $ystem is unlikely to achieve the
required level of control or to protect the public health, welfareo or safety.

14.6. If the source or modification fails to meet the required level of continuous ernissions reduction
within the specified time period" or if the approval is withdrawn in accordance with subsection 14.5, the
Secretary shall speciff a date by which the source or modification shall meet the requirement for the
application of best available confiol technolory through use of a demonstrated systern of control. This date
shall not exceed three (3) years from the date of the end of the specified time period or the date that the
approval is withdrawn, whichever is earlier.

545-14-15. Exclusions From Increment Consumption

15.1. The following concentrations shall be excluded in determining compliance with a maximum
allowable increase:

l5.l.a. Concentrations attributable to the increase in emissions from stationary sources which have
converted from the use ofpetroleum products, natural gas, or both by reason ofan order in effect under
sections 2(a) and (b) ofthe Enerry Supplyand EnvironmentalCoordination Actof 1974 (orany superseding
legislation as of the effective date ofthis rule) over the emissions from such sources before the effective dafe
ofsuch an order;

15. I .b. Concenhations attributable to the increase in emissions from sources which have converted
from using natural gas by reason of natural gas curtailment plan in effect pursuant to the Federal Power Act
over the emissions from such sources before the effective dafe of such plan;

lS.l.c. Concentrations of particulate matter attributable to the incrcase in emissions from
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construction or other temporary emission-related activities of new or modified sources; and

ls.l.d. Concentrations attributable to the temporary increase in emissions of sulfrr dioxide,
particulate matter, or nihogen oxides from stationary sources so long as such exclusion meets the following
requirements:

15.1.d.1. The temporary emissions increase of sulfur dioxide, particulate matter or nitrogen
dioxides does not exceed two (2) years in duration;

15.1.d.2. The exclusion period for the temporary emissions increase is not renewable; and

15.1.d.3. The exclusion allows no emissions increases from a stationarv source which would:

15.1.d.3.A. Impact a Class I area or an areawhere an applicabl" ,nrr"t"n, is known to be
violated; or

15.1.d.3.8. Cause or contribute to a violation of a National Ambient Air Quality Standard.

15.1.d.4. The exclusion requires limitations to be in effect at the end of the exclusion period
specified in paragraph 15. I .d. l, which ensures that the emissions levels from stationary sources would not
exceed those levels occurring from such sources before the temporary increase.

15.2. No exclusion of such concentrations shall apply more than five (5) years after the effective date
of the order ro which subdivision 15.1.a refers orthe plzrn to whictr subrdivision 15.1.b refers, whichever is
applicable. If both such order and plan are applicable, no such exclusion shall apply more than five (5) years

after the later of such effective dates.

$4$l+f6. Specific Exemptions.

16.1. Anon-profithealthornon-profiteducationalinstitutionproposingtoconstructorrelocateamajor
stationary source or to make a major modification may petition the Secretary for an exemption from the
requirements of subsections 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 and sections 9, I I and 12.

16.2.

eoten#ttrEtttit The source or modification that would be a major stationary source or major modification
only if fugitive emissions. to the extent quantifiable. are considered in calculating the potential to emit ofthe
stationary source or modification and such source does not belon&to any of the source categories listed in
Table I may petition the Secretary for exemption from the requirements of subsections 8.2. 8.3. 8.4 and
sections 9. 1l and 12.

16.3 . Any person proposing to relocate a source or modification that is a portable stationary source which
has previously received a permit under this rule may petition the Secretary for an exemption from the
requirements of subsections 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 and sections 9, 11 and 12. The Secretary shall grant this
exemption if the following conditions are met:

16.3.a. The source proposes to relocate and emissions of the source at the new location would not
exceed two (2) years;
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16.3.b. The emissions from the source would not exceed its allowable emissions;

16.3.c. The emissions fromthe source would impact no Class I areaand no areawherean applicable
increment is known to be violated;

16.3.d. The source identifies the proposed new location and the probable duration of operation at
the new location; and

16.3.e. Such petition shall be submitted to the Secretary not less than ten (10) days in advance of
the proposed relocation unless a different time duration is previously approved by the Secretary.

16.4. Requirements equivalent to those contained in subsections 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 and sections 9, 1l and
[2 do not apply to a major stationary source or major modification with respect to a particular pollutant if
the owner or operator demonstrates that" as to that pollutan! the source or modification is located in an area
designated as nonattainment under $107 of the CAA.

16.5. Any pemon proposing to construct or relocate a major stationary source or make a major
modification may petition the Secretary for an exemption from the requirements of sections 9 through 12

with respect to a particular pollutant and the Secretary shall grant such exempfion" ifthe allowable emissions
ofthat pollutant from a new source, or the net emissions increase ofttrat pollutant from a modification, would
not exceed two (2) years, would not impact any Class I area and would not impact any arca where an
applicable increment is known to be violated.

16.6. Any penion proposing to modiff a major stationary source located in a Class U ar." ittuiwas in
existence prior to March l, 1978 may petition the Secretary for an exemption from the requirements of
sections 9, I I and 12 as they relate to any maximum allowable increase for a Class II area The Secretary
shall grant such exemption if the net increase in allowable emissions of each regulated NSR pollutant from
the modification after the application of best available control technology would be less than fiffy (50) tons
per year.

16.7. Any person proposing to constnrct or relocate a major stationary source or make a major
modification may petition the Secretary for an exemption from the requirements of section I I with respect
to a particular pollutant if:

16.7 .a. The applicant demonstrates that the emissions increase ofthe pollutant from a new stationary
source or the net emissions increase of the pollufant from a modification would cause, in any area, an air
quality impact less than the amounts listed in Table 2; or

16.7.b. The applicantdemonstrates thatthe concentrations ofthe pollutant in the areathatthe source
or modification would affect are less than the concentrations listed in Table 2; or

16.7.c. The applicant's request is for any pollutant which is not listed in Table 2.

Table2 - De Minimis Air Quality Impacts
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Pollutant Concentration
(pelm')

Averaging Time

Carbon Monoxide 575 8-hour

Nitrogen Dioxide l4 annual

PMto l0 24-hov

Sulfur Dioxide t3 24-hour

Ozonel None NA

Lead 0.1 3-month

Fluorides 0.25 24-hour

Hydrogen Sulfide 0.2 l-hour

Total Reduced Sulfur t0 l-hour

Reduced Sulfrr Compounds t0 l-hour

t No de minimis air quality level is provided for ozone. However, any net ernissions increase of I 00 tons per year or more ofvolatile organic
compounds or nifiogen oxides subject to PSD would be required to perform an anrbient impact analysis, including ttre gathering ofair quality
.lAt^,

16.8. The permitting requirements contained in subdivision 9.Lb do not apply to a stationary source or
modification with respect to any maximum allowable increase for nitrogen oxides if the owner or operator
of the souroe or modification submitted an application for a permit to the Secretary before the provisions
embodying the maximum allowable increase took effect as part of the plan and the Secretary subsequently
determines that the application as submitted before that date was complete.

16.9. The permitting requirements contained in subdivision 9. t.b shall not apply to a stationary source
or modification with respect to any maximum allowable increase for PM,o if:

16.9.a. The owner or operator of the source or modification submitted an application for a permit
to the Secretary before the provisions embodying the maximum allowable increases for PM,o took effect as

part of the plan, and

16.9.b. The Secreary subsequentlydeterminesthattheapplication as submitted before thatdatewas
complete. Instead, the applicable requirements of subdivision 9.1 .b shall apply with respect to the maximum
allowable increases for TSP as in effect on the date the application was submitted.

S45-14-17. Public Review Procedures.

17. I . At the time that an application for a construction, modification or relocation permit is filed" the
applicant shall place a Class I legal advertisement in a newspaper of general circulation in the area where
the source will be located. No permit shall be issued to any applicant until at least thirty (30) days notice
has been provided to the public. The advertisement shall contain at a minimum, the name of the applican!
the type and location of the sounce, the type and amount of air pollutants proposed to be discharged, the
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nature of the permit being sought, the proposed start-up date for the source and a contact telephone number
for more information.

17.2. After finishing the review of a complete application, the Secretary shall make a preliminary
determination whether a permit should be approved, approved with conditions, or disapproved.

17.3. The Secretary shall make available in at least one location in the region in which the proposed
source would be constnrcted a copy of all materials the applicant submitted (excluding data entitled to
protection as confidential information under 45CSR3 I ), a copy ofthe pretiminary determination, and a copy
or summary of other maferials, if any, considered in making the preliminary determination.

17.4. The Secretary shall place a Class I legal advertisement in a paper of general circulation in the area
where the proposed source would be constructe4 modifie4 or relocated. The advertisement shall contain,
as a minimum, the narne of the applican! the type and location of the source, the proposed start-up date, the
preliminary determinationo the degree of increment consumption that is expected from the source or
modification, notification of the opportunity for written public comment, provisions for requesting a public
meeting details concerning the time and place of such a meeting if one is scheduled and notification of the
opportunity for comment at a public meeting if such meeting is to be conducted. A public comment period
of thirty (30) days shall be provided and so stated in the advertisement.

17.5. The Secretary shall send a copy ofthe advertisement to the applican! to the Administratoro and to
officials and agencies having cognia nceover the location where the proposed construction would occur as
follsws:asy€thetrStatesr loeal airaollution control ageneies, the ehiefexeeutives of-the crty and eounty
where the source would be located; any comprehensive regional land use planning agency, any State, and
any Federal Land Manager, whose lands may be affected by emissions from the source or modification.

17.6. The Secretary shall consider public comments submitted within thirty (30) days after the
Secretary's public notification of an opportunity for comment upon a proposed constnrction or relocation
of a major stationary source ormajor modification, and comments submitted within a specified period not
to exceed fifteen (15) days after any public meeting to receive comment on such proposed construction,
modification, or relocation before making a final decision on the approvability of the application. The
Secretary shall make copies of all comments available for public inspection in the same locations where the
Secretary made available preconstruction information relating to the proposed source or modification.

I 7.7. The Secretary shall make a final determination whether construction should be approved" approved
with conditions, or disapproved.

17.8. The Secretary shall noti$r the applicant in writing of the final determination and make a copy of
such notification available for public inspction at the same location where the Secretary made available
preconstruction information and public comments relating to the proposed source or modification.

S45-1+18. Public Meetings.

18.1. Public meetings to receive comments on permit applications shall be held when the Secretary
deems it appropriate or when substantial interest is expressd in writing by persons who might reasonably
be expected to be affected by the proposed major source or major modification.

18.2. The Secretary or the Secretary's designee shall preside over such meetings and ensure that all
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interested parties have ample opportunity to present comments. Such meetings shall be held at a convenient
place as near as practicable to fhe location of the proposed major source or major modification.

18.3. At a reasonable time prior to such meetings, the Secretary shall provide appropriate information
to news media in the area where the proposed source or modification is to be located.

S45-1+19. Permit Transfer, Cancellation and Responsibility.

19.1. A permittee may petition the Secretary for a transfer of a permit previously issued in accordance
with this rule. The Secretary shall approve such permit transfer provided the following conditions are met:

19.l.a. The permittee, in the petition, describes the reasons for the requested permit transfer and
certifies that the subject source is in compliance with all the provisions and requirements of its permig and

19. 1 .b. The transferee provides written acknowledgment that it accepts and will comply with all the
requirements, terms, and conditions as contained in the subject permit.

19.2. The Secretary shall suspend or revoke a permit if, after eighteen (18) months from the date of
issuance the holder of the permit cannot provide the Secretary, at the Secretary's reques! with written proof
of a good faith effort that such construction, modification, or relocation has commenced and remains
ongoing. Such proof shall be provided not later than thirty (30) days after the Secretary's request.

19.3. The Secretary may suspend, modif, or revoke the permit if the plans and specifications upon
which thuapprwal was tased or the conditions established in the permit are not rdhered to. Upon notice
ofthe Secretary's intent to suspend modift or revoke a permit, the permittee may request a conference with
the Secretary in accordance with the provisions ofW.Va Code 522-5-5 to show cause why the permit should
not be suspended, modified or revoked.

19.4. Any owner or operator who constructs, modifies or relocates any stationary source not in
accordance with the application submitted pursuant to this rule or with the terms of any permit to construcf
modifr or relocate, or any owner or operator of a source subject to this rule who commences construction
after the effective date of this rule without applying for and receiving approval hereunder, shall be subject
to appropriate enforcement action.

19.5. Possession of a permit does not relieve any person of the responsibility of complying with any and
all rules of the Secretary or W.Va. Code $ 22-l-l et seq"

19.6. [Reserved.]

19.7. Any person who owns or operates any particular source or modification which becomes a major
stationary source or major modification solely by virtue of a rela:ration in any limitation, enforceable by the
Administrator or the Secretary, on the capacity of the source or modification otherwise to emit a pollutant
(such as a restriction on hours of operation), shall become subject to the requirements of this rule as though
construction had not yet commenced on the source or modification.

19.8. Except as otherwise provided in suMivision 19.8.f, the following specific provisions apply with
respect to any regulated NSR pollutant emitted from projects at existing emissions units at a majorstationary
source (otherthan projects at a source with a PAL) in circumstances where there is a reasonable possibility,
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within the meaning of subdivision lg.S.f, that a project that is not a part of a major modification may result
in a significant emissions increase of such pollutan! and the owner or operator elects to use the method
specified in paragraphs2.63.ul through 2.63.a.3 for calculating projected actual emissions.

19.8.a. Before beginning actual construction of the projec! the owner or operator shall document
and maintain a record of the following information:

I 9.8.a. I . A description of the proposed project;

19.8.a.2. Identification of the emissions uni(s) whose emissions of a regulated NSR pollutant
could be affected by the proposed project; and

19.8.a.3. Adescriptionoftheapplicabilitytestusedtodeterminethattheproposedprojectisnot
a major modification for any regulated NSR pollutan! including the baseline actual emissions, the projected
actual emissions, the amount of emissions excluded under paragraph2.63.a.2 and an explanation for why
such amount was exclude4 and any netting calculations, if applicable.

l9.t.b. If the emissions unit is an existing electric utility steam generating unig before beginning
actual constructiono the owner or operator shall provide a copy ofthe information required under subdivision
19.8.a to the Secretary. Nothing in subdivision 19.8.b shall be construed to rquire the owner or operator
of such a unit to obtain any determination from the Secretary before beginning actual constuction.

19.8.c. Theowneroroperatorshallrnonitortheemiseionsof,anyregulatedNSRpolluantthat+ould
increase as a result of the project and that is emitted by any emissions unit identified in paragraph 19.8.a.1.
The owner or operator shall calculate and maintain a record of tJre annual emissions, in tons per year on a
calendar year basiso for a period of 5 years following resumption of regular operations after the change, or
for a period of l0 years following resumption of regular operations after the change if the project increases
the design capacity of or potential to emit that regulated NSR pollutant at such emissions unit

19.8.d. If the unit is an existing electric utility steam generating unit, the owner or operator shall
submit a report to the Secretary within 60 days after the end of each year during which records must be
generated under subdivision 19.8.c sefting out the unitos annual emissions during the calendar year that
preceded submission of the reporl

19.8.e. If the unit is an existing unit other than an electric utility steam generating unit, the owner
or operator shall submit a report to the Secretary if the annual emissions, in tons per year, from the project
identified in suMivision 19.8.4 exceed the baseline actual emissions (as documented and maintained
pursuant to paragraph 19.8.a.3), by a significant amount (as defined in subsectionZ.T|) for that regulated
NSR pollutant, and if such emissions differ from the preconstruction projection as documented and
maintained pwsuant to paragraph 19.8.a.3. Such report shall be submitted to the Secretary within 60 days
after the end of such year. The report shall contain the following:

19.8.e.1. The name, address and telephone number of the major stationary sourse;

19.8.e.2. The annual emissions as calculated pursuant to subdivision 19.8.c; and

19.8.e.3. Any other information that the owner or operator wishes to include in the report (e.g.,

an explanation as to why the emissions differ from the preconstruction projection).
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19.8.f. A o'reasonable possibility" under subsection 19.8 occurs when the owner or operator

calculates the project to result in either:

19.8.f.1. A projected actual emissions increase of at least 50 percent of the amount that is a
"significant emissions increase," as defined under subsection2.TS (without reference to the amount that is

a significant net emissions increase), for the regulated NSR pollutant; or

19.8.f.2. A projected actual emissions increase that, added to the amount of emissions excluded
under paragraph2.63.a.3, sums to at least 50 percent ofthe amount that is a'osignificant emissions increase,"

as defined under subsection 2.75 (without reference to the amount that is a significant net emissions
increase), for the regulated NSR pollutant. For a project for which a reasonable possibility occurs only
within the meaning ofthis paragraph, and not also within the meaning ofparagaph 19.8.f.1, then provisions

under subdivisions 19.8.b through 19.8.e do not apply to the project.

19.9. The owner or operator of the source shall make available the information required to be

documented and maintained pursuant to subsection 19.8 for review upon a request for inspection by the

Secretary or the general public pursuant to the requirements contained in 45CSR30.

$4$1+20. Disposition of Permits.

20.1. In the event that the Secretary promulgates changes to this rule or in the event of a redesignation
of an attainment or non-attainment area (in accordance with $ 107 of the CAA) priorto final disposition of
a permit, the Secretary shall make final disposition of the permit application in accordance with such newly
pncrnutgated standa.rds or redesignation.

S45-f4-2f. Conflict with Other Permitting Rules.

21.1. For sources required to obtain a permit under this rule, the provisions of 45CSRI3 requiring a

permit do not apply, so that only a single permit is required; provided" however, that:

2l.l.a. The base permit application fee of $1,000 pursuant to 45CSR22, subdivision 3.4.a shall
apply to such sources in addition to other applicable fees; and

zl.l.b. Any permit issued under this rule includes conditions that ensure compliance with the
provisions of 45CSRI3 to the extent applicable to any regulated air pollutant (as defined in 45CSR13) not
otherwise covered under this rule.

21.2. For sources that may be subject to 45CSRI3, 45CSRI4 and/or 45CSRI9, the more stringent
provisions of each applicable rule shall apply.

S4$l+22. [Reserved.]

$4S14-23. [Reserved.l

S4*l+24. [Reservedl.

54$14-25. Actuals PALs.
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25.1. Applicability.

25.1.a. The Secretary may approve the use of an actuals PAL for any existing major stationary
source if the PAL meets the requirements in subsections 25.1 through 25.15. The term *PA[." shall mean
ooactuals PAL" throughout section 25.

25.1.b. Any physical change in or change in the method of operation of a major stationary source
that maintains its total source-wide emissions below the PAL level, meets the requirements in subsections
25.1 through 25.15, and complies with the PAL permit:

25.1.b.1. Is not a major modification for the pAL pollufant

25.1.b.2. Does not have to be approved through the pSD program; and

25.1.b.3. Is not subject to the provisions in subsection 19.4 (restrictions on relaxing enforceable
emission limitations that the major stationary source used to avoid applicability of the major NSR program).

25.1.c. Except as provided under paragraph25.l.b.3,a major stationary source shall continue to
comply with all applicable Federal or State requirements, emission limitations, and work practice
requirements that were established prior to the effective date of the pAL.

25.2. Definitions. - For the purposes of this section 25,the definition in subdivision2S.2.aapplies.
When a tem ls not defrned in these pasagraphs,it shallhave the meaninggive+in seetisn2 o+in the€AA.

25.2.a. Allowable emissions means "allowable emissions" as defined in subsection 2.6, except as
modified according to paragraph s 25.2.a.1 and 25.2.u2.

25.2.a,1. The allowable emissions for any emissions unit shall be calculated considering any
emission limitations that are enforceable as a practical matter on the emissions unit's potential to emit.

25.2.u2. An emissions unit's potential to emit shall be determined using the definition in
subsection 2.58, except that the words 'oor enforceable as a practical mattef' should be added after *federally

enforceable."

25.3. Permit application requirements. - As part of a permit application reauesting a PAL' the owner
or operator of a major stationary source shall submit the following information to the Secretary for approval:

25.3.a. A list of all emissions units at the source designated as small, significant or major based on
their potential to emit. ln addition, the owner or operator of the soutrce shall indicate which, if any, Federal
or State applicable requirements, emission limitations, or work practices apply to each unit.

25.3.b. Calculations of the baseline actual emissions (with supporting documentation). Baseline
actual emissions are to include emissions associated not only with operation ofthe unit, but also emissions
associated with startup, shutdowrq and rnalfunction.

25.3.c. The calculation procedures that the major stationary source owner or operator proposes to
use to convertthe monitoring system data to monthly emissions and annual emissions based on a l2-month
rolling total for each month as required by suMivision 25.13.a
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25.4. General requirements for establishing PALs.

25.4.a. The Secretary is allowi to establish a PAL at a major stationary source, provided that at

a minimum, the requirements in paragraphs 25.4.a.1through 25.4.a.7 are met.

25 ,4.a.1 . The PAL shall impose an annual emission limitation in tons per year, that is enforceable

as a practical matter, for the entire major stationary source. For each month during the PAL effective period

after the first l2 months of establishing a PAL, the major stationary source owner or operator shall show that

the sum of the monthly emissions from each emissions unit under the PAL for the previous 12 consecutive

months is less than the PAL (a l2-month average, rolled monthly). For each month during the first ll
months from the PAL effective date, the major stationary source owner or operator shall show that the sum

of the preceding monthly emissions from the PAL effective date for each emissions unit under the PAL is
less than the PAL.

25.4.a.2. The PAL shall be established in a PAL permit that meets the public participation
requirements in section 17.

25.4.u3. The PAL permit shall contain all the requirements of subsection2i.7.

25.4.a.4. The PAL shall include fugitive emissionso to the extent quantifiable, from all emissions

units that emit or have the potential to emit the PAL pollutant at the major stationary source.

25.4.a.5. Each PAL shall regulate emissions of only one pollutant.

25.4.a.6. Each PAL shall have a PAL effective period of l0 years.

25.4.a.1 . The owner or operator of the major stationary source with a PAL shall comply with the

monitoring recordkeeping, and reportingrequirements provided in subsections 25.12 through25.l4for each

emissions unit under the PAL through the PAL effective period.

25.4.b. At no time during or after the PAL effective period are emissions reductions of a PAL
pollutant that occur during the PAL effective period creditable as decreases for purposes of offsets pursuant

to 45CSRI9 unless the level of the PAL is reduced by the amount of such emissions reductions and such

reductions would be creditable in the absence of the PAL.

25.5. Public participation requirements for PALs. - PALs for existing major stationary sources shall be

established renewd or increased through a procedure that is consistent with 45CSR13. This includes the

requirement that the Secretary provide the public with notice of the proposed approval of a PAL permit and

at least a 30-day period for submittal of public comment. The Secretary must address all material comments

before taking final action on the permit.

25.6. Sefting the l0-year actuals PAL level.

25.6.a. Except as provided in subdivision25.6.b, actuals PAL level for a major stationary source

shall be established as the sum of the baseline actual emissions (as defined in subsection 2.8) of the PAL
pollutant for each emissions unit at the source; plus an amount equal to the applicable significant level for
the PAL pollutant under subsection2J4 or under the CAA, whichever is lower. When establishing the

actuals PAL level, fora PAL pollutan! only one consecutive 24-month period must be used to determine the
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baseline actual emissions for all existing emissions units. However, a different consecutive 24-month period
may be used for each different PAL pollutant. Emissions associated with units that were permanently
shutdown after this 24-month period must be subtracted from the PAL level. Emissions from units on which
actual conshuction began after the 24-month period must be added to the PAL level in an amount equal to
the potential to emit ofthe units. The Secretary shall specify a reduced PAL level(s) (in tons/yr) in the PAL
permit to become effective on the future compliance date(s) of any applicable Federal or Stafe regulatory
requirement(s) that the Secretary is aware ofprior to issuance ofthe PAL permit. For instance, ifthe source
owner or operator will be required to reduce emissions from industrial boilers in halffrom baseline emissions
of 60 ppm NO* fo a new rule limit of 30 ppm, then the permit shatl contain a future effective PAL level that
is equal to the current PAL level reduced by half of ttre original baseline emissions of such uni(s).

25.6.b. For newly constructed units (which do not include modifications to existing units) on which
actual construction began after the 24-month perio{ in lieu of adding the baseline actual emissions as
specified in subdivision25.6.ao the emissions must be added to the PAL level in an amount equal to the
potential to emit of the units.

25.7. Contents of the PAL permit. - The PAL permit must contairq at a minimum, the information in
subdivisions 25.7 .athrough 25.7 j.

25.7.a. The PAL pollutant and the applicable source-wide emission limitation in tons per year.

25.7.b. The PAL permit effective date and the expiration date of the PAL (PAL effective period).

25.7.c. Specification in the PAL permit that if a major stationary source owner or op"*to, uppli.,
to renew a PAL in accordance with subsection 25.10 before the end of the PAL effective perio4 then the
PAL shall not expire at the end of the PAL effective period. It shall remain in effect until a revised PAL
permit is issued by the Secrefary.

25.7.d, A requirement that emission calculations for compliance purposes must include emissions
from startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions.

25.1,e. A requirement tha! once the PAL expires, the major stationary source is subject to the
requirements of subsectio n 25.9.

25.7.f. The calculation procedures that the major stationary source owner or operafor shall use to
convert the monitoring system data to monthly emissions and annual emissions based on a l2-month rolling
total as required by subdivision 25.13.a.

25 .7 .9, A requirement that the major stationary source owner or operator monitor all emissions units
in accordance with the provisions under subsection 2S.lZ.

25.7.h. A requirement to retain the records required under subsection 25. t3 on site. Such records
may be retained in an electronic format.

25.7.i. A requirement to submit the reprts required under subsectton25.14 by the required
deadlines.

25.7 i. Any other requirements that the Secretary deems necessary to implement and enforce the
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PAL.

25.8. PAL effective period and reopening ofthe PAL permit. - The requirements in subdivisions 25.8.a

and 25.8.b apply to actuals PALs.

25.8.a. PAL effective period. - The Secretary shall speciff a PAL effective period of l0 years.

25.8.b. Reopening of the PAL permit.

25.8.b.1. During the PAL effective perio4 the Secretary must reopen the PAL permit to:

25.8.b.1.A. Correct typographical or calculation errors made in setting the PAL or reflect a

more accurate determination of emissions used to establish the PAL;

25.8.b.1.B. Reduce the PAL if the owner or operator of the major stationary source creates

creditable emissions reductions for use as offsets pursuant to 45CSRI9; and

25.11.
25.8.b.1.C. Revise the PAL to reflect an increase in the PAL as provided under subsection

25.8.b.2. The Secretary shall have discretion to reopen the PAL permit for the following:

25.8.b.2.A. Reduce the PAL to reflect newly applicable Federal requirements (for exa:nple,
NSPS) with compliance dates afFrthe PAL eftctive date;

25.8.b.2.8. Reduce the PAL consistent with any other requirement that is enforceable as a

practical matter, and that the State may impose on the major stationary source under the State Implementation
Plan; and

25.8.b.2.C. Reduce the PAL ifthe Secretary determines that a reduction is necessary to avoid
causing or conffibuting to a National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) or PSD increment violation,
or to an adverse impact on an air quality relafed value that has been identified for a Federal Class I area by
a Federal Land Manager and for which informafion is available to the general public.

25.8.b.3. Except for the permit reopening in subparagraph 25.8.b.1.A for the correction of
typographicaUcalculation erors that do not increase the PAL level, all other reopenings shall be carried out
in accordance with the public participation requirements of subsection 25.5.

25.9. Expiration of a PAL. - Any PAL that is not renewed in accordance with the procedures in
subsection 25.10 shall expire at the end of the PAL effective period, and the requirements in subdivisions
25.9.athrough 25.9.e shall apply.

25.9.a. Each emissions unit (or each group of emissions units) that existed under the PAL shall
comply with an allowable emission limitation under a revised permit established according to the procedures

in paragraph s 25.9.a.1 and 25.9.a.2.

25.9.a.1. Within the time frame specified for PAL renewals in subdivision 25.10.b, the major
stationary source shall submit a proposed allowable emission limitation for each emissions unit (or each

o_
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group of emissions units, if such a distribution is more appropriate as decided by the Secretary) by
distributing the PAL allowable emissions forthe major stationary source among each of the emissionsunits
that existed under the PAL. If the PAL had not yet been adjusted for an applicable requirement that became
effective during the PAL effective perio4 as required under subdivision 2l.lI.e,such distribution shall be
made as if the PAL had been adjusted.

25.9.a.2. The Secretary shall decide whether and how the PAL allowable emissions will be
distributed and issue a revised permit incorporafing allowable limits for each emissions unig or each group
of emissions unitso as the Secretary determines is appropriate.

25.9.b. Each emissions uni(s) shall comply with the allowable emission limitation on a l2-month
rolling basis. The Secretary may approve the use of monitoring systems (source testing emission factorso
etc.) otherthan CEMS, CERMS, PEMS, oTCPMS to demonstrate compliance with the allowable emission
limitation.

25.9.c. Until the Secretary issues the revised permit incorporating allowable limits for each
emissions unit, or each group of emissions unitso as required under paragraph25.9.a.2,the source shall
continue to comply with a source-wide, multi-unit emissions cap equivalent to the level of the PAL emission
limitation.

25 .9 .d. Any physical change or change in the method of operation at the maj or stationary source wi I I
be subject to major NSR requirements if such change meets the definition of major modification in
subsection 240-

25.9,e. The major stationary source owner or operator shall continue to comply with any State or
Federal applicable requirements (BACT, RACT, NSPS, etc.) that may have applied either during the PAL
effective period or prior to the PAL effective period except for those emission limitations that had been
established pursuant to subsection l9.4,butwere eliminated by the PAL in accordance with the provisions
in paragraph 25.1.b.3.

25.10. Renewal of a PAL. - The Secretary shall follow the procedures specified in subsection 25.5
in approving any request to renew a PAL for a major stationary source, and shall provide both ttre proposed
PAL level and a written rationale for the proposed PAL level to the public forreview and comment. During
such public reviewo any person may propose a PAL level for the source for consideration by the Secretary.

25.10.u Application deadline. - A major stationary source owner or operator shall submit a timely
application to the Secretary to request renewal of a PAL. A timely application is one that is submitted at
least 6 months prior to, but not earlier than l8 months frorn, the date of permit expiration. This deadline for
application submittal is to ensue that the permit will not expire before the permit is renewed. lfthe owner
or operator of a major stationary source submits a complete application to renew the PAL within this time
perio4 then the PAL shall continue to be effective until the revised permit with the renewed PAL is issued.

25.10.b. Application requirernents. .. The application to renew a PAL pennit shall contain the
information required in paragraphs 25.10.c.1 through 25.10.c.4.

25.10.b.1. The informafion required in suMivisions 25.3.a through 25.3.c.

25.10.b.2. A proposed PAL level.
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25.10.b.3. The sum ofthe potentialto emitofallemissions units underthe PAL (with supporting
documentation).

25.10.b.4. Any other information the owner or operator wishes the Secretary to consider in
determining the appropriate level for renewing the PAL.

25.10.c. PAL adjustment. - In determining whether and how to adjust the PAL, the Secretary shall
consider the options outlined in paragraphs 25.10.d.1 and 25.10.d.2. However, in no case may any such

adjustment fail to comply with paragraph 25.10.d.3.

25.10.c.1. [f the emissions level calculated in accordance with subsection 25.6 is equal to or
greater than 80 percent of the PAL level, the Secretary may renew the PAL at the same level without
considering the factors set forth in paragraph 25.10.d.2; or

25.10.c.2, The Secretary may set the PAL at a level that he or she determines to be more
representative of the source's baseline actual emissions, or that he or she determines to be more appropriate
considering air quality needs, advances in control technolory, anticipated economic growth in the are4 desire

to reward or encourage the source's voluntary emissions reductions, or other factors as specifically identified
by the Secretary in his or her written rationale.

25.10.c.3. Notwithstanding paragraphs 25.10.d.1 and 25.10.d.2:

25.10.c.3.A. If the potential to emit of the major stationary source is less than the PAL, the
Secretaryshaltadjustthe PAL to a level no greater than the potentiatto emit of thssourcqand

25. I 0.c.3.8. The Secretary shall not approve a renewed PAL level higher than the current PAL,
unless the major stationary source has complied with the provisions of subsection 25.1 I (increasing a PAL).

25.10.d. [f the compliance date for a State or Federal requirement that applies to the PAL source

occurs during the PAL effective period, and if the Secretary has not already adjusted for such requiremenf
the PAL shall be adjusted at the time of PAL permit renewal or title V permit renewal, whichever occurs
first.

25.11. Increasing a PAL during the PAL effective period.

25.11.a. The Secretary may increase a PAL emission limitation only if the major stationary source
complies with the provisions in paragraphs 25.1 l.a.l and25.ll.a.2.

25.11.a.1. The owner or operator of the major stationary source shall submit a complete
application to request an increase in the PAL limit for a PAL major modification. Such application shall
identiff the emissions unit(s) contributing to the increase in emissions so as to cause the major stationary
source's emissions to equal or exceed its PAL.

25.11.a.2. As part of this applicatiog the major stationary source owner or operator shall
demonstrate that the sum of the baseline actual emissions of the small emissions units, plus the sum of the

baseline actual emissions of the significant and major emissions units assuming application of BACT
equivalent controls, plus the sum of the allowable emissions of the new or modified emissions unit(s)
exceeds the PAL. The level ofcontrol that would result from BACT equivalent controls on each significant
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or major emissions unit shall be determined by conducting a new BACT analysis at the time the application
is submittd unless the emissions unit is currently required to comply with a BACT or LAER requirement
that was established within the preceding l0 years. In such a case, the assumed control level for that
emissions unit shall be equal to the level of BACT or LAER with which that emissions unit must currently
comply.

25.11.a.3. The owneroroperatorobtains a majorNSR permitforall emissions uni(s) identified
in paragraph 25.11.a.1, regardless of the magnitude of the emissions increase resulting from them (that is,
no significant levels apply). These emissions uni(s) shall comply with any emissions requirements resulting
ftom the majorNSR process (for example, BACT), even though they have also become subject to the PAL
or continue to be subject to the PAL.

25.11.a.4. The PAL permit shall require that the increased PAL level shall be effective on the
day any emissions unit that is part of the PAL major modification becomes operational and begins to emit
the PAL pollutant.

25.11.b. The Secretary shall calculate the new PAL as the sum of the allowable emissions for each
modified or new emissions uni! plus the sum of the baseline actual emissions of the significant and major
emissions units (assuming application of BACT equivalent controls as determined in accordance with
paragraph 25.11.u2), plus the sum of the baseline actual emissions ofthe small emissions units.

25.11.c. The PAL permit shall be revised to reflect the increased PAL level pursuant to the public
notice requinements of suhsection 25.5.

25.12. Monitoring requirements for pALs.

25.12.a. General requirements.

25,12.u1. Each PAL permit must contain enforceable requirements for the monitoring system
that accurately determines plantwide emissions ofthe PAL pollutant in terms of mass per unit oftime. Any
monitoring system authorized for use in the PAL permit must be based on sound science and meet generally
acceptable scientific procedures for data quality and manipulation. Additionally, the information generated
by such system must meet minimum legal requirements for admissibility in ajudicial proceeding to enforce
the PAL permit

25.I2.u2. The PAL monitoring system must employ one or more ofthe four general monitoring
approaches meeting the minimum requirements set forth in paragraph s25.12.b.1through 25.12.b.4 and must
be approved by the Secretary.

25.12.a.3. Nonvithstandingparagraph};S.l2.a.2,youmayalsoemployanalternativemonitoring
approach that meets paragraph 25.12.a.1if approved by the Secretary.

25.12.a.4. Failure to use a monitoringsystemthat meetsthe requirements ofthis rule renders the
PAL invalid.

25.12.b. Minimum performance requirements for approved monitoring approaches. The following
are acceptable general monitoring approaches when conducted in accordance with the minimum requirements
in subdivisions 25.12.c through 25.12.i:
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25.12.b.1. Mass balance calculafions for activities using coatings or solvents;

25.12.b.2. CEMS:

25.12.b.3. CPMS or PEMS; and

25.12.b.4. Emission factors.

25.12.c. Mass balance calculations. - An owner or operator using mass balance calculations to
monitor PAL pollutant emissions from activities using coating or solvents shall meet the following
requirements:

25.12.c.I. Provide a demonstrated means of validating the published content of the PAL
pollutant that is contained in or created by all materials used in or at the emissions unit;

25.12.c.2. Assume that the emissions unit emits all of the PAL pollutant that is contained in or
created by any raw material or fuel used in or at the emissions unil if it cannot otherwise be accounted for
in the process; and

25.12.c.3. Where the vendor of a material or fuel, which is used in or at the emissions unit,
publishes a range of pollutant content from such material, the owner or operator must use the highest value
of the range to calculate the PAL pollutant emissions unless the Secretary determines there is site-specific
data or asite-sp-eeifie monitoring progzm to support a'Rother contenrwitfrinlhe ftr[ge:

25.12.d. CEMS. An owner or operator using CEMS to monitor PAL pollutant emissions shall meet

the following requirements:

25 .12.d.1. CEMS must comply with applicable Performance Specificafions found in 40 CFRPart
60, appendix B; and

25 .12.d.2. CEMS must sampl e, analyze and record datz at least every I 5 minutes while the
emissions unit is operating.

25.12.e. CPMS or PEMS. An owner or operator using CPMS or PEMS to monitor PAL potlutant
emissions shall meet the following requirements:

25.12.e.1. The CPMS or the PEMS must be based on current site-specific data demonstrating
a correlation between the monitored parameter(s) and the PAL pollutant emissions across the range of
operation of the emissions unit; and

25.12.e,2. EachCPMS oTPEMS must sample, analyze, and record dataat leastevery 15 minutes,
or at another less frequent interval approved by the Secretary, while the emissions unit is operating.

25.12.f. Emission factors. - An owner or operator using emission factors to monitor PAL pollutant
emissions shall meet the following requirements:

25.12.f.I. All emission factors shall be adjusted, if appropriate, to account for the degree of

a
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uncertainty or limitations in the factors'development;

25.12.f.2. The emissions unit shall operate within the designated range of use for the emission
factor, if applicable; and

25.12.f.3. If technically practicable, the owner or operator of a significant emissions unit that
relies on an emission factor to calculate PAL pollutant emissions shall conduct validation testing to
determine a site-specific emission factor within 6 months of PAL permit issuance, unless the Secretary
determines that testing is not required.

25.12.9. A source owner or operator must record and report ma:<imum potential emissions without
considering enforceable emission limitations or operational restrictions for an emissions unit during any
period of time that there is no monitoring data, unless another method for determining emissions during such
periods is specified in the PAL permit.

25.12.h. NotrvithstandingtherequirementsinsuMivisions25.l2.cthroughZi.l2.g,whereanowner
or operator of an emissions unit cannot demonsfate a correlation between the monitored paramete(s) and
the PAL pollutant emissions rate atall operating points ofthe emissions unit, the Secretary shall, at the time
of permit issuance:

25.12.h.1. Establish default value(s) for determining compliance with the PAL based on the
highest potential emissions reasonably estimated at such operating poin(s); or

25.12.h.2. Determinethaf operationoftheemissionsunitduringoperatingconditionswhenthere
is no correlation between monitored parameter(s) and the PAL pollutant emissions is a violation ofthe PAL.

25.12.i. Re-validation. - All data used to establish the PAL pollutant must be re-validated through
performance testing or other scientifically valid means approved by the Secretary. Such testing must occur
at least once every 5 years after issuance of the PAL.

25.13. Recordkeepingrequirements.

25.13 .a. The PAL permit shall require an owner or operator to retain a copy of all records necessary
to determine compliance with any requirement of section 28 and of the PAL, including a determination of
each emissions unit's l2-month rolling total emissionso for 5 years from the date of such record.

25.13.b. The PAL permit shall require an ownsr or operator to retain a copy ofthe following records
for the duration of the PAL effective period plus 5 yea$:

25.13.b.1. A copy of the PAL permit application and any applications for revisions to the PAL;
and

25.13.b.2. Each annual certification of compliance pursuant to title V and the data relied on in
certiffing the compliance.

25.14. Reporting and notification requirements. - The owner or operator shall submit semi-annual
monitoring reports and prompt deviation reports to the Secretary in accordance with the applicable title V
operatingpermitprogram. Thereportsshallmeettherequirementsinsubdivisions25.l4.athrough25.l4.c.
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25.14.a. Semi-annual report. - The semi-annual report shall be submitted to the Secretary within 30

days of the end of each reporting period. This report shall contain the information required in paragraphs

25.1 4.a.1 through 25.14.a.7 .

25.14.a.1. The identification of owner and operator and the pennit number.

25.14.a.2. Total annual emissions (tons/year) based on a l2-month rolling total for each month
in the reporting period recorded pursuant to subdivision25.l3.a.

25.14.a.3. All data relied upon, including but not limited to, any Quality Assurance or Quality
Conhol data in calculating the monthly and annual PAL pollutant emissions.

25.14.a.4. A list of any emissions units modified or added to the major stationary source during
the preceding 6-month period.

25.I4.a.5. The number, durationo and cause of any deviations or monitoring malfunctions (other
than the time associated with zero and span calibration checks), and any corrective action taken.

25.14.a.6. A notification of a shutdown of any monitoring system, whether fhe shutdown was
permanent or temporary, the reason for the shutdown, the anticipated date that the monitoring system will
be fully operational or replaced with another monitoring system, and whether the emissions unit monitored
by the monitoring system continued to operate, and the calculation of the emissions of the pollutant or the

number determined by method included in the permi! as provided by subdivision 25.12.g.

25.14.a.7. A signed statement by the responsible official (as defined by the 45CSR30-2.38)
certiffing the truth, accunrcy, and completeness of the information provided in the report.

25.14.b. Deviation report. - The major stationary source owner or operator shall promptly submit
reports of any deviations or exceedance of the PAL requirements, including periods where no monitoring
is available. A report submitted pursuant to 45CSR30-5.1.c.3 shall satisff this reporting requirement. The
deviation reports shall be submitted within the time limits prescribed by the applicable program
implementing 45CSR30-5.1.c.3. The reports shall contain the following information:

25.14.b.1. The identification of owner and operator and the pennit number;

25.14.b.2. The PAL requirement that experienced the deviation or that was exceeded;

25.14.b.3. Emissions resulting from the deviation or the exceedance; and

25.14.b.4. A signed statement by the responsible official (as defined by the applicable title V
operating permit program) certifuing the truth, accuracy, and completeness of the information provided in
the report.

25.14.c. Re-validation results. - The owner or operator shall submit to the Secretary the results of
any re-validation test or method within 3 months after completion of such test or method.

25.15. Transition requirements.
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25.15.a. The Secretary may not issue a PAL that does not comply with the requirements in
subsections 25.1 through 25.15 after the effective date of EPA approval and promulgation of a revision to
the WV SIP incorporating this rule.

25.15.b. TheSecretarymaysupersedeanyPALthatwasestablishedpriortotheeffectivedateofEPA
approval and promulgation of a revision to the WV SIP incorporating this rule with a PAL that complies with
the requirements of subsections 25.1 through ZS.lS.

$4$14-26. fnconsistency Between Rulee.

26.1. ln the event of any inconsistency between this rule and any other rule of the West Virginia
Department of Environmental Protection, such inconsistency shall be resolved by the determination of the
Secretary and such determination shall be based upon the application of the more stringent provision, tenrl
condition, method or rule.
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(Code 529A-3-l-O)

Earl Ray Tomblin Richard ThomPson
ex officio nonvoting member ex officio nonvoting member

House

Brown, Chairman
Poling, Vice Chair
Miley

Absent Talbott
Overington
Sobonya

Absent,

The meeting was called to order by Senator Minard, Chair.

Jay Laze11, Associate Counsel, reviewed his abstract on the
rule proposed by the Division of Air Quality DEP, Pemits for
Construction and Major Modification of Major Stationary Sources of
Air PolLution for the Prevention of Significant Deterioration,
45CSR14, and st,ated that the Commission has agreed to technical
modifications.

Senator Facemyer moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified. The motion was adopted.

Brian Skinner, Associate Counsel, explained his abstract on
the rule proposed by the .AJ.cohol Beverage Control Commission,
Licensing of RetaiL Outlets, 1?5CSR5, stated that the Commission
has agreed to technical modifications and responded to questions
from the Committee.

Clayton Chandler, Fleet Manager for the Commission, responded
to guestions from the Committee.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified.

Delegate Poling moved to amend the rule by removing SecEion 11-

in its entirety. The motj-on was adopted.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified and amended. The motion was adopted.



Mr. Lazel-I reviewed her abstract on the rule proposed by the
E:q>losives and Blasting DEP, Vilest Virginia E:qrJ.osives and
Blasting Rule, 199CSR1, and stated that the Agency has agreed to
technical modifications .

Delegate Brown moved that, the proposed rule be approved aS

modified. The motion was adopted.

Debra Graham, Chief Counsel, explained her abstract on the
rule proposed by the Bureau for PubLic Health, Specialized
MuJ.tipatient Medical. Transport, 64CSR29.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved. The
motion was adopted.

Miss Grahamn reviewed her abstract on the rule proposed by the
Bureau for PubJ-ic Health, Fire Departnent Rapid Response Services
Licensure, 64CSR44.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved. The
motion was adopted.

Miss Graham explained his abstract on the rule proposed by the
Bureau for Putrlic Health, Emergency MedicaL services, 64CSR48,
stated that the Bureau has agreed to Lechnical modi-fications and
responded to guestions from the Commit,tee.

,foe1 Watts with the Miner's Heal-th Safety and Training,
addressed the Committee and responded to questions.

Dr. Drema Mace, Director of OEMS, responded to guestions.

Marsha Thacker, with OEMS, responded to guestions from the
Commi-ttee.

Senator Facemyer reguested fiscal/budget. Agreed.

Daren Wilks, Chief of Operations with OEMS, responded to
guestions and addressed the Committee.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified. The motion was adopted.

Miss Graham reviewed her abstract on the rule proposed by the
Department of Hea1th and Hr:man Resources, Sex Offender Treatnent
Program Certification, 64CSR8?, and stated that the Department has
agreed to technical modifications.

Susan McQuaide, Director of Sexual Abuse Counseling Services,

O 
addressed the Committee.

Frank Fazalarj- addressed the Committee and responded to
cruestions.



Susan Perry with legal Services for DHHR responded Lo
guestlons.

Delegate Flieshauer moved that the proposed rule be approved
as modified.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be withdrawn. The
motion was adopted.

Mr. Lazell explained his abstract on the rule proposed by the
Mining and Reclamation DEP, West Virginia Surface M:ining
Reclanation Rule, 38CSR2, stated that the Department. has agreed to
technical modif icati-ons and responded to cruestions f rom the
Committee.

Tom Clarke, Director of the Division, responded to guestions
from the Committee.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified.

,Jason Bostic with the WV Coal Association addressed the
Commit,tee and responded t,o questions.

Delegate Fleishauer moved to amend the proposed rule by
removing 3.32.b. The motion was adopted.

Delegate Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified and amended. The motion was adopted.

Mr. Lazel1 reviewed his abst,ract on the rule proposed by the
Office of Dlater Resources DEP, Requirenents Governing Water
Quality Standards, 47CSR2, and responded to guestions from the
Committee.

Scott Mandirola with the Department, responded to guestions
from the Committee.

Delegat,e Brown moved that the proposed rule be approved. The
motion was adopted.

Charles nj"ro.r"rrsky, Associate Counsel, explained his abstract
on the rule proposed by the Racing Commission, Thoroughbred Racing,
178CSR1, and stated that the Department has agreed to technj-caI
modif i-cati-ons.

Senator Snyder moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified. The motion was adopted.

Mr. Roskovensky reviewed his abstracL on the rule proposed by
the Racing Comnission, Greyhound Racing, 178CSR2, stated that the
Department has agreed to technical modifications and responded to
guestions from the Committee.



Delegate Brown moved that the proposed ruLe be approved as
modified.

Anthony East with Lhe Attorney General's Office, representing
the Racing Commj-ssion, responded to guestions from the Committee.

Senator Snyder moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified. The motion was adopted.

Mr. Roskovensky reviewed his abstract on the rul-e proposed by
the Racing Commission, Pari-Mutual V[agering, 178CSR5, stated that
the Department has agreed to technical modifications and responded
to guestions from the Committee.

Senator Snyder moved that the proposed rule be approved as
modified. The motion was adopted.

Delegate Brown moved to direct staff to prepare bi11s of
introduction.

Miss Graham addressed the Committee.

Senator Snyder moved to adjourn the meeting. The motion was
adopted.
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LEGISI,ATI\IE RT'LE-!{AI(ING REVIEW COMMITTEE

Monday, ,fanuary 10, 2OLL

7:00 p.m. to 9:00 P.m.
Senate ilud:iciary Connittee Room

1. Review of Legislative Rules:

a. Division of Air Qual.ity - DEP
permits for Construction and Major Modification of Major
Stationary Sources of Air Pollution for the Prevention of
Signif icant Deterioration
45CSR]-4

O IJAID OVER

' APProve as Modified

b. Departnent of Adninistration
State Owned Vehicles
1_48CSR3

' APProve as Modified

c. E:q>J.osives and Blasting - DEP
West, Virginia Explosives and Blasting Rule
L99CSRI-

' APProve as Modified

d. Bureau for Pub].ic llea].th
Specialized Multipatient Medical Transport
54CSR29

t APProve

e. Bureau for Pub1ic Health
Fire Department Rapid Response Services Licensure
64CSR44

' APProve

f . Bureau for Pr:b].ic Heal-th
Emergency Medical Services
54CSR48

. Approve as Modified



g. Departnent of Health and Human Resources
Sex Offender Treatment Program Certification
64CSR87

' APProve as Modified

h. Mining and Reclamation - DEP
West Virginia Surface Mining Reclamation Rule
38CSR2

' APProve as Modified

i. Racing Commission
Thoroughbred Racj-ng
L78CSR]_

' APProve as Modified

j. Racing Commission
Greyhound Racing
L78CSR2

o APProve as Modified

k. Racing Comnission
Pari-Mutual Wagering
178CSRs

' APProve as Modified

1. Office of Water Resources - DEP
Reguirement.s Governing Water Quality SEandards
47 CSP.?

o APProve

2. Other Business

Direct staff to prepare reporL and bil1s of auLhorization for
introduction.
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c. E:rplosives and BJ-asting - DEP
West Virginia Explosives and Blasting RuIe
l_99CSRl_

d. Bureau for Fub1ic Healtlr
Specialized Multipatient Medical Transport
64CSP.29

e. Bureau for Public Hea1th
Fire DeparLment Rapid Response Services Licensure
64CSR44

f. Bureau for PubLic Hea].th
Emergency Medical Services
64CSR48

g. Departnent of Health and llunan Resources
Sex Offender Treatment Proqram Cert,ification
64CSR87

h. Mining and Reclamation - DEP
West Virginia Surface Mining Reclamation Rule
3 8CSR2

i. Racing Comission
Thoroughbred Racing
178CSR1

j . Racing Cormission
Greyhound Racing
l-78CSR2

k. Racing Comission
Pari-Mutual Wagering
178CSR5

1. Office of lfater Resources - DEP
Reguirements Governing Water Quality Standards
47CSR2

2. Ottrer Business - Direct staff to prepare report and bil-ls of auEhorization
for introduction.
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LEGISI,ATI\IE RI'LE-I4AI(ING REVIE9T COMMITTEE

Monday, ,fanuazy 10, 2OLl
?:00 p.m. to 9:00 P.m.

Senate iludiciary Committee Room

1. Review of Legislative Rules:

ar/ Division of Air Quality - DEP
Permits for Construction and Major
Stationary Sources of Air Pollution
Signif icant Deterj-oration
45CSR14

LAID OVER
Approve as Modified

{ Departnent of Administration
State Owned Vehicles
148CSR3

' APProve as Modified

cr/ E:q>Iosives and Blasting - DEP
West Virginia Explosives and Blasting Rule
199CSRI,

Approve as Modified

Bureau for PubLic Health
Specialized Mult,ipatient Medical Transport
54CSR29

Approve

ey' Bureau for Pr:blic HeaLth
Fire Department Rapid Response
64CSR44

Approve

f / Bureau for Pr:b1ic Heal-th
Emerg'ency Medical Services
64CSR48

a

a

Modif icati-on of Maj or
for the Preventi-on of

Services Li-censure

Approve as Modified



g,/ Departnent of Health and lluman Resources
Sex Offender Treatment Program Certification
64CSR87

Approve as Modified

hv/ I'fining and Recl.mation - DEP
West Vj-rginia Surface Mining ReclamaLion Rule
38CSR2

Approve as Modified

Ld Racing Commission
Thoroughbred Racing
l_78CSR1

j./ Racing Commission
Greyhound Racing
178CSR2

kr' Racing Commission
Pari-Mutual Wagering
1_78CSR5

Approve as Modified

2. Other Business

Direct staff to prepare report
introduction.

Approve as Modified

Approve as Modified

]r',/ office of Water Resources - DEP
Reguirements Governing Water Quality Standards
47CSR2

Approve

and bil1s of authorizati-on for
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LEGISI,ATI\IE RT'LE-I{AI(ING REITIEW COMMITTEE

Monday, ilanuary 10 , 2OLL
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Senate Judiciary Comnittee Room

1. Review of LegisJ.ative RuLes:

n ^^ -.J d Division of Air Qual.ity - DEP
/r/ola44w4 /l / Permit,s for Construction and Major Modification of Major
ds {nodd'e/L Stationary Sources of Air Pollution for the Prevention of

Signif icant Deterj-oration
4scsRr_4

: ffii?"::":" Modiried

1 u-6. Departnent of Administration
ftapO"c7 n / state owned Vehicles
z.s rrd;A>zl 1-48csR3

It
{ AmaTlde& . Approve as Modified

lt / d E:qrlosives and Blasting - DEP
pppldiB4 n I West Virginia Explosives and Blasting Rule

ir' r,/r|'J 
leecsRl

. Approve as Modified

Bureau for PubJ.ic llealth
Specialized Multipatient Medical Transport
64CSR29

/Prun-e {

^tl./
furare*@'

Approve

..) t lK Bureau for PrrbJ.ic Heal-th
,4Vprao"k, / Emergency Medical Services

at me/'i'>l/ 64csR48

o APProve

Bureau for Public Health
Fire Department Rapid Response Services Licensure
64CSR44

. Approve as Modified



R ***@ 3:f;:?:*J',:::*:,1"i,:H# ::::H::1,,o,.,
cc{e b* 64csR87

u-,i{hdr arJJ^ o Approve as Modified

n - ^^ - tdVilning and Reclo'nation - DEP
NPg 

-?n . ,l West virginia Surf ace Mining Reclamation Rule
&S q-q od.&\'ed,C 3I cSR2

ontr a'"n*o\.eoi-- o Approve as Modif ied

d: Racing Comnission
Thorough-bred Racing
l_78CSR1

' APProve as Modified

. Approve as Modified

' ApProve as Modified

Office of Water Resources - DEP
Reguirements Governing Water Quality Standards
47CSR2

n{r;;;o

.,-, ,f Racing Comnission
/fpprat:€ n Greyhound Racing

r.lJ I L78CSR2
ES sflMtft>ea

,.1 d"acing Comission
/.?@"? fl n pari-Murual wagering
V: fneld'ed 178csRs

l6xonoLd

' APProve

2. Other Business

Direct staff to prepare report and bills of authorization for
introduction.
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tsKA-CEV & rr{Ofitso^t, ${C.
?.O. tsOX +8a

D'UJVBA?v WY zso64
Te fey ftone: 3 o 4- Z 2 o - I g o o

fax: 3o4-72o-r375
January 10,2011

Dear Legislative Rule Committee,

This e-mail is from Susan McQuaide. I've been a Sexual Offender
Treatment Specialistfor 22 years, working with adults, juveniles and also child
and adult victims of sexual assault.

Along with several other providers, I have concerns with the sex offender
rules and ask that the current version not be passed. Our number 1 goal should
be protection of the community and this bill will decrease the safety of our
communities.

During 2006-2008, several Sexual Offender Treatment Specialists were
appointed to a committee to write the rules. They were passed and put into
effect January 2009. In July 2009, the rules were pulled and put on the shelf, so
to speak, as there was confusion about DHHR managing DOC's Sex Offender
(SO) Programs.

One year later, the rules resurfaced and were rewritten by a committee of
5-6 individuals, none of whom were sexual offender treatment providers. The
new version will exclude a number of sexual offender treatment providers from
being able to continue providing this service. Those of us with 1 5-22 years of
experience will no longer be qualified to run sexual offender treatment programs.
This will be harmful to the safety of our communities.

Our main concerns are as follows:
- 5.1.C The requirements were changed to exclude numerous providers.
- The program application was $100.00. Now it is 850.00.
- There conflicting statements about private practice being excluded.
- Having to have a Behavioral Health License to operate a program. This work

is often provided by individuals who are private practitioners. They do not
operate a full service mental health facility.

Revisions are needed as follows:
The new requirements for Program Coordinator now exclude many with

15-22 years of experience as sex offender treatment specialist. The previous
rules (5.1.c.1,2,3) allowed more types of degrees, licensure and certification as a
Sex Offender Treatment Specialist. The original rules were not written with the
purpose of eliminating our state's most qualified, experienced therapists from
being able to continue to do their job, thus allowing continued protection of the
community.

The original SO Rules Committee wanted 5.1.c. to read:



A treatment provider who has a Master's Degree or above in psychology,
social work or counseling or a related field and is licensed and/or certified to
provide sex offender treatment. The new writing excludes certain types of
degrees and licensures and doesn't mention certification. We could also agree
on a grandfathering clause. There are nurses, rehab counselors, educators and
people certified, not licensed as LPC or LCSW, etc. who are doing this work and
should be able to continue what they are doing.

The price for a Program License was raised 850% from $100.00/yr to
$850.00/yr. This is prohibitive for most private practitioners. The rationale was
that a trained evaluator would be hired to review the programs and their records.
lf there are, at the most 13-16 programs in the state, do we need a full time
evaluator to review records once or twice ayear? DHHR's monitoring agencies
OFLAC and APS offices cunently review records once or twice a year. I know of
7 outpatient treatment programs in the state. Someone from OFLAC told me
there may be as many as 13-16 SO Programs.

The rules are unclear about "private practice". Rule 2.4.a.3 says private
practice is excluded from the rules. Rule 4.1.b says a person must be part of a
Behavioral Health Center (or other facilities) in order to provide Sex Offender
Treatment, which would eliminate private practice. This is confusing. A partial
sentence under Programs (3.24) is also confusing and contradictory where it
states, "To include a private practice".

We work daily with perpetrators of sexual violence in an effort to get them
to have their sexually aggressive needs met elsewhere. lt is difficult, strenuous
work. We believe this Rule will eliminate jobs and place people at a higher risk
because there will be more untreated sex offenders in WV. Please assist us in
better protecting our communities by sending this Rule back to the drawing
board. A new committee needs to be appointed that includes 10 or more Sex
offender Treatment Providers. Thanks for listening and thanks for your
consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,
/n

/<nAa^- ftLl7aetz,, fl 4, (std/'sE s
Susan McQuaide, MA, LSW, CSOTS
Director, Sexual Abuse Counseling Services
Braley and Thompson
Also in private practice, McQuaide and Associates
Approved BBHHF Evaluator
Finding Words Forensic Interview Evaluator
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TITLE 178

LEGISLATIYE RULE
RACING COMMISSION

SERIES 1

THOROUGMRED RACING

S178-1-1. General.

1.1. Scope. - This rule regulates the
conduct of thoroughbred racing in this state and
the administration of the West Virginia
Thoroughbred Development Fund.

1.2. Authoriry. -- W. Va. Code $$ 19-
23 -2(a,\, | 9 -23 -3 (17 ), 19 -23 - 6, 19 -23 -8, 19 -23 -9,
19-23 -13, 19 -23-l3b and 19-23 -15.

1.3. Filing Date. --

1.4. EffectiveDate. --

1.5. Repeal ofFormer Rule. - This rule
repeals and replaces W. Va. 178 CSR 1, Racing
Commission, Thoroughbred Racing, fi led April 6,
2007 and effective Apil6,2007.

PART 1. DEFINTTIONS

5178-1-2. Definitions. As used in this rule and
unless the context clearly requires a different
meaning, the following terms shall have the
meaning ascribed in this section.

2.1. "Accredited thoroughbred horse"
means a horse that is foaled in West Virginia or
sired by an accredited West Virginia sire.

2.2. "Accredited West Virginia sire"
means a sire that is permanently domiciled in
West Vireini4 stands a full season in West
Virginia and is registered with the West Virginia
Thoroughbred Breeders Association.

Aminocaproic acid, Tranexamic acid,
Carbazochrome and no other medications.

2.4. "Age" means the age of a

thoroughbred" which is reckoned as beginning on
the first day of January in the year in which it is
foaled.

2.5. ooAllowance race" means an

overnight race for which eligibility and weight to
be carried is determined according to specified
conditions, which include age, sex; earnings and

number of wins.

2.6. "Also-Eligible" pertains to:

2.6.a. a number of eligible
horses, properly entered which were not drawn
for inclusion in a race, but which become eligible
according to preference or lot if an enfiy is
scratched prior to the scratch time deadline; or

2.6.b. in a trial race, the next
preferred contestant that is eligible to participate
when an enby is scratched pursuant to the written
conditions of the race.

2.7. "Appeal" means a request for the
Racing Commission or its designee to hold a

hearing and review any decisions or rulings of the
stewards.

2.8. "Applicanf' means any racing
association making application for a license or
any person making application for a perrrit.

2.9. "Anears" means all moneys due for
entrance fees (including jockeys' fees), fines,2.3. *Adjunct medication" means
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subscriptions for stakes, purchase money in of the event for which the pool is made.

claiming or selling races and also any default in
2.I7. "Breakage" means the net poolmoney incident to the rules' 

minus payout.
2.I0, "Association" or "racing

association" means any individual, parbrership, 2.18. * Bred"meanstheplaceofahorse's
firm, association, corporation or other entity or birth.
organization of whatever character or description
licensed by the Racing Commission to conduct 2.19. "Breeder" means the owner of the
horse racing and pari-mutuel wagering. horse's dam at the time of foaling.

2.1I. "Association grounds" means all 2.20. "Breeder of an accredited West
real property utilized by the association in the Virginiahorse"meanstheownerofthefoalatthe
conduct of its race meeting, including the time it was born in West Virginia.
racetrack, grandstand, concession stands, offrces,
barns, stable area, employee housing facilities and 2.21. "Chairman" means the chairman of
parking lots and any other areas under the the Racing Commission.
jurisdiction of the Racing Commission.

2.22. "Claiming race" means a race in
2.12.*Authorizedagent"meansaperson which any horse starting may be claimed

appointed by an owner or a partnership to act as (purchased for a designated amount) in
his or her representative by the execution of a conformance with this rule.
notarized document signedbythe ownerand filed
with the Racing Commission. 2.23. "Qsmmission" means the West

Virginia Racing Commission.
2.13. "Betting interest" means one or

more horses in a pari-mufuel wagering contest 2.24. "Conwrissionef' means a member
which is identified by a single program number of the West Virginia Racing Commission.
for wagering purposes.

2-25. "Complaint" means all signed
2.l4. "Bleeder"meansahorse,whichhas written complaints made to the Racing

demonstrated external evidence of exercise, Commission or any of its representatives.
induced pulmonary hemorrhage (epistaxis, or
bleeding from one or both nostrils) and/or the 2.26. "Conditions" means qualifications
existence of hemorrhage into the trachea post- that determine a horse's eligibility to be entered in
exercise as observed upon endoscopic arace.
examination or determined by laboratory methods.

2.27. "Coupled Entry' means two or
2.15. "Bleeder list" means atabulation of more contestants in a contest that are treated as a

all horses designated as bleeders to be maintained single betting interest for pari-mutuel wagering
by the Racing Commis5isa veterinarian(s). purposes.

2.16, "Bookmaking" means a form of 2.28. "Course" means the track over
gambling that is not authorized by law in which which horses race.
chances are sold to individuals who may win a
part or all of the pool depending on the outcome 2.29. "Day" means a twenty-four Qa)
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hour period endin! at midnight.

2.30. "Dead heat" means the finish of a
race in which the noses of two or more horses
reach the finish line at the same time.

2.31. "Declaration" means the act of
withdrawing an entered horse from arace prior to
the closing ofentries.

2.32. "Drau/' means the process of
selecting thoroughbreds and determining by lot
their post or starting gate positions for arace in a
manner to ensure compliance with the conditions
of the rules of racing.

2.33. "EnS'means:

2.33.a. a horse eligible for and
entered in a race; or

2.33.b. two (2) or more horses
entered in the same race, which have common ties
of ownership, lease or training.

2.34. *Flat Race" means races in which
horses mounted byjockeys run over a course on
which no jumps or other obstacles are placed.

2.35. "Fund" means the West Virginia
thoroughbred development fund established under
the provisions of West Virginia Code g 19-23-
t3b.

2.36. A "Handicap" mean5 a race in
which the weights to be carried by the horses are
assigned by the racing secretary for the purpose of
equalizing their chances of winning for all horses
entered.

2.37 . *Handle" means the total amount of
all pari-mutuel wagering sales less refunds and
cancellations.

2.3 8. "Horse" means an equine registered
to race including and designated as a mare, filly,

stallion, colg ridgeling or gelding.

2.39- "Horse racing" means any type of
equine racing, including, but not limited to
thoroughbred racing and harness racing, involving
pari-mutuel wagering.

2.40. "Horse race meeting" means the
whole period oftime ending on December 31$ for
which the Racing Commission requires a license.

2.41. "Inquiry" means an investigation by
the stewards of potential interference in a contest
prior to declaring the result ofthat contest official.

2.42. "J ocket'' means a professional rider
issued an occupational permit to ride in races.

2.43. "Legitimate breakage" means the
percentage left over in the division of a pool.

2.44. "License" means an authorization
by the Racing Commission to an association to
conduct horse racingwith pari-mutuel wagering at
a specified location.

2.45. "Licensee" means any racing
association holding a license required by the
provisions of West Virginia Code $$ l9-23-l et
seq. andthis rule.

2.46. "Maiden" means ahorse, which has

never, in any country, won an off,rcial flat race
published in the reports, records and/or statistics
of the Daily Racing Form, Equibase or other
recognized publications, other than in a match or
private sweepstakes. A maiden which has been

disqualified after having finished first is still to be

considered a maiden.

2.47. "Maiden race" means a contest
restricted to nonwinners.

2.48. *Match" means a race between two
or more horses under conditions agreed to by their
owners.
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2.49. "Meef'means the specified periods
and dates within arace meeting, during which an
association is authorized by the Racing
Commission to conduct racing and/or pari-mutuel
wagering.

2.50. "Meeting" means the specified
periods and dates each year during which an
association is authorized by the Racing
Commission to conduct racing and/or pari-mutuel
wagering.

2.51.'Milkshaking" or "biocarbonate
loading" means a bicarbonate or other alkalinizing
substance administered to a horse that elevates the
horse's bicarbonate level or pH level above those
existing naturally in the untreated horse at normal
physiological concentrations as deterrnined by the
Commission, regardless of the means of
administration.

2.52. "Month" means a calendar month.

2.53. " Mutuel Field" means a single
betting interest involving more than one (1) horse
which is forrned when the number of horses
starting a race exceeds the numbering capacity of
the totalizator and where all horses of a higher
number are grouped in the mutuel field.

2.54. 'Nerved" means any horse on
which a neurectomy has been performed.

2.55. 'No contest" means arace canceled
for any reason by the stewards.

2.56. 'Nominator" means the person in
whose name the horse is entered for a race.

2.57. "Objection" means a verbal claim
of foul in a race lodged with the stewards or their
designee by the horse's jockey, trainer, owner or
the owner's authorized agent before the stewards
declare the race official.

order of finish of the horses in a contest as

declared official by the stewards.

2.59. "Offrcial starter" means the official
responsible for dispatching the horses for a race.

2.60. *Official running time" means the
elapsed time from the moment the fnst horse

crosses the starting point until the fnst horse
crosses the finish line.

2.61. "Offtime" means the moment at
which, on the signal of the official starter, the
doors of the starting gate are opened, officially
dispatching the horses in each race.

2.62. "Outstanding ticket" means a

winning or a refundable pari-mutuel ticket which
was not cashed during the perforrnance for which
it was issued; also known as "outs".

2.63. "Overnighf' means a contest for
which the entries are closed at a time set by the
association' s racing secretary.

2.64. "Ovvnet''means aperson who holds
any title, right or interests whole or partial in a
horse, including the lessee and lessor of a horse.

An interest in the winnings only of a horse shall
not constitute ownership.

2.65. "Owner of an accredited West
Virginia horse" means the owner at the time the
horse earned designated purses to qualiff for a
restricted purse supp lement.

2.66. "Owner of an accredited West
Virginia sire" means the owner of record at the
time the offspring is conceived.

2.67. "Paddock" means an enclosure in
which horses scheduled to compete in a contest
are saddled prior to racing.

2.68. '?ari-mutuel" means a mutuel or
collective pool that can be divided 'mong those2.58. "Official order of finish" means the
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who have contributed their wagers to one central
pool. The odds of these wagers are to be
reckoned in accordance with the collective
amounts wagered upon each horse running in a
horse race relative to the amount wagered on each
horse in each pool with the total to be divided
among the first three (3) contestants on the basis
of the number of wagers.

2.69. *Pai-mutuel clerk" means any
employee of a licensed racing association, who is
responsible for the collection of wagers, the
distribution of moneys for winning pari-mutuel
tickets, verification of the validity of pari-mutuel
tickets and accounting for pari-mutuel funds.

2.70. "Paton" means a member of the
public present on the grounds of an association
during ameeting forthe purpose ofwagering orto
observe racing.

2.7I. "Perfomance" means a schedule of
races run consecutively as one program.

2.72. "Permit" or "occupational permif'
means a permit required by West Virginia Code g
l9-23-2(a) and this rule for those who are
involved in or employed by those involved in
racing or operating a licensed racetrack or those
operating concessions for or under authority from
any association.

2.73. "Permit holder" or occupafional
permit holder" means any individual holding a
permit or occupational permit required by West
Virginia Code $ l9-23-2(a) and this rule.

2.74. "Person" means any individual,
partnership, firm, association, corporation or other
entity or organization of whatever character or
description.

2.75, "Pool" means a combination of
interests in a joint wagering enterprise or a stake
in the enterprise.

2.76. "Post position" means the pre-
assigned position from which a horse will leave
the starting gate.

2.77. "Posttime" means the time set for
the arrival at the starting point of the horses in a
contest. Post time shall be shown at a reasonable
time before the race on a clock device provided
specifically for this purpose, and shall be
prominently displayed and clearly readable from
the grandstand.

2.7 S. "Pteponderance of evidence" means
evidence which is of a greater weight or more
convincing than the evidence which is offered in
opposition to it; that is, evidence which as a whole
shows that the fact sought to be proved is more
probable than not.

2.79. "Primary Testing Laboratory"
means a laboratory selected by the Racing
Commission employing official chemists who are
members in good standing with the Association of
Official Racing Chemists.

2.80. '?rivate sweepstake" means a
contest to which no money or other prize is added
and which has not at any time been advertised
either by publication, or by circular, or entry
blanh or in any other way.

2.8L. "Program" means the published
listing of all contests and contestants for a specific
performance.

2.82. "Prospective licensee" means any
association which has applied or intends to apply
to become a "licensee" as defined under the
provisions of West Virginia Code $$ l9-23-I et
secl.

2.83.'?rotest" means awriften complaint
made to the stewards concerning a horse entered
in a race in which the questioned horse is entered;

2.84. "Purse" means the total cash
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amount for which arace is contested.

2.85. "Purse race" means a race for
money or other pizeto which the owners of the
horses engaged do not contribute.

2.86. "Raceu means a stake, a purse, a
sweepstake, a private sweepstakes, a match or
overnight even! but does not include a
steeplechase or hurdle race.

2.87. *F.ace day" means a calendar day
during a race meeting in which pari-mutuel
wagering is conducted on live racing.

2.E8. "Racing official" means the
officials of arace meeting set forth in section 6 of
this rule and any other person and/or position
designated by the Racing Commission.

2.89. "Raiser of an accredited West
Virginia horse" means the owner of the yearling
at the time it finished twelve (12) consecutive
months of verifiable residence in the state.
During the period the raiser shall be granted one
(1) month of grace for his or her horse to be
shippedto and from thoroughbred sales where the
horse is officially entered in the sales catalogue of
a recognized thoroughbred sales company. Prior
to the horse being shipped out of the state for
sales, the raiser shall notify the Racing
Commission of his or her intentions.

2.90. "Random testing" means testing
permit holders for alcohol or controlled
substances, or collecting specimens or samples
from thoroughbreds, in a manner that assures that
all affected individuals or horses have an equal
probability of being selected for testing.

2"91. o'Reasonable cause/reasonable
suspicion testing" means testing permit holders
for alcohol or controlled substances, or collecting
specimens 615amples from thoroughbreds, based
on the reasonable belief of the stewards that a
permit holder has alcohol or a controlled

substance in his or her system, or that a

thoroughbred has a drug, medication or other
prohibited substance in its system that may
constitute a violation of this rule.

2.92. "Recognized meeting" means:

2.92.a. a meeting held under
license of the Racing Commission; or

2.92.b. a meeting held in this or
any other country under the sanction of a

Commission or turf authority whose jurisdiction
overthe Racing Commission recognizes racing of
any nature, and which gives effect to sentences

imposed by the Racing Commission upon those
guilty of racing rule violations.

2.93. "Restricted aret' means an

enclosed portion of the association's ground
where access is limited to an occupational permit
holder.

2.94. "Result" means that part of the

official order of finish used to determine the pari-
mutuel payout of pools for each individual
contest.

2.95. "Ruled-off'means the act of the
stewards disallowing a person to enter or remain
upon the premises of any or all licensed racetracks
and/or s imulcast facilities.

2.96. "Scratch" means the act of
withdrawing an entered horse from a contest after
the closing of entries.

2.97. "Scratch time" means the deadline
for withdrawal of entries from a scheduled
perfonnance.

2.98. "Simulcasf ' means the transmission
and/or reception for pari-mutuel wagering
purposes ofa live horse racing contest conducted
at a licensed racetrack other than where the pari-
mutuel wager is placed.
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during a race meeting in which pari-mutuel
wagering is conducted on races being conducted
at a location other than the racetrack where the
wager is placed.

2.100. "Sponging" means the use of a
sponge or other objects thatare used to interfere
with the respiratory system of a horse.

2.101 . "Stable Name" means a name used
other than the actual legal name of an owner or
lessee and registered with the Racing
Commission.

2-102. "Stakes race" means a contest in
which nomination, enty and/or starting fees are
assessed and contribute to the purse, unless it is a
guaranteed purse or an invitational. No overnight
race shall be considered a stakes race.

2.1,03. *Startef' means a horse which
becomes an acfual contestant in a race by virtue of
the starting gate opening in front of it upon
dispatch by the offrcial starter.

2.l 04. "Steward" means a duly appointed
racing official with powers and duties specified by
West Virginia Code $ $ 1 9-23- 1 et seq. and/or this
rule.

2.105. "Sweepstake" means a race in
which the entrance fee, subscription and/or other
contribution of three (3) or more owners are
distributed according to the conditions ofthe race.
The race is still a sweepstake when money or any
other prize is added, but no overnight race,
whatever its conditions. shall be considered to be
a sweepstake.

2.106. "Tailed" means the restraining of
an unruly horse in the starting gate by manually
raising his tail.

2.107 . "Tonged" means the restraining of
an unruly horse in the starting gate by clamping

his ear with a set of tongs.

2.108. "Thoroughbred race or
thoroughbred racing" means that form of horse
racing in which each horse participating in that
race is a thoroughbred (i.e., meeting the

requirements of and registered with "The Jockey
Club") and is mounted by ajockey.

2-109. "To the dime" means that wagers
will be figured and paid to the dime.

2.II0. "Touting" means soliciting or
providing unauthorized wagering tips on horses

for a profit in races under the jurisdiction of the
Racing Commission. Touting is not authorized or
permitted with the exception that this will not
apply to authorized tip sheets specified in the rule.

2.lll. "Walkover" means a race in which
only one (1) horse starts or in which all the
starters are owned by the same interest.

2-II2. "'Week" means a calendar week.

2.113. "Weigh in" means the act of a
jockey weighing himselfor herself in the presence

ofthe clerk ofscales after a race.

2.II4. "Weigh out" means the act of a
jockeyweighing himself orherself in the presence

of the clerk of scales prior to arase.

2.115. "Weight forAge" means a race in
which a fxed scale is used to assign the weight to
be carried by individual horses according to age,

sex" distance ofthe race, and season ofthe year

without penalties or allowances.

2.116. "Winner" means the horse whose
nose reaches the finish line first or is placed first
through disqualification by the stewards.

2.1L7. 'Yeaf'means a calendar vear.

PART 2. GEI\ERAL AUTHORITY
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5178-1-3. General Authority of the Racing
Commission.

3.1. This rule and ony smendments or
additions to this rule apply to all persons, firms,
associations, partnerships, or corporations
holding, conducting, participating in or observing
a meeting.

3.2. The laws of the state of West
Virginia and this rule promulgated by the Racing
Commission supersede the conditions of a race or
the regulations of a racing association.

3.3. The jurisdiction of the Racing
Commi55i6a over matters related to subjects
covered by the laws of this state governing racing
or the rules of the Racing Commission is
continuous throughout the year.

5178-1-4. Power Of Entry.

4. 1 . Members ofthe Racing Comm ission,
the stewards, and the Racing Commission's
designated employees and representatives have
the right of full and complete entry to any and all
parts of the grounds of a racing association
licensed to conduct thorot'ghbred racing.

4.2. Members ofthe Racing Comm ission,
the stewards, and the Racing Commission's
designated employees and representatives may
permit and direct any individual to enter in or
upon the stables, rooms, trailers, vehicles or any
other place within the grounds of a racing
association licensed to conduct thoroughbred
racing.

5178-1-5. Racing Commission pensonnel. The
following provisions apply to the employment of
certain personnel by the Racing Commi5si6l 1o

assist i! the stewards, the Racing Commission
veterinarians and other Racing Commission
employees and representatives in fulfilling their
regulatory duties and obligations:

5.1. Security Officer. The Racing
Commission shall employ a security officer at
each licensed racetrack. The securitv officer's
duties shall include:

5. 1.a. working with and/or at the
direction of the stewards andlor the Racing
Qemmission veterinarian(s) and/or the Racing
Commission to investigate and inquire into any
alleged violations of this rule or the laws of this
state governing racing;

5. 1.b. working with and/or at the

direction of the stewards and/or the Racing
Commission to review and evaluate applications
for occupational permits or licenses, and any
information submitted or gathered in connection
with such applications;

5.1.c. determining, or assisting
the Racing Commission and./or the stewards in
determining, that all persons participating in
racing that are required to hold an occupational
permit have such a permit;

5. 1.d. inspectingthe association's
restricted areas, including, but not limited to, the

test barn, the barn/stable area" the wageringare4.
the paddock, and thejockeys' room, to determine
if proper security measures are in effect, to ensure

that the integrity ofthese areas are preserved and
protected, and to ensure that all personnel having
access to the restricted areas hold occupational
permits or other proper credentials;

5. 1.e. working with and assisting

all Racing Commission employees and
representatives in the perforrrance of their duties
to ensure the enforcement ofthis rule and the laws
of this state governing racing, and to ensure that
the integrity ofracing is preserved and protected;

and

5.1.f. any other duties that may
be assigned by the Racing Commission"
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5.2. Investigator(s). The Racing
Commission may employ one ( I ) or more persons
as investigators at each licensed racetrack. The
duties and responsibilities of the investigator(s)
shall be fixedbythe RacingCommission, butmay
include working in connection with the Racing
Commission security officer in the performance of
his or her duties.

5.3. License Clerks. The Racing
Commission shall employ a minimum of two (2)
persons as license clerks rt each licensed
racetrack. The license clerks' duties shall include:

5.3.a. distributing applications
for occupational permits ;

5.3.b. assisting in the review of
applications for occupational perrnits;

5.3.c. maintaining records and
data on each individual who applies for and/or is
issued an occupational permit;

5.3.d. collecting fees and fines
imposed by the stewards and/or the Racing
Commission and reporting to the Racing
Commission the amount of such fines and fees
collected;

5.3.e. depositing fines and fees
collected in accordance with Racing Commission
policy and procedure;

5.3 .f. assisting the stewards in the
performance of their duties and responsibilities;
and

5.3.g. any other duties that may
be assigned by the Racing Commission.

5.4. Director of Audit and Auditors of
Pari-Mutuel Wagering. The Racing
Commission shall employ a director of audit in
accordance with West Virginia Code $ 1 9-23-5(b)
and a minimum of one (1) auditor of pari-mutuel

wagering to be stationed at each licensed

racetrack. The director of audit and the auditors

of pari-mutuel wagering shall be certified public
accountants or experienced accountants. The

duties and responsibilities of the director of audit
and the auditors of pari-mutuel wagering shall be

fixed by the Racing Commission. The following
provisions apply to the director of audit and the

auditors of pari-mutuel wagering:

5.4.a. The director of audit and

the auditors of pari-mutuel wagering shall have

free access to the space or enclosure where the
pari-mutuel system of wagering is conducted or
calculated at any horse race meeting for the
purpose of ascertaining whether or not the

licensee is deducting and retaining only a pan-
mutuel commission as provided in the West
Virginia Code, and is otherwise complying with
the other provisions of the West Virginia Code

relating to the pari-mutuel qystem.

5.4.b. The director of audit and

the auditors of pari-mutuel wagering shall have

full and free access to all records and papers

maintained or generated pertaining to the pari-
mutuel system of wagering at licensed racetracks

and shall make a written report to the Racing
Commission as to whether or not the licensee has

deducted and retained any pari-mutuel
commission in excess of that permitted under the
West Virginia Code or has otherwise failed to
comply with the provisions of those sections of
the Code pertaining to the pari-mutuel system.

5.4.c. Copies ofall pari-mutuel
work sheets are to be turned over by the
association to the auditor of pari-mutuel wagering
immediately after each race.

5.4.d. At the end of each race
day, the association shall produce a consolidated
report showing detailed figures of the pari-mutuel
handle, pari-mutuel commission and breakage to
the auditor of pari-mutuel wagering. The

association shall also provide the auditor of pari-
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mutuel wagering a report of pari-mutuel tickets
paid at the end ofeach race day.

5.4.e. At the end of each race
day, every signed complaint made by any patron,
with reference to transactions with the
association's pari-mufuel clerks, shall be reported
bythe association on printed complaint forms and
fumished to the auditor of pari-mutuel wagering.

5.4.f. A totalisator report shall be
maintained by the association that reflects all
errors, commonly called shorts or overs, made by
the association's pari-mutuel clerks. The report
shall detail the name of the clerlq his or her
working place, and the amount involved. At the
end of each mee! this report shall be provided to
the auditor of pari-mutuel wagering.

5.4.g. In accordance with West
VirginiaCode $ 19-23-13, all moneys held by any
licensee for the payment of outstanding and
unredeemed pari-mutuel tickets, if not claimed
within ninety (90) days after the close ofthe horse
race meeting in connection with which the tickets
were issued" shall be turned over by the licensee
to the director of audit within fifteen (15) days
after the expiration of the ninety (90) day period.
The licensee shall give any information requested
by the Racing Commission and/or the director of
audit concerning outstanding and unredeemed
tickets including but not limited to:

5.4.g.1. the "outs" ledger
enumerating all outstanding pari-mutuel tickets at
the end of the ninety (90) day period;

5.4.9.2. a statement
accompanying the "outs" ledger setting forth the
dollar amount of the redeemed tickets in the
ninety (90) day period;

5.4.9.3. a statement
accompanying the "outs" ledger setting forth the
quantity and amount of each denomination
redeemed during the ninety (90) day period; and

5.4.9.4. a statement
veriffing that the redeemed amount was

subtracted from the "outs" balance which existed
at the close of the meeting with the remaining
balance to be included in the remittance of the
association in settlementofthe "outs" account for
the meeting.

5.4.h. The association shall
provide a work area for the exclusive use of the
auditor of pari-mutuel wagering that is subject to
the approval of the Racing Commission. This
work area shall:

5.4.h. 1. be locatedwithin
or adjacent to the totalisator room with desk and

chair facilities;

5.4.h.2. permit direct
view or view by closed circuit television of the
totalisator facilities within the totalisator room,
such as control desk consoles, inside totalisator
board or closed circuit television monitors of the
outside totalisator board whichever is used. and
printers;

5.4.h.3 . include space for
locking file cabinets within the work area or other
proper storage facilities to be supplied by the
association;

5.4.h.4. include an audio
listening device for the public address system
being used by the association so that
.rnnouncements made on the address qystem can
be heard intelligibly in the work area; and

5.4.h.5. include power
outlets to operate electronic equipment.

5.4.i. Purging of pari-mutuel
tickets shall be done in the presence ofthe auditor
of pari-mutuel wagering, a totalisator
representative, and an association representative
and may only be done after the association
provides two (2) weeks' prior notice to the

l0
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director of audit.

5178-1-6. Ejection/Xxclusion.

6.1. Any person ejected by the stewards
or the association from the grounds of an
association shall be denied admission to the
grounds until permission for his or her reenfiy has
been obtained fromthe association andthe Racing
Commission. However, all occupational permit
holders who are ejected have the right of appeal to
the Racing Commi55is1.

6.2. The stewards or the association have
the power to suspend or exclude from the stands
and grounds persons acting improperly or whose
behavior is otherwise objectionable. The stewards
shall enforce the suspension or exclusion.

6.3. When a person is excluded from a
racetrack or is suspended, he or she is not
qualified, whether acting as agent or otherwise, to
subscribe for, to enter, or nrn any horse in any
race either in his or her own name or in that of any
other person until the stewards rescind their
penalty.

PART 3. RACING OFTICIALS

$178-1-7. General Provisions.

7.1. Racing Officials. Officials ofa race
meeting, unless otherwise approved by the Racing
Commission, are as follows: Three (3) stewards,
three (3) placing judges, clerk of scales, starter,
timer, paddock judge, Racing Commission
veterinarian(s), association' s racing secretary and
assistants, horse identifier, clocker and jockey
room custodian.

7.2. Eligibility. To quali$ as a racing
official, the appointee shall be:

7.2.b. experienced in
thoroughbred racing;

7.2.c. faniliar with the duties of
the position and with the Commission's rules of
thoroughbred racing;

7.2.d. mentally and physically
able to perform the duties of the job; and

7.2.e. 'n good standing and not
under suspension or ineligible in any racing
jurisdiction.

73. Approval and Issuance of Permits.
The following provisions apply to the approval
and issuance of permits to racing officials:

7.3.a. The Racing Commission,
in its sole discretion, may determine the eligibility
of a racing official an4 in its discretion, fraY
approve or disapprove any racing official for an

occupational permit.

7.3.b. The association may
designate persons to fill the positions of racing
offrcials and request that they be approved for the
position by the Racing Commission. No person

shall be approved bythe Racing Commission as a

steward placing judge, or other racing official
unless he or she has taken and satisfactorily
passed a yearly optical examination.

7.3.c. Unless prior written
approval is obtained from the Racing
Commission, no person shall be approved as a
racing official of any racetrack who is an officer
of that racetrack or who has any financial interest
in that track, or who has any financial interest in
any jockey or horses running on the track except

that a racing official may have an interest in one

or more horses as a breeder.

7.4. Prohibited Practices. While
serving in an offrcial capacity, racing officials and

their assistants shall not:

l1

reputation;
7.2.a. of good character and
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7.4.a. participate in the sale or
purchase, or ownership of any thoroughbred
racing at the meeting;

7.4.b. sell or solicit horse
insurance on any thoroughbred racing at the
meeting;

7.4.c. be the holder of an
occupational permit in any other capacity without
permission of the Racing Commission, or in case
of an emergency, the permission of the stewards;

7.4.d. directly or indirectly wager
on the outcome of any race under the jurisdiction
of the Racing Commission; or

7.4.e. consume or be under the
influence of alcohol or any prohibited substances
while performing official duties.

7.5. Report of Violations. Racing
officials and their assistants shall report
immediately to the stewards every violation of
these rules and of the laws of this state governing
racing.

7.6. Complaints Against Racing
Officials. The following provisions apply to the
filing and disposition ofcomplaints againstracing
officials:

7.6.a. Complaints against any
steward shall be made in writing to the Racing
Commi5siel and shall be signed by the
complainant.

7.6.b. Anycomplaintagainsta
racing official other than a steward shall be made
to the stewards in writing and shall be signed by
the complainant. All such complaints shall be
reported to the Racing Commission by the
stewards, together with a report of the action
taken or the recommendation of the stewards.

held responsible by the stewards or the Racing
Commission for the actions of their assistants.

7.7. Appointment of Racing Officials.
All racing officials shall be appointed by the
association holding the meeting, with the
exception of the Racing Commission
veterinarian(s) and the stewards, who shall be

appointed by the Racing Commission. All
association appointments, however, are subject to
the approval of the Racing Commission, which
reserves the right to demand a change of
personnel for what the Racing Commission, in its
sole discretion, considers sufficient reason. The
successor to the replaced official is also subject to
the approval of the Racing Commission.

7.8. Appointment of Substitute Racing
Officials. When a yacancy occurs among the
racing officials other than the stewards and the
Racing Commission veterinarian(s), and when the
association has not or is unable to fill a vacancy
before the posttime of the first race of the day, or
when a vacancy occurs during the running of the
races, the stewards shall fill the vacancy
immediately.

$17&1-8. Stewards.

8.1. AppointmenL There shall be three
(3 ) stewards appointed by the Racing Com m i5siea
for each race meeting. One (1) of the three (3)
stewards shall be appointed by the Racing
Commission to the position of chief steward. In
the event that a steward is temporarily
incapacitated or for some reason cennot serve, the
Racing Commission or chief steward shall
deputize someone experienced in thoroughbred
racing to serve for him or her in his or her
absence.

8.2. Accreditation and Continuing
Education. The following provisions applyto the
accreditation and continuing education
requirements of the stewards:

7 .6.c. A racing official may be

t2
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8.2.a. To qualify for
appointment as a stewar{ the appointee shall
meet the experience, education and examination
requirements necessary to be accredited by the
Racing Officials Accreditation Program (ROAP)
in association with, but not limited to, the
University of Arizona and the University of
Louisville, and shall be in good standing with all
racing jurisdictions.

8:2.b. The stewards shall attend
and participate in any continuing education
courses and training related to thoroughbred
racing directed by the Racing Commission.

83. General Authority. The following
provisions pertain to the general authority of the
stewards:

8.3.a. The stewards are strictly
responsible to the Racing Commission for the
conduct of all meetings in every detail, directly or
indirectly, pertaining to the racing law and rules
of the Racing Commission.

8.3.b. The stewards have general
supervision and authority over all occupational
permit holders or licensees and other persons
attendant to horses and/or on the association
grounds.

8.3.c. In their discretion and
where fraud is suspected, the stewards shall have
the authority to mandate the selection of another
jockey to ride a thoroughbred.

8.3.d. A majority vote of the
stewards shall decide any question to which the
authority of the stewards extends.

8.3.e. When the stewards
determine, after conferring with the association's
management representatives of the horsemen,
jockeys, and the track superintenden! that races
cannot be run, then the stewards shall cancel such
races.

8.3.f. The stewards may demand

for inspection any permit holder's papers, and

documents with respect to a contract between a
jockey and his or her employer or employers, and

all documents of an agreemen! or the credentials

of an authorized agent.

8.3.g. The stewards may call on
any person in whose ntme a horse is entered to
produce proof that the horse entered is not the
property, either wholly or in part of any person

who is disqualified and to produce proof of the
extent of his or her interest or properly in the

horse. Ifproofis not given to their satisfaction,
the stewards may declare or eliminate the horse

from the race.

8.3.h. The stewards may interpret
this rule and decide all questions of racing not
specifically covered by this rule.

8.4. Period of Authority. The stewards'
jurisdiction to act in any maffer occurring during
the race meeting extends after the conclusion of
the meeting.

8.5. Disciplinary action. The following
provisions pertain to disciplinary action by the

stewards:

8.5.a. The stewards shall take

notice of alleged misconduct or rule violations
and initiate investigations into the matters,

8.5.b. The stewards shall have
authority to charge any permit holder for a

violation ofthese rules, to conducthearings andto
impose disciplinary action in accordance with
these rules.

8.5.c. The stewards may issue

subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecum to compel
the attendance of witnesses and the production of
documents or other evidence related to any
investigation or hearing.

t3
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8.5.d. The stewards may at any
time inspect permit documents, license
documents, registration papers, and any other
documents related to racing.

8.5.e. The stewards have the
power to administer oaths and examine witnesses.

8.5.f. The stewards shall consult
with the Racing Commi55i61 veterinarian(s) to
determine the nature and seriousness of a
laboratory furding or an alleged medication
violation.

8.5.g. The stewards may impose
one of the following penalties or any combination
of two or more of the following penalties on a
permit holder for a violation of these rules:

reprimand;
8.5.g.1. issue a

8.5.g.2. assess a fine not
to exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) per
violation;

8.5.9.3. require forfeiture
or redistribution of purse or award;

8.5.g.4. place a pennit
holder on probation;

8.5.9.5. suspend apermit
or racing privileges for an indefinite or fixed
period;

8.5.9.6. revoke a permit;
or

8.5.9.7. exclude from
grounds under the jurisdiction of the Racing
Commission.

8.5.h. No racing official other
than the stewards may impose disciplinary action
against a permit holder. The starter may

recommend disciplinary action to the stewards.

8.5.i. The stewards shall submit
a copy of everyrulingto the Racing Commission.

8.5j. If the stewards determine
that a ruling was issued in error, any disciplinary
action imposed in connection with such ruling
may be rescinded by the stewards.

8.5.k. A stewards' ruling shall not
prevent the Racing Commi55i6n from modiffing
the penalty or penalties imposed.

8.5./. The stewards may refer any
matter to the Racing Commission and may include
lss6mmendations for disposition. The absence of
a stewards' referral shall not preclude Racing
Commission action in anv matter.

8.5.m. Purses, prizes, awards, and
trophies shall be redistributed if the stewards or
Racing Commission order a change in the official
order of finish.

8.5.n. All fines imposed by the
stewards shall be paid to the Racing Commission
within seven (7) calendar days after the ruling is
issued unless otherwise ordered by the stewards.

8.5.o. No person shall asst'me or
pay, directly or indirectly, a fine imposed by the
stewards orthe Racing Commission upon another
person.

8.5.p. The stewards have the
authority to fine or suspend persons guilty of
violating the written policies, rules or regulations
of the association. Such written policies must be
filed with the stewards and displayed in the
association's racing secretar5/'s office. Any
written policies, rules or regulations of the
association that conflict with this rule or the laws
of this state governing racing are null and void.

8.6. Stewardso Prqsence. The following
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provisions apply to the presence of the stewards:

8.6.a. On each racing day, and
those days when there is no racing but where
entries are being taken forthe next succeeding day
of racing, one (l) or more stewards shall be on
duty from the time the association's racing
secretary's office opens until the entries are

closed.

8.6.b. Three (3) stewards shall be
present in the stewards' stand during the running
ofeach race.

8.7. Order of Finish for Pari-Mutuel
Wagering. The decision ofthe stewards as to the
official order of finish, including the
disqualification of a horse or horses as a result of
any event occurring during the running of the
race, shall be final for purposes ofdistribution of
the pari-mutuel wagering pool.

8.8. Cancel Wagering. The stewards
have the authority to cancel wagering on an

individual betting interest or on an entire race and

also have the authority to cancel a pari-mutuel
pool for a race or races, ifsuch action is necessary

to protect the integrity of pari-mutuel wagering.

8.9. Records and Reports. The
stewards shall maintain a log of the stewards'
official activities. The log shall describe all
questions, disputes, protests, complaints, or
objections broughtto the attention ofthe stewards
on all interviews, investigations and rulings made
by the stewards. The log shall be available at all
times for inspection by the Racing Commission or
its designees and by anyone appealing a stewards'
rulingto the Racing Commission.

8.10. Stewards' List. The following
provisions apply to the stewards's list:

8.10.a. The stewards shall
maintain a stewards' list which shall be posted in
the office of association's racing secretary. The

stewards' list shall contain a list of the

thoroughbreds which are ineligible to be entered

in L race because of poor or inconsistent
performance or behavior on the racetrack that

endangers the health or safety of other participants

in racing.

8.10.b. The stewards maY Place
a thoroughbred on the stewards' list when there

exists a question as to the exact identification or
ownership of the thoroughbred.

8.10.c. A thoroughbred which
has been placed on the stewards' list because of
inconsistent performance or behavior, may be

removed from the stewards' list when, in the

opinion of the stewards, the thoroughbred can

satisfactorily perform competitively in a race

without endangering the health or safety of other
participants in racing.

8.10.d. A thoroughbred which
has been placed on the stewards'list because of
questions as to the exact identification or
ownership of the thoroughbred, may be removed

from the stewards' list when, in the opinion of the

stewards, proof of exact identification and/or
ownership has been established.

$178-1-9. Racing Secretary.

9.1. General Authority. The following
provisions apply to the general authority of the

association's racing secretarSi:

9.1.a. The association's racing
secretary or his or her assistants, shall discharge

all the duties of his or her office, expressed or
implied that are required by this rule, and he or
she shall report to the stewards in writing all
violations of this rule.

9.1.b. The association's racing
secretary shall maintain a complete record of all
races.

l5
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9.1.c. The association's racing
secretary shall receive all entries and declarations,
and he or she, or any other person designated by
the association, shall receive all stakes, entrance
moneys and fees incident to the meeting within
fourteen (14) days after the conclusion of the
meeting, and shall disburse all receipts of money
to any person that is to receive any money.

9.2. Certificates. The racing secretar5r or
his or her designees shall be responsible for
receiving, inspecting and safeguarding the foal
and health certificates, Coggins, and other
docrrments of eligibility, for all horses competing
at the track or stabled on the grounds.

93. Allocation of Stalts. The racing
secretar5r or his or her designee shall assign stall
applicants such stabling as is deemed proper and
maintain a record of arrivals and departures of all
horses stabled on association grounds.

9.4. Conditions. The following
provisions apply to the association's racing
secreta4r's authority over the conditions of races:

9.4.a. T}.e racing secretary shall
establish the conditions and eligibility for entering
races and cause them to be published to owners,
trainers and the Racing Commission and posted in
the racing secretaqy's office.

9.4.b. For the purpose of
establishing conditions, winnings shall be
considered to include all monies and prizes won
up to the time of the start of a race.

9.4.c. Winnings during the year
shall be calculated by the racing secretary from
the preceding January l, unless otherwise
prescribed by the conditions of the race.

9.5. Daily Program. The following
provisions apply to the association's racing
secretar5i's duties and responsibilities regarding
the daily program:

9.5.a. The association's racing
secretary shall compile an official program for
each racing day which shall contain the names of
the thoroughbreds which are to run in each race
together with their respective post positions, age,
color, sex, breeding, jockey, owners or stable
narne, racing colors, weight carried, conditions of
the race, the order in which each race shall be run,
the distance to be run and the claiming price if
applicable.

9.5.b. The association's racing
secretar5i shall publish on the program any
information and notices to the public as the
Racing Commission may direct.

9.5.c. The association's racing
secretary is responsible for any error in the
program excluding printing errors corrected on the
proof, but not corrected by the printer.

9.5.d. The advertising in the
program shall not pertain to wagering facilities
outside the enclosure or selections or
recommendations by tipsters and/or those
sponsoring offtrack daily selection cards, unless
approved by the Racing Commi55i6a.

9.6. Stakes and Entrance Money
Records. The association's racing secretary shall
be the caretaker of the permanent records of all
stakes and shall veriff that all entrance monies
due are paid prior to entry for races conducted at
the meeting.

S17&1-10. Horsemen's Bookkeeper.

10.1. General Authority. The
horsemen's bookkeeper shall maintain the records
and accounts and perform the duties described in
this section and maintain any other records and
accounts and perforrr any other duties prescribed
by the association and the Racing Commissiell.

10.2. Records. The following provisions
app ly to the records maintained by the horsemen' s
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bookkeeper:

10.2.a. The records shall include
the name, mailing address, social security number
or federal tax identification number, and the state

or country of residence of each thoroughbred
owner, trainer or jockey participating at the race
meeting who has funds due or on deposit in the
horsemen's account.

10.2.b. The records shall include
a file of all required statements of partnerships,
syndicates, corporations, assi gn m ents of interes!
lease agreements and registrations of authorized
agents.

10.2.c. All records of the
horsemen's bookkeeper shall be kept separate and
apart from the records of the association.

10.2.d. All records of the
horsemen's bookkeeper including records of
accounts and monies and funds kept on deposit
are subject to inspection by the Racing
Commission at any time.

I0.2.e. The association licensee
is subject to disciplinary action by the Racing
Commission for any violations of or non-
compliance with the provisions of this rule.

103. Payment ofPurses. The following
provisions apply to the payment of purses:

10.3.a. The horsemen's
bookkeeper shall receive, maintain and disburse
the purses of each race and all stakes, entrance
money, jockey fees, purchase money in claiming
races, along with all applicable taxes and other
monies that properly come into hislher possession

in accordance with the provisions of Racing
Commission rules.

10.3.b. The horsemen's
bookkeeper may accept monies due belonging to
other organizations or recognized meetings,

provided prompt return is made to the

organization to which the money is due.

10.3.c. The horsemen's

bookkeeper shall disburse the purse ofeach race

and all stakes, entrance money, jockey fees and

purchase money in claiming races, along with all
applicable taxes, upon request within forly-eight
(48) hours of receipt of notification that all tests

with respect to such races have cleared the drug

testing laboratory(ies) ofthe offrcial chemist(s) as

reported by the stewards or the Racing

Commission, except that minimum jockey mount

fees may be disbursed prior to notifi cation that the

tests have cleared the testing laboratory(ies).

10.3.d. In the event a Protest or
appeal has been filed with the stewards or the

Racing Commission, the horsemen's bookkeeper

shall disburse the purse within forty-eight (48)

hours of receipt of a dismissal or a final order

disposing of such protest or appeal.

10.4. Holder of claim against

thoroughbred. The holder of a claim whether it
is a mortgage, a bill of sale or lien of any kind
against a thoroughbred, shall file the claim with
the horsemen's bookkeeper prior to the time the

thoroughbred starts. The holder of a claim who

fails to do so forfeits his or her rights in the

winnings of the thoroughbred prior to the time his

or her claim is properly filed.

10.5. Outstandingaccounts. Owners

having unpaid jockey or other fees at the close of
arace meeting, shall be billed by the horsemen's

bookkeeper within twenty (20) days of the close

of their race mee! with a duplicate copy of a bill
to the trainer. All owners must pay their accounts

within thirly (30) days from billing dates. At the

expiration of the thirty (30) day period, the

association shall notiff the Racing Commission or
the stewards, in writing, of all delinquent
accounts, at which time all owners with
outstanding accounts may have their occupational

permits suspended by the stewards until the fees
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are paid.

$178-1-11. Paddock Judge.

11.1. General Authority. The paddock
judge shall:

1 I . 1.a. supervise the assembly of
thorot'ghbreds in the paddock no later than fifteen
(15) minutes before the scheduled post time for
each race;

I 1.1.b. maintain awritten record
of all equipmen! inspect all equipment of each
thoroughbred saddled and report any change
thereof to the stewards:

11.1.c. prohibit any change of
equipment without the approval of the stewards;

11.1.d. ensure that the saddling
of all thoroughbreds is orderly, open to public
view, free from public interference, and that
thoroughbreds are mounted at the same time, and
leave the paddock for the post in proper sequence;

11.1.e. supervise paddock
schooling ofall thoroughbreds approved for such
by the stewards;

11.1.f. reporttothe stewards any
observed cruelty to a thoroughbred;

11.1.g. ensure that only properly
authorized persons are permitted in the paddock;
and

I 1. 1.h. reportto the stewards any
unusual or illegal activities.

11.2. Paddock Judgefs List. The
following provisions apply to the paddock judge's
list:

Il.2.a. The paddockjudge shall
maintain a list of thoroughbreds which shall not

be entered in a race because of poor or
inconsistent behavior in the paddock that
endangers the health or safety of other participants
in racing. The owner, trainer or their designee
shall be verbally notified by the paddock judge if
his or horse is placed on the paddockjudge's list.

ll.2.b. Upon request, the
paddock judge shall provide a copy of the list to
the stewards.

Il.Z.c. To be removed from the
paddock judge's list a thoroughbred must be
schooled in the paddock and demonstrate to the
satisfaction ofthe paddockjudge and the stewards
that the thoroughbred is capable of performing
safely in the paddock.

5178-1-12. Horse Identifier.

12.1. General Authoritv. The horse
identifier shall:

l2.l.a. when required ensure the
safekeeping of registration certificates held atthe
racetrack for thoroughbreds stabled and/or racing
on association grounds;

lz.L.b. inspect documents of
ownership, registration or breeding necessary to
ensure the proper identification of each
thoroughbred scheduled to compete at a race
meeting;

L2.l.c. examine every starter in
the paddock for sex, color, markings and lip
tattoo, microchip (ISO 17784), freeze brand or
other identification method approved by the
appropriate breed regrstry and the Racing
Commission for comparison with its registration
certificate to verify the thoroughbred's identity;
an4

l2.l.d. supervise the tattooing,
microchip implanting, freezp branding or other
method of identification apprqved by the
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appropriate breed registry and the Racing
Commission for identification of any
thoroughbred located on association grounds.

12.2. Report of Violations. The
identification of thoroughbreds shall be made by
the horse identifier who shall report any
inegularities to the paddock judge and stewards.

12.3. Fraud or attempted fraud in the
identification of a thoroughbred. Any person
attempting to establish the identity of a
thoroughbred or its ownership is responsible to
the same extent as the owner, and shall be subject
to a fine or suspension in the case of fraud or
attempted fraud.

517&1-13. Clerk of Scales.

13.1. General Authoritv. The clerk of
scales shall:

13.1.a. veriff the presence of all
jockeys in the jockeys' room at the appointed
time;

13.1.b. veriff that all such
jockeys have a current jockey's permit issued by
the Racing Commission;

13. 1 .c. veriff the correct weight
of each jockey at the time of weighing out and
weighing in and report any discrepancies to the
stewards immediately;

I 3. 1 .d. oversee the security ofthe
jockeys' room including the conduct of the
jockeys and their attendants;

13.1.e. prompt$ report to the
stewards any infraction ofthe rules with respectto
weight, weighing riding equipment deficiencies
in equipment or conduct;

13.1.f. assist the jockey room
custodian;

13.1.g. record all required data

on the scale sheet and submit that data to the

horsemen's bookkeeper at the end of each race

duy;

13.1.h. maintain the record of
applicable winning races on all apprenticejockey
certificates at the meeting;

13. f .i. release apprentice jockey

certificates, upon thejockey's departure or upon

the conclusion of the race meet;

13.1j. assume the duties of the
jockey room custodian in his or her absence;

13.1.k. cause any overweight to
be displayed immediately to the public and cause

this information to be immediately announced

over the public address system by the announcer;

an4

l3.I.l. use reasonable efforts to
veriff that safety equipment required to be worn
by jockeys is worn.

5178-1-14. Jockey Room Custodian.

14.1. General Authority. The jockey

room custodian shall:

I4.l.a. maintain order, decorum,

and cleanliness in the jockey and scale rooms;

I4.l.b. assist the clerk of the

scales in the performances of his or her duties;

l4.l.c. ascertain that no persons,

other than racing offi cials, members of the Racing
Commission or its representatives, representatives
ofj ockeys, and necessary j ockey room attendants

are admitted to the jockey room on a day ofracing
withoutthe express permission ofthe stewards for
each time of entry;

t9
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storage ofall racing colors;

74.L.e. oversee the jockeys'
attendants and arrange their rotation among
jockeys in the matter of weighing out;

14.l.f. ascertain that any jockey
attendant not approved by the stewards and not
holding an occupational permit issued by the
Racing Commission is permitted to assist any
jockey at any time;

I4.I.g. report any irregularities to
the stewards that occur in the jockey room;

I 4. 1.h. ascertain thatjockeys are
neat in appearance and attired in keeping with this
rule when they leave the room to ride in a race;

14.I.i. notifuthejockeys that it is
time to go directly to the paddock and notiff the
stewards of any jockey not in compliance; and,

l4.I j. ensure that the jockeys'
room is properly equipped and inform the
stewards and association of any deficiencies.

14.2. Prohibited conduct. The jockey
room custodian shall not lend money to any
jockey or any other person in thejockey room and
shall not sell or exchange raffle tickets. The
jockey room custodian shall not be involved in
any financial transactions of any kind in the
jockey room, with the exception of the buying and
selling of racing equipment used by the jockeys.

517&1-15. Starter.

15.1. General Authoritv. The starter
shall:

15. I .a. have complete
jurisdiction over the starting gate, the starting of
thorotrghbreds and the authorityto give orders not
in conflict with the rules of racing as may be
required to ensure all participants an equal

opportunity to a fair start;

15.1.b. appoint and supervise
assistant starters who have demonsffated they are

adequately trained to safely handle thoroughbreds
in the starting gate. In emergency situations, the
starter may appoint qualified individuals to act as

substitute assistant starters:

15.1.c. ensure that at least one
assistant starter is available for each thoroughbred
in a race, unless permission is otherwise granted
by the stewards;

15.1.d. assign the starting gate

stall positions to assistant starters and notiff the
assistant starters oftheir respective stall positions
before post time for the race;

15.1.e. assess the ability of each
person applying for ajocket's permit in breaking
from the starting gate and working a thoroughbred
in the company of other thoroughbreds, and make
such assessment known to the stewards:

15.1.f. load thoroughbreds into
their positions in the starting gate in altemating
sequence, with the thoroughbred assigned to the
post closest to the inside rail and the thoroughbred
assigned to the post position nearest to the middle
of the field being loaded first, and so on, until the
field is properly loaded. When there are less than
seven (7) thoroughbreds running arace,they may
be loaded in the starting gate in the order of their
positions beginning from the inside rail. Vicious
and unruly horses may be loaded out ofsequence
in the discretion of the starter; and

15.1.9. assess any thoroughbred
that has not run a race within the preceding six (6)
months and determine whether or not it can break
out of the gate satisfactorily.

15.2. Reloading of thoroughbreds. If a
thoroughbred or thoroughbreds break through the
gate or unseat his or her rider after part or all of
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the field is loaded in the gate for the start, and that
thoroughbred is not immediately taken in hand by
the outrider and brought back for reloading, the
starter may unload the remaining thoroughbreds in
the gate and reload in their proper order when the
runaway thoroughbred is brought back in position
for loading.

15.3. Starter's List. No thoroughbred
shall be permitted to start in a race unless
approval is given by the starter. The starter shall
maintain a starter's list of all tholgr,ghbreds which
are ineligible to be entered in any race because of
poor or inconsistent behavior or performance in
the starting gate. A thoroughbred on the starter's
list shall be refused entry until it has demonstrated
to the starter that it has been satisfactorily
schooled inthe gate and can be removed from the
starter's list. Schooling shall be under the direct
supervision of the starter or an assistant. The
starter shall provide copies ofthe starter's list to
the stewards and the association's racing
secretary, including information pertaining to the
thoroughbreds that are schooled sufFrciently to be

permitted to run.

15.4. Assistant Starters. With respect to
an offrcial race, the assistant starters shall not:

15.4.a. handle or take charge of
any thoroughbred in the starting gate without the
expressed permission of the starter;

15.4.b. impede the start of a race;

15.4.c. apply a whip or other
device, with the exception of steward-approved
twitches, to assist in loading a thoroughbred into
the starting gate;

15.4.d. slap, boot or otherwise
dispatch a thoroughbred from the starting gate;

15.4.e. strike or use abusive
language to a jockey; or

I5.4.f, accept or solicit anY

gratuity or payment other than his/her regular

salary, directly or indirectly, for services in
starting arace.

15.5. Report Violations. The starter and

assistant starters shall report all unauthorized
activities to the stewards.

S178-1-16. Timer/Clocker.

16.1. General Authority of the Timer.
The following provisions shall apply to the

general authority of the timer:

| 6.I.a. The timer shall accurately

record the time elapsed between the start and

finish ofeach race.

16.1.b. The time shall be

recorded from the instant that the first horse

leaves the point from which the distance is

measured until the fust horse reaches the finish
line.

16.1.c. At the end of a race, the

timer shall post the official running time on the

infield totalbator board on instruction by the

stewards.

16.1.d. At a racetrack equiPPed

with an appropriate infield totzlizztor board the

timer shall post the quarter times (splits) for
thoroughbred races in fractions as a race is being

run.

I 6. 1.e. Forback-uP PurPoses, the

timer shall also use a stopwatch to time all races.

In time trials, the timer shall ensure that at least

three stopwatches are used by the stewards or
their designees.

16.1.f. The timer shall maintain
a written record of fractional and finish times of
each race and have the same available for
inspection by the stewards or the Racing
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Commission on request.

16.2. General Authority of the Clocker.
The following provisions apply to the general
authority of the clocker:

16.2.a. The clocker shall be
present during training hours at each track on
association grounds, which is open for training, to
identifu each thoroughbred working out and to
accurately record the distances and times of each
thoroughbred' s workout.

I6.2.b. Each day, the clocker
shall prepare a list of workouts that describes the
name of each thoroughbred which worked along
with the distance and time of each thoroughbred's
workout.

I6.2.c. At the conclusion of
training hours, the clocker shall deliver a copy of
the list of workouts to the stewards and the
association's racing secretary.

5178-1-17. Placing Judges.

17.1. General Authority. The following
provisions apply to the general authority of the
placing judges:

L7.l.a. The placing judges shall
occupy the judges' stand at the time the
thoroughbreds pass the finish line and indicate the
order of finish of the thoroughbreds. If in doubt
of the proper order of finish, they may delay
posting the result until after they examine the
photo of the finish of the race to determine the
positions of the thoroughbreds. Decisions are
final, unless an objection to the winner or any
thoroughbred offrcially placed is made and
sustained. Nothing in this section prevents the
placing judges from correcting any mistake. The
correction is subject to confrmation by the
stewards before the official result is posted.

determine the order of finishing of as many
thoroughbreds as they consider proper, but never
Iess than five (5), if five (5) or more are racing.
When the placing judges differ on the order of
finish the majority governs. The placing judges
shall file the finish of each race with the
association's racing secretary or his or her
assistants and with the Racing Commi5siea.

17.2. Dead Heats. The following
provisions apply to dead heats:

17.2.a. In the event the placing
judges determine that two @ or more
thoroughbreds finished the race simultaneously
and cannot be separated as to their order offinish,
a dead heat shall, with the approval of the
stewards, be declared.

17.2.b. In the event one or more
of the first four (4) finishers of a race are involved
in a dead heat the placing judges shall publically
post the results and cause the numbers of the
thoroughbred or thoroughbreds involved to be
published.

S178-1-18. Racing Commission
Veterinarian(s).

18.1. General. The Racing Commission
veterinarian(s) shall :

18.1.a. be employed by the
Racing Commission;

I 8. l.b. be a graduate veterinarian
and be licensed to practice veterinary medicine in
the state of West Virginia;

I 8. 1.c. be qualifiedto objectively
and competently perform the regulatory duties
described herein;

18.1.d. refuse emplo5ment or
paymen! directly or indirectly, from any
thoroughbred owner or trainer of a thoroughbred17.l.b. The placing judges shall
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racing or intending to race in this jurisdiction
while employed as a Racing Commission
veterinarian;

18.1.e. refrain from directly
treating or prescribing for any thoroughbred under
his/herjurisdiction except in cases of emergency,
accident or injury;

18.1.f. have no employment
history or business relationship prior to or during
employment as the Racing Commission
veterinarian that could constitute a conflict of
interest or impede in the perforrnance of offrcial
duties.

18.1.g. recommend to the
stewards any thoroughbred deemed unsafe to be

raced, or a thoroughbred that it would be
inhumane to allow to race:

18.1.h. conduct pre-race
inspections on all potential starters on race day;

18.f .i. inspect anythoroughbred
when there is a question as to the physical
condition of such thoroughbred independent ofthe
thoroughbred's enfiry status;

18. I j. be present in the paddock
dwing saddling; on the raceffack during the post
parade; md, at the starting gate until the
thoroughbreds are dispatched from the starting
gate for the race;

18.1.k. recommend to the
stewards the scratching of any thoroughbred that
is, in the opinion of the Racing Commis5iell
veterinarian, injured, ill, or otherwise unable to
compete due to a medical or health-related
condition;

18.1./. inspect any thoroughbred
which appears in physical distress duringthe race
or at the finish of the race; and report such
thoroughbred together with his/her opinion as to

the cause of the distress to the stewards;

18.1.m. provide emergency

medical care to horses rnjured racing and effect

case transfer to the practicing veterinarian;

18.1.n. be authorized to
humanely destroy any thoroughbred deemed to be

so seriously rnjured thatit is in the best interests

of the thoroughbred to so act;

18.1.o. rePort to the Racing

Commission the names of all lfislotrghbreds

humanely destroyed or which otherwise expire at

the meeting or on association grounds and the

reasons therefore;

18.1.p. maintain all required

records of postrrortem examinations performed on

thoroughbreds which have died within the
jurisdiction of the Racing Commission;

1 8. 1 .q. maintain the
veterinarians' list of thoroughbreds ineligible to
race and cause notification to be provided to a
horse's trainer that a horse trained by him or her

is on the veterinarians' list;

18.1.r. supervise, control and

establish any necessary procedures for the

operation of the test barn;

1 8. 1.s. supervise the taking ofall
specimens for testing according to procedures

approved by the Racing Commission;

I 8. 1.t. provide proper safeguards

in the handling of all laboratory specimens to
prevent tampering, confusion, or contamination
and assure 5ample integnty;

I 8. 1.u. provide the stewards with
a written statement regarding the nature and

seriousness of all laboratory reports of prohibited

substances in equine samples.
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I 8. 1.v. havejurisdiction over the
practicing veterinarians on the association's
grounds for the purpose of these rules;

18.1.w. review and consult with
the applicants and the stewards/Racing
Commission regarding permit applications of
practicing veterinarians, veterinary technicians or
assistants, vendors of medical supplies and
equipmen! non-veterinarian health care providers;

1 8. 1.x. cooperate with practicing
veterinarians and other regulatory agencies to take
measures to control communicable and/or
reportable equine diseases;

18.1.y. keep current and/or
update the Jockey Club Equine Injury Database, if
the association is aparticipant inthe database; and

l8.l.z. cause the Uniform
Classification Guidelines for Foreign Substances
as promulgated by the Association of Racing
Commis5isasrr International (RCD (revised
December 2010), set forth in table 178-1 D at the
end of this rule, and any medication/substance
thresholds set forth in section 49 of this rule, to be
publicly posted in the office of Racing
Commission veterinarian(s).

18.2. Veterinary Technicians. The
Racing Commi55iea may employ veterinary
techn icians registered by the West Virginia Board
of Veterinary Medicine or other veterinary
assistants qualified to assist the Racing
Commission veterinarians. A veterinary
technician or veterinary assistant employed by the
Racing Commission shall perform all lawful
duties and shall act under the direct supervision of
the Racing Commission veterinarian(s).

PART 4. ISSUAI\CE OF LICENSES AI\D
DI]TMS OF LICENSEES

5178-1-19. License Required.

19.1. Any individual, partnership, firm,
association, corporation or other entity or
organization of whatever character or description
wishing to obtain a license to conduct a race
meeting with pari-mutuel wagering during any
calendar year shall file a license application with
the Racing Commission on forms prescribed by
the Racing Commission. 19.2. Such
application shall disclose, but not be limited to,
the following:

19.2.a. If the applicant is an
individual, the full arme and address of the
applicant;

19.2.b. If the applicant is a
parbrership, firm orassociation, the full nnme and
address of the each partner or member thereof and
the name of the partnership, firrr or association
and its address;

19.2.c. If the applicant is a
corporation, its name, the state of its
incorporation, its address, the full name and
address of each officer and director thereof, and if
a foreign corporation, whether it is qualified to do
business in the state of West Virginia;

19-2.d. 'The dates such applicant
intends to hold or conduct each horse race
meeting during the calendar year;

19.2.e. The location of the horse
racetrack, place or enclosure where such applicant
proposes to hold or conduct such horse race
meeting;

19.2.f. Whether the applicanl
any partner, member, offrcer or director has
previously applied for a license under West
Virginia Code $$ I9-23-l et seq. or for a similar
license in this or any other state, and if so,

whether such license was issued or refused, and"
if issued, whether it was ever suspended or
revoked;

24
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individual, his or her fingerprints; if the applicant
is a partnership, hrm or association, the
fingerprints of each partner or each member; ifthe
applicant is acorporation, the fingerprints ofeach
officer and director. Such fingerprints shall be
provided for examination by the West Virginia
State Police Criminal Investigation Bureau and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation and shall be

accompanied by a signed authorization for the
release of information by those agencies;

19 .2.h. Such other information as

the Racing Commission may in its discretion
reasonably require, including, but not limited to,
satisfactory evidence that the applicant has the
ability to pay all taxes due the state, purses,

salaries of racing officials and other expenses

incident to the horse race meeting for which a
license is sought. If satisfactory evidence of
ability to pay such expenses and fees cannot be

furnished by the applicant, the Racing
Commission may require abond or otheradequate
security before the license is issued; and

19.2.i. A signed, notarized
verification that the inforrnation contained on the
application is true and accurate. Such verification
shall be signed by the individual seeking the
license; or, by a partner or member ifthe applicant
is a partnership, firm or association; or, by an

officer or director ifthe applicant is a corporation.

I9.3. A license is neither transferrable
nor assignable to any other person. The sale of
the assets ofan association requires the buyer to
apply for a racing license from the Racing
Commi5siea if the buyer wishes to conduct a
horse race meeting with pari-mutuel wagering in
this state.

19.4. The Racing Commission shall
promptly consider any application for a license.
Based upon such application and any other
information before it, the Racing Commission
shall make and enter an order either approving or
denying the application. If an application for a

license is approved the Racing Cornmission shall

issue a license to conduct a horse race meeting,

and shall designate on the face of the license the

dates upon which the horse race meeting shall be

hel4 the location of the horse racetraclg place or
enclosure where the horse race meeting is to be

hel4 and other information as the Racing
Commission shall consider proper.

19.5. The Racing Commission may deny

an application for a license or may suspen{
revoke or otherwise discipline a license if it finds

that the applicant or the licensee:

I9.5.a. Has knowinglY made a

false statement of material fact in the application
or has knowingly failed to disclose any

information called for in the application;

19:5.b. Is or has been guiltY of
any comrpt or fraudulent act practice or conduct

in connection with any horse race meeting in this

or any other state;

19.5.c. Is or has been convicted,

within ten years prior to the date of the

application, of an offense which under the laws of
this state, of any other state or of the United States

of America, shall constitute a felony or a crime

involving moral turpitude;

1 9.5.d. Has failed to comPlY with
West Virginia Code $$ 19-23-1 et seq. or any

rules of the Racing Commission;

19.5.e. Has had a license to hold
or conduct a horse race meeting denied for just
cause, suspended or revoked in any other state;

19.5.f. Has defaulted in the

payment of any obligation or debt due to the state

of West Virginia under West Virginia Code $$

I9-23-I et seq.

19.5.9. Is, if a corPoration,
neither incorporated under the laws of this state
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nor qualified to do business in this state; or

19.5.h. Has failed to fumish a
bond or other adequate security, if the same is
required by the Racing Commission under West
Virginia Code g l9-23-7(b) and this rule.

19.6. In issuing licenses for horse race
meetings at the various horse racetracks in this
state, the Racing Commission shall consider the
horse racing circuits with which the horse
racetracks in this state are associated or
contiguous to, and shall also consider dates which
are calculated to increase the tax revenues
accruing from horse racing.

L9.7. If a horse racetraclg place or
enclosure specified on the face of the license as

the licensee's location for horse racing becomes
unsuitable because of flood, fire, or other
catastrophe, or cannot be used for any reason, the
Racing Commission frLy, upon application,
authorize the horse race meeting, or any remaining
portion thereof, to be conducted at any other
racetraclg place or enclosure available for that
purpose, provided that the owner of the racetrack,
place or enclosure willingly consents to the use
thereof.

5178-1-20. General Duty.

20.I. An association, its officers,
directors, officials and employees shall abide by
and enforce the laws ofthis state governingracing
and the rules and orders of the Commis5isa an6
stewards and failure to do so may result in the
imposition of disciplinary action against the
association's license and/or against the
occupational permit held by an officer, director,
official and/or employee of the association.

20.2. No individual who has a direct or
indirect financial interest oftwenty per cent (20%)
or more in a partnership, firm, association,
corporation or other entity or organization of
whatever character or description licensed by the

Racing Commission to conduct horse racing and
pari-mutuel wagering shall race or perrnig or
cause to be raced, any horse in which he or she

has an interest either direct or indirect at any
meeting where racing is conducted under the
license.

20.3. If the association is a corporation,
it shall, upon request provide a list of all
stockholders or shareholders to the Racing
Commission.

20.4. TlnW (30) days before conducting
a stakes race, each association shall submit to the
Racing Commission the conditions for all stakes
races it proposes to hol4 together with the stake,
purse or reward, all of which are subject to the
approval of the Racing Commi55isa.

$178-1-21. Financial Requirements.

21.1. Insurer of the Race Meeting. The
following provisions apply to the association's
duty as insurer of each race meeting:

2l.I.a. The association shall
maintain, in an approved depository, the amounts
deducted from the pari-mutuel handles for purse
distribution as specified by the provisions of West
Virginia Code $ 19-23-10 and this rule.

2I.l.b. An association is
obligated as part of its duties to ensure that the
amounts retained from the pari-mutuel handles are
distributed according to the West Virginia Code
and Racing Commission rules.

2l.l.c. An association shall
ensure that all purse monies, disbursements and
appropriate nomination race monies are available
to make timely distribution in accordance with the
West Virginia Code, Racing Commission rules,
association rules and race conditions.

zl.l.d. The association shall
provide proofof liability insurance coverage upon
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request of the Racing Commission.

21.2. Financial Reports. Each licensee
shall file audited financial statements on or before
the 30th of April of each year, unless otherwise
authorized by the Racing Commission. These
financial statements will cover all income and
disbursements relating directly and indirectly to
horse racing activities in the state, including, but
not limited to, the following: concessions,
programs, parking, pari-mutuel wagering, and
breakage. The financial statements shall be
prepared in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles and shall be accompanied
by the report of an independent certified public
accountant. If the association is a corporation, it
shall provide the Racing Commission with a copy
of its annual audited, consolidated financial
statements contained in the corporation's annual
report to its shareholders and, if applicable, as

submitted to the United States Securities and
Exchange Commission.

Sl7 8-l-22. Facilities and Equipment.

22.1. Facilities and Equipment for
Patrons and Permit Holders. The following
provisions apply to the facilities and equipment
that an association must provide for patrons and
permit holders:

22.1.a. The association shall
provide equipment for fingerprinting and
photographing all occupational permit holders and

shall provide the necessary equipment to coat the
occupational permit in plastic with the picture of
the permit holder.

22.1.b. The association shall
furnish and maintain at least one (1) ambulance
for the exclusive use of persons, staffed with at
least two (2) emergency medical technicians, one

of whom shall be a certified paramedic, at any
time the racetrack is open for live ruc,ing or
exercising. If the ambulance is being used to
transport an individual, the association may not

conduct a race or be open for training until the

ambulance is replaced and ready for immediate
duty, to be placed at a readily available location to
the racing strip, so that no time may be lost in
answering calls. Unless otherwise approved by
the Racing Commission or the stewards, an

ambulance shall follow the mounted horses at a
safe distance during the running of the race.

22.I.c. The association shall
equip and maintain at its racetrack at least one (1)

flrst aid room provided with adequate beds and

equipped with first aid appliances and material as

approved by the Racing Commission. Each

association shall meet minimum staffing
requirements of emergency service personnel

during all racing hours and employ an emergency

medical technician and an individual trained in
cardiopulnonary resuscitation. Additionally, each

association shall employ a paramedic and/or a

registered nurse during all racing hours.

22.1.d. The association shall
ensure that the public areas of the association

grounds are designed and maintained for the

safety of the patrons and occupational permit

holders and are accessible to persons with
disabilities as required by state and federal law.

22.I.e. The association shall
provide a supply of free drinking water.

22.1.f. The association shall

maintain adequate restroom facilities on
association grounds and ensure the safety and

cleanliness of the restroom facilities at all times.

22.I.g. The association shall

designate an office and suitable parking spaces for
the exclusive use of the Racing Commission, its
employees and representatives. The association

shall offer sufficient office space for private

consultation and necessary office equipment. The

offrce shall be equipped with a telephone and

shall also have sufficient space for secure, locked
storage for Racing Commission records and
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supplies. The key to such storage shall be
available only to the Racing Commission and/or
the stewards. The association shall also provide
suffi cient offi ce space for the Racing Comm i 5sis1
license clerk(s), investigato(s), security offrcer(s)
and any other Racing Commission personnel, as
requested by the Racing Commis5isn.

22.I.h. Any racing association
contemplating a change of any kind pertaining to
the racing strip, the erection of new buildings,
stands or other structures, on the grounds ofthe
association which are to be used as apaft of the
facilities for conducting a race meeting shall
notifu the Racing Commission in writing before
any changes are made.

22.2. Officials' Stands. Stands for
placing judges, clockers, timers, and stewards
shall be maintained in positions commanding an
unintemrpted view of the entire racing strip and
shall be appropriately maintained and furnished.
The srands are subject to approval by the Racing
Commi55i61.

223. Audio and Visual Equipment.
The following provisions apply to the audio and
visual equipment required for racing:

22.3.a. The association shall
provide and maintain in good working order a
communication system between the stewards'
stand; offrce ofthe association's racing secretar5r;
tote room; jockeys' room; paddock; test barn;
starting gate; clocker's/timer's stand; Racing
Commission veterinarian(s); track announcer;
location of the ambulances (equine and human);
and other locations and persons designated by the
Commission.

22.3.b. A camera or electronic
photofinish device selected by the association
conducting the meeting shall be approved by the
Racing Commission and shall be used to make
photographs or images of the horses at the finish
to assist the placing judges in determining their

positions as exclusively indicated by the noses of
the horses. On request by the Racing
Commission, the association shall provide,
without cos! photographs or images of a furish to
the Commission or its representatives. Finish
photographs or images of each race shall be

maintained bythe association fornot less than one
(1) month after the end of the race meeting, or
such other period as may be requested by the
stewards or the Racing Commission.

22.3.c. The association shall
install and use a video recording system approved
by the Racing Commission with not fewer than
three (3) cameras operating from positions
designated by the Racing Commi55isa to provide
clear panoramic and head-on views and recordings
of each race from start to finish. Separate

monitors, which simultaneously display the
images received from each camera and are

capable of simultaneously displaying a

synchronized view ofthe recordings ofeach race
for review shall be provided in the stewards'
stand. On request by the Racing Commission, the
association shall provide, without cosl a copy of
the video recording of each race to the
Commission or its representatives. Video
recordings made during each race shall be

retained by the association for not less than one
(1) month after the end of the race meeting, or
such other period as may be requested by the
stewards or the Racing Commission.

22.3.d. On all racetracks, the
offrcial photographer for the association shall be

required to hold an occupational permit issued by
the Racing Commission. In all cases when a still
picture is taken bythe official photographer, he or
she shall direct his or her camera at a point away
from the finish line unless otherwise approved by
the stewards or the Racing Commission. No
photographer, other than the official
photographer, shall be permitted on the racetrack,
unless permission is granted by the stewards or
the Racing Commission; and then only for
pictures that are specifically requested and in
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places as are approved by the stewards or the
Racing Commission. Red and White;

22.4. Rails. The followingprovisions to
the rails required for racing:

22.4.a. Racetracks, including turf
tracks, shall have inside and outside rails,
including gap rails, designed, constructed and
maintained to provide for the safety of jockeys
and horses. The design and construction ofrails
must be approved by the Racing Commission
prior to the first race meeting at the track.

22.4.b. All potential obstructions
shall be set back a minimum of ten (10) feet from
the back of the inside rail. All existing
obstructions, shall be moved, back a minimum of
ten (10) feet from the back of the rail and/or
padded as directed by the Racing Commi55i6n.

22.5. Starting Gates. Each racing
association shall provide and maintain at least two
operable padded starting gates on every race day
of its meeting. Each association shall use every
reasonable endeavor to have in attendance
whenever the gates are in use, one or more
individuals who are skilled and qualified to
maintain the gates in good working order, and be
available for periodic inspections of the starting
gates as may be required by the Racing
Commi55ie11.

22.6. Distalce Markers. The following
provisions apply to the disrrnce markers required
for racing:

22.6.a. An association shall
provide startrng point markers and distance poles
in a size and position that is clearly seen from the
stewards'stnnd.

22.6.b- The starting point
markers and distance poles must be marked as

follows:

Green and White; and

22.6.b.t. l/4 POLES --

22.6.b.2. 1/8 POLES --

22.6.b.3.1/16POLES --
Black and White.

22.7 . Lighttng. The following provisions
apply to the lighting required for racing:

22.7.a. An association shall
provide lighting for the racetrack and the patron

facilities that is adequate to ensure the safety and

security ofthe patrons, permit holders and horses.

The association shall also provide lighting to
ensure the proper operation of video recording
and photofinish equipment.

22.7 .b.Ifan association conducts
racing at night, the association shall maintain a

backup lighting system that is sufftcientto ensure

the safety ofrace participants and patrons.

22.7.c. An association shall
provide adequate lighting in the stable areas as

required by the Racing Commission.

22.8. Equine Ambulance. The
following provisions apply to the equine

ambulance required for racing:

22.8.a. An association shall
provide an equine ambulance staffed by trained
personnel on association grounds on each day that
the racetrack is open for racing or haining.

22.8.b. The ambulance must be

properly ventilated and kept at an enfance to the
racing strip when not in use.

22.8.c. The ambulance must be a

covered vehicle that is low to the ground and large
enough to accommodate a horse in distress. The
ambulance must be able to:
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22.8.c.I. navigate on the
racetrack during all weather conditions; and

22.8.c.2. transport a
horse offthe association grounds.

22-8.d. The ambulance must be
equipped with:

22.8.d.I. large, portable
screens to shield a horse from public view;

22.8.d.2. ramps to
facilitzte loading a horse;

22.8.d.3 . adequate means
of loading a horse that is down;

interior;
22.8.d.4. a padded

22.8.d.5. a movable
partition to initially provide more room to load a

horse and to later restrict a horse's movement:

22.8.d.6. a shielded area
for the person who is attending to the horse; and

22.8.d.7. an adequate
area for the storage ofwater and veterinary drugs
and equipment.

22.8.e. An association may not
conduct a race unless an equine ambulance or a
substitute approved by a Racing Commi5si6a
veterinarian is readily available.

22.8.f. Theequine ambulance, its
supplies and attendants and the operating
procedures for the equine ambulance must be
approved by a Racing Commi5sisl veterinarian.

22.9. Barns. The following provisions
apply to the barn area required for racing:

numbered and each and every stall in the barn
shall be numbered and a record of each

designation filed with the association's racing
secretary.

22.9.b. All used bedding and
manure shall be removed from the stalls daily and
shall be deposited at a place designated by the
association. The association shall remove or
cause to be removed all bedding and manure from
the stable area.

22.rc. Test Barn. The following
provisions apply to the test barn required for
racing:

22.10.a. The association shall
provide a suitable building, approved by the
Racing Commission, for a test barn. The test barn
shall be under the supervision of the Racing
Commission veterinarian(s), for the purpose of
collecting specimens for any test required by the
Racing Commission.

22.10.b. The test barn shall be

equipped with:

22.10.b.I. a walk area

large enough to accommodate four (4)

22.10.b.2. at least four
(4) enclosed stalls that permit observation of the
specimen collection process and provide for the
protection of collection personnel;

22.I0.b.3. facilities and
equipment for the collection, identification, and

storage of specimens;

22.10.b.4. a wash rack or
wash stall that is large enough to accommodate
two (2) horses at the same time;

that is
horses;

22.9.a. Each barn shall be
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22.10.b.6. equipment for
washing and cooling horses;

22.10.b.7. clean water
buckets for each horse: and

22.I0.b.8. any other
items required by the Racing Commission.

22.10.c. The test bam shall be

kept locked at all times when not in use. The only
persons authorized to have keys shall be the
racetrack general manager or his or her designee
and the Racing Commission veterinarian(s) and
their designees.

517&1-23. Operations.

23. 1. Security. The following provisions
apply to the security required on association
gtounds:

23.1.a. An association
conducting arace meeting shall maintain security
controls over its grounds.

23.1.b. An association shall
establish a system or method of issuing
credentials or passes to restrict access to its
restricted areas, which includes but is not limited
to the stable area and paddock, and to ensure that
all participants at its race meeting hold permits as

required by this rule.

23.1.c. An association shall
prevent access to and shall remove or cause to be

removed from its restricted areas, which includes
but is not limited to the stable area and paddock,

any person who does not have an occupational
perrnig or who has not been issued a visitods pass

or other identi$ing credential, orwhose presence

in such restricted area is unauthorized.

23.1.d. Upon request a written
report shall be made to theRacing Commission or
the stewards by the director of the security

deparftnent at each race ffaclg which details any

and all occulTences or incidents on association

grounds. This report shall include the name of all
persons involved in the occurrences or incidents
and the circumstances of the occurrences or
incidents.

23.1.e. It is the responsibility of
the racing association conducting ameeting under

a license issued by the Racing Commission to

assure that all persons under the age of sixteen

(16) years are properly supervised by an adult
when admitted to the association grounds.

Persons under the age of eighteen (18) years may

not be admitted in a restricted area without the

written perrnission of the stewatds, except in case

of an emergency. Violation ofthis rule may result

in a fine or other discipline against a licensee

and/or occupational permit holder when warranted

in the discretion ofthe stewards and/or the Racing
Commission.

23.2. Fire Prevention. The following
provisions apply to fire prevention on association

grounds:

23.2.a. An association shall

develop and implement a program for fire
prevention on association grounds. An association

shall instruct employees working on association

grounds of the procedures for fue prevention.

23.2.b. No person shall:

23.2.b.1. smoke in stalls,

feed rooms, under shed rows or in any other "no
smoking" area of the association's grounds as

identified by the association or the Racing

Commission;

23.2.b.2. burn open fires

or oil and gas lamps in the stable area;

23.2.b.3. leave
unattended any electrical appliance that is
plugged-in to an electrical outle! with the
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exception ofa fan approved by the association;

23 .2.b.4. permit horses to
come within reach of electrical outlets or cords:

23.2 -b.5. store flammable
materials such as cleaning fluids or solvents in the
stable area; or

23.2.b.6. lock a stall
which is occupied by a horse.

233. Performances. The following
provisions apply to performances:

23.3.a. The minimum number of
races per day at all licensed racetracks shall be
eight (8), the maximum number of races per day
shall be ten (10), unless otherwise authorized by
the Racing Commission.

23.3.b. The Racing Commission
shall approve the post time for the first race of
each race day. Each race after the first race of
each race day shall be run at intervals to be
approved by the Racing Commi55ie11. In the event
of an emergency, the stewards may approve the
alteration of the post time for the first race of each
race day and the intervals at which other races
shall be run.

PART 5. ISSUAI\CE OF PERMITS AI\D
DTJ"IIES OF PERMIT HOLDERS

5178-1-24. General Provisions Applicable to
All Permit Applicants and Permit Holders.

24.1. Permit Required. The following
provisions apply to permit requirements:

24.1.a. Racing participants and
personnel; racing officials (excluding those
employed by the Racing Comm[s5i611); an4
persons employed by the association or employed
by a person or concern contracting with or
approved by the association or Commission to

provide a service or commodity on association
grounds, shall have a valid occupational pennit
issued by the Racing Commission, unless
otherwise specifically exempt from this
requirement.

24.1.b. - Applicants for
occupational permits shall file a completed
application on a form prescribed by the Racing
Commission with the license clerk stationed atthe
racetrack. Applications shall be reviewed by the
stewards who may issue or deny the permit; hold
the application for further investigation; or, refer
it to the Racing Commission for a determination.

24.1.c. The Racing Commission
may designate categories of permit applications
that require a determination of issuance or denial
by the Commission and not the stewards. The
Racing Commission may require, however, that
the stewards provide a recommendation as to the
issuance or denial of any such permit application.

24.Ld. Applicants for
occupational permits may be required to provide
frngerprints for examination by the West Virginia
State Police Criminal Investigation Bureau and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. If
fingerprints are required to be provided by an

applican! the applicant shall provide a signed
authorization for the release of information bv
those agencies.

24.1.e. The fees that shall be paid
to the Racing Commis5isa for occupational
permits issued effective for calendar year 2012
and thereafter are set forth in table 178-1 A at the
end of this rule.

24.I.f . An occupational permit is
neither transferable nor assignable to any other
person.

24.1.9. The Racing Commission
shall not grant an occupational permit to anyone
under eighteen (18) years of age. An applicant
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may be required to submit a certified copy of his
or her birth certificate in connection with his or
her application for a permit.

24.I.h. The filing of an

application for a permit shall authorize the Racing
Commission to investigate criminal and
employment records, to engage in interviews to
determine the applicant's character and
qualifications and to veriff information provided
by the applicant.

24.2. Consent to Search and Seizure.
The following provisions apply to permit holders'
consent to search and seizure as a condition of
holding a permit:

24.2.a. Members of the Racing
Commission, the stewards, the Racing
Commission veterinarians, the Racing
Commission security officer and Racing
Commission investigators have the right to inspect
and search any person on association grounds who
has been granted an occupational permit by the
Racing Commission, as well as any stables,

rooms, trailers, vehicles or other places or things
within the association grounds.

24.2.b. Members of the Racing
Commission, the stewards, the Racing
Commission veterinarian(s), the Racing
Commission security officer and Racing
Commission investigators have the right to seize
any prohibited medication, drugs, paraphernalia or
devices.

24.2.c. By accepting an

occupational permit, all permit holders are

deemed to consent to the search and seizure
provided for by this section.

243. Substance Abuse/Addiction.

24.3.a. All permit holders shall
be deemed to be exercising the privileges of their
permig and shall be subject to the requirements of

this subsection when engaged in activities that
could affect the outcome of a race or diminish the

conditions of safety or decorum required in
restricted areas or other areas ofthe association

grounds.

24.3.b. It shall be a violation to
exercise the privileges granted by a permit issued

by the Racing Commission if the permit holder:

24.3.b.1. Is engaged in
the illegal sale or distribution of alcohol or a

controlled substance;

24.3.b.2. Possesses,

without a valid prescription, a controlled
substance;

24.3.b.3. Is addicted,

having been determined to be so by a professional
evaluation, to alcohol or other drugs and is not
engaged in an abstinence-based program of
recovery acceptable to the Racing Commission;

24.3.b.4. Has in his or
her possession on association grounds any

equipmen! products or materials of any kind
which are used or intended for use in planting,
propagating, cultivating, growing, harvesting,

manufacturing, compounding, converting,
producing, processing, preparing, testing,
analyzrng, packaging, repackaging, storing
containing, concealing, injecting, ingesting,

inhaling or otherwise introducing into the human

body a controlled dangerous substance;

24.3.b.5. Refuses to
submit to urine or drug testing, when notified that
such testing is based on a random drug testing
procedure; is based on reasonable suspicion that
the person is using drugs or alcohol; or, is based

on the permit holder's actngas if in an impaired
condition; or

24.3.b.6. Presently has

drugs (controlled substances) or alcohol in his or
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her body. With regard to alcohol, the results of a
breathalyzer test showing a reading of more than
.05 percent of alcohol in the blood shall be the
criterion for a finding of alcohol present in the
body. With regard to other controlled substances,
presence of the drug in any quantity measured by
the testing instrument establishes the presence of
the drug for purposes of this paragraph.

24.3.c. At its discretion, the
Racing Commission and/or the stewards may
conduct random drug testing, as well as testing
based on reasonable suspicion, in order to ensure
safety on the racetrack.

24.3 .d. When conducted" random
drug testing shall apply, equally, to all permit
holders who are, at the time of the random testing,
exercising the privileges of their permit in such
ways as may affect the outcome of a race or
diminish the conditions of safety or decorum
required in restricted areas or other areas ofthe
association grounds.

24.3.e. No notice need be given
as to the onset or cessation ofrandom testing.

24.3.f. When a specimen or
sample is collected from a permit holder for
testing under this subsection, a sufficient sample
shall be collected, when possible, to ensure a
quantity for a the split sample so that a permit
holder may request an independent analysis ofthe
specimen or sample.

24.3.9. The Racing Commission
and./or the stewards shall provide for a secure
chain of custody for the sample to be made
available to the permit holder.

24.3.h. All costs of initial testing
underthis subsection shall be atthe expense ofthe
racing association. However, should the results of
a test come back positive, the costs of the test may
be assessed against the permit holder, upon
approval by the stewards. AII costs for the testing

of a specimen or sample portion made available
for the permit holder shall be the financial
responsibility of the requesting person.

24.3.i. If a permit holder refuses
to submit to urine or drug testing under this
subsection or if a permit holder tests positive, his
or her perrnit may be summarily suspended at the
discretion of the stewards and/or may be subject
to other discipl inary action in accordance with this
rule.

24.3 j. A permit holder who is a
first time violator under this subsection shall be

required to undergo a professional assessment

before the stewards and/or the Racing
Commission determine whether or not the permit
holder's condition is such that he or she may hold
a permit and participate in racing. In the
discretion of the stewards and/or the Racing
Commission, a first time violator may be required
to produce a negative test result; may be required
to submit to further testing; and/or may be

required to successfully complete a certified
drug/alcohol rehabilitation program as a condition
of holding a permit and participating in racing.

24.3.k. A permit holder who is a
second time violator under this subsection shall be
subject to suspension. The permit holder may not
apply for reinstatement of his or her permit until
such time as he or she has successfully completed
a certified drug/alcohol rehabilitation program and

has otherwise satisfied the Racing Commission
and/or the stewards that he or she is fit to hold a
permit.

24.3.1. A permit holder who is a
third time violator under this subsection may be

subject to revocation and may be deemed
ineligible to apply for reinstatement of his or her
permit for a period of time determined by the
stewards and/or the Racing Commission. The
Racing Commission and/or the stewards may
determine what if any, conditions a third time
violator is required to meet in order to be
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considered for reinstatement of his or her permit.

24.4. Employer Responsibility. The
following provisions apply to the responsibility of
employers who are occupational permit holders:

24.4.a. The responsibility of
obtaining an occupational permit for an employee
rests with the employer. Employment of an
individual without reporting the employment to
the stewards and immediately obtaining an
occupational permit forthe employee may subject
the employer's occupational permit to fine,
suspension or other discipline.

24.4.b. No occupational permit
holder may have in his or her employment in any
capacity, any employee less than eighteen (18)
years ofage.

24.5. Workers' Compensation. The
following provisions apply to workers'
compensation coverage for occupational permit
holders who are employers:

24.5.a. All occupational permit
holders who are employers shall carry workers'
compensation insurance covering their employees,
unless exempted by state law.

24.5.b. Occupational permit
holders shall produce proof of coverage in the
state of West Virginia or, if applicable, a letter of
exemption from the West Virginia Insurance
Commissioner or a notarized affidavit attesting
that they have no employees, at the time of
application foran occupational permit and may be
required to produce proofofcoverage or a letter
of exemption or aff,rdavit upon the request of the
association or the stewards.

24.6. X'inancial Responsibility. The
following provisions apply to the financial
responsibi I ity of occupational permit holders :

occupational perihits may be required to submit
satisfactory evidence of fi nancial responsib il ity.

24.6.b. After an occupational
permit has been issued, the applicant shall
maintain a record of financial responsibility
during the period for which an occupational
permit is issued.

24.7. Duration of Permit. The
following provisions apply to the duration of
occupational permits:

24.7 .a. Every occupational permit
is for one (1) year and expires on December 31 in
the year in which it was issued, unless otherwise
approved by the stewards or the Racing
Commission.

24.7.b. An occupational permit
holder who has been suspended and subsequently
reinstated after the expiration of his or her
occupational permit may not pursue his or her
vocation until the stewards or the Racing
Commission grants a new occupational permit.

24.8. Conflict of Interest. The stewards

or the Racing Commission may deny, suspend or
revoke an occupational permit if a conflict of
interest exists or could exist as a result of the

issuance or holding of the permit.

24.9. Permit Restrictions, Limitations
and Conditions. The stewards or the Racing
Commission may restrict, limit or impose any

condition or conditions on an occupational permit
that they consider necessary in their discretion to
protect the best interests and integrity of racing.

24.10. Permit Denial. When the denial
of an occupational permit has been ordered bythe
Racing Commission, the Racing Commission
shall report the reasons for the denial to the
applicant and shall further report the denial to the

Association of Racing Commissioners
lnternational, Inc., so that other racing24.6.a. Applicants for
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jurisdictions may be informed of the denial.

24.11. Grounds for Denial, Suspension
or Revocation of Permit. The Racing
Commission and/or the stewards may, in their
discretion, refuse to issue or renew an
occupafional permit to an applican! or may in
their discretion suspend, revoke, or impose other
disciplinary measures upon an occupational
permit issued pursuantto this rule, ifthe applicant
or permit holder:

24-Il.a. has been convicted of a
crime in any jurisdiction. In considering the
conviction, the Racing Commission and/or the
stewards shall examine:

24.II.a.1. the nexus, or
relationship, between the crime committed and the
qualifications, functions or duties necessary to
engage in an occupation in the racing industry;

24 -l 1.a.2. the nature and
seriousness of the conduct:

24.1| .a.3 . the
individual's conduct since the events leading to
the conviction;

24.11 .a.4 . the
individual's age and maturity at the time of the
offense;

24.11.a.5. the amount of
time that has elapsed since the conviction;

24.11.a.6. whether the
conviction represented an isolated event;

24.11.a.7. whether the
individual demonstrates any consciousness of
wrongdoing or remorse regarding the
wrongfulness of his or her conduct; and

24.11.a.8. any other
factor the Racing Commi5siea deems relevant to

its inquiry.

24.11.b. has engaged in
bookmaking and/or touting;

24.1I.c. has demonstrated
financial irresponsibility by having a judgment
issued against him or her for failure to pay a debt
owed as a result of obtaining feed, shelter, drugs,
transportation, services for horses, veterinary
services or supplies for himself or herself or
others;

24.1 l.d. has engaged in any fraud
or misrepresentation in connection with racing or
breeding;

24.I1.e. has violated or atte,mpted

to violate any law, rule, ruling or order with
respect to racing in West Virginia or any otloer
jurisdiction;

24.I1.f. has disturbed the peace

on association grounds;

24.I1.g. has used profane,
indecent or vulgar language to any racing official;

24.11.h. has written, issued
made or presented a check in payment for a perrnit
fee, frne, nomination, entlr or other racing fee or
assessment when the individual knew or should
have known that the check would be refused for
payment by the bank upon which it was written, or
thatthe account uponwhich the checkwas written
did not contain sufficient funds for payment ofthe
chech or that the check was written on a closed
account or nonexistent account:

24.11.i. has allowed another to
use his or her occupational permit or other racing
credential for the purpose oftransferring any of
the benefits pertaining to the permit or credential;

24.1I j. has had an occupational
permit refused denied, suspended revoked or
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otherwise disciplined by any other racing
jurisdiction;

24.11.k. has failed to disclose or
has falsely stated any information required in the
application for a permit;

24.1 I.l. is unqualifi ed to perform
the duties required by the holding of the permit;

2.17.m. is ineligible for
employment pursuant to federal or state law
because of age or citizenship or is otherwise
ineligible pursuant to the provisions of this rule;

24.I1.n. accepts or offers,
directly or indirectly, any bribe, gift or gratuity in
any form, which may influence the result of a
race; or

24.11.o. has violated any
provision of this rule and,/or the provisions of
West Virginia Code $$ 19-23-1 et seq.

24.12. Badges. All occupational permit
holders shall be issued a badge or credential by
the association; shall visibly display their badge or
credential at all times in restricted areas; and are
responsible for the safekeeping of their badge or
credential. The association shall not issue
duplicate badges or credentials except upon
payment of a fee of frve dollars ($5.00).

24.13. Safety Equipment The
following provisions apply to the safety
equipment required for occupational permit
holders:

24.13.a. Any permit holder
mounted on a horse or stable pony on association
grounds must wear a properly secured safety
helrnet at all times. The permit holder is
responsible for providing sufficient evidence that
his/her hehnet meets or exceeds one of the
following safety standards: American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM 1163); IJK

Standards (EN-1384 and PAS-015); or,
AustralianArlew Zealand Standard (ASA{Z 3 83 8).

24.I3.b. Any person mounted on

a horse or stable pony on the association racing
surface, all assistant starters and anyone handling
a horse in a starting gate must wear a safety vest

at all times. The safety vest must comply with or
exceed one of the following minimum standards:

British Equestrian Trade Association @ETA):
2000 Level 1; Euro Norm (EI{) 13158: 2000

Level 1; American Society for Testing and

Materials (ASTM) F2681-08; Shoe and Allied
Trade Research Association (SATRA) Jockey

Vest Doct'ment M6 Issue 3; or, Australian Racing
Board (ARB) Standard 1.1998.

24.14. Knowledge of Rules. The

following provisions apply to the respons ibility of
permit holders to be knowledgeable ofthe Racing
Commission's rules and to report violations of
such rules:

24.14.a. A permitholder shallbe
knowledgeable of the rules of the Racing
Commission; and by acceptance of a permig
agrees to abide by such rules.

24.14.b. A pemrit holder shall

report to the Racing Commission or the stewards

any knowledge he or she has that a violation of
the Commission's rules has occurred or may

occur.

5178-1-25. Owners.

25.1. Permit Requirements for
Ownerc. The following provisions apply to the
permit requirements for owners:

25.1.a. Each person who has an

ownership or beneficial interest in a horse is
requiredto hold an occupational permit issued by
the Racing Commission.

5t

25.1.b. All owners of horses and
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their employees are subject to the permit
requirements of this rule immediately upon
acceptance or occupancy of stabling
accommodations from an association or upon
making an entry to run on an association's
racetrack. Every owner who races and/or stables
his or her horses on the association's racetrack
shall notifu the association and the stewards ofthe
names of his or her employees.

25.1.c. An applicant for an
owner's permit shall own or lease a horse which is
eligible to race and under the care of a trainer
holding a permit issued by the Racing
Commission. An owner shall noti$the stewards
ofa change in trainer ofhis or her horse and shall
obtain a notarized transfer certificate.

25.2. Permit Requirements for
Multiple Owners. The following provisions
apply to the permit requirements for multiple
owners:

25.2.a. If the legal owner of any
horse is a partnership, corporation, limited
liability company, syndicate or other association
or entity, each shareholder, member or partner
shall hold a permit as required by this rule.

25.2.b. Each partnership,
corporation, limited liability company, syndicate
or other association or entity shall disclose to the
Racing Commission all owners, unless otherwise
required by the Racing Commission.

25.2.c. An application for joint
ownership of a horse shall include a designation
of a managing owner, a business address, tle
percentage ofeach owner's beneficial interest and
any other information required by the Racing
Commission. Receipt of any correspondence,
notice or order at the business address provided
shall constitute official notice to all persons
involved in the ownership of the horse.

appointment of a managing owner or authorized
agent shall be filed with the Racing Commission.

253. Partnerships. The following
provisions apply to owner-partnerships:

25.3.a. Each and every partner,
including spouses, shall obtain an owneCs
occupational permit to allow the partnership to act
on the racetracks of West Virginia and they shall
complete proper parhrership forms.

25.3.b. A partnership shall
appoint an authorized agent to represent it in all
matters, and only the authorized agent shall
withdraw money or sigr claims for that
partnership. A written instrument delegating
specific powers to the authorized agent shall be
signed by all members ofthe partnership and shall
be notarized.

25.3.c. Partnership forms shall,
amotrg other things, set forth the following:

25.3.c.I. the name and
address of every person having an interest in the
horse or horses involved:

25.3.c.2. any interest
greater than or equal to ten percent (I0%);

winnfug5 are payable;
25.3.c.3. to whom race

25.3.c.4. in whose name
the horse or horses shall run:

25.3.c.5. withwhomthe
power to enter a horse in a race and the power to
make a declaration rests: and

25.3.c.6. the terms of any
contingency, lease or any other arrangement.

25.3.d. All partnership forms
shall be signed by all parhrers or by their25.2.d. A wriften" notarized
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authorized agent.

25.3.e. In case of an emergency,
authority to sign declarations of partnerships may
be electronically communicated to the Racing
Commission.

25.3.f. The part owner of any
horse cannot assign his or her share, or any part of
it, without the written consent of the other
partners. The consent shall be filed with the
Racing Commission and the association's racing
secretary.

25.3.9- Any alteration in a

recorded partnership's registration must be
reported in writing by the partnership or its
authorized agent and must contain the notarized
signatures ofeach and every partner.

25.3.h. All partners in a
partnership are jointly and severally liable for all
stakes, fees, and other obligations.

25.3.i. For claiming purposes, if
a horse is owned by more than one (1) owner the
totalownership shall be considered a single entity.

25.4. Stable Name Registration.
Owners and lessees holding an occupational
perrnit may adopt a stable name subject to the
approval of the Racing Commission. The
following provisions apply to stable name
registration:

25.4.a. The applicant shall
identiff all persons using the stable name.

Changes shall be reported immediately to the
Racing Commission.

25.4.b. A person who has

registered a stable name may cancel it upon
written notice to the Racing Commi5sie11.

25.4.c. A stable name mav be

changed by registering a new stable name.

25.4.d. A stable name which has

been registered by any other person will not be

approved by the Racing Commission.

25.4.e. A stable name shall be

clearly distinguishable from other registered

stable names.

25.4.f. The stable name and the

name of the owner shall be published in the

program.
25 .4.g. Ifthe stable name consists

of more than one person, the program shall list the

name of the managing owner along with the

phrase "et a1.".

25.4.h. All persons using a stable

name shall comply with all rules regarding
issuance of permits to owners.

25.5. Racing Colors. The following
provisions apply to racing colors:

25.5.a. Owners or trainers shall
provide racing colors which may be subject to the
approval of the Racing Commission except at

racetracks where colors are furnished by the

association. Racing colors shall be registered

with the association's racing secretary. The
stewards may authorize a temporary substitution
of racing colors when necessary.

25.5.b. The racing colors to be

worn by each jockey in a race shall be described

in the progranL and any change shall be

announced to the public prior to the
commencement of the race.

25.6. Transfer of OwnershiP. The
following provisions apply to transfer of
ownership:

25.6.a. If a horse is transferred by
private sale or at public auction, the written
acknowledgment of both parties is necessary to
prove the fact that the horse was transferred with
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its engagements. The transfer of a horse under
any circumstances to a non-eligible person shall
not give that person the privilege of racing the
horse.

25.6.b. No horse entered in arace
may be sold or transferred until after the race in
which the horse is entered has been run unless
otherwise permitted by the stewards.

25.6.c. When ahorse is soldwith
its engagements transferred, valid subscriptions,
entries or rights of enty continue to exist with the
surviving parfilers ofa duly registered partnership
in the event ofthe death ofa parfirer, provided
that the subscriptions, entries or rights of entry
were made prior to the partner's death.

25.6.d. No person shall make or
receive the transfer of a horse or engagement for
the purpose of evading disqualification.

25.6.e. As long as an owner is in
arrears with the horsemen's bookkeeper, no
engagements can be transferred or accepted by
him or her. No horse can be entered by an owner
or under an owner's subscription until the owner
is no longer in arrears.

25.6.f. When a seller fails to
withdraw a horse from a race2 when the
engagement for that race is not sold or transferred
with the horse, the purchaser may not start the
horse or receive the stakes if the horse wins.

25.6.9. If a horse is sold or
transferred with its engagements or any part of
them, the seller cannot withdraw the horse from
any engagements.

25.6.h. If a horse is sold to a
disqualified person, the horse's racing
engagements are void as of the date of sale.

25.6.i. Ifthe ownership ofahorse
is changed through claiming or transfers, the

association's racing secretary shall transfer the
original registration certificate to the new owner
or update the records of the new owner.

25.6 j. Any fansfer of ownership
or change of atrainer in a stake, handicap, futurity
or other special event must occur at least thirty
(30) days before the event unless the transferor
and transferee can satisff the board ofstewards
that the transfer of ownership or change of a
trainer was, nfact an anns length transaction and

not for the purpose of evading the coupling rules
or any other rule of racing.

25.7. Death of Owner. Subscriptions
and all entries or rights of entry under them
become void on the death of a subscriber, except
in the case of a surviving partnership or except
upon the approval of the stewards when the
personal representative of an estate requests in
writing that the benefits accrue to the estate ofthe
decedent subscriber for the privilege of transfer,
and agrees to assume any and all obligations
incident to the original entries.

S178-1-26. Trainers.

26.1. Permit Requirement for
Trainers. The following provisions applyto the
permit requirements for trainers:

26.L.a. A trainer shall obtain an
occupational permit from the Racing Commission
and shall list on his or her occupational permit
applicationthe names ofall owners orpart owners
ofthe horses he or she trains.

26.1.b. An applicant for a
trainer's occupational permit who has not
previously held atrainer's permit shall provide the
following orundergo the following in connection
with his or her application so that the Racing
Commi55iea and/or the stewards may determine
whether or not the applicant is qualified to hold a
ffainer's permit:
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o

Z6.l.b.I. evidence that
the applicant held a permit in another racing
occupation in the state of West Virginia for three
(3) consecutive years; or

26.1.b.2. evidence that
the applicant held a permit in another racing
occupation in another state for four (4)
consecutive years; and

26.1.b.3. statements from
two (2) reputable persons in the racing industry
attesting to the person's character and
qualifications; and

26.1.b.4. a written and/or
oral examination administered bv the stewards.

26.2. Trainer Responsibility as to the
Condition of the Ilorse. As further set forth in
subdivision 51.1.a. of this rule, the trainer is
responsible as an absolute insurer ofthe condition
of the horses he or she enters in an official
workout or a race regardless of any act of a third
party.

26.3. Other Trainer Responsibilities.
In addition to the responsibilities set forth in
section 51 of this rule, the following provisions
applyto trainers holding an occupational permitin
this state:

26.3.a. No trainer shall harbor,
engage, retain, or employ any person not holding
an occupational permit. Each trainer is
responsible for ensuring that persons under his or
her supervision or employment hold an
occupational permit.

26.3.b. Each trainer shall register
with the association's racing secretary and the
association's security department every person
under his or her supervision or employnent.

26.3.c. Each trainer
responsible for the condition and contents

stalls, tack rooms, feed rooms, sleeping rooms and

other areas which have been assigned by the
association.

26.4.d. Each trainer is

responsible for the disclosure of the true and

entire ownership of each horse in his or her cale,

custody or control a1d immediately reporting any

change in ownership to the stewards for approval
and to the association's racing secretary for
recording.

26.4.e. Each trainer is
responsible for representing an owner in making
entries, declarations, scratches and in all other
matters pertaining to racing.

26.4.f. Each trainer is responsible

for ensuring that horses are entered as to
eligibility and weight or other allowances

claimed.

26.4.9. Each trainer is

responsible for presenting his or her horse and

being present in the paddock at a time appointed

before post time of the race in which the horse is

entered.

26.4.h. Each trainer is

responsible for personally attending to his or her

horses in the paddock and supervising the

saddling thereof. Provided thal a trainer may

designate, or request that the stewards desiguate,

another person holding a trainer or assistant

trainer permit to perform such duties. Provided
further tha! such designee shall not have an

interest in another horse in the race. A trainer
who wishes to designate another trainer or
assistant trainer or who wishes to have the

stewards make such designation shall give oral or
written notification to the stewards no later than
one hour before post time.

26.4.i. Each trainer is responsible
for ensuring that the correct horse is sent to the
paddock for saddling.is

of
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26.4 j. Eachtrainer is responsible
for being present followingthe running ofthe race
to attend his or her horse or for delegating such
responsibility to a designee provided for in
subdivision 26.4.h. of this rule; to an employee
holding an occupational permit; or, to the owner.

- 26.4.k Each trainer is
responsible for registering with the association's
racing secretary the name, age, sex, breeding and
ownership ofall horses under his or her custody,
care or control.

26.4.1. No trainer shall utilize
stalls on association grounds unless such stalls
have been assigned to him or her by the
association's racing secreta4r.

26.4.m. Each trainer is
responsible for instructing the jockey to give his
or her best effort during a race and that each horse
shall be ridden to win.

26.4.n. No trainer shall have in
his or her custody, care or control any horse
owned, in whole or in parf by a disqualified
person.

26.4.o. Each trainer is
responsible for notifuing horse owners upon the
revocation or suspension of his or her trainer's
permit. Upon application by the owner, the
stewards may approve the transfer of the owner's
horses to the care of another trainer holding an
occupational permig and upon an approved
transfer, the horses may be entered to race. Upon
transfer of the horse(s), the inactive trainer shall
not be involved io *y arrangements related to the
care, custody or control ofthe horse(s) and shall
not benefit financially or in any way from the
training of the horse(s).

26.4.p. No trainer shall accept or
offer, directly or indirectly, any bribe, gift or
gratuity in any form, which may influence the
result of a race.

26.4.q. No trainer shall move or
permit to be moved any horse or horses under his
or her custody, care or control into or out ofthe
association's grounds without permission from the
the association's racing secretary or his or her
designee. Provided thal a horse may be moved
out of the association's grounds for the purpose of
receiving emergency medical treatment. In such
an emergency, the horse shall be signed out on a
form prescribed by the association and made
available atthe stable gate. No trainer shall move
or permit to be moved any horse or horses under
his or her custody, care or control into the
association's grounds without presenting a current
negative Coggins test for equine infectious anemia
(ErA).

26.4.r. No trainer shall withdraw
any money from the horsemen's bookkeeper,
either in his or her own name or that of an owner,
nor may he or she contract obligations against the
account of any owner or part owner, unless the
trainer is the authorized agent ofthe owner or part
owner; has been granted such authority as the
authorized agent, and has an occupational permit
allowing him or her to act as an authorized agent.

26.4.s. No trainer shall employ a
jockey for the purpose ofpreventing him or her
from riding in any race.

26.5. Restrictions on Wagering. Each
trainer shall refrain from wagering on his or her
horse or horses to win or finish fust in
combination with other horses in a race in which
the trainer is participating.

gl78-l-27. Owners' Authorized Agents.

27.1. Permits required. The following
provisions apply to the permit requirements for
owners' authorized agents:

27.1.a. Each authoized agent
shall obtain an occupational perrrit from the
Racing Commission.
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27.1.b. An application for a
permit shall be filed for each owner represented.

27.1.c. A written instrument
signed by the owner shall accompany the
authorized agent's application for a permit and
shall clearly set forth the delegated powers of the
authorized agent. The owners' signature shall be
acknowledged before a notary public.

27.1.d. If the written instrument
is a power of attomey it shall be filed with the
Racing Commission and attached to the
application.

27.1.e. An owner wishing to
make changes to the written instrument shall do so
in writing in a signed notarized statement.

27.1.f. The authorized agenfs
appointment may be terminated by the owner, in
writing, acknowledged before a notary public and
filed with the Commission whereupon the
authorized agent's permit shall not be valid.

27.2. Powens and Duties. The following
provisions apply to the powers and duties of
owners' authorized agents:

27.2.a. An authorized agent
holding an occupational permit may perform on
behalf of an owner-principal holding an
occupational perrnit all acts as relate to racing, as

specified in the agency appointment that could be
performed by an owner-principal if such owner-
principal were present.

27.2.b. In executing any
document on behalf of an owner -principal, the
authorized agent shall clearly identify the
authorized agent and the owner-principal.

27 .2.c. When an authorized agent
enters a claim for the account of an owner-
principal, the name of the owner-principal for
whom the claim is being made and the nome of

the authorized agent shall appear on the claim slip
or card.

27.2.d. Authorized agents are

responsible for disclosure of the true and entire
ownership of each horse for which they have

authority. Any change in ownership shall be

reported immediately to, and approved by, the

stewards and recorded by the racing secretary.

S178-f-28. Jockeys.

28.1. Eligibility. The following
provisions apply to the eligibility ofjockeys for
permits and for racing:

28.1.a. A jockey shall obtain an

occupational permit from the Racing Comm i55i6n,

and the Racing Commission shall not issue an

occupational perrnit to anyjockey under eighteen
(18) years ofage.

28.I.b. A jockey shall pass a
physical examination given within the previous
twelve (12) months by a licensed physician
affirming fitness to participate as a jockey. The

stewards may require that any jockey be

reexamined and may refuse to allow anyjockey to
ride pending completion of such examination.

28.1.c. An applicant for an

occupational permit to act as a jockey shall show

competence by evidence of the holding of other
racing permits and/or the demonstration of riding
ability, which may include the riding of ten (10)
or more races under a temporary occupational
permit issued by the stewards. The stewards

and/or the Racing Commission may consult
representatives of the jockeys and the horsemen,

the starter, and any other racing personnel that
they deem appropriate in deterrnining the
competence and ability of an individual applying
for an occupational permit to act as a jockey.

28.I.d. A jockey who is serving
a suspension of ten ( 1 0) race days or less may ride
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in designated races during the suspension if:

28.L.d.1. the race has
been specified as a designated race by the
association's racing secretary before the inception
of the race meeting at the association; or

28.1.d.2. the race has
been approved as a designated race by the
stewards offrciating at the meetingi and

28.1.d.3. the jockey is
named no later than the time set for the close of
entries for the race; and

28.1.d.4. the jockey
agrees to serve an additional race day of
suspension in place of the race day on which the
jockey rides in a designated race.

28.1.d.5. Reciprocity of
this rule applies only to those states, which have
adopted the designated race rule.

28.1.e. The suspension of a
jockey for a riding interference or other riding
offense begins on the second race day after the
ruling, unless otherwise ordered by the stewards.
A suspension for all other offenses begins
immediately after the ruling.

28.1.f. A jockey temporarily
suspended may exercise or gallop horses until the
racetrack closes for the moming.

28.2. Apprentice Jockeys. The
following provisions apply to apprentice jockeys:

28.2.a. Jockey apprentices shall
obtain an occupational permit from the Racing
Commission and shall comply with the provisions
ofthis section relating to jockeys, except those
that are in conflict with this subsection
specifically relating to apprentices.

occupational permit to act as an apprentice jockey
shall be accompanied by:

28.2.b.1. an original,
notarized contractbetween the apprentice and his
or her employer, if a contract has been entered
into;

28.2.b.2. written proof of
at least one (1) year of service with a racing
stable;

28.2.b.3. a certificate of
proficiency from the starter; and

28.2.b.4. a birth
certificate or satisfactorv evidence of the date of
birth.

28.2.c. Anyperson eighteen (18)
years ofage or older who has not been previously
issued an occupational permit as a jockey in this
or any other country, and who meets the eligibility
requirements, frly be granted an apprentice
certificate. The certificate shall be subject to the
approval and jurisdiction of the Racing
Commi55i611.

28.2.d. Apprentice contracts
entered into and apprentice certificates issued in
the state of WestVirginia shall be made on forms
approved by the Racing Commission and

completed originals of these documents shall be
on file with the stewards.

28.2.e. Any and all amendments
to an apprentice contract shall be made in writing,
shall be notaized and the original amendments
shall be filed with the stewards. Copies of the
amendments shall be retained by the parties to the
contract.

28.2.f. All apprentice contracts,
wherever entered into, shall be approved by and

filed with the stewards.
28.2.b. An application for an
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28.2.9. If an apprentice contract
is transferred, that transfer shall be approved by
and filed with the stewards bv both the transferor
and the transferee.

28.2.h. No person may enter into
a contract in West Virginia with an apprentice
jockey unless he or she is the owner or trainer of
a stable of horses, which would, in the opinion of
the stewards, warrant his or her employment of an

apprentice.

28.2.i. All engagements for an
apprentice jockey to ride, other than those for his
or her contract employer, shall be made by
himself or herself, his or her agen! or his or her
contract employer, who may act as his or her
agent without an agent occupational permit.
However, the person making the engagements is
responsible for the proper maintenance of the
apprentice's engagement book.

28.2j. A duly certified
apprenticejockey may claim the following weight
allowances in all overnight races, excep stakes

and handicaps:

28.2 j.l. Ten ( I 0) pounds
allowance beginning with the fnst mount and
continuing until he or she has ridden five (5)
winners;

28.2j.2. A seven (7)
pounds allowance until the apprentice has ridden
an additional thirty-five (35) winners; and

28.2 j.3. If an apprentice
has ridden a total of forty (40) winners prior to the
end of a period of one (l) year from the date of
riding his or her fifth winner, he or she shall have
an allowance of five (5) pounds until the end of
that year.

28.2.k. If after one (1) year from
the date ofthe fifthwinningmount the apprentice
jockey has not ridden forty (40) winners, the

applicable weight allowance shall continue for
one (1) more year or until the fortieth winner,
whichever comes fnst. But in no event may a
weight allowance be claimed for more than two
(2) years fromthe date ofthe frfth winningmount,
unless an extension has been granted pursuant to
this rule.

28.2.1. After the completion of
the conditions set forth in subdivisions2S.2 j. and

28.2.k., an apprentice jockey may claim an

allowance of three (3) pounds for a period of one

(1) year when riding horses owned or trained by
his or her original contract employer, if the

contract has not been transferred or sold since he

or she rode his or her fust winner. The holder of
the contract at the time the apprentice rides his or
her fust winner is considered the original contract
employer.

28.2.m. An apprentice allowance
shall be claimed at the time of enty and shall not
be waived except by consent of the stewards.

28.2.n. The stewards shall not
consider any race, unless reported in the Daily
Racing Fonn or an equivalent publication, in
determining a jockey's right to the apprentice

allowance.

28.2.o. An apprentice j ockeY who

loses his or her apprentice allowance for any

reason shall obtain ajockey occupational perrrit
before being perrnitted to ride again.

28.2.p. The stewards maY extend

the weight allowance of an apprentice jockey

when, in the discretion of the stewards, an

apprentice jockey cannot continue riding due to:

disablement or illness:
28.2.p.1. physical

28.2.p.2. m i I itu1-y 5srvice;

28.2.p.3. attendance in an
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institution of secondary or higher education;

racing; or

reasons.

28.2.p.4. restriction on

28.2.p.5. other valid

28.2.q. To qualify for an
extension, an apprenticejockey shall have been
rendered unable to ride for a period ofnot less
than seven (7) consecutive days during the period
in which he or she was entitled to an apprentice
allowance. Under exceptional circumstances, the
stewards may consider total days lost collectively.
An apprentice applying for an extension must
produce documentation to the stewards verifring
the time lost.

28.2.r. An apprentice may
petition one (1) of the racing jurisdictions in
which he or she has been issued an occupational
perrnit for an extension of the time for claiming
apprentice weight allowances. The apprentice is
bound by the decision of the jurisdiction that is
petitioned.

28.2.s. The stewards may take
jurisdiction of an application for extension of an
apprentice allowance in cases where the
application is based upon a claim of physical
injuries orrestrictions on racingwhich occurred at
racetracks licensed by the Racing Commission.

283. Jockey Responsibility. The
following provisions apply to a jockey's
responsibility:

28.3.a. A jockey shall give a best
effort during a racez and each horse shall be
ridden to win. A jockey shall not ease up on or
coast to the finish, without reasonable cause, even
if the horse has no apparent chance to win prize
money.

fulfill all engagements in respect to racing.

28.3.c. Any jockey who fails to
fulfill an engagement in a race may not accept
another mount in that race

28.3.d. A jockey shall not ride or
agree to ride in any race without the consent ofthe
owner to whom he or she is under contract-

28.3.e. A jockey may not ride in
any race against a horse of his or her contract
employer unless his or her mount and his or her
contract employer's horse are both in the hands of
the same trainer.

28.3.f. A jockey may have no
more than one (1) agent.

28.3.g. All engagements to ride,
other than those for his or her contract employer,
shall be made by him or her or his or her agent.

The person making the engagements is
responsible for the proper maintenance of the
jockey's engagement book.

28.3.h. A jockey shall not have
an attendant other than those provided by the
association. If ajockey cannot find an available
attendan! the clerk ofscales shall assign one. A
jockey may care for his or her own equipment.

28.3.i. A fine shall be paid by the
jockey himself or herself and any other pennit
holder paying the fure is subject to discipline by
the stewards.

28.4. Jockey Betting. No jockey shall
make a wager on any race, nor accept the promise
or token of any wager with respect to the race in
which he or she is riding, except through or from
the owner or trainer of the horse he or she rides.
and then only on that horse.

28.5. Jockey's Spouse. A jockey shall
not compete or ride in any race against a horse28.3.b. A jockey shall faithtully
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which is owned, trained or ridden by the jockey's
spouse.

28.6. Jockey Mount Fees. The
following provisions apply to jockey mount fees:

28.6.a. The organization
representing the majority of the horsemen and the
organization representing the majority of the
jockeys at each racetrack may negotiate and reach
agreements speciffing the mount fees to be paid
to the jockeys at each racetrack. Any agreement
reached shall be filed with the Racing
Commission thirty (30) days prior to the start of
the race meeting. In the absence of such an
agreemenf the jockey mount fees shall be as set
forth in table 178-l B at the end of this rule.

28.6.b. The owner of the horse
shall pay the jockey riding fees to the horsemen's
bookkeeper.

28.6.c. If any owner or trainer
engages two (2) or more jockeys for the same
race, he or she shall pay the losing fee for each
engaged jockey not riding in the race, as well as

the appropriate fee to the jockey who does ride.

28.6.d. A jockey fee shall be
considered earnedwhen the clerk of scales weighs
out thejockey. The fee shall not be considered
earned if the jockey, of his or her own free will,
takes himself or herself offof the horse he or she

is engaged to ride and when iqjury to the horse or
rider is not involved. The stewards are vested
with the authority to interpret and apply this
subdivision and to determine whether or not a
jockey fee is or is not earned based upon the facts
and circumstances presented in a particular
instance.

28.6.e. In a dead heal thejockeys
involved shall divide equally the sum total of the
fees they would have received individually had
one beaten the other or others. Likewise, the
owners of the horses involved shall pay their

equal share offees.

517&1-29. Jockey Agents.

29.1. Eligibility. The following
provisions apply to the eligibilrty of jockey
agents:

29.1.a. An applicant for a permit
as ajockey agent shall:

29.1.a.1. provide written
proof of agency with at least one (1) jockey

holding a permit issued by the Racing
Commission;

29.1.a.2. demonstrate to
the stewards that he or she has a contract for
agency with at least one (l) jockey who has been

issued a permit by the Racing Commission; and

29.1.a.3. be qualified, as

determined by the stewards, by reason of
experience, background and knowledge. Ajockey
agenfs permit from another jurisdiction may be

accepted as evidence of experience and

qualifications. Evidence of qualifications may
require passing one or both of the following:

29.1.a.3.4. a

written examination; or

29.1.a.3.8. an

interview or oral examination.

29.1.a.4. Applicants not
previously issued a permit as ajockey agent shall

be requiredto pass awrittenand oral examination.

29.1.b. A jockey agent may not
hold an occupational permit in any other capacity
as long as he or she holds an agent's occupational
permig unless the stewards approve the additional
occupational permit. A jockey agent or his or her
spouse shall not be the owner or trainer of any

race horse nor shall he or she have any interest in
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the ownership of a horse.

29.2. Limit on Contracts. A jockey
agent may serve as agent for no more than two
journeymen jockeys, or one journeyman jockey
and one apprentice jockey.

29.3. Responsibilities. The following
provisions apply to jockey agent responsibilities:

29.3.a. A jockey agent shall not
make or assist in making engagements for a
jockey other than those the agent is issued a
permit to represent.

29.3.b. A jockey agent shall file
written proof of all agencies and changes of
agencies with the stewards.

29.3.c. A jockey agent shall
notify the stewards, in writing, prior to
withdrawing from representation of a jockey and
shall submit to the stewards a list of any
unfulfilled engagements made for the jockey.

29.3.d. All persons permitted to
make riding engagements shall maintain current
and accurate records of all engagements made,
such records being subject to examination by the
stewards at any time.

29.4. Prohibited Areas. Ajockey agent
is prohibited from entering the jockey room,
winner's circle, racing strip, paddock or saddling
enclosure during the hours of racing, unless
permitted by the stewards.

29.5. Agent Withdrawal. The following
provisions apply to jockey agent withdrawal:

29.5.a. When any jockey agent
withdraws from representation of a jockey, the
jockey agent shall immediately notifu the
stewards and shall submit to the stewards a list of
any unftlfilled engagements made forthe jockey.

29.5.b. A jockey agent shall not
be permitted to withdraw from the representation
of anyjockey unless written notice to the stewards
has been provided.

5178-1-30. Blacksmiths.

30.1. An applicant for an occupational
permit to act as a blacksmith shall be qualified, as

determined by the stewards, by reason of
experience, backgromd and knowledge of
blacksmithing. A permit to act as a blacksmith
from another jurisdiction, having been issued

within a prior period as determined by the
stewards, may be accepted as evidence of
experience and qualifi cations.

30.2. An applicant for an occupational
permit to act as a blacksmith who has not been
previously issued a perrnit in this or any other
state shall:

30.2.a. provide written
statements from two (2) reputable persons
attesting that the applicant is personally known to
them; that the applicant is of good character and

reputation; and that the applicant is capable of
engaging in the vocation of blacksmith;

30.2.b. pass a test conducted by
a panel appointed by the stewards in which the
applicant:

30.2.b.1. undergoes a

written or oral examination regarding horse shoes

and horse shoeing;

30.2.b.2. demonstrates
that he or she can shoe a horse with racing plates;
and

30.2.b.3. demonstrates
that he or she can fit a steel stock shoe to a pattern
provided by the panel, for the application of a bar
to be added.
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30.2.c. The panel appointed by
the stewards to conduct the test shall consist of a
veterinarian, a trainer and a blacksmith, all
holding occupational permits issued by the Racing
Commission.

30.2.d. The applicant shall have
his or her own tools necessary to complete the
examination.

30.2.e. If the applicant fails the
test he or she may retake it after a period of six
(6) months.

30.2.f . The stewards may exempt
an applicant from the test requirement if the
applicant can produce a certificate or other
verification that he or she has graduated from an

accredited blacksmith school.

5178-1-31. Practicing Veterinarians.

31.1. Eligibility. An applicant for a
permit as a practicing veterinarian shall be
qualified and licensed to practice veterinary
medicine in the state of West Virginia and be

otherwise qualified to be issued a permit to
participate in racing. An application for a
practicing veterinarian permit from the Racing
Commission must be accompanied by a copy of
the applicant's current license to practice
veterinary medicine in the state of West Virginia.

31.2. Responsibility. The following
provisions apply to the responsibilities of
practicing veterinarians :

31.2.a. All practicing
veterinarians administering drugs, medications or
other substances shall be responsible for ensuring
that the drugs, medications or other substances
and the veterinary treahent of horses are
administered in accordance with this rule.

31.2.b. All practicing
veterinarians shall promptly notiff the Racing

Commission veterinarian(s) of any reportable
disease and aty unusual incidence of a

communicable illness in any horse in his/her
charge.

313. Restrictions on Wagering. A
practicing veterinarian shall not wager on the

outcome of any race if the practicing veterinarian
has treated a horse participating in that race within
the past thirly (30) days.

S178-1-32. Tip Sheet Vendor.

32.I. Any person granted an occupational
permit as a tip sheet vendor shall comply with the

following:

32.1.a. Only one (l) version of a

tip sheet for use at any one (1) racetrack on any

given race day may be published and sold by a tip
sheet vendor holding an occupational permit.

32.I.b. To ensure fair conditions
for the wagering public, a tip sheet vendor may

not use the same facilities to produce a tip sheet

that is used by another tip sheet vendor at the

same racetrack.

PART 6. CLAIMING RACING

Sf78-1-33. General Provisions.

33.1. A person entering a horse in a
claiming race warrants that the title to such horse

is free and clear of any existing claim or lien,
either as security interest mortgage, bill of sale, or

lien of any kind; unless before entering such

horse, the written consent of the holder of the

claim or lien has been filed with the horsemen's

bookkeeper. A person may not claim ownership
in a horse after the horse has run in a claiming
race in the name of another person who, at the

time of the race, had peaceable and undisputed
possession of the horse.

33.2. Every horse claimed shallruninthe
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interest and for the account of the owner who
entered it in the race, but title to the claimed horse
is vested in the successful claimant from the time
the horse becomes a starter. The successful
claimant shall become the owner of the horse,
whether it is alive or dead sound or unsound, or
injured during the race or after the race.

33.3. For claiming purposes, if a horse is
owned by more than one (1) owner, the total
ownership shall be considered as a single entity.

33.4. The stewards shall decide any
questions arising under these sections pertaining
to claim ing racing; shall pass upon all claims; and,
may, in their discretion, declare any claim void.

517&1-34. Claiming of Horses.

34.1. Any horse starting in a claiming
race is subject to be claimed for its entered price
by any:

34.1.a.
holder in good standing;

' 
34.1.b.

certificate; or

occupational permit

holder of a valid claim

claimed;

35.2. The stewards shall issue a claim
certificate upon satisfactory evidence that the
applicant is eligible for an owner's occupational
permit.

S178-1-36. Prohibitions.

36.1. A person shall not claim more than
one (1) horse in atace, nor shall a person submit
more than one (1) claim for the same horse.

36.2. An authorized agen! although
representing more than one eligible claimant, shall
not submit more than one claim in anv race-

36.3. A trainer, even though eligible to
make a claim, shall not submit a claim in the same

race in which the owner of horses trained by him
or her has submitted a claim. If this occurs, the
stewards shall declare the trainer's claim void.

36.4. When a stable consists of horses

owned by more than one (1) owner, but hained by
the same trainer, not more than one (1) claim may
be entered on behalf of the stable in any race. If
more than one (1) claim is entered the owners
shall compete by lot for the claim.

36.5. When a stable consists of horses

owned by more than one ( I ) owner, but trained by
the same trainer, the owners are not eligible to
claim from that trainer's stable.

36.6. A person shall not offer or enter
into an agreement to claim, or attempt to prevent
another person from claimiog, u horse in a
claimiag mss.

36.7. Owners and trainers running horses
in a claiming race shall not collude or make any
agreement for the protection of their horses.

36.8. Any person making a false affidavit
in connection with the filing of a claim pursuant

34.1.c. an authorized agent
holding an occupational permit acting on behalfof
an eligible claimant.

S178-1-35. Claim Certificate.

35.1. An applicant for a claim certificate
shall submit to the stewards:

35.1.a. an application for an
owner's occupational permit and the required fee;
and

35.1.b. the name of a trainer
holding an occupational perrnig or person eligible
to hold a trainer's occupational penni! who will
assume the care and responsibility for any horse
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to the procedures set forth in section 37 of this
rule, may be snmm2lily suspended by the
stewards or may be subject to other disciplinary
action by the stewards and/or the Racing
Commission.

5178-1-37. Procedure for Claiming.

37.1. The claiming price of each horse in
a claiming race shall be printed on the official
program and all claims for a horse shall be for the
amount designated in the offi cial program, plus all
transfer fees and applicable taxes.

37.2. To make a valid claim for a horse.
an eligible person shall:

37.2.a. deposit with the
horsemen's bookkeeper an amount equal to the
amount of the claim, plus all transfer fees and
applicable taxes, unless at the time of making the
claim the person has an unencumbered amount
equal to the amount of the claim to his or her
credit with the horsemen's bookkeeper;

37.2.b. accurately complete a
written claim on a form approved by the stewards
and which shall include an affidavit in which the
claimant certiflres that he or she is claiming the
horse for his or her own account or as an

authorized agen! and not for any other person;

37.2.c. identiff the horse to be

claimed by the spelling of its name as spelled on
the official program;

37 .2.d. place the completed claim
form inside a sealed envelope approved by the
stewards which shall have no identification
marked on it other than the nrnber of the race in
which the claim is being made;

37.2.e. have the time of day that
the claim is entered stamped on the envelope; and

deposited in the locked claim box no later than ten
(10) minutes prior to post time of the race for
which the claim is entered.

37.3. After aclaim has been deposited in
the claim bo><, it is irrevocable by the claimant.

37.4. Offrcials and employees of the

association shall notprovide any information as to
the filing of claims until after the race has been

run, except as is necessary for processing ofthe
claim.

37.5. If more than one claim is filed on a

horse, the successful claim shall be deterrnined by
lot conducted by the stewards or their designee.

37.6. Notwithstanding any designation of
sex or age appearing in the racing program or in
any racing publication, the claimant of a horse

shall be solely responsible for the deterrnination
of the sex or age of any horse claimed.

37.7. All horses claimed in other states

and racing in the state of West Virginia ate

subject to the conditions of the claiming rule in
the state where the claim was made.

5178-1-38. Transfer of Claimed Horses.

38.1. Upon a successful claim, the

stewards shall issue an authorization oftransfer of
the horse from the original ownerto the claimant.
Copies of the transfer authorization shall be

forwarded to and maintained by the stewards and

the association's racing secretary. Upon
notification by the stewatds, the horsemen's

bookkeeper shall immediately debit the claimant's

account for the claiming price, applicable taxes

and transfer fees.

38.2. Aperson shall not refuse to deliver
a properly claimed horse to the successful

claimant. If a person refuses to deliver a properly

claimed horse, the stewards may prevent the horse

claimed from racing, and may prevent all other37.2.f. have the envelope
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horses owned or trained by that person from
racing, until delivery is made.

3 8.3. Transfer of possession of a claimed
horse shall take place immediately after the race
has been run by the delivery of the horse to the
claimant in the paddoclg unless otherwise directed
bythe stewards. However, ifthe horse is required
to be taken to the test bam for post-race testing,
the original trainer or his/her designee shall
maintain physical custody of the claimed horse;
shall observe the testing procedure; shall sign the
official form as witness to the taking of the
specimen; and, shall, uponthe release ofthe horse
by the Racing Commission veterinarian or his or
her designee, transfer possession of the claimed
horse to the claimant. The successful claimant or
his or her designee may also accompany the horse
to the test barn for post-race testing.

38.4. When a horse is claimed out of a
claiming race, the horse's engagements are
transferred, with the horse, to the claimant.

38.5. Any horse claimed shall not be sold
or transferred, wholly or in part thereof, to anyone
for thirly (30) days except in another claiming
race. The horse shall not remain in the same barn
or under the control or management of its former
owner or trainer for thirly (30) days, unless
reclaimed nor shall it race outside of the state of
West Virginia for a period of sixty (60) days,
except for stakes races and special events, or
unless special permission is granted by the
stewards.

PART 7. RIILES OF THE RACE

5178-1-39. Entries and Nominations.

39.1. Entries. The following provisions
apply to entries:

39.1.a. A horse shall not be
qualified to start in any race unless the horse has

been entered and continues to qualiff for the race

in which it has been entered.

39.1.b. No person shall willfully
enter, or cause to be entered or start a horse in a
race, when he or she knows or believes the horse
to be ineligible or disqualified.

39.1.c. A person who does not
have an interest in a horse that is at least equal to
the ownership interest of any other individual
owner may not enter the horse in a tace as the
owner.

39.1.d. One or more of the
owners of a horse may make joint subscriptions
and entries. However, each owner is jointly and
separately liable for all fees.

39.1.e. Maidens two (2) years old
and up may start in West Virginia.

39.L.f. A horse must be eligible
at the time of starting.

39.I.g. No horse owned by a
parhrership shall be permitted to enter or to start
until the owners have complied with rules forthe
registration of the partnership as set forth in
subsection 25.3. of this rule.

39. I .h. Ifthe association's racing
secretary receives an entry from any disqualified
person or a disqualified horse, the entry is void
and any money paid for that entry shall be
returned if the disqualification is disclosed forty-
five (45) or more minutes before post time for the
race. Otherwise, any money shall be paid to the
winner.

39.1.i. The association's racing
secretary shall not accept an enfiy from spouses

while either is disqualified from racing. For the
pupose of this rule, spouses shall be considered
as one.
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39.2. Procedure. The following
provisions apply to the procedure for entries:

39.2.a. For all races, the
association's racing secretary or his or her
assistants are authorized to receive entries.

39.2.b. Entries shall be made in
writing, by telephone, by facsimile or by
electronic means approved by the Racing
Commission. Each association shall provide
blank forms on which written entries may be
made. Upon the request of the association's
racing secretary or the stewards, any entry not
made in writing shall be confirmed in writing.

39.2.c. A signed enty blank is
prima facie evidence that the contents of the entry
blank express the desires and intent ofthe person
making enty.

39.2.d. When a horse is entered
it must be clearly identified by stating its age, sex,
name, color, and the names of its sire and dam.

39.2.e. The stewards may refuse
an entry of any person, or the transfer of any
entry, with notice and the reason given.

39.2.t. The entry of a horse shall
be in the name of his or her valid owner.

39.2.9. The association's racing
secretary shall immediately compile and
conspicuously display the number of entries upon
the closing of all overnight races.

39.2.h. Alterations shall not be
made in any entry after closing of entries, except
correction of errors approved by the stewards.

393. Coupled Entries. The following
provisions apply to coupled entries:

39.3.a. Two (2) or more horses
which are entered in a race shall be joined as a

mutuel entry and constitute one (1) betting interest
if they are owned or leased in whole or in part by
the same owner or are trained by a trainer who
owns or leases any interest in any of the other
horses in a race,'except that such entries may be

uncoupled in stakes races, futurities or other
special events.

39.3.b. No more than two (2)
horses having common ties through ownership or
training may be entered in an overnight race.

Under no circumstances may both horses of a
coupled entry start to the exclusion of a single
entry. When making a coupled enty, a preference

for one (1) of the horses must be made.

39.3.c. In the event of
disqualification of any part of a coupled enfiy, it
shall be in the discretion of the stewards whether
the disqualification shall extendto all or any other
part of the coupled entry.

39.3.d. In a stakes race, futurity
or other special even! any two (2) or more horses

entered that are owned in whole or in part by the

same owner or trained by the same trainer shall be

given an equal draw according to the eligibility
conditions of the race.

39.3.e. In any race ordered split
by the association's racing secretary into two (2)
or more divisions, horses coupled pursuant

subdivisions 39.3.a. and 39.3.b. ofthis subsecfion
shall be seeded in separate divisions and

uncoupled.

39.4. Closings. The following provisions
apply to the closing of entries:

39.4.a. The association's racing
secretary shall close all entries at an advertised

time with no enty accepted thereafter. The

association's racing secretaq/, however, may
postpone closing or filling of overnight races.

Provided tha! if the association's racing secretary
postpones the closing or filling of one or more
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overnight races past the advertised time, he or she
shall postpone the closing or filling of all other
overnight races until the same time.

39.4.b. For futurity races, if a
horse is not named through the entry box at the
published time of closing, the horse shall be
denied entry.

39.4.c. No races shall be drawn
or cancelled until such time as all races
comprising the racing card have been filled.

39.5. Number of Starteru in a Race.
The following provisions apply to the number of
starters in a race:

39.5.a. 16" ps;i6rrm number of
starters in any race shall be limited to the number
of starting positions afforded by the association
starting gate and its extensions. The number of
starters may be further limited by the nt'mber of
horses which, in the opinion of the stewards, can
be afforded a safe, fair and equal start.

39.5.b. If, due to racetrack
limitations the nu'nber of entries to any purse race
is in excess of the number of horses that may be
permitted to start, the horses for the race and their
post or starting gate positions, shall be determined
by the preference system or the conditions of the
race. The same methods shall be employed in
determining the horses and post or starting
positions in split races.

39.6. Split or Divided Races. The
association's racing secretary may split or divide
any overnight race.

39.7. Post Positions. The manner of
selecting positions of horses at the starting gate
shall be determined by lot by the association's
racing secreta.ry or his or her designee, in public,
at the close of the entries. The horses drawn are
entitled to the position at the starting gate
corresponding to the number drawn.

39.8. Also-Eligible List The following
provisions apply to the also-eligible list:

39.8.a. If the number of entries
for a race exceeds the number of horses permitted
to start, the association's racing secretary may
create and post an also-eligible list.

39.8.b. If any horse is scratched
from a race for which an also-eligible list was
created a replacement horse shall be drawn from
the also-eligible list into the race in order of
preference.

39.8.c. Any owner or trainer of a
horse on the also-eligible list who does not wish
to start the horse in such race shall so notiff the
association's racing secretary priorto scratch time
for the race, thereby forfeiting any preference to
which the horse may have been entitled.

39.8.d. A horse which draws into
a straightaway race from the also-eligible list shall
start from the post position vacated by the
scratched horse. In the event more than one horse
is scratched post positions of horses drawing in
from the also-eligible list shall be determined by
public lot.

39.8.e. A horse which draws into
a non-straightaway race from the also-eligible list
shall start from the outermost post position. In the
event more than one horse is scratched, post
positions of horses drawing in from the also-
eligible list shall be determined by public lot.

39.8.f. If a horse is on the also-
eligible list and is selected on a subsequent race

duy, the horse is an automatic scratch or
elimination from the eligible list the fust day.

39.9. Preferred List The association's
racing secretaq/ shall maintain a list of entered
horses eliminated from starting by a surplus of
entries, and these horses shall constitute a
preferred list and have preference. The manner in
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which the preferred list shall be maintained and
all rules goveming such list shall be the
responsibility of the association's racing
secretary. Such rules must be submitted to the
Racing Commission thirty (30) days prior to the
commencement of the race meeting and are
subject to the approval of the Commission.

$17&1-40. Naming of Riders.

40.1. Owners and/or trainers shall name
their jockeys no later than scratch time of that
race.

40.2. Any change of a jockey after
scratch time of a race must be sanctioned by the
stewards and shall be promptly and publicly
displayed and announced.

5178-1-41. Declarations and Scratches.

41.1. Declarations. The following
provisions apply to declarations:

4I.I.a. A declaration isthe actof
withdrawing an entered horse from a race prior to
the closing of entries.

41 . 1 .b. The declaration ofa horse
from a race is irrevocable.

41.1.c. ffthe miscarriage of any
declaration by mail or otherwise is alleged,
satisfactory proof of the miscarriage is required of
the complainant. Otherwise, the declaration shall
not be accepted.

41.2. Scratches. The following
provisions apply to scratches:

41.2.a. A scratch is the act of
withdrawing an entered horse from a contest after
the closing of entries.

41.2.b. A scratch of a horse from
arace is irrevocable.

41.2.c. No horse shall be
considered to be scratched from arace until the
trainer or his or her designee notifies the
association's racing secretary within the
prescribed time period established by the
association.

41.2.d. Scratches from stakes

races shall close four (4) hours before post time
for that race, unless otherwise approved by the
stewards.

41.2.e. No horse in an overnight
race shall be scratched without the approval of the
stewards.

4I.2.f. A recommendation from
a Racing Commission veterinarian to scratch a
horse shall be given to the stewards and shall be

used only as an aid in determining whether a
scratch shall be approved.

S17&1-42. Weights.

42.1. Allowances. The following
provisions apply to weight allowances:

42.1.a. Weight allowance must
be claimed at time of entry and shall not be
waived after the posting of entries, except by
consent of the stewards.

42.L.b. A horse shall start with
only the allowance of weight to which it is
entitled at time of starting, regardless of its
allowance at time of entrv.

42.I.c.Horses not enfitled to the
first weight allowance in a race shall not be

entitled to any subsequent allowance specified in
the conditions.

42.1.d. Claim of weight
allowance to which a horse is not entitled shall not
disqualify it unless protest is made in writing and
lodged with the stewards at least one (1) hour
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before post time for that race.

42.1 .e. A horse shall not be given
a weight allowance for failure to finish second or
lower in any race.

42.1.f. No horse shall receive
allowance of weight nor be relieved extra weight
for having been beaten in one (1) or more races,
but this rule shall not prohibit maiden allowances
or allowances to horses that have not won arace
within a specified period or a race of a specified
value.

42.1.9. Except in handicap races
which expressly provide otherwise, two (2) year
old fillies shall be allowed three (3) pounds, and
fillies and mares, three (3) years old and upward
shall be allowed five (5) pounds before September
1 and three (3) pounds thereafter in races where
competing against male horses.

42.2. Penalties. The following
provisions apply to weight penalties:

42.2.a. Weight penalties are
obligatory.

42.2.b. Horses incurring weight
penalties for a race shall not be entitled to any
weight allowance for that race.

42.2.c. No horse shall incur a
weight penalty or be barred from any race for
having been placed second or lower in any race.

42.2.d. Penalties incurred and
allowances due in steeplechase or hurdle races
shall not apply to races on the fla! and vice versa.

42-2.e. The reports, records and
statistics as published by Daily Racing Forrn,
Equibase or other recognized publications shall be
considered official in detennining eligibility,
allowances and penalties, but may be corrected.

42.2.f. For determining weight
penalties and allowances for horses that have
previously won or placed in Graded or Group
races, penalties in the race conditions will only
apply to Graded or Group races in Part I countries
as recognized in the International Catalogue
Standards (ICS) book.

42.2.9. When a race is in dispute,
both the horse that finished fnst and any other
horse involved in the dispute are subject to all
penalties attached 1s 1fos v/inner of that race until
the matter is decided.

423. Scale of Weights. The following
provisions apply to the scale of weights:

42.3.a. With the exception of
apprentices, no jockey shall be assigned aweight
ofless than one hundred eighteen (1 l8) pounds.

42.3.b. A notice shall be included
in the daily program that lists the weight to be

carried by each horse as established by the
association's racing secretary and thatnotifies the
public thatjockeys may carry approximately three
(3) pounds more than the published weight to
account for safety equipment (vest and heLnet)
that is not included in required weighing out
procedures. Additionally, the public shall be

notified in the daily program that upon the
stewards' approval, jockeys mayweigh in with an

additional three (3) pounds for inclement weather
geax.

$17&1-43. Workouts.

43.1. Requirements. Any horse which
has not raced for a period ofsixty (60) days shall
have one (1) published workout, or a workout
certified by the clocker, to be announced over the
public address system prior to the horse starting.

43.2. Identification. The following
provisions apply to the identifi cafi on requirements
for workouts:
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43.2.a. An occupational permit
holder exercising a horse in a workout shall
identify the horse at the request of the clocker.

43.2.b. An occupational permit
holder exercising a horse in a workout shall, upon
request of the clocker, identiff the distance the
horse is to be worked and the point on the track
where the workout will start.

43.2.c. An occupational permit
holder wishing to exercise a horse on the racing
strip between races shall obtain permission from
the stewards and the track superintendent. When
a horse is being warmed up or exercised between
races, a public announcement shall be made
grving the name of the horse and explaining its
presence on the racing strip.

517&1-44. Horses Ineligible. A horse is
ineligible to start in a race when:

44.1. its breed registration certificate is
not on file with the association's racing secretar5r

one-half (%) hour before post time for the first
race; the stewards may waive this requirement if
the information contained on the registration
certificate is otherwise available and the horse is
otherwise correctly identified to the stewards'
satisfaction;

44.2. its name has been changed and it
has not been issued a new registration certificate
by the appropriate breed registry;

44.3. it is not fully identified and is
tattooed on the inside of the upper lip, is
microchipped with a unique microchip (ISO
11784), freeze brand or identified by any other
method approved by the appropriate breed registry
and the Racing Commission;

44.4. the owner of the horse is in
financial arrears; except with the approval of the
association's racing secretary or the stewards;

44.5. itis owned in whole or in part by an

undisclosed person or interest;

44.6. it is not in sound racing condition;

44.7. it has been trachea tubed to
artifi cially assist breathing;

44.8. it has been nerved; excePt as

provided for in this rule;

44.9. it has impaired eyesight in both
eyes, as determined by a Racing Commissisn
veterinarian;

44.10. it is thirteen (13) years of age or
older;

44.11. it is owned by an owner and/or
supervised by a trainer who do not hold
occupational permits issued by the Racing
Commission;

44.12. it is owned, in whole or in par! or
is under the care and control of a person who is
excluded by the stewards or the association or
suspended by the stewards; provided that when
the person has been reinstated to the racetrack by
the association or the stewards, or the person's

suspension has been rescinded or has expired, or
the horse has been transferred through a bona fide
sale to an owner acceptable to and approved by
the stewards or the Racing Commission, the horse

may be eligible to start in a race;

44.13. at the time of starting of the race

it is onthe stewards' list, the paddockjudge's lis!
the starter's list, the veterinarians' list or the

bleeder list;

M.14. it has been removed from starting
due to sickness or physical disability and therefore
is ineligible to start for a minimum of ten (10)

calendar days, exclusive of the day of the horse's

removal; provided that at the expiration of the

minimum ten (10) day period" the stewards may
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allow a horse to start in a race if the entry is 45.1. Equipment The following
accompanied by a written certificate of fitness provisions apply to the equipment used in
from a Racing Commission veterinarian; connection with the running of a race:

44.15. if the horse is a mare who is or 45.I.a. All riding crops are
who may be in foal, unless full information as to subject to approval and enforcement by the
services or breeding has been filed with the stewardsandinspectionbytheclerkofscalesand
association's racing secretary and the owner's shallmeetthefollowingrequirements:
practicing veterinarian has given approval;
provided that if a mare who is or who may be in 45.I.a.1. Riding crops
foal is permitted to start in a race under this shall have a shaft and a flap and will be allowed in
subsection, the breeding inforrration and the racing and training, only as follows:
practicing veterinarian's approval shall be
conspicuously posted in the association's racing 4 5 .1 . a. 1 . A .

secreta4r's office and if the mare is claimed, the Maximum weight of eight ounces;
original owner shall supply the stallion service
certificate to the new owner that has claimed the 4 5 .1 . a. 1 . B .

horse; Maximum length, including flap, of thirty (30)
inches;

44.16. there is no current negative test
certificate for Equine Infectious Anemia (EIA) 4 5 .1 . a. 1 . C .

attached to its breed registration certificate or Minimum diameter of the shaft of one-half (Yz)

proof of a negative test certificate is not otherwise inch; and
available; and

45.1.a1.D. Shaft
44.17. it has shoes (racing plates) which contact area must be smooth, with no protrusions

have toe grabs with a height greater than four orraisedsurface,andcoveredbyshockabsorbing
millimeters (0.15748 inches), bends, jars, caulks, material.
stickers or any other traction device on the front
hooves while racing or training on dirt racing 45.I.a.2. The flap is the
surfaces. Provided that, for any race in this state only allowable attachment to the shaft and must
that has been issued a grade by the American meet these specifications:
Graded Stakes Committee, the stewards may
allow the toe grab rule established by the 45.1.a.2.A.
American Graded Stakes Commillss to be Length beyond the end ofthe shaft a maximum of
followed in that race. The association shall notiff one ( I ) inch;
the Racing Commission and the stewards upon the
issuance of a grade for a race by the American 45 .l .a. 2.8.
Graded Stakes Committee so that the stewards Widthaminimumofeight-tenths(0.8)ofaninch
may allow the appropriate toe grab rule to be andamaximumofoneandsix-tenths(1.6)inches;
administered and enforced. A copy of the toe
grab rule in graded stakes races shall be published 45.1.a.2.C. No
in the office of the association's racing secretary. reinforcement or additions beyond the end of the

shaft;

5178-1-45. Running of the Race.
45.1.a.2.D. No
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binding within seven (7) inches of the end of the
shaft; and

45.1.a.2.8.
Shock absorbing characteristics similarto those of
the contact area of the shaft.

45.1.b. No bridle shall exceed
two (2) pounds.

45.1.c. The use ofplastic bridles
and/or reins is prohibited unless they are steel
reinforced.

45.1.d. The starter shall give
permission to add blinkers to a horse's equipment
or to discontinue the use of blinkers.

45.1.e. Riding crops and/or
blinkers may be used on two (2) year olds as well
as other first time starters if schooled or reviewed
by the starter with the riding crops and/or
blinkers, and approved by the starter and the
stewards before time of entrv.

45.1.f. A horse's tongue may be
tied down with clean bandages, gauze or tongue
strap. Under no circumstances shall the material
to be used as a tongue-tie be furnished by anyone
other than the trainer of the horse on which it is to
be used. No employee of the association may tie
the tongue, replace, or repair a tongue-tie.

45.1.9. The stewards or their
designee may give permission during the current
meeting for any change of equipment from that
which a horse carried in its previous race.

45.1.h. A horse starting in a race
shall not be shod with ordinary or training shoes,
nor shall the horse run without shoes unless by
permission of the stewards and after
announcement to the public.

45.1.i. Horseshoes on which the
trailing portion of the shoe is turned down are

prohibited at licensed racetracks in West Virginia.

45.2. Racing Numbers. The following
provisions apply to racing numbers:

45.2.a. Each horse shall carry a
conspicuous saddle cloth number corresponding
to the official number given that horse on the

official program.

45.2.b. A jockey shall wear a

number on his or her right arrn and this number

and the saddle cloth number shall correspond to
the number of the horse in the offrcial program.

45.2.c. ln the case of a coupled
entry that includes more than one horse, each

horse in the entry shall carry the same number,
with a different distinguishing letter following the

number. As an example, two horses in the same

entry shall appe{Lr in the offrcial program as 1 and

lA.

45.2.d. Each horse in the mutuel
field shall cany a separate number or may carry
the same number with a distinguishing letter
following the number.

453. Jockey Requirements. The

following provisions apply to requirements

imposed upon jockeys in connection with the

running of a race:

45.3.a. In riding arace2 ajockey
shall be neat in appearance and the judgment of
the stewards controls in this regard. A jockey
shall dress in jockey attire including, cap, jacket
white or light breeches and top boots. Ajockey's
first name and/or middle name 41161/e15grnam€, or
initials representing the first letters of thej ockey's
first name and/or middle name and/or surname,

may be printed on the side of ajockey's breeches

in black lettering not to exceed thirty-two (32)

square inches. The names(s) or initials on a
jockey's breeches must be those of the jockey
wearing the breeches.
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45.3-b. A jockey must wear a
safety vest when riding in an official race. The
safety vest must comply with or exceed one ofthe
following minimum standards: British Equestrian
Trade Association @ETA): 2000 Level 1; Euro
Norm (EN) 13158: 2000 Level l; American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTI\O F268 1-
08; Shoe and Allied Trade Research Associafion
(SATRA) Jockey Vest Document M6 Issue 3; or,
Australian Racing Board (ARB) Standard I . I 99 8.

45.3.c. A jockey must wear a
safety helmet when riding in an official race. A
jockey is responsible for providing suffrcient
evidence that his/her helmet meets or exceeds one
of the following safety standards: American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM 1163);
UK Standards @N-1384 and PAS-015); or,
AustralianA.{ ew Zealand Standad (ASA{Z 3 83 8).

45.3.d. A jockey shall wear the
colors of the owner or owners of the horse he or
she is riding, unless otherwise approved by the
stewards and ajockey shall have a nu ber on the
saddlecloth of his mount corresponding to the
number of the horse as exhibited in the official
program.

45.4. Jockey Advertising. The
following provisions apply to jockey advertising:

45.4.a. A jockey shall not wear
advertising or promotional material of any kind
(whether for a nonprofit or for-profit entity) on
clothing within one ( I ) hour of or during a raeez
unless:

45.4.a.1. The material
advertises or promotes the Jockeys' Guild in the
form of the picture of a jockey's boot or the
picture of a wheelchair, with no additional picture
or logo;

45.4.a.2. The material is
the Permanently Disabled Jockey's Fund logo,
with no additional picture or logo; or

45.4.a.3. The picture or
logo has previously been approved by the current
owner, the association, and the stewards under the
process set forth in this subsection, and this
approval is'reflected in the Racing Commi55isa'g
official records; and

45.4.a.4 The material
complies with the size restrictions of
subparagraphs 45.4.b.2.A., 45.4.b.2.8. and

45.4.b.2.C. of this subsection; or the following
criteria are met:

45.4.a.4.A. T\e
material meets the advertising standards listed in
subdivision 45.4.b. of this subsection: and

45.4.a.4.8. The
jockey obtains the written approval established in
subdivision 45.4.d. of this subsection.

45.4.b. Advertising or
promotional material displayed onjockey clothing
shall:

45.4.b.1. Not compete
with, conflict with, or infringe upon sponsorship
agreements applicable to the racing association
race or to the race meet in progress; and

45.4.b.2. Comply with
the following size restrictions;

4s.4.b.2.A. A
maximum ofthirty-two (32) square inches on each

thigh of the pants on the outer side between the
hip and knee and ten (10) square inches on the
rear of the pant at the waistline at the base of the
spine;

45.4.b.2.8. A
maximum of twenty-fow Q$ square inches on
boots and leggings on the outside ofeach nearest
the top ofthe boot; and
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maximum of six (6) square inches on the front
center of the neck area (on a turtleneck or other
undergarment).

45.4.c. A sponsorship shall not
be permitted by a person or entity whose message,
business reputation, or ongoing business activity
may be considered as obscene or indecent to a
reasonable person.

45.4.d. For advertising or
promotional material addressed in subparagraphs
45.4.a.4.A. and 45.4.a.4.B. of this subsection,
approval in writing of all three (3) of the
following shall be required:

45.4.d.I. The managing
owner of the horse, or the owner's authorized
agent;

45.4.d.2. The licensed
racing association, which shall grant approval if it
reasonably determines the material meets the
standards in paragraph 45.4.b.1. of this
subsection; and

45.4.d.3. The stewards,
who shall grant approval if they reasonably
determine the material meets the standards in
par agr aph 4 5 .4.b.2. and subdiv is ion 4 5 .4 .c. of this
subsection.

45.4.e. Written approval for
advertising and promotional material shall be
evidenced by completion and return of the
"Request to Wear Advertising and Promotional
Materials" set forth in table 178-1 C at the end of
this rule. The form shall be completed and
submitted to the stewards not later than a time
designated by the stewards.

45.4.f. As a condition for
approval of advertising or promotional material,
either the owners, the stewards, or the licensed
racing association may require a personal viewing
ofthe proposed material as it is to be displayed to

determine that the requirements ofthis subsection

are met.

45.4.9. This rule shall not
prohibit the sponsor of a licensed racing
association race or race meeting from displaying
advertising or promotional material on an

association saddlecloth if itdoes not interferewith
the clear visibility of the number of the horse.

45 .4.h. Advertising content other
than that approved in this rule shall not be

permitted.

45.5. Weighing Out The following
provisions apply to weighing out:

45.5.a. The clerk of the scales

shall weigh out each jockey for his or her

respective horses in each race not less than twenty
(20) minutes before the time fxed for the race,

unless otherwise authorized by the stewards. In
case of substitution of a rider after the original
rider has been weighed out the substitute rider
shall be weighed out as promptly as possible and

the name of the substitute and his or her weight
publicly announced and displayed.

45.5.b. Every jockey who is to
ride shall report and weigh out at the appointed

time, unless excused by the stewards. Every
jockey who has an engagement to ride in a stakes

race shall report into thejockey room no later than

one (1) hour before post time of that race, unless

permission is granted to do otherwise by the
stewards. Jockeys shall not leave the jockey

room, except to view the races from a point
approved by the stewards or to ride in a race,

unless permission is granted by the stewards.

45.5.c. No jockey may cany
overweight in excess of two (2) pounds without
the consent of the owner or trainer and no jockey

shall be allowed to ride more than five (5) pounds

overweight.
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45.5.d. Any overweight shall be
declared by ajockey to the clerk ofscales at the
time appointed in advance of a race. The clerk of
scales shall report to the stewards any failure on
the part of any jockey to comply with this
subdivision.

45.5.e. The clerk shall have all
jockey overweights displayed and/or announced
publicly and any change in the amount of an
overweight afterthejockey's declaration pursuant
to subdivision 45.5.d., shall be displayed and/or
announced publicly.

45.5.f. If any underweight is
discovered after wagering has commenced and
before the actual start ofthe race, the horse shall
be returned to the paddock and the weight shall
be corrected and announced publicly.

45.5.9. The association shall
provide the only attendants who may assist
jockeys in weighing out. The attendants must
hold an occupational pennit issued by the Racing
Commission.

45.5.h. A jockey's weight shall
include his or her clothing, boots, saddle and its
attachments and any other equipment except the
bridle, bit, blinkers, goggles, number cloth and
safety equipment including hehnet, vest, over-
girth, reins and breast collar.

45.5.i. Ajockey shall ride a race
with the same clothing, boots, saddle and its
attachments, and any other equipment not
excepted from the jockey's weight under
subdivision 45.5.h., that the jockey had on or had
in his or her possession when the jockey weighed
out for that race.

45.5 j. Upon the stewards'
approval, jockeys may be allowed up to three (3)
pounds more than published weights for inclement
weather clothing and equipment.

45.6. Paddock to Post The following
provisions apply to paddock to post activities:

45.6.a. Every horse shall be

saddled by his or her trainer in the paddock unless
permission has been granted by the stewards to
saddle elsewhere.

45.6.b. The post parade shall not
exceed twelve (12) minutes, except in cases of
unavoidable delay. Horses shall be allowed to
break forrnation and canter, warm up, or go as

they please to the pos! unless otherwise directed
by the stewards. Horses shall start without
rnnecessary delay once they have reached the
post.

45.6.c. After the horses enter the

racing strip, no jockey shall dismount and no
horse shall be made available to the care of an

attendant without the consent of the stewards or
the starter. The horse shall be free of all hands

other than those of the jockey, assistant starter or
Racing Commission veterinarian before the starter
releases the barrier.

45.6.d. If ajockey is injured on
the way to the starting gate so as to require
another jockey for his or her replacemen! the
horse shall be taken to the paddock and re-
mounted with a replacement j ockey who shall ride
over the uncompleted portion of the route of the
parade to the starting gate.

45.6.e. If ajockey is thrown from
the horse on the way from the paddock to the
starting gate, he or she shall remount the horse,

return to the point where the he or she was thrown
and then proceed over the route ofthe parade to
the starting gage. A horse shall carry his or her
assigned weight from paddock to starting gate and
from starting gate to finish.

45.6.f. ln case of an accident
occurring to a jockey, to his or her horse, or
equipment the stewards or the starter may permit
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thejockeyto dismount. The stewards maypermit
the horse to be cared for during the delay and may
permit all jockeys to dismoun! and all other
horses to be cared for during the delay.

45.6.9. If a horse leaves the
racing strip while moving from paddock to
starting gate, the horse shall be returned to the
racing strip atthe nearestpractical pointto thltat
which the horse left the racing strip. The horse
shall complete his parade to the starting gate from
the point at which the horse left the racing strip.

45.6.h. No person shall willfully
delay the arrival of a horse at the startin g gate.

45.6-i. No person, other than the
rider, starter, or assistant starter shall be permitted
to assist a horse in obtaining a start.

45.6j. The starter shall load
thoroughbreds into their positions in the starting
gate in alternating sequence, with the
thoroughbred assigned to the post closest to the
inside rail and the thoroughbred assigned to the
post position nearest to the middle of the field
being loaded first, and so on, until the field is
properly loaded. When there are less than seven
(7) thoroughbreds running a race, they may be
loaded in the starting gate in the order of their
positions beginning from the inside rail. Vicious
and unrulyhorses may be loaded out of sequence
in the discretion of the starter.

45.7. Post to Finish.

45.7 .a. The following provisions
apply to the start of a race:

45.7.a.I. The starter is
responsible for assuring that each participant
receives a fair start.

45.7.a.2. If, for any
rqrson, the doors in front of any stall in a
mechanical or electrically operated gate fails to

open, thereby preventing a horse from starting
when the starter dispatches the fiel4 the entire

amount wagered on the affected horse shall be

refunded: Provided, that the horse is not part of an

entry or part of a mutuel field.

45.7 .b. The following provisions
apply to interference, jostling or striking:

45.7.b.1. A jockey shall

not ride carelessly or willfully so as to permit his
or her mount to interfere with, impede or
intimidate any other horse in the race.

45.7 .b.2. No jockey shall
carelessly or willfully jostle, strike or touch
another jockey or another jockey's horse or
equipment.

45.7 .b.3. No jockey shall

unnecessarily cause his or her horse to shorten its
stride or engage in other actions so as to give the

appearance of having suffered a foul.

45.7.c. The following provisions
apply to maintaining a straight course:

45.7.c.I. Whentheway
is clear in a race, a horse may be ridden to any
part of the course, but if any horse swerves, or is
ridden to either side, so as to interfere with,
impede or intimidate any other horse, it is a foul.

45.7.c.2. The offending
horse may be disqualifie4 if in the opinion of the
stewards, the foul altered the finish of the race,

regardless of whether the foul was accidental,

willful or the result of careless riding.

45.7.c.3. If the stewards

determine the foul was intentional, or due to
careless riding, the jockey may be held
responsible and his or her occupational permit

may be disciplined.

45.7 .c.4. In a

straightaway race, every horse must maintain
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position as nearly as possible in the lane in which
it starts. If a horse is ridden, drifts or swerves out
of its lane in such a manner that it interferes with,
impedes or intimidates another horse, it is a foul
and may result in the disqualification of the
offending horse.

45.7 .d. The following provisions
apply to disqualification:

45.7.d.1. When the
stewards determine that a horse shall be
disqualified for interference, they may place the
offending [s1ss Sshind such horses as in their
judgment it interfered with, or they may place it
last.

45.7.d.2. If a horse is
disqualified for a foul, any horse or horses in the
same race owned or trained by the same interests,
whether coupled or uncoupled may also be
disqualified.

45.7.d.3. Possession of
any electical or mechanical stimulating or
shocking device by ajockey, horse owner, trainer
or other person authorized to handle or attend to
a horse shall be prima facie evidence of a
violation of these rules and is suffrcient grounds
for the stewards to scratch or disqualiff the horse.

45.7.d.4. Should the
stewards determine thatthere is morethan one (l)
incident of interference in a race where
disqualification is warranted the stewards shall
deal with the incidents in the order in which the
incident occurs during the race from start to
finish; except in the case where the same horses
are involved in multiple incidents. Once a horse
has been disqualified, it should remain placed
behind the horse with which it interfered. The
stewards shall make a conscious effort to place
and maintain as placed, every and all horses
placed behind others for interference.

out past the finish line in every race. A jockey
shall not ease up or coast to the finish, without
reasonable cause, even if the horse has no
apparent chance to win prize money. A jockey
shall give a best effort during a race, and each

horse shall be ridden to win.

45.7 .f. The following provisions
apply to the use of a riding crop:

45.7.f.1. Although the
use of a riding crop is not required, any jockey
who uses a riding crop during a race shall do so
only in a manner consistent with exerting his or
her best efforts to win.

45.7 .f .2. No electrical or
mechanical device or other expedient designed to
increase or retard the speed of a horse, other than
the riding crop approved by the stewards, shall be
possessed by anyone, or applied by anyone to the
horse at any time on the grounds of the
association during the meeting, whether in a race
or otherwise.

45.7.f.3. Riding crops
may be used on fwo (2) year olds, as well as other
fnst time starters, if schooled or reviewed by the
starter with the riding crop and approved by the
starter and the stewards before the time of entry.

45.7 .f.4. The riding crop
shall only be used for safety, correction and
encouragement.

45.7.f.5. All riders
should comply with the following when using a
riding crop:

4s.7.f.s.A.
Showing the horse the riding crop and giving it
time to respond before hitting it;

4s.7.f.s.B.
Having used the riding crop, giving the horse a
chance to respond before using it agarn;45.7.e. All horses shall be ridden
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45.7.f.s.C. Using
the riding crop in rhyhm with the horse's stride.

45.7.t.6. Prohibited use
of the riding crop includes, but is not limited to,
striking a horse:

45.7.f.6.A. onthe
hea4 flanks or on any other part ofits body other
than the shoulders or hind quarters except when
necessary to control a horse;

45.7.f.6.8.
during the post parade or after the finish of the
race except when necessary to control the horse;

45.7.f.6.C.
excessively or brutally causing welts or breaks in
the skin;

45.7.f.6.D. when
the horse is clearly out of the race or has obtained
its maximt'm placing;

45.7.f.6.E.
persistently even though the horse is showing no
response under the riding crop; or

4s.7.f.6.F.
striking another rider or horse.

45.7.t.7. After the race,
horses may be subject to inspection by a Racing
Commission veterinarian looking for cuts, welts
or bruises in the skin. Any adverse findings shall
be reported to the stewards.

45.7.f.8. The giving of
instructions by any permit holder that if obeyed
would lead to a violation of this subdivision may
result in disciplinary action also being taken
against the permit holder who gave such
instructions.

45.7.9. If a horse leaves the
racing strip after the star! the stewards shall

disqualifr the horse.

45.7.h. If a horse becomes

incapacitated during the running of the race or is
otherwise unable to finish, best efforts shall be

madeto dismoung unsaddle andremove the horse

from the racing strip without passing the public
stands. Further, the horse shall not be euthanized
on the racing strip in the direct view ofthe public
unless authorized by a Racing Commission
veterinarian or his or her designee.

45.7 .i. If a horse is in distress, it
shall remain on the racing strip until a Racing
Commission veterinarian and the equine
ambulance arrive and remove the horse.

45.7 j. During the running of the
race, the stewards shall exclude all unauthoiznd
persons from the racing strip.

45.7 .k. The following provisions
apply to the order of finish:

45.7.k.1. The official
order of finish shall be decided by the placing
judges with the aidthe photo finish system, and in
the absence of the photo finish filn record the
video replay. The photo finish and video replay
are only aids in the placingjudges' decision. The
decision of the placingjudges shall be final in all
cases.

45.7 .k.2. The nose of the
horse shall determine the placement of the horse

in relationship to other horses in the race.

45.7 .1. The following provisions
apply to returning after the finish:

45 .7 .1.1. After a race has

been run, the jockey shall ride promptly to the
place designated by the stewards, dismount and

report to the clerk of scales to be weighed in.
Jockeys shall weigh in with all pieces of
equipment with which they weighed out.
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45.7.1.2. If a jockey is
prevented from riding to the designated
unsaddling area because of an accident or illness
to the jockey or the horse, the jockey may walk or
be transported to the scales, or may be excused
from weighing io by the stewards.

45 .7 .m. The following provisions
apply to unsaddling:

45.7.m.I. Only persons
authorized by the stewards may assist the jockey
with unsaddling the horse after the race.

45.7.m.2. No one shall
place a covering over a horse before it is
unsaddled and the jockey has removed the
equipment that is to be included in his or her
weight.

45.7 .n. The following provisions
apply to weigfting in:

45.7.n.I. A jockey shall
weigh in at no less than the same weight at which
he or she weighed ou! and if under that weigh!
and after consideration of mitigating
circumstances by the stewards, his or her mount
maybe disqualified from anyportion ofthe purse
money.

45.7.n.2. In the event of
such disqualification, all monies wagered on the
horse shall be refunded unless the race has been
declared offrcial.

45.7.n.3. A jockey's
weight shall include clothing, boots, saddle and its
attachments and any other equipment except the
bridle, big blinkers, number cloth and over-gffi,
reins and breast collar.

45.7 .n.4. Upon approval
of the stewards, jockeys may be allowed up to
three (3) pounds more than published weights to
account for inclement weather clothins and

equipment.

45.7.n.5. The post-race
weight of a jockey includes any sweat, dirt and
mud that may have accumulated on the jockey,
jockey's clothing, jockey's safety equipment and

over-girth. This accounts for additional weight
depending on specific equipment as well as

weather, track and racing conditions.

45.7 .o. The following provisions
apply to dead heats:

45.7.o.1. When two (2)
or more horses run a dead heat the results of the
dead heat are final.

45.7.o.2. The owners of
the horses in a dead heat shall divide equally the
purse money involved.

45.7 .o.3. Ifa dead heat is
for fnst place, each horse shall be considered a

winner of the amount received according to
paragraph 45.7.o.2 of this subdivision.

45.7.o.4. When a dead

heat is run for second place and an objection is
made and sustained as to the winner of the race,

the horses which run the dead heat for second
place shall be considered to have run a dead heat
for fnst place.

45.7.o.5. Owners shall
divide equally all moneys and other prizes and if
no agreement can be reached as to which of them
shall receive a cup, plate or other indivisible prize,
they shall draw lots for it in the presence ofone or
more of the stewards.

45.7.o.6. In case of a
dead heat for win, each of the horses involved is
a winner for the purpose of this subdivision.

517&1-46. Protests, Objections and Inquiries.
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46.1. Stewards to Inquire. The
following provisions apply to inquiries by the
stewards:

46.I.a. The stewards shall take
cognizance of foul riding and may entertain
reports from other racing officials, regardless of
whether or not a formal complaint is made. The
stewards shall not consider a complaint which
comes from any person other than the jockey,
trainer or owner of the horse interfered with.

46.1.b. In determining the extent
of disqualifi cation, the stewards in their discretion
may:

46.I.b.I - declare null and
void a track record set or equalled by a
disqualified horse, or any horses coupled with it
as an entry;

46.1.b.2. affrm the
p lacing j udges' order of finish and hold the j ockey
responsible if, in the stewards'opinion, the foul
riding did not affect the order of finish; or

46.1.b.3. disqualiff the
offending horse and hold the jockey blameless if
in the stewards' opinion the interference to another
horse in a race was not the result of an intentional
foul or careless riding on the part of a jockey.

46.2. Race Objections. The following
provisions apply to race objections:

46.2.a. An objection following
the running of any race must be made to the
stewards before the race is declared official.

46.2.b. The stewards shall make
all findings of fact as to all matters occurring
during and incidentto the running of a race; shall
determine all objections and inquiries, and shall
determinethe extent of disqualification, if any, of
horses in the race.

46.2.c. If a jockey wishes to
object to a happenit g in a race) he or she must
notiff the clerk of scales immediately upon his or
her arrival at the scales for weighing-in.
However, when the Quick Official is being used
the jockey shall notifu the outrider that is
equipped with atwo-way radio for communication
with the stewards, that the jockey wishes to claim
foul or put a "holdn on the race. The jockey may
either claim foul or put the race on hold. The
jockey shall then proceed to the clerk of scales

and contact the stewards upon dismounting.

463. Protests. The following provisions
apply to protests:

46.3.a. Aprotest shall bemade in
writing, signed by the complainant and filed with
the stewards before post time of the race in
question.

46.3.b. A protes! exceptaprotest
involving fraud maybe filed onlybythe owneror
his or her authorized agent, the trainer, or the
jockey of a horse engaged in the race in which the
protest is made or by a racing official of the

meeting.

46.3.c. Any person may make a
protest involving fraud.

46.3.d,.Ifaclaimed horse has had
a posterior digital neurectomy and has not
complied with the requirements of paragraph

51.1.b.9. of this rule, the claimant has forty-eight
(48) hours from the start of the race from which
the horse was claimed to file a protest which shall
be supported by an affrdavit made by a practicing
veterinarian holding an occupational permit and a

Racing Commission veterinarian.

46.3.e. Anyone who protests

against a horse engaged in a race and who files the
protest with the stewards not less than sixty (60)
minutes before post time, shall receive immediate

consideration. The stewards shall disqualiS the
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horse from starting when there is no proof
provided within thi{y (30) minutes of post time
that the horse is qualified to start.

46.3.f. A protest against the
scheduled distance of a race shall be made at least
thirty (30) minutes before post time for that race.

46.3.9. A protest may not be
withdrawn unless a request to withdraw is
submitted in writing and is approved by the
stewards.

46.3.h. No person shall make a
frivolous protest.

46.3.i. The stewards shall keep a
record of all protests and complaints and any
action taken on the protests and complaints.

PART 8. EQUINE VETERINARY
PRACTICES, HT'.4119 AI\D MEDICATION

517&1-47. Equine Health.

47.1. General. All horses thatmove onto
a West Virginia racetrack from another state or
county must comply with all applicable rules of
the West Virginia Commi5sisner of Agriculture
and with the applicable rules of the United States
Departrnent of Agriculture.

47.2. E,qruine Infectious Anemia (EIA).
The following provisions apply to equine
infectious anemia (EIA) :

47.2.a. No horse shall be
permitted onthe grounds ofaracing association in
this state unless the horse has had a nesative
Coggins test for EIA.

47.2.b. A person designated by
the racing association, must review official test
papers of each horse at the time of entry on the
grounds ofthe racing association to ensure that all
horses negative for ElA.

47.2.c. All horses being moved
interstate must have been tested for EIA with a

negative result within twelve ( 12) months prior to
start in a race held under the jurisdiction of the
Racing Commission.

47.2.d. All horses not moved
interstate must have been tested for EIA with a

negative result within fwelve ( 12) months prior to
start in a race held under thejurisdiction ofthe
Racing Commission.

47.2.e. Should a horse at a

racetrack in this state test positive for EIA,
notification shall be sent to the West Virginia
Commissioner of Agriculture within twenty-four
(24) hours after the results of the test are known.
Copies of the notification sent to the
Commissioner of Agriculture shall be
simultaneously provided to the stewards and the
association.

47.2.f. Once a positive EIA test
is received for a horse at aracetack in this state,

the rules and procedures of the Commissioner of
Agriculture govern the handling and movement of
infected and exposed horses at the track.

47.3. Euthanasia. No horse shall be

euthanized on the grounds of an association until
the horse has been observed by a Racing
Commission veterinarian. If an emergency arises,

a practicing veterinarian attending to the horse
may euthanize the horse and shall subsequently
notiff a Racing Commission veterinarian.

517&1-48. Veterinary Practices.

48.1. Veterinarians underAuthority of
Racing Commission Veterinarian(s).
Veterinarians issued an occupational permit by
the Racing Commission and practicing at any
location under the j urisdiction of the Com m ission
are underthe authority ofthe Racing Commission
veterinarian(s) and the stewards. The Racing
Commission veterinarian(s) may recommend to
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the stewards or the Racing Commission the
discipline that may be imposed upon a
veterinarian who violates this rule.

48.2. Treatment Restrictions. The
following provisions apply to treatment
restrictions:

48.2.a. Except as otherwise
provided in this subsection, no person other than
a veterinarian licensed to practice veterinary
medicine in the state of West Virginia and holding
an occupational perrnit issued by the Racing
Commission shall possess or administer to a horse
a prescription or controlled medication, drug,
chemical or other substance (including any
medication, drug, chemical or other substance by
injection) at any location underthejurisdiction of
the Racing Commission.

48.2.b. This subsection does not
apply to the administration of the following
substances except in approved quantitative levels,
if any, present in post-race samples or as they may
interfere with post-race testing:

48.2.b.I. A recognized
non-injectable nutritional supplement or other
substance approved by a Racing Commission
veterinarian;

48.2.b.2. A non-
injectable substance on the direction or by
prescription ofa veterinarian licensed to practice
veterinary medicine in the state of West Virginia
and holding an occupational permit issued by the
Racing Commi55i6a; s1

48.2.b.3. A non-
injectable non-prescription medication or
substance.

48.2.c. No person, other than a
veterinarian licensed to practice veterinary
medicine in the state of West Virginia and holding
an occupational perrrit issued by the Racing

Commis5isl shall possess a hypoderrnic needle,
syringe or injectable of any kind on association
grounds, unless otherwise approved by the

stewards or the Racing Commission. At any

location under the jurisdiction of the Racing
Commission, veterinarians may use only one-time

disposable needles, and shall dispose ofthem in a

manner approved by the Racing Commission
veterinarian(s). If a person has a medical
condition which makes it necessary to have a

syringe at any location under the jurisdiction of
the Racing Commission, that person may request
permission ofthe stewards and/or the Commission
to have a syringe. Such a request shall be in
owitiog and shall be accompanied by a statement
from a licensed physician explaining why it is
necessary for the person to possess a syringe. If
permission is granted to any person to have a
syringe at arry location under the Racing
Qommission's jurisdiction, the stewards and/or
the Commission may impose conditions and/or

restrictions in connection with such approval.

48.2.d. Practicing veterinarians
shall not have contact with an entered horse on a

race day except for the administration of
furosemide (lasix@) under the guidelines set forth
subsection 49.7. of this rule unless approved by a

Racing Comm ission veterinarian.

483. Veterinarians' Reports. Every
veterinarian who treats aracehorse atany location
under the jurisdiction of the Racing Commission
shall record in writing the name of the horse

treated" any medication, drug, substance, or
procedure administered orprescribe4 the name of
the trainer of the horse, the date and time of
treahent and any other information requested by
a Racing Commission veterinarian(s). The
veterinarian treating the racehorse shall sign each

written record oftreatment and shall provide such

treatuent records to the stewards and/or the

Racing Comm ission veterinarian(s) upon request.

Any veterinarian who falsifies any treatment
record or who fails to maintain treatment records
may be disciplined by the stewards or the Racing
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Commission.

48.4. Prohibited Practices. The
following are prohibited practices:

48.4.a. The possession or use of
a drug, substance or medication on the premises of
a facility under the j urisdiction ofthe Commission
forwhich a recognized analytical method has not
been developed to detect and confirm the
administration of such substance; or the use of
which may endanger the health and welfare of the
horse or endanger the safety ofthe rider; or the
use of which may adversely affect the integrity of
racing; or

48.4.b. The possession or use of
a drug, substance, or medication on the premises
of a facility under the jurisdiction of the Racing
Commission that has not been approved by the
United States Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for any use in humans or animals is
forbidden without prior permission of the Racing
Commission or a Racing Commission
veterinarian. This rule shall not restrict the
recognized off-label use of any FDA approved
medication.

48.4.c. The possession and/or use
of blood doping agents (agents that abnormally
enhance the orygenation of body tissue),
including but not limited to those listed below, on
the premises of a facility under the jurisdiction of
the Racing Commi55i6tt is forbidden:

4 8.4.c. I .Erythropoietin;

48.4.c.2. Darbepoetin;

48.4.c.3. Oryglobin@;

48.4.c.4. Hemopure@;
and

48.4.c.5. Aransep.

48.4.d. The use of extracorporeal
shock wave therapy or radial pulse wave therapy
shall not be permitted unless the following
conditions are met:

48.4.d.1. Any treated
horse shall notbe permiftedto racefor aminimum
of ten (10) days following feafinent;

48.4.d.2. The use of
extracorporeal shock wave therapy or radial pulse

wave therapy machines shall be limited to
veterinarians holding occupational permits issued
by the Commission;

48.4.d.3. Any
exfracorporeal shockwave therapy or radial pulse

wave therapy machines on the associafion grounds

must be registered with and approved by the
Commission or its designee before use; and

48.4.d.4. Al I
extracorporeal shock wave therapy or radial pulse

wave therapy treatrnents must be reported to a
Racing Cornmission veterinarian on a prescribed
form not later than the time established by a
Racing Commission veterinarian.

48.4.e. The use of a nasogastric
tube (a tube longer than six inches) for the
administration of any substance within twenty-
four (24) hours prior to the post time of a race in
which the horse is entered is prohibited without
the prior permission of a Racing Commission
veterinarian or his or her designee.

$17&1-49. Medications and Prohibited
Substances.

49.1. General. Upon a finding of a
violation of this medication and prohibited
substances rule, the stewards shall consider the
classification level of the violation as listed in the
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign
Substances as promulgated by the Association of
Racing Commissioners International (RCD
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(revised December 2010), set forth in table 178-1
D at the end of this rule. Imposition of penalties
and disciplinary action by the stewards for a
violation of this medication and prohibited
substances rule shall be consistent with the
penalty guidelines set forth in table 178-1 E at the
end of this rule. The stewards may also consult
with a Racing Commission veterinarian to
determine if the violation was a result of the
administration of a therapeutic medication as
documented in a veterinarian's treatment record
per subsection 48.3. The stewards may also
consult with the laboratory director or other
individuals to determine the seriousness of the
laboratory finding or the medication violation.
Penalties for all medication and drug violafions
shall be investigated" reviewed and determined on
a case by case basis. As a result of the
investigation, there may be mitigating
circumstances for which a lesser or no penalt5r is
appropriate forthe permit holder and aggravating
factors, which may increase the penalty beyond
the minimum. Factors that may be considered are:

49.1.a. The past record of the
trainer, veterinarian and/or owner in drug cases;

49.1.b. The potential of the
drug(s) to influence ahorse's racing performance;

49.1.c. The legal availability of
the drug;

49.1.d. Whetherthere is reasonto
believe the responsible party knew of the
administration of the drug or intentionally
administered the drug;

49.I.e. The steps taken by the
trainer to safeguard the horse;

49.I.f. The probability of
environmental contamination or inadvertent
exposure due to human drug use;

49.1.h. Whether the drug found
was one for which the horse was receiving a

treatment as documented by the treating
veterinarian's treatrnent records:

49.1.i. Whether there was anv
suspicious betting pattern in the race,

49.1j. Whether the trainer was
acting under the advice of a veterinarian licensed
to practice in West Virginia and holding an

occupational permit issued by the Racing
Commission; and

49 . I.k. Any other factors deemed

relevant and documented in writing by the
stewards.

49.2. Uniform Classification
Guidelines. The following outline describes the
types ofsubstances placed in each category ofthe
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign
Substances as promulgated by the Association of
Racing Commissioners International (RCD
(revised December 2010), set forth in table 178-l
D at the end of this rule. The Guidelines shall be

publicly posted in the offices of the Racing
Comm ission veterinarian(s) and the association' s

racing secretary.

49.2.2. Class 1. Opiates, opium
derivatives, synthetic opioids, psychoactive drugs,
amphetamines and United States Drug
Enforcement Agency (DEA) scheduled I and tr
drugs. Also found in this class are drugs which
are potent stimulants of the nervous system.

Drugs in this class have no generally accepted
medical use in the racehorse and their
pharmacological potential for altering the
performance of a race is very high.

49.2.b. Class 2. Drugs in this
category have a high potential for affecting the
outcome of a race. Most are not generally
accepted as therapeutic agents in the racehorse.

Many are products intended to alter consciousness49.1.g. The purse of the race;
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or the psychic state of humans, and have no
approved or indicated use in the horse. Some,
such as injectable local anesthetics, have
legitimate use in equine medicine, but should not
be found in a racehorse. The following groups of
drugs are in this class:

49.2.b.1. Opiate partial
agonists, or agonist-antagonists;

49.2.b.2. Non-opiate
psychotropic drugs, which may have stimulant
depressant analgesic or neuroleptic effects;

49.2.b.3. Miscellaneous
drugs which might have a stimulant effect on the
central nervous qystem (CNS);

49.2.b.4. Drugs with
prominent CNS depressant action;

49 .2.b.5 . Antidepressant
and antipsychotic drugs, with or without
prominent CNS stimulatory or depressant effects;

49.2.b.6. Muscle
blocking drugs which have a direct neuromuscular
blocking action;

49 -2.b.7 . Local
anesthetics which have a reasonable potential for
use as nerve blocking agents (except procaine);
and

49-2.b.8. Snake venoms
and other biologic substances, which may be used
as nerve blocking agents.

49.2.c. Class 3. Drugs in this
class may ormaynot have an acceptedtherapeutic
use in the horse. Many are drugs that affect the
cardiovascular, pulmonary and autonomic nervous
systems. They all have the potential of affecting
the performance of a racehorse. The following
groups of drugs are in this class:

the autonomic nervous system which do not have
prominent CNS effects, but which do have
prominent cardiovascular or respiratory system
effects (bronchodilators are included inthis class);

49.2.c.2. A local
anesthetic which has nerve blocking potential but
also has a high potential for producing urine
residue levels from a method of use not related to
the anesthetic effect of the drug (procaine);

49.2.c.3. Miscellaneous
drugs with mild sedative action, such as the sleep

inducing antihistamines ;

49.2.c.4. Primarv
vasodilating/hypotensive agents;

49.2.c.5 . Potent diuretics
affecting renal function and body fluid
composition; and

49 .2.c.6. Anabolic and/or
androgenic steroids and other drugs.

49.2.d. Class 4. This category is
comprised primarily of therapeutic medications
routinely used in racehorses. These may influence
performance, but generally have a more limited
ability to do so. Groups of drugs assigned to this
category include the following:

49.2.d.1. Non-opiate
drugs which have a mild central analgesic effect;

49 .2.d.2. Drugs affecting
the autonomic nervous system which do not have
prominent CNS, cardiovascular or respiratory
effects;

49.2.d.3. Drugs used

solely as topical vasoconstrictors or
decongestants;

49.2.d.4. Drugs used as

gastrointestinal antispasmodics;49.2.c.1. Drugs affecting
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49.2.d.5. Drugs used to
void the urinary bladder;

49 .2.d.6. Drugs with a
major effect on CNS vasculature or smooth
muscle of visceral organs;

49 .2.d.7 . Antihistamines
which do not have a signifrcant CNS depressant
effect (This does not include Hl blocking agents,
which are listed in Class 5);

49.2 d 8

Mineralocorticoid drugs;

49.2.d.9. Skeletal muscle
relaxants;

49.2.d.10. Anti-
inflammalory drugs--those that may reduce pain
as a consequence of their anti-inflammatory
actions, which include:

49.2.d.10.A.
Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs
(NSAIDS);

49 .2 .d.1 0 .8 .

Corticosteroids (glucocorticoids); and

49.2.d.10.C.
Miscellaneous anti-infl ammatory agents.

49.2.d.1I. Less potent
diuretics;

49.2.d.12. Cardiac
glycosides and antiarrhythmics including:

49.2.d.r2.A.
Cardiac glycosides;

49 .2.d. I 2.8.
Antiryhthmic agents (exclusive of lidocaine,
bretylium and propanolol); and

49 .2.d.r2.C.
Miscellaneous cardiotonic drugs.

49.2.d.13. Topical
Anesthetics-agents not available in injectable
formulations:

agents; and

49 .2.d. 14. Antidiarrheal

49 .2.d.1 5 . Miscellaneous
drugs including:

49.2.d.1s.A.
Expectorants with little or no other pharmacologic
action:

Stomachics; and

49.2.d.15.8.

49.2.d.1s.C.
Mucolytic agents.

49.2.e. Class 5. Drugs in this
category are therapeutic medications for which
concentration limits have been established as well
as certain miscellaneous agents. Included
specifically are agents, which have very localized
action only, such as anti-ulcer drugs and certain
anti-allergenic drugs. The anticoagulant drugs are

also included.

49.3. Penalties. The following
provisions apply to penalties forviolations of this
medication and prohibited substance rule:

49.3.a. Upon a finding that an

occupational permit holder is in violation of this
medication and prohibited substance rule, the
stewards or the Racing Commission may, in their
discretion, issue a reprimand or waming, assess a

fine, require forfeiture or redistribution ofa purse

or award, place a permit holder on probation,
suspend a permit or racing privileges, revoke a

perrrig exclude the permit holder from grounds

underthe jurisdiction of the Racing Commission,
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or impose any combination of these penalties.

49.3.b. In issuing penalties
against individuals found guilty ofmedication and
drug violations a regulatory distinction shall be
made between the detection of theraoeutic
medications used routinely to treat racehorsls and
those drugs that have no reason to be found atany
concentration in the test sample on race day.

49.3.c. The stewards or the
Racing Commission shall use the Racing
Medication and Testing Consortium's (RMTC)
penalty category (designated by the letters '0A",
"B))2 "C)) and "D" as shown on the Uniform
Classifi cation Guidelines for Foreign Substances
as promulgated by the Association of Racing
Commissioners International (RCD (revised
December 2010), set forth in table 178-1 D at the
end of this rule) and the penalty guidelines set
forth in table 178-1 E at the end of this rule as a
starting place in the penalty stage of the
deliberations for a rule violation for any drug
listed in the Uniform Classification Guidelines for
Foreign Substances as promulgated by the
Association of Racing Commissioners
International (RCD (revised December 201 0), set
forth in table 178-1 D at the end of this rule.

49 .3 .d. The penalty guidelines for
those drugs designated a penalty category of "A",
668" or 66C" are set forth in table 178-l E at the end
of this rule. The recommended penalty for a
violation involving a drug that carries a category
"D" penalql is a written warning to the trainer
and/or owner. Multiple violations may result in
fines and/or suspensions.

49.3.e. If a practicing
veterinarian is administering or prescribing a drug
not listed in the Uniform Classification Guidelines
for Foreign Substances as promulgated by the
Association of Racing Commissioners
lnternational (RCD (revised December 2010), set
forth in table 178-1 D at the end of this rule, the
identity ofthe drug shall be forwarded to a Racing

Commission veterinarian(s) to be forwarded to the
Racing Medication and Testing Consortium
(RMTC) for classifi cation.

49.3 .f . In the event that any drug
or metabolite thereof is found to be present in a
pre- or post-race sample and the drug or
metabolite is not classified in the Uniform
Classifi cation Guidelines for Foreign Substances

as promulgated by the Association of Racing
Commissioners International GCD (revised
December 20L0), set forth in table 178-1 D at the
end of this rule, the Racing Commission shall
cause the sample to be sent to the Racing
Medication and Testing Consortium (RMTC) for
a determination of the appropriate classification
and penalty category. Upon a determination of
classification and penalty category, the trainer and
owner shall be subjectto the appropriate penalties

as set forth in table 178-1 E at the end of this rule.

49.3.9. Any Racing Commi5sisa
permit holder, including pracficing veterinarians,
found to be responsible for the improper or
intentional administration of any drug resulting in
a positive test may, after proper notice and
hearing, be subject to the same penalties set forth
in table 178-1 E at the end of this rule for trainers
holding occupational permits.

49.3.h. The owner, veterinarian
or any other party holding an occupational permit
involved in a positive laboratory finding shall be

notified in writing ofthe hearing and anyresulting
action. In addition, their presence may be

required at any and all hearings relative to the
case.

49.3.i. Any practicing
veterinarian found to be involved in the
administration of any Class 1 drug may be

referred to the West Virginia Board ofVeterinary
Medicine for consideration of disciplinary action
against the veterinarian's license to practice in the
state of West Virginia. This is in addition to any
penalties issued by the stewards or the Racing
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Commission against the practicing veterinarian's
occupational permit.

49.3j. Any person who the
stewards or the Racing Commission believe may
have committed acts in violation of criminal
statutes may be referred to the appropriate law
enforcement agency.

49.3.k. Administrative action
taken by the stewards or the Racing Commission
in no way prohibits a prosecution for criminal acts
committed, nor does a potential criminal
prosecution stall administrative action by the
stewards or the Commission.

49.3.1. Procedures shall be
established by the stewards to ensure that a trainer
holding an occupational permit is not able to
benefit financially during the period for which he
or she has been suspended. This includes, but is
not limited to, ensuring that horses are not
transferred to family members holding
occupational permits.

49.4. Medication Restrictions. The
following provisions apply to medication
restrictions:

49.4.a. A finding by a Racing
Commission approved laboratory of a prohibited
drug, chemical or other substance in a test
specimen of a horse is prima facie evidence that
the prohibited drug, chemical or other substance
was administered to the horse an{ in the case of
a post-race test was present in the horse's body
while it was participating in a race. Prohibited
substances include:

49.4.a.1. Drugs or
medications for which no acceptable threshold
concentration has been established:

49.4.a.2. Therapeutic
medications in excess of established threshold
concentrations;

49.4.a.3. Substances

present in the horse in excess ofconcentrations at

which such substances could occur naturally; and

49.4.a.4. Substances

foreign to a horse at concentrations that cause

interference with testing procedures.

49.4.b. Except as otherwise
provided by this rule, a person may not administer
or cause to be administered by any means to a
horse a prohibited drug, medication, chemical or
other substance, including any restricted
medication pursuantto this rule during the twenty-
fotn (24) hour period before post time for the race

in which the horse is entered.

49.5. Medical Labeling. The following
provisions apply to medical labeling:

49.5.a. No person on association
grounds where horses are lodged or kep!
excluding practicing veterinarians, shall have in or
upon association grounds which that person

occupies or has the right to occupy, or in that
person's personal properly or effects or vehicle in
that person's care, custody or control, a drug,

medication, chemical, foreign substance or other
substance that is prohibited in a horse on a race

day unless the product is labeled in accordance
with this subsection.

49.5.b. Any drug or medication
which is used or kept on association grounds and

which, by federal or state law, requires a

prescription must have been validly prescribed by
a duly licensed veterinarian, and in compliance
with the applicable state statutes. All such

allowable medications must have a prescription
label which is securely attached and clearly
ascribed to show the following:

49.5.b.1. The name ofthe

49.5.b.2. The name,
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address and telephone n 'mber ofthe veterinarian
prescribing or dispensing the product;

49.5.b.3. The name of
each patient (horse) for whom the product is
intended/prescribed;

49.5.b.4. The dose,
dosage, duration of treatment and expiration date
of the prescribed/dispensed product; and

49.5.b.5. The name ofthe
person (tainer) to whom the product was
dispensed.

49.6. Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory
Drugs (NSAIDs). The following provisions
apply to NSAIDs:

49.6.a. The use of one (1) of
three (3) approved NSAIDs shall be permitted
under the following conditions:

49.6.a.1. Not to exceed
the following permitted serum or plasma threshold
concentrations which are consistent with
administration by a single intravenous injection at
least twenty-four (24) hours before post time for
the race in which the horse is entered:

49.6.a.1.A.
Phenylbutazone (or its metabolite
oryphenylbutazone) - 5 micrograms per milliliter;

49.6.a.1.B.
Flunixin - 20 nanograms per milliliter;

49.6.a.1.C.
Ketoprofen - 10 nanograms per milliliter.

49.6.a.2. These or any
other NSAID are prohibited to be administered
within twenty-four (24) hours before post time for
the race in which the horse is entered.

more than one (1) of the three (3) approved
NSAIDs, with the exception ofphenylbutazone in
a concentration below one (1) microgram per

milliliter of serum or plasma or any unapproved
NSAID in the post-race serum or plasma sample
is not permitted. The use of all but one (1) of the
approved NSAIDs shall be discontinued at least
forly-eight(48) hours before posttime forthe race
in which the horse is entered.

49.6.b. Any horse to which a

NSAID has been administered shall be subject to
having a blood and/or urine sample(s) taken at the
direction of aRacing Commission veterinarian or
the stewards to determine the quantitative NSAID
level(s) and/or the presence of other drugs which
may be present in the blood or urine sample(s).

49.7. Furosemide (Lasix@). The
following provisions apply to furosemide
(lasix@):

49.7.a. The administration of
furosemide (lasix@) to a horse is permissible if:

49.7.a.1. The
administration is recommended by a practicing
veterinarian holding an occupational permit issued
by the Racing Commi55isa'

49 .7 .a.2. The
recommendation is submitted to a Racing
Commission veterinarian in writing; and

49.7.a.3. The trainer
dociares the use offurosemide (lasix@) atthe time
of entry.

49.7 .b. The adminisfi'ation of the
adjunct medications described in this subsection
is permissible if there is compliance with the
provisions of this subsection.

49.7.c. A Racing Commission
veterinarian is responsible for maintaining up-to-
date records of horses which are permitted to use49.6.a.3. The presence of
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furosemide (lasix@), and these records shall be 49.7.h-I. A horse on the
available for inspection during the horse of furosemide (lasix@) program that races without
operation of the racetrack. furosemide (lasix@) in any jurisdiction which

permitsthe use offurosemide (lasix@) maynotbe
49.7.d. Race day administration eligible for its use for a period of sixty (60) days.

of furosemide (lasix@) is permitted as follows:
49.7.h.2. To become

49.7.d.1. A horse eligible after sixty (60) days, the horse shall have
scheduled to race that is permitted to use been observed to have bled by a Racing
furosemide (lasix@) shall be administered Commission veterinarian either:
furosemide (lasix@) by a veterinarian holding a
permit issued by the Racing Commission before 49 .7 .h .2 . A .

the running of the race unless, under subdivision Externally; or
49.7 .h. ofthis rule, the horse has been declared off
of furosemide (lasix@) by its owner or trainer. 49.7 .h.2.8. By

endoscopic examination.
49.7 .d.2. As indicated by

post-race quantitation, a horse may not carry in its 49.7 .i. The following provisions
body at the time of the running of a race more apply to program notice requirements for horses
than 100 nanograms of furosemide (lasix@) per on furosemide (lasix@):
milliliter of plasma.

49.7.iJ. Of the horses

49.7.e. The practicing scheduled to race, the official program shall
veterinarian who administers furosemide (lasix@) denote the horses which have been administered:
to a horse scheduled to race shall prepare a written
certificationindicatins: 49.7. i. 1.A.

Furosemide (lasix@);
49.7 .e.1. That furosemide

(lasix@) was administered; and 49 .7. i. 1 . B .

Furosemide (lasix@) for the first time; and
49.7.e.2. If applicable,

each adjunct medication that was administered. 49 .7 . i . I . C .

Furosemide (lasix@) and one or more adjunct
49.7.f. Thewrittencertification medications.

setforth in subdivision49.7.e. ofthis rule shall be
in the possession of a designated Commission 49.7.i.2. If the official
representative at least one (1) hour before the program contains past performance lines, each

horse is scheduled to race. past perforrnance line shall indicate ifthe horse
was administered:

49.7.9. The stewards shall order
a horse scratched if the written certification set 4 9 .7 . i .2 . A .

forth in subdivision 49.7.e. is not received in a Furosemide (lasix@); or
timely manner.

49 .7 .i.2.8 .

49.7 .h. The following provisions Furosemide (lasix@) and an adjunct medication.
apply to racing off of furosemide (lasix@):
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49.7 j. The following provisions
apply to adjunct medications:

49.7 j.l. The following
medications may be administered to a horse in
conjunction with furosemide (lasix@):

A second time bleeder shall be placed on the
veterinarians' list and remain on the list for a

minimum of forly-five (45) calendar days. A
bleeder in these categories is automatically
released from the list after the expiration ofthese
time periods. A horse that bleeds three (3) times,

within atwelve (12) month period shall be barred

from further racing in West Virginia for a period
ofone (1) year.

49.9. Anti-I]lcer Medications. The

following anti-ulcer medications are permitted to
be administered, at the stated dosage, up to
twenty-four (24) hours prior to fhe race in which
the horse is entered:

49.9.a. Cimetidine (Tagamet@)

-8-20 mg/kgPO BID-TID;

49.9.b. Omeprazole
(Gastrogard@)-2.2 grams PO SID; and

49.9.c. Ranitidine (Zantac@) - 8

me/kgPo BID.

49.10. Environmental Contaminants
and Substances of Human Use. The following
provisions apply to environmental contaminants

and substances of human use:

49.I0.a. It is recognized that
there are substances that can be environmental
contaminants in that they are endogenous to the
horse or that they can arise from plants
traditionally grazed or harvested as equine feed or
are present in equine feed because of
contamination during the cultivation, processing,

treatrnen! storage or transportation phases. It is
also recognized that there are drugs of human use

and addiction and which could be found in the
horse due to its close association with humans.
Therefore, if an owner/trainer wishes to contest a
positive test by presenting a defense that the test

is the result of environmental contamination or
inadvertent exposure due to human drug use, he or
she must prove such defense by a preponderance

Aminocaproic acid;

Tranexamic acid; and

Carbazochrome.

4e.7.j.1.A.

49.7.j.1.B.

49.7.j.1.C.

49.7 j.2. ffa horse is to
receive one or more adjunct medications as

described in paragraph 49.7 j.l. of this rule:

49.7j.2.A. T\e
trainer of the horse, at the time of enty, shall
declare the use of adjunct medication; and

49.7j.2.8. The
veterinarian who administers an adjunct
medication shall report each specific adjunct
medication administered on the same form used to
report the administration of furosemide (lasix@)
as required by subdivisi on 49 .7 .e. of this rule.

49.8. Bleeder List. The following
provisions apply to the bleeder list:

49.8.a. A list of all horses which
have demonstrated external evidence of exercise
induced pulmonary hemorrhage from one or both
nostrils during or after a race or workout within
the last two (2) years shall be maintained by the
Racing Commission veterinarian(s) and the list
shall be published in the association's racing
secreta4l's office.

49.8.b. A firsttime bleeder shall
be placed on the veterinarian's list and remain on
the list for a minimum of ten (10) calendar days.
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of evidence presented in a hearing. If an ester and Deca-Durabolin@ is the decanoate
owner/trainer proves such defense by a ester):
preponderance of evidence, it may be considered
as a mitigating factor in atty disciplinary action 49.11.b.1.C.1. kl
taken against the affected owner/trainer. geldings - | nglml in urine

49.10.b. Although caffeine may 49.II.b.l.C.2.In
be found in a horse due to environmental fillies and mares - 1 ng/ml in urine
contarnination/inadvertent exposure, no sample or
specimenshallexceedthelevelof l0Onanograms 49.LL.b.1.D.
per milliliter of serum or plasma when tested post Testosterone:
race.

49.11.b.1.D.1. In
49.11. Androgenic-Anabolic Steroids geldings -20 nglml in urine

(AAS). The following provisions apply to
androgenic-anabolic steroids (AAS): 49.ll.b.l.D.2.In

fillies and mares - 55 nglml in urine
49.I1.a. No AAS shall be

permitted in test sample collected from racing 49.1I.b.2. [n plasma:
horses except for residues ofthe major metabolite
of stanozolol, nandrolone, and the naturally 49.I1.b.2.A.
occurring substaaces boldenone and testosterone Stanozolol - Screening limit no greater than 100
at concentrations less than the indicated pdml in serum or plasma with a confirmatory
thresholds. threshold no greater than25 pglml for all horses

regardless ofsex;
49.1 l.b. Concentrations of these

AAS shall not exceed the following threshold 49.I1.b.2.8.
concentrations for total (Le., free drug or Boldenone - Screening limit no greater than 100
metabolite and drug or metabolite liberated from pdml in serum or plasma with a confirmatory
its conjugates): threshold no greater than25 pg/ml for all horses

regardless ofsex;
49.11.b.1. In urine:

49 .r r .b.2.c.
49.11.b. 1.A. Nandrolone-Screeninglimitnogreaterthan 100

l6B-hydroxystanozolol (metabolite of sranozolol pdml in serum or plasma with a confirmatory
(Winstrol)) - I nglml in urine for all horses threshold no greater tham 25 pdml for geldings
regardless of sex; and fillies and mares. Male horses other than

geldings will not be tested;
49.11.b. 1 .B.

Boldenone (Equipoise@ is the undecylenate ester 49 .I | .b.z.D .

of boldenone) in male horses other than geldings Testosterone:

- 15 ng/ml in urine. No boldenone shall be
pennitted in geldings or female horses; 49.11.b.2-D.1. In

geldings - Screening limit no greater than 100
49.11.b.1.C. pdml in serum or plasma with a confirmatory

Nandrolone @urabolin@ is the phenylpropionate threshold no greater than25 pg/ml1'
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49.11.b.2.D.2.|n
fillies and mares - Screening limit no greaterthan
100 pglml in serum orplasmawith aconfirmatory
threshold no greater than2l pglml;

49.11.b.2.D.3.1n
male horses other than geldings - Confirmatory
tbreshold no greater than 2,000 pdml.

49.11.c. Any other anabolic
steroids are prohibited in racing horses.

49.11.d. If a test on a horse
exceeds the above-referenced thresholds for
Boldenone, Nandrolone or Testosterone and the
owner/trainer of the horse desires to have further
testing to determine whether or not there is
reliable proof that the amount found in the horse
is naturally occurring, the owner/trainer may
request that such testing be undertaken and the
owner shall bear the costs of the additional
testing.

49.I1.e. Post-race urine and
blood samples must have the sex of the horse
identified to the laboratorv.

49.11.f. Any horse to which an
anabolic steroid has been administered in orderto
assistin the recoveryfrom illness or injurymaybe
placed on the veterinarian's list in order to
monitor the concentration of the drug or
metabolite in urine. After the concentration has
fallen below the designated threshold for the
administrated AAS, the horse is eligible to be
removed from the list-

49.12. Alkalinizing Substances. The
use of agents that elevate the horse's TCO2 or
base excess level above those existing naturally in
the untreated horse at normal physiological
concentrations is prohibited. The following levels
also apply to blood gas analysis:

49 . 12.a. The regulatory tbreshold
for TCO2 in non-furosemide (lasix@) treated

horses is 37.0 millimoles per liter ofplasma./serum
or a base excess level of 10.0 millimoles;

49 .Iz.b. The regulatory threshold
for TCO2 in furosemide (lasix@) treated horses is
39.0 millimoles per liter of plasma./serum or a
base excess level of 12.0 millimoles: and

49.12.c. The measure of
uncertainty in testing for TCO2 shall be .4
millimoles per liter of plasma/serum. A horse
must show a base excess level of 10.4 millimoles
or higher for non-furosemide (lasix@) treated
horses and a base excess level of 12.4 millimoles
or higher for a furosemide (lasix@) treated horse,

in order for a violation to be reported under this
rule.

49.13. Out of Competition Testing for
Blood and/or Gene Doping Agents. Tb€
following provisions apply to out of competition
testing for blood anlor gene doping agents:

49.13.a. Any horse on the
grounds at a racetrack under the jurisdiction of the
Racing Commission; or under the care or control
oftrainer or owner holding an occupational permit
issued by the Racing Commission is subject to
testing for blood and/or gene doping agents

without advance notice. This rule does not apply
to therapeutic medications approved by the FDA
for use in the horse and the recognized off-label
use of any FDA approved medication.

49.I3.b. Horses to be tested may
be selected at random, with probable cause, or as

determined by the Racing Commission or the
stewards.

49.13.c. A Racing Commission
veterinarian, or any practicing veterinarian
holding an occupational permit or a licensed
veterinary technician authorized by the Racing
Commission , may at any time, take a urine, blood
or hair sample from a horse for this purpose.
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49.13.d. Prohibited substances"
practices and procedures are defined as:

49.13.d.I. Blood doping
agents including, but not limited to Erthropoietin
(EPO), Darbepoetin, Oxyglobin@, Hemopure@,
Aransep or any substance that abnormally
enhances the orygenation of body tissues.

49.13.d.1. Gene doping
agents orthe non-therapeutic use ofgenes, genetic
elements, and/or cells that have the capacity to
enhance athletic performance or produce
analgesia.

49.13.e. Cooperation with the
Racing Commission veterinarian, or any
practicing veterinarian or licensed veterinary
technician authorized by the Racing Commi55isn,
includes:

49.13.e.I. Assisting in
the immediate location and identification of the
horse selected for out of competition testing;

49.13.e.2. Providing a
stall or safe location to collect the samples;

49.13.e.3. Assisting the
veterinarian in properly procuring the samples;

49.13.e.4. Split samples
will be collected as set forth in this rule.

49.13.f. Out of competition
samples will be sent to the official laboratory of
the Racing Commission, or other laboratory as
designated bythe Commission with reports made
in accordance with the provisions of these
medication rules and the penalty provisions
thereof.

49.14. Therapeutic Medications. The
use ofthe following therapeutic medications shall
be permitted under the following conditions:

49.14.a. Glycopyrrolate - Not to
exceed a 3.5 p{ml threshold concentration in
serum or plasma;

49 .I 4.b. Methocarbamol - Not to
exceed a I nglml threshold concentration in serum
or plasma;

49.14.c. Dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) - Not to exceed a 10 mcg/ml threshold
concentration in serum or plasma.

49.15. American Graded Stakes Races.
For any race in this state that has been issued a
grade by the American Graded Stakes Committee,
the stewards may allow the drug testing protocol
established by the American Graded Stakes

Committee to be followed in that race. The
association shall notiff the Racing Commission
and the stewards upon the issuance of a grade for
a race by the American Graded Stakes Committee
so that the stewards may allow the appropriate
drug testing protocol to be administered and

enforced. A copy of the drug testing protocol in
graded stakes races shall be published in the
offrce of the association's racing secretary.

$178-1-50. Testing.

50.1. Reporting to the Test Barn. The
following provisions apply to reporting to the test
bam:

50.1.a. The official winning
horse and any other horse ordered by the stewards
shall be ffisa immediately after arace to the test
barn to provide specimens ofurine, blood or other
bodily substances or tissues at the direction of a
Racing Commission veterinarian.

50.1.b. After each race, security
personnel shall maintain uninterrupted
observation of the horse or horses to be tested

from the unsaddling area and/or the racetrack to
the test barn.
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50.1 .c. The stewards or a Racing
Commission veterinarian(s) may require at any
time that any horse be sent to the test barn to
provide specimens of urine, blood or other bodily
substances or tissues, as well as for an
examination for sponging, and any other
examination as may be directed by the stewards or
a Racing Commission veterinarian.

50. 1.d. The stewards or a Racing
Commission veterinarian may also require any
horse stabled at a racetrack to provide specimens
of urine, blood or other bodily substances or
tissues.

50.1.e. A Racing Commission
veterinarian or the stewards may authorize a horse
to return to its barn under security forthe purpose
of collecting specimens.

50.1.f. A security guard shall
monitor access to the test barn during its
operation. The security guard shall require all
persons entering the test barn to sign in and sign
out on a log to be maintained at the test barn.

50.1.9. No more than two (2)
persons shall accompany the horse into the test
barn. Such persons must hold occupational
permits issued by the Racing Commission and
must have a legitimate reason for being in the test
barn area. No horse or persons accompanying it
shall be permitted to leave the test barn until the
specimens have been obtained or until they have
been otherwise excused by aRacing Commission
veterinarian.

50.1.h. Once any person
accompanying a horse into the test barn has
departed the test barn, he or she shall not be
permitted to reenter, unless reentering to attend to
a different horse. This prohibition does not apply
to the trainer of a horse in the test barn, the
Racing Commission veterinarian(s), practicing
veterinarians affending to horses in the test barn,
or other Racing Commission personnel.

5 0. f .i. All veterinary technician s

or assistants collecting specimens shall remain in
the test barn after the arrival of the fust horse until
they have completed their duties, unless excused

by a Racing Commission veterinarian.

50.1j. Random or exfa testing
may be required by the stewards or the
Commission at any time on any horse on

association grounds.

50.2. Oflicial chemists. The following
provisions apply to official chemists:

50.2.a. The official chemists
selected by the Racing Commission to engage in
either primary or split post-race specimen or
sample analysis shall be members in good

standing of the Association of Official Racing
Chemists and shall make all reports directly to the
secretary ofthe Racing Commission andthe chief
steward at the appropriate racetrack.

50.2.b. In order for a chemist to
be selected by the Racing Commission to engage

in split post-race specimen or sample analysis, it
shall establish reasonable fees for split sample
testing based on its actual cost of testing.

50.2.c. A split sample testing
laboratory shall be a member in good standing of
the Association of Official Racing Chemists and
approved by the Racing Commission.

503. Specimen Collection. The
following provisions apply to specimen
collection:

50.3.a. Specimen collection shall
be done in accordance with the guidelines and
instructions provided by a Racing Commission
veterinarian.

50.3.b. The Racing Commission
veterinarian shall determine a minimum specimen
requirement for the primary official chemist.
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50.3.c. If the urine specimen
obtained from a horse is less than the minimum
sample requiremen! the entire specimen shall be
sent to the primary testing laboratory and the
results oftests performed on the specimen shall be
considered prima facie evidence of the condition
ofthe horse.

50.3.d. If a urine specimen
obtained is greater than the minimum sample
requirement but less than twice that amoun! the
portion of the sample that is greater than the
minimum sample requirement shall be secured as

the split sample.

50.3.e. If a urine specimen
obtained is greater than twice the minimum
sample requiremen! a portion of the sample
approximately equal to the amount provided for
the primary testing laboratory shall be secured as

the split sample.

50.3.f. A minimum of two (2)
blood specimens shall be collected in blood
collection tubes. A minimum of one blood
specimen shall be sent to the primary testing
laboratory and the remaining sample or samples
shall be retained and/or distributed, as

appropriate, by a Racing Commission
veterinarian.

50.3.g. All blood specimens shall
be refrigerated and all urine specimens shall be
frozen. The racing association shall pay all
laboratory expenses for blood and urine analysis.

50.3.h. Specimens ofother bodily
substances or tissues may be collected and
forwarded to an official chemist by a Racing
Commis5i6a veterinarian or his or her designee.
The Racing Commis5i6l shall pay all laboratory
expenses for analysis ofsuch bodily substances or
tissues.

50.3.i. Any specimen collected
from a horse, and all reports of any testing of

these specimens, is the properly of the Racing
Commission.

50.3j. The owner, fainer, or
other authorized representative shall be present

when a specimen is taken from his or her horse.

The owner, trainer or other authorized
representative shall remain until the specimen is
sealed and shall sign the official form as witness
to the taking of the specimen. Failing to be

present when taking any specimen or refusal to
allow the taking of any specimen by any means

shall subject the person or persons guilty of
violating this rule to sunmary suspension of their
occupational permit by the stewards.

50.3.k. All specimens taken by or
under direction of the Racing Commission
veterinarian or other authorized representative of
the Racing Commission shall be delivered to an

official chemist for analysis. Each specimen shall
be marked and bear any information that is
essential to its proper analysis. However, the

identity ofthe horse from which the specimen was

taken or the identity of its owner, trainer, jockey
or stable shall not be revealed to the official
chemist or his or her staff. The container of each

specimen shall be sealed as soon as the specimen
is placed in it.

50.3.1. Blood samples for split
sample analysis shall be centrifuged and the
plasma separated and frozen before shipment to
the split sample testing laboratory.

50.3.m. Ifthe split sample testing
laboratory determines that there is insufficient
sample volume to make a specific identification of
the sample contents, or if events beyond the
control of the Racing Commission or its
representatives prevents the split sample from
being testd then the results of tests performed by
the primary laboratory shall be considered prima
facie evidence of the condition of the horse.
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test on a specimen are negative, a Racing
Comm issi6a veterinarian may discard the retained
part of the specimen upon receipt of the negative
result. If the result of the initial test on a
specimen is positive, a Racing Commission
veterinarian may discard the retained part of the
specimen after the expiration of the period during
which an owner or trainer may request the
retained part be sent for split testing.

50.3.o. The official chemist of
the primary testing laboratory shall reveal the
identity ofthe drug or drug metabolites to the split
sample laboratory. Communication between the
primary and split laboratory is limited to the
exchange of the analytical method and the
threshold levelusedto confirm the drug's identity.

50.3.p. The results of all tests
performed by the primary testing laboratory are
confidential and shall only be communicated to
the chief steward, who shall notiff the trainer in a
timely 1a4nn€r.

50.3.q. A Racing Commission
veterinarian, the stewards or authorized
representatives of the Racing Commis5i6l pat
take samples of any medications or other materials
suspected of containing improper medication or
drugs which may be found in the stables or
elsewhere on association grounds, or in the
possession of any person connected with racing.
A Racing Commi55isa veterinarian shall deliver
the sample of any medication or other materials
suspected ofcontaining improper medication to an
official chemist for analysis under the same
conditions as are prescribed for analysis of other
specimens. The stewards may retain the sample.

50.3.r. No action shall be taken
by the stewards on the report of an official
chemist unless and until the medication or drug
has been properly identified along with the
identity of the horse from which the specimen was
taken; nor until such time as an offrcial report
signed by the chemist has been received by the

chief steward at the appropriate racetrack.

50.4. Alkalinizing Substances. The
following provisions apply to the testing for
alkalnizng sub stances :

50.4.a. The stewards or aRacing
Commission veterinarian may, at their discretion
and at any time, order the collection of specimens
from any horse present on association grounds for
determination of serum or plasma pH or
concentration of bicarbonate, catbon dioxide, or
electrolytes.

50.4.b. Pre-race specimen
collection and pre-race testing may be done at a
time and manner directed by a Racing
Commission veterinarian.

50.4.c. Pre-race specimen
collection and post-race testing may be done at a

time and manner directed by a Racing
Commission veterinarian. Pre-race specimens
collected for post-race testing may be ordered by
a Racing Commission veterinarian not to be

frozen to ensure effective and reliable testing.

50.4.d. Post-race specimen
collection and post-race testing may be done at a

time and manner directed by a Racing
Comm ission veterinarian.

50.4.e. lf a TCO2 specimen is
collected post-race, it shall be taken from the
horse no sooner than ninety minutes after racing.

50.4.f. Subsection 50.3 of this
rule pertaining to specimen collection and
subsection 50.5 of this rule pertaining to storage

and shipment of split samples shall not apply to
specimens collected for the testing for alkalinizing
substances.

50.5. Storage and Shipment of Split
Samples. The following provisions apply to the
storage and shipment of split samples:
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50.5.a. Split samples obtained
from the horse shall be secured by a Racing
Commission veterinarian and made available for
further testing in accordance with the following
procedures:

50.5.a.1. A Racing
Commission veterinarian shall secure a split
samFle in the test barn under the same manner as

the portion ofthe specimen acquired for shipment
to a primary laboratory until the time that
specimens are packed and secured for shipment to
the primary laboratory. The Racing Commission
veterinarian shall store the split urine sample in a
freezer and the split blood sample in a refrigerator
at secure location(s) approved by the Racing
Commission;

50.5.a.2. A freezer and
refrigerator for storage of split samples shall be

opened only for depositing or removing split
samples, for inventory, or for checking the
condition of samples; and

50.5.a.3. A Racing
Commission veterinarian 5foall immediately report
any evidence of a malfunction of a split sample
freezerlreffigerator or samples that are not in a
frozen/refrigerated condition during storage to the
stewards or a designated Racing Commission
representative.

50.5.b. A trainer or owner of a
horse, after notification that a written report from
a primary laboratory states that a prohibited
substance or illegal level of apermitted substance

has been found in a specimen obtained pursuant to
this rule, may request that a split sample
corresponding to the portion of the specimen
tested by the primary laboratory be sent fortesting
by a testing laboratory that is identified on the list
of approved laboratories maintained by the Racing
Commission.

50.5.c. Prior to shipment the
representative of the Racing Commission shall

confirm the split sample laboratory's willingness

to provide the testing requested" the laboratory's

willingness to send results to the chief steward

and arrangements for payment satisfactory to the

split sample laboratory.

50.5.d. The request shall be made

in writing and delivered to the stewards not later

than seventy -tvto (72)hours after the trainer ofthe
horse receives written notice ofthe findings ofthe
primary laboratory. A Racing Corrmission
veterinarian shall ship any requested split samples

within seven (7) business days of the request.

50.5.e. The trainer or owner may

elect to waive his or her right to testing of a split
sample. If a trainer desires to waive the right to
test the split sample, he or she shall procure prior
written authorization from his or her owner to
waive that right.

50.5.f. The owner or trainer of a

horse who submits a specimen for drug testing
shall be present or have a representative present at

the time that the retained part of the specimen is

prepared for storage.

50.5.9. The owner or trainer of a

horse who submits a specimen for testing to a split
sample laboratory shall, if requested by the

laboratory, execute a hold hannless agreement for
the split sample laboratory and shall execute an

agreement that the results of the split sample

laboratory can be introduced as evidence in any

hearing. The agreements shall remain in the

hands of the chief steward of the racetrack at

which the positive result was reported.

50.5.h. The owner or trainer

requesting testing of a split sample is responsible

forthe cost of shipping andtesting. Failure ofthe
owner, trainer or designee to appear at the time
and place of shipping designated by a Racing
Commission veterinarian constitutes a waiver of
all rigfuts to split sample testing.
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50.5.i. Prior to opening the split
sample freezer/refrigerator, the Racing
Commission shall provide a split sample chain of
custody verification fonn that shall provide a
place for recordingthe following information and
any other information received by a Racing
Commission veterinarian. The representative of
the Racing Commi5sisa shall fully complete the
form duringthe retrieval, packaging, and shipment
of the split sample. The split sample chain of
custody form shall contain:

50.5.i.1. the date and
time the sample is removed from the split sample
freezer/refrigerator;

50.5.i.2. the sample
number;

50.5.i.3. the address
where the split sample is to be sent;

50.5.i.4. the name ofthe
carrier and the address where fts 5ample is to be
taken for shipment;

50.5.i.5. verification of
retrieval of the split 5ample from the
freezer/refrigerator;

50.5.i.6. verification of
each specific step ofthe split sample packaging in
accordanc,e with the recommended procedure;

50.5.i.7. verification of
the address of the split sample laboratory on the
split sample package;

50.5.i.8. verification of
the condition of the split sample package
immediately prior to transfer of custody to the
carrier; and

50.5.i.9. the date and
time custody of the sample is transferred to the
carrier.

50.5j. A Racing Commission
representative, in the presence of the owner or
trainer, or his or her designee, shall remove a split
sample from the split sample freezer/refrigerator.

50.5.k. The Racing Commission
representative shall pack the split sample for
shipment in the presence ofthe owner, or trainer,
or designee in accordance with the packaging
procedures set forth in this rule. A form shall be

signed by both the owner or ffainer or his or her
designee and the Racing Commission
representative to confirm the packaging of the
split sample. The exterior ofthe package shall be

secured and identified with initialed hpe,
evidence tape, or other means to prevent
tampering with the package.

50.5.1. The package containing
the split sample shall be transported to the
location where custody is transferred to the
delivery carrier charged with delivery of the
package to the Racing Commission approved
laboratory selected by the owner, trainer or their
designee.

50.5.m. The owner or trainer or
designee and the Racing Commission
representative shall inspect the package
containing the split sample immediately prior to
transfer to the delivery carrier to verifu that the
package is intact and has not been tampered with.

50.5.n. The split sample chain of
custody verification form shall be completed and

signed by the representatives of the Racing
Commission and the owner or trainer or designee.
A Racing Commi5si6a representative shall keep
the original and provide a copy for the owner or
trainer.

50.5.o. The owner, trainer or
their designee shall not correspond with the split
sample testing laboratory, once the sample has

been shipped to the laboratory.
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50.5.p. The split sample
laboratory shall send a confidential written report
on the result of its tests to the chief steward.

50.5.q. No action shall be taken
against the trainer or owner if the results of the
split sample testing are negative or, in the instance
of quantitative levels of permitted medications,
where the confirmed levels are within the
permitted levels.

50.5.r. No hearing shall be held
conceming the allegations against the trainer or
owner, nor shall purse redistribution take place,
until split sample testing has been completed and
the results of the primary testing laboratory have
been confirmed.

50.5.s. The owner or trainer shall
be notified in writing of the results ofthe primary
and split sample testing laboratories when
confirmation of positives exists. When
quantitative levels of permitted medications
exceed the permitted levels, the level of the
confirming laboratory, if lower than the prima.ry
laboratory repor! shall be used as the basis for a
violation and penalty.

S178-1-51. Trainer Responsibility.

51.1. The following provisions apply to
the responsibilities of the trainer as they
specifically relate to the health and well being of
horses in her or her care. custodv or control:

5 1. l.a. fn"ouioo is the absolute
insurer of and responsible forthe condition ofthe
horses he or she enters in an offrcial workout or a
race, regardless of the acts of third parties. If
testing or analysis of urine, blood or other bodily
substances or tissues prove positive showing the
presence of any prohibited drug, medication or
substance, the trainer of the horse may be flrned
suspended, have his or her occupational permit
revoked be prohibited access to all grounds under
thejurisdiction ofthe Racing Commission, or may

be otherwise disciplined. In addition, the owner
of the horse, the foreman in charge of the horse,

the groom and any other person shown to have
had the care, or attendance of the horse may be

fined suspended, have his or her occupational
permit revoked be prohibited access to all
grounds under the jurisdiction of the Racing
Commission, or may be otherwise disciplined.

5 1. l.b. The trainer is responsible
for:

5 1. 1.b. 1. maintainingthe
assigned stable area in a clean, neat and sanitary
condition at all times;

5 I.1.b.2. keeping all hay,
grain and other feed covered and in a sanitary
m2nner;

51.1.b.3. ensuring that
fire prevention rules are strictly observed in the
assigned stable area;

51.1.b.4. the proper
identity, custody, care, health, condition and

safety ofhorses in his or her charge;

5 1. 1.b.5. ensuringthatat
the time of arrival at locations under the
jurisdiction of the Commission a valid health
certificate and a valid negative Equine Infectious
Anemia @IA) test certificate accompany each

horse and which, where applicable, shall be filed
with the association's racing secretary;

51.1.b.6. having each

horse in his or her care that is racing, or is stabled
on association grounds, tested for Equine
Infectious Anemia @IA) in accordance with state

law and for filing evidence of the negative test
results with the association's racing secretary;

51.1.b.7. using the
services of those veterinarians holding an

occupational permit issued by the Racing
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Commissiea to attend horses that are on
association grounds;

51.1.b.8. immediately
reporting the alteration of the sex of a horse to the
horse identifier and the association's racing
secretary no later than at the time of enfiy so that
the information mav recorded on the foal
certificate;

51.1.b.9. promptly
reporting to the association's racing secreta4r and
a Racing Commission veterinarian when a
posterior digital neurectomy (heel nerving) is
performed and ensuring thut such fact is
designated on its certificate of registration;

51.1.b.10. promptly
notiffing a Racing Commi55i6a veterinarian of
any reportable disease and any unusual incidence
of a communicable illness in any horse in his or
her charge;

51.1.b.1L promptly
reporting the serious rnjury and/or death of any
horse at locations under the jurisdiction of the
Racing Commission to the stewards and a Racing
Commission veterinarian and compliance with
subsection 52.2. of this rule governing racing
soundness examinations:

5 I.l.b.lz. maintaining a
knowledge ofthe medication record and status of
all horses in his or her care:

5 1.1.b.13. immediately
reporting to the stewards and a Racing
Commission veterinarian if he or she knows, or
has cause to believe, that a horse in his or her
custody, care or control has received any
prohibited drugs or medication;

51.1.b.14. ensuring the
fitness of a horse to perfonn creditably at the
distance entered;

5 1.1.b.15. ensuring that
every horse he/she has entered to race is present at
its assigned stall for a pre-race soundness

inspection;

5 1.1.b.16. ensuring that
his or her horses are properly shod, bandaged and

equipped; and
51.I.b.17 . attending the

collection of a specimen of urine, blood or other
bodily substances or tissue or delegating such
responsibility to an employee holding an

occupational permit or to the owner.

5178-1-52. Physical Inspection of Horses.

52.1. Assessment of Racing Condition.
The stewards may order an sxamination at any
time of any horse entered for a race or which has

run in arace.

52.2. Racing Soundness Examinations.
The following provisions apply to racing
soundness examinations :

52.2.a. A thoroughbred which
suffers a breakdown on the race traclg in training
or in competition, and is euthanize4 and every
other thoroughbred which expires while stabled
on a racetrack under the jurisdiction ofthe Racing
Commission, frdy, in the discretion of a Racing
Commission veterinarian, undergo an examination
at a time and place acceptable to a Racing
Commission veterinarian to determine the injury
or sickness which resulted in euthanasia or death.

52.2.b. The examination allowed
under this subsection will be conducted by a
qualified professional selected by the Racing
Commission or its designees.

52.2.c. Test specimens may be

obtained from the expired or euthanized
fhoroughbred upon which the examination is
conducted and may be sent to an official chemist
approved by the Racing Commission for testing
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for foreign substances and natural substances at
abnormal levels. When practical, specimens
should be procured prior to euthanasia.

52.2.d. The Racing Commi55i61
shall be responsible for paying the costs of the
examination conducted by its selected qualified
professional. The Racing Commission shall also
bear the costs oftesting for foreign substances and
natural substances at abnormal levels, if any such
costs are incurred in connection with an
examination. If any additional costs are incurred
in connection with preserving and/or transporting
an expired or euthanized thoroughbred for
examination, the Racing Commission shall also
bear those costs. If the owner of the deceased
thoroughbred desires to have an examination
and/or testing conducted independently of the
examination and./or testing conducted by
professionals selected by the Racing Commission,
he or she shall bear the costs ofsuch independent
examination and/or testing.

52.2.e. A record of an
examination performed by the qualified
professional selected by the Racing Commi55i6a
shall be filed with the Racing Commission within
seventy-two (72) hours ofthe death orwithin such
other period approved by the Racing Commis5isa.
A record of an examination performed at the
request ofthe owner ofthe deceased thoroughbred
shall be filed with the Racing Commission within
such period of time as ordered by the Racing
Commission

52.2.f. Each owner and trainer
shall comply with this subsection as a requisite for
maintaining the occupational permit issued by the
Racing Commission.

$ 178-1-53. Isolation/Quarantine.

53.1. In case of any illness or unusual
symptoms of illness in a horse which may be
considered to be contagious, a Racing
Commission veterinarian and/or the

Commissioner ofAgriculture have the authority to
determine whether or not it is necessaryto isolate
or quarantine a horse. The decision of the Racing
Commission veterinarian and/or the
Commissioner ofAgriculture with reference to the
necessity of isolating any horse is binding upon
the trainer and owner of the horse.

53.2. Thereasonable cost and expense of
isolation, including boarding and medical care,

shall be borne by the owner or trainer of the horse
during the period of isolation.

53.3. In the event of the positive
diagnosis of any infectious disease, the diagnosed
horse shall remain isolated and quarantined for a
period of time determined by the Racing
Commission veterinarian andlor the
Commissioner of Agriculture.

53.4. No horse shall be removed from
quarantine without permission of a Racing
Commission veterinarian andlor the
Commissioner of Agriculture.

53.5. The Racing Commission
veterinarian shall immediately report all
quarantines and removal from quarantines to the
stewards.

PART 9. WEST VIRGINIA
THOROUGITRf,BP PPVELOPMENT FT]}[D
AIID ACCREDITED RACE X'U}[D.

$17&1-54. Eligibilify.

54.1. A copy of The Jockey Club
certificate of foal registration shall be attached to
the West Virginia bred or sired registration form
as a requirement to participate in the West
Virginia thoroughbred development fund.

54.2. Non-resident mares foaling in West
Virginia shall be inspected and the owner of the
non-resident mare shall complete an affrdavit to
be supplied by the Racing Commission.
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54.3- All West Virginia bred, sired or
raised horses shall be registered with the West
Virginia thoroughbred breeders association to be
eligible to participate in any phase of the West
Virginia thoroughbred development fund.

5178-1-55. Accredited Race Fund.

55.1. To qualiff for the West Virginia
accredited race fund the breeders must qualiff
under one of the following:

55.1.a. The breeder of the West
Virginia bred foal is a West Virginia resident;

55.1.b. The breeder of the West
Virginia bred foal is not a West Virginia resident
but keeps his or her breeding stock in West
Virginia year-round, or

55.1.c. The breeder of the West
Virginia bred foal is not a West Virginia resident
and does not qualiff under subdivision 55.1.b.
above, but either the sire of the West Virginia
bred foal is a West Virginia stallion, or the mare
is covered only by a West Virginia accredited
stallion or stallions before December 31 of the
calendar year following the birth of that West
Virginia bred foal.
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TABLE 178-1A

OC CUPATIONAL PERIUIT FEES

@ffective for calendar year 2012 znd thereafter)

itable Name ;40.00

lorporation ;40.00

y'endor ;40.00

)wner (with reeistration of colors) ;30.00

)wner-Trainer (same person) ;60.00

frainer ;30.00

\ssistant Trainer ;30.00

Iockey ;30.00

\nnrentice Jockev f20.00

lockev Aeent ;20.00

lracticing Veterinarian ;30.00

y'eterinarian's Assistant ;20.00

]lacksmith ;30.00

luthorized Agent (must apply for permit and
rav nermit fee for each oerson renresented)

;20.00

Vlutuel Emnlovee ;20.00

Jhotograohers. totalizator, film patrol ;20.00

itable Foreman ;20.00

itarter ;30.00

\ssistant Starter f20.00

\ssociation Racins Secretarv t30.00

\ssociation Assistant Racine Secretarv 030.00

taddock Judpe 820.00
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TABLE 178-1A
continued

OCCUPATIONAL PER]VIIT FEES
(Effective for calendar year 2012 and thereafter)

Iorsemen's Bookkeeoer ;20.00

lerk of Scales ;20.00

locker ;20.00

fimer 020.00

Iorse Identifier t20.00

lockev Room Custodian f20.00
tlacing Judee 020.00

)utrider t20.00

itable lfand t20.00

-oncesslon t20.00

Ylaintenance ;20"00

]room ;20.00

\dmission ;20"00

lonv Riders ;20"00

larking ;20.00

Iecurity ;20.00

Ixercise Rider ;20"00

y'ideo Lotterv emplovees ;20"00

)thers not snecifred ;20.00
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TABLE 178.1B

JOCKEY MOI]NT FEES

Purse Winning
Mount

Second Place
Mount

Third Place
Mount

Fourth Place
Mount

Losing
Mount

Up to
$5,999.00

l0% of Win
Purse

$6s.00 $60.00 $s5.00 $s0.00

$6,000.00 to
$7,799.00

10% of Win
Purse

$7s.00 $70.00 $6s.00 $60.00

$7,800.00 to
$9"999.00

10% of Win
Pwse

5%o ofPlace
Purse ($78.00-
$ee.0o)

s7s.00 $70.00 $6s.00

$10,000.00 to
$17,999.00

10% of Win
Purse

5%o ofPlace
Purse
($100.00-
$14e.99)

$8s.00 $80.00 $7s.00

$18,000.00 to
$24,999.00

10% ofWin
Purse

5o/o of Place
Purse
($1so.oo-

$24e.ee)

5% ofShow
Purse ($90.00-

$r24.9e)

$8s.00 $80.00

$25,000.00 to
$49,999.00

10% of Win
Purse

5% of Place
Purse
($2so.oo-
$49e.e9)

5% ofShow
Purse
($12s.oo-
$24e.99)

s9s.00 $8s.00

$50,000.00 to
$74,999.00

l0% ofWin
Purse

5% of Place
Purse
($s00.00-
$749.9e)

5% ofShow
Purse
($250.00-
$374.ee)

$100.00 $90.00

$75,000.00
and up

l0% of Win
Purse

5%o ofPlace
Purse
($750.00 and
up)

5% ofShow
Purse
($375.00 and

up)

5% of Fourth
Purse
($187.50 and
up)

$10s.00
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TABLE 178.1C

REQUEST TO WEAR ADVERTISING AI\D PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

DATE OF ENTRY

DATE OF RACE

RACETRACK: O CHARLES TOWN tr MOUNTAIIIEER

RACE IIUMBER

NAME OF RACE (STAKES IF APPLICABLE)

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL TO BE WORN: (Use a separate sheet if necessary)

NAME OF ADVERTISE& PROMOTIONAL BRAI\D OR SpONSOR:

NAME OF JOCKEY WEARING TITE MATERIAL:

Signature of the Jockey or Agent Date

Title (if applicable)

APPROVAL OF OWNER OR DIILY AUTHORIZED AGENT

Signature Date

Title
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TABLE I78.I C
continued

REQTIEST TO WEAR ADVERTISING A}[D PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

APPROVAL OF LICENSED RACING ASSOCIATION

Signature Date

Title

APPROVAL OF TIIE STEWARDS

Signature Date

Signature Date

Signature Date
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Amendments to Thoroughbred Rule

.Struck 2.23 - definition of o'clear and convincing" because this definition only applies to the due
process/hearing section that we have been instructed to make a separate procedwal rule

.Struck 2.33 - definitionof o'de novo" because this definition only applies to the due process/hearing
section that we have been instructed to make a separate procedural rule

.Added l8.l.z. - to require the RCI Classification Guidelines and the medication/substance
thresholds in our rule to be posted in the office of the Racing Commission veterinarian(s)

.Reworded 26.4.h. and26.4 j.-to allow atrainer or asst trainer to be designated by trainerto attend
to and saddle horse in paddock

.Reworded 26.4.q. -to reinforce requirementthat ahorse has to have current, negative Coggins test
to come on to the grounds of racetack and added language which allows horses to be taken offof
track grounds in an emergency without prior perrnission of the track's racing secretary.

.Added 44.17 - which adds a 4mm toe grab rule

'Reworded 49. 1 .k - to require the stewards to document in writing the aggravating and/or miti gatng
factors that they may consider in determining penalties for medication violations

.Moved the language that was in 49.2.d.I1to 49.2.c.6.- Table D, the RCI Classification
Guidelines that we adopted, make the anabolic/androgenic steroids Class 3 drugs/substances, but
I mistakenly had anabolic/androgenic steroids listed in the text of the rule as a Class 4
drugs/substances. This cut and paste of the language puts it in the correct class in the text of the
rule, makes it match the RCI Classification Guidelines, and fixes a mistake.

.Reworded 49.11. - re: AAS to include blood thresholds (in addition to the existing urine
thresholds) per Joe Strug and Dr. Scot Waterman.

.Reworded 49.12 - re: TCO2 to incorporate higher threshold for lasix horses and to make the
language re: the level of uncertainty in testing clearer. The level of uncertainty was always .4

millimoles, but I used the language that Joe Strug gave to me from the Delaware rule to make the
language clearer and to incorporate the higher threshold for lasix horses.

.Added 49.14. - which sets forth the thresholds for glycopynolate, methocarbamol, and DMSO.
This addition, moves and renumbers the graded stakes section to 49.15,

.Added the word "urine" in front of the word "specimen" in 50.3.c., 50.3.d. and 50.3.d. per Joe

Strug.



.Struck the language in 50.3.f. "A Racing Commission veterinarian shall retain the part of the
specimen that is not sent to the primary testing laboratory." per Joe Strug and inserted the new
language that appears there re: the collection of blood specimens per Joe Strug.

.Reworded 50.3.g., 50.5.a.1 ., 50.5.a.2.,50.5.a.3., 50.5.i., 50.5.i.1.,50.5.i.5., 50.5 j. - per Joe Strug
to have blood refrigerated and urine frozen.

.Reworded 50.3.1. - per Joe Strug

.Reworded 50.4.e. - per Joe Strug to say no sooner than 90 minutes post race test because Strug
says that is the only way to ensure a valid post race test.

'Struck Partg re: due process/hearings, Sections 54 through 56, per instruction of rule making
committee staff(these sections will become part of the new procedural rule)

.Moved up Part 10 regarding the Thoroughbred Development Fund and changed it to Part9,
Sections 54 and 55.

.Reworded 54.2. - to change the language re: non-resident mares

'Changed the version of the Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign Substances from the
January 2010 version to the newly issued December 2010 version which reclassifies DMSO from
Class 5 to Class 4 and adds a new drug, Zilpaterol, Class 3, Penalty A (reflects changes in the
text of the rule so as to reference the December 2010 version and changes Table D of the rule to
the December 2010 version)

.Made technicaVtypographic corrections :

.changed Uniform Classification Guidelines o:f Foreign Substances to Unifonn
Classifi cation Guidelines for Foreign Substances ;

'changed Association's Racing Secretary or his designee(s) to Association Racing
Secretary or his or her designee(s);
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Preamble to the Uniform Classification Guidelines of Foreign Substances

The Preamble to the Uniform Classification Guidelines was approved by the RCI Drug Testing and Quality Assurance Program Committee (now the Drug
Testing Standards and Practices Program Committee) on August 26, 1991. Minor revisions to the heamble were made by the Drug Classification subcommittee
(now the Veterinary Pharmacologists Subcommittee) on September 3, 1991.

'The Uniform Classification Guidelines printed on the fotlowing pages are intended to assist stewards, hearing officers and racing commissioners in evaluating
the seriousness of alleged violations of medication and prohibited substance rules in racing jurisdictions. Practicing equine veterinarians, state veterinarians, and
equine pharmacologists are available and should be consulted to explain the pharmacological effects of the drugs listed in each class prior to any decisions with
respect to penalities to be imposed. The ranking of drugs is based on their pharmacology, their ability to influence the outcome of a race, whether or not they
have legitimate therapeutic uses in the racing horse, or other evidence that they may be used imprcperly. These classes of drugs are intended only as guidelines
and should be employed only to assist persons adjudicating facts and opinions in understanding the seriousness ofthe alleged offenses. The facts of each calre are
always different and there may be mitigating circumstances which should always be considered. These drug classifications will be reviewed frequently and new
drugs will be added when appropriate.n

Notes Regarding Classification Guidelines
Where the use of a drug is specifically permitted by ajurisdiction, then the jurisdiction's nrle suporsedes these penalty guidelines.

Regulators should be aware that a laboratory report may identifr a drug only by the name of its metabolite. fire metabolite might not be listed here, but the
parent compound may be.

These classes of drugs are intended only as guidelines and should be employed only to assist penons adjudicating facts and opinions in understanding the
seriousness of the alleged offenses.

The facts of each case are different and there may be mitigating circumstances that should be considered.

These drug classifications will be reviewed periodically. New drugs will be added or some drugs may be reclassified when appropriate.

Association of Racing Commissioners Intemational, Inc.
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign Substances
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Classification Criteria

The RCI Drug Classification Scheme is based on l) pharmacology, 2) drug use pattems, and 3) the appropriateness of a drug for use
in the racing horse. Categorization is decided using the following general guidelines:

o Pharmacologr. Drugs that are known to be potent stimulants or depressants are placed in higher classes, while those that have (or
would be expected to have) little effect on the outcome of a race are placed in lower classes.

. Drug (Ise Patterns. Some consideration is given to placement of drugs based on practicat experience with their use and the nature
of positive tests. For examplen procaine positives have in the past been associated primarily with the administration of procaine
penicillin, and this has been taken into consideration in the placement of procaine into Class 3 instead of Class 2 with other
injectable local anesthetics.

. Appropilateness of Drug Use. Drugs that ctearly are intended for use in equine therapeutics are placed in lower classes. Drugs
that clearly are not intended for use in the horse are placed in higher classes, particularly if they might affect the outcome of a race.
Drugs that are recognized as legitimately useful in equine therapeutics but could affect the outcome of a race are placed in the
middle or higher classes.

The list includes most drugs that have been reported as detected by racing authority laboratories in the United States, Canad4 the
United Kingdom and other Association of Official Racing Chemists (AORC) laboratorieso but does not include those which would
seem to have no effect on the performance of the horse or drug detectability. For example, it does not include antibiotics,
sulfonamides, vitamins, anthelmintics, or pangamic acid, all of which have been reported.

The list contains many drugs that have never been reported as detected. Usually, these are representatives of chemical classes that
have the potential for producing an effecg and in many cases, for which at least one drug in that chemical class has been reported.

Most drugs have numerous effects, and each was judged on an individual basis. There are instances where there is a rather fine
distinction between drugs in one category and those in the next. This is a reflection of a nearly continuous spectrum of effects from
the most innocuous drug on the list to the drug that is the most offensive.

Association of Racing Commissiones International, Inc.
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign Substances
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Classification Definitions

Class l: Stimulant and depressant drugs that have the highest potential to affect performance and that have no generally
accepted medical use in the racing horse. Many of these agents are Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) schedule II substances.
These include the following drugs and their metabolites: Opiates, opium derivatives, synthetic opioids and psychoactive drugs,
amphetamines and amphetamine-like drugs as well as related drugs, including but not limited to apomorphine, nikethamiden
mazindol, pemoline, and pentylenetetrazol. Though not used as therapeutic agents, all DEA Schedule I agents are included in
Class I because they are potent stimulant or depressant substances with psychotropic and often habituative actions.

Class 2: Drugs that have a high potential to affect performance, but less of a potential than drugs in Class l. These drugs are l)
not generally accepted as therapeutic agents in racing horses, or 2) they are therapeutic agents that have a high potential for abuse.
Drugs in this class include: psychotropic drugs, certain neryous system and cardiovascular system stimulants, depressants, and
neuromuscular blocking agents. Injectable local anesthetics are included in this class because of their high potential for abuse as
nerve blocking agents.

Class 3: Drugs that may or may not have generally accepted medical use in the racing horse, but the pharmacology of which
suggests less potential to affect performance than drugs in Class 2. Drugs in this class include bronchodilators, anabolic steroids
and other drugs with primary effects on the autonomic nervous system, procaine, antihistamines with sedative properties and the
high-ceiling diuretics.

Class 4: This class includes therapeutic medications that would be expected to have less potential to affect performance than
those in Class 3. Drugs in this class includes less potent diuretics; corticosteroids; antihistamines and skeletal muscle relaxants
without prominent central nelvous system (CNS) effects; expectorants and mucolytics; hemostatics; cardiac glycosides and anti-
anhythmics; topical anesthetics; antidiarrheals and mild analgesics. This class also includes the non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs), at concentrations greater than established limits.

Class 5: This class includes those therapeutic medications for which concentration limits have been established by the racing
jurisdictions as well as certain miscellaneous agents such as dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and other medications as determined by
the regulatory bodies. Included specifically are agents that have very localized actions only, such as anti-ulcer drugs, and certain
anti-allergic drugs. The anticoagulant drugs are also included.

Association of Racing Commissioners International, Inc.
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign Substances
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r ProhibitedPractices:
A) The possession and/or use of a drug, substance or medication, specified below, on the premises of a facility under the

jurisdiction of the regulatory body for which a recognized analytical method has not been developed to detect and confirm the

administration of such substance; or the use of which may endanger the health and welfare of the horse or endanger the safety

of the rider or driver; or the use of which may adversely affect the integrity of racing:

l) Erythropoietin
2) Darbepoietin
3) Oxyglobin
4) Hemopure

B) The possession and/or use of a drug, substance, or medication on the premises of a facility under the jurisdiction of the

regulatory body that has not been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for use in the United

States.

C) The practice, administration, or application of a treatment, procedure, therapy or method identified below, which is performed

on the premises of a facility under jurisdiction of a regulatory body and which may endanger the health and welfare of the

horse or endanger the safety of the rider or driver, or the use of which may adversely affect the integrity of racing:

Association of Racing Commissioners Intemational, Inc.
Uniform C lassification Guidelines for Foreign Substances
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Drug Classification Scheme

o Class 1: Opiates, opium derivatives, synthetic opioids, psychoactive drugs, amphetamines, and all DEA Schedule I substances (see
http://www.usdoi.eov/dealpubs/schedulins.html), and many DEA Schedule II drugs. Also found in this class are drugs that are potent
stimulants of the CNS. Drugs in this class have no generally accepted medical use in the racing horse and their pharmacologic
potential for altering the performance of a racing horse is very high.

o Class 2: Drugs placed in this category have a high potential for affecting the outcome of a race. Most are not generally accepted
as therapeutic agents in the racing horse. Many are products intended to alter consciousness or the psychic state of humans, and
have no approved or indicated use in the horse. Some, such as injectable local anesthetics, have legitimate use in equine medicine,
but should not be found in a racing horse. The following groups of drugs are placed in this class:

A. Opiate partial agonists, or agonist-antagonists.
B. Non-opiate psychotropic drugs. These drugs may have stimulant, depressan! analgesic or neuroleptic effects.
C. Miscellaneous drugs, which might have a stimulant effect on the CNS.
D. Drugs with prominent CNS depressant action.
E. Antidepressant and antipsychotic drugs, with or without prominent CNS stimulatory or depressant effects.
F. Muscle blocking drugs - those that have a direct neuromuscular blocking action.
G. Local anesthetics that have a reasonable potential for use as nerve-blocking agen[s (except procaine).
H. Snake venoms and other biologic substances that may be used as nerve-blocking agents.

o Class 3: Drugs placed in this class may or may not have an accepted therapeutic use in the horse. Many are drugs that affect the
cardiovascular, pulmonary and autonomic nervous systems. They all have the potential of affecting the performance of a racing
horse. The following groups of drugs are placed in this class:

A. Drugs affecting the autonomic nervous system that do not have prominent CNS effects, but which do have prominent
cardiovascular or respiratory system effects. Bronchodilators are included in this class.

B. A local anesthetic that has nerve-blocking potential but also has a high potential for producing urine residue levels from a
method of use not related to the anesthetic effect of the drug (procaine).

C. Miscellaneous drugs with mild sedative action, such as the sleep-inducing antihistamines.
D. Primary vasodilatinglhypotensive agents.
E. Potent diuretics affecting renal function and body fluid composition.
F. Anabolic and/or androgenic steroids and other drugs.

Association of Racing Commissionen International, Inc.
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreigr Substances
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o Class 4: Drugs in this category comprise primarily therapeutic medications routinely used in racehorses. These may influence
performance, but generally have a more limited ability to do so. Groups of drugs assigned to this category include the following:

A. Non-opiate drugs that have a mild central antipyretic effect.
B. Drugs affecting the autonomic neruous system that do not have prominent CNS, cardiovascular, or respiratory effecs:

I " Drugs used solely as topical vasoconstrictors or decongestants.
2. Drugs used as gastrointestinal antispasmodics.
3. Drugs used to void the urinary bladder.
4. Drugs with a major effect on CNS vasculature or smooth muscle of visceral organs.

C. Antihistamines that do not have a significant CNS depressant effect. This does not include the H2 blocking agents, which are
in Class 5.

D. Mineralocorticoid drugs.
E. Skeletal muscle relaxants.
F. Anti-inflammatory drugs. These drugs may reduce pain as a consequence of their anti-inflammatory action.

1. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). (Aspirin.like drugs).
2. Corticosteroids (glucocorticoids).
3. Miscellaneous anti-inflammatory agents.

G. Less potent diuretics.
H. Cardiac glycosides and antiarrhythmic agents.

l. Cardiac glycosides.
2. Antianhythmic agents (exclusive of lidocaine, bretylium, and propranolol).
3. Miscellaneous cardiotonic drugs.

I. Topical Anesthetics - agents not available in injectable formulations.
J. Antidiarrheal drugs.
K. Miscellaneous drugs:

l. Expectorants with little or no other pharmacologic action.
2. Stomachics.
3. Mucolytic agents.

o Class 5: Drugs in this category are therapeutic medications for which concentration limits have been established by the racing
jurisdictions as well as ceftain miscellaneous agents. Included specifically are agents that have very localized actions only, such as
anti-ulcer drugs, and certain antiallergic drugs. The anticoagulant drugs are also included.

Association of Racing Commissionen International, Inc.
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign Substances
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Listing By Classification
Class 1: Stimulant and depressant drugg that have the highest potential to affect performance and that have no generally accepted medical

use in the racing horse. Many of these agents are Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) Schedule II substances. These include the following

drugs and theiimetabolites: Opiates, opium derivatives, synthetic opioids, psychoactive drugs, all DEA Schedule l* substances (see

http://www.usdoj.eov/dea/nubs/scheduling.html), amphetamines and amphetamine-like drugs as well as related drugs, including but

not limited to apomorphine, nikethamide, mazindol, pemoline, and pentylenetetrdzol.
Trade Name(s) Class Pendty Dmg Cless Penalty
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Listing By Classification

Class 1: Stimulant and depressant drugs that have the highest potential to affect performance and that have no generally accepted medical
use in the racing horse. Many of these agents are Dnrg Enforcement Agency (DEA) Schedule II substances. These include the following
drugs and their metabolites: Opiates, opium derivatives, synthetic opioids, psychoactive drugs, all DEA Schedule I* substances (see
http://www.usdoj.eov/dea/pubs/schedulinq.html), amphetamines and amphetamine-like drugs as well as related drugs, including but
not limited to apomorphine, nikethamide, mazindol, pemoline, and pentylenetetrazol.

Trade Nam{s) Cless Pennlty Drug TradeNam{s) Cless Penalty

Association of Racing Commissioners fnternational, Inc.
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign Substances
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Listing by Classification
Class 2: Drugs that have a high potential to affect performance, but less of a potential than Class l. These
drugs are 1) not generally accepted as therapeutic agents in racing horses, or 2) they are therapeutic agents
that have a high potential for abuse.

Trade Name(s) Class Penalfy Drug Trade Nane(s) Class Penalty

Association of Racing Commissioners fnternational, Inc.
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign Substances
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Listing by Classification

Class 2: Drugs that have a high potential to affect performance, but less of a potential than Class l. These
drugs are 1) not generally accepted as therapeutic agents in racing horses, or 2) they are therapeutic agents
that have a high potential for abuse.

Trade Name(s) Class Penalty Drug Trade Nam{s) Class Penalty

Association of Racing Commissioners International, fnc.
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Listing by Classification
Class 2: Drugs that have a high potential to affect performance, but less of a potential than Class l. These
drugs are 1) not generally accepted as therapeutic agents in racing horses, or 2) they are therapeutic agents

that have a high potential for abuse.

Trade Name(s) Class Penalty Drug Trade Name(s) Class Penolty

Association of Racing Commissioners fnternational, fnc.
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign Substances
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Listing by Classification

Class 2: Drugs that have a high potential to affect performance, but less of a potential than Class l. These
{*gt are l) not generally accepted as therapeutic agents in racing horses, o, il they are therapeutic agents
that have a high potential for abuse.

Trade Name(s) Class Penalty DruB Trade Name(s) Ctass PenaltyDrug

Association of Racing Commissioners International, Inc.
Uniform Classification Guidelines for Foreign Substances
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Lisfing by Classification
Class 2: Drugs that have a high potential to affect performance, but less of a potential than Class 1. These

drugs are 1) not generally accepted as therapeutic agents in racing horsesn or 2) they are therapeutic agents

that have a high potential for abuse.

Trade Name(s) Class Penalty Class Penalty
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Listing by Classification

Class 2: Drugs that have a high potential to affect performanceo but less of a potential than Class 1. These
drugs are l) not generally accepted as therapeutic agents in racing horses, or 2) they are therapeutic agents
that have a high potential for abuse.

Trade Name(s) Class Penalty Drug Trade Name(s) Class Penalty
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Listing by Classification
Class 2: Drugs that have a high potential to affect performance, but less of a potential than Class 1. These

drugs are 1) not generally accepted as therapeutic agents in racing horsesn or2) they are therapeutic agents

that have a high potential for abuse.

Trade Name(s) Class Penalty Class Penalty
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Listing by Classification

Class 3: Drugs that may or may not have generally accepted medical use in the racing horse, but the
pharmacology of which suggests less potential to affect performance than drugs in Class 2.

Trade Name(s) Class Trade Name(s) ClassDrug

Association of Racing Commissioners International, fnc.
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Listing by Classilication
Class 3: Drugs that may or may not have generally accepted medical use in the racing horse, but the

pharmacology of which suggests less potential to affect performance than drugs in Class 2.

Trade Name(s) Class Trade Name(s) ClassPenalty Drug
Class

Penalty
Class
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Listing by Classilication

Class 3: Drugs that may or may not have generally accepted medical use in the racing horse, but the
pharmacology of which suggests less potential to affect performance than drugs in Class 2.

Trade Name(s) Class Penalty Drug
Class

Trade Name(s) Clsss Penalty
Class
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Listing by Classification
Class 3: Drugs that may or may not have generally accepted medical use in the racing horse, but the
pharmacology of which suggests less potential to affect performance than drugs in Class 2.

Trade Name(s) Cless Trade Name(s) ClassPenalty Dnrg
Class

Drug
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Listing by Classification
Class 3: Drugs that may or may not have generally accepted medical use in the racing horse, but the
pharmacology of which suggests less potential to affect performance than drugs in Class 2.
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Listing by Classification
Class 3: Drugs that may or may not have generally accepted medical use in the racing horseo but the
pharmacology of which suggests less potential to affect performance than drugs in Class 2.

Trade Name(s) Class Trade Name(s) Class Penalty
Closs

Penalty Drug
Class

Ilrug
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Listing by Classification

Class 4: This class includes therapeutic medications that would be expected to have less potential to affect
performance than those in Class 3.

Drug Trade Name(s) Class Penolty Drug Trade Nrm{s) Clasr Penalty
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Listing by Classification
Class 4: This class includes therapeutic medications that would be expected to have less potential to affect
performance than those in Class 3.

Drug Trade Name(s) Cless Penalty Drug Trade Name(s) Class Penalty

Percortin, DOCA, Descotone,
Dorcosfin
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Listing by Classification

Class 4: This class includes therapeutic medications that would be expected to have less potential to aflect
performance than those in Class 3.

Trade Namo(s) Class Penalty Drug Class Penalty
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Listing by Classification
Class 4: This class includes therapeutic medications that would be expected to have less potential to affect
performance than those in Class 3.

Drug Trade Name(s) Cla*r Penalty Drug Trade Nane(s) Class Penelty
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Listing by Classification

Class 5: This class includes those therapeutic medications for which concentration limits have been
established by the racing jurisdictions as well as certain miscellaneous agents such as DMSO and other
medications as determined by the regulatory bodies.

Drug Trade Name(s) Class Penalty
Class
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Non-Classified Substances

Association of Racing Commissioners International, Inc. Page 36
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Substances that are considered to have no effect on the physiolory ofa
racing animal except to improve nuhition or treat or prevent infections or
parasite infestations, are not classified. These Substances normally include
antimicrobials, antiparasitic drugs, and nuhients such as vitamins. Examples
of such substances include the following:

2. It is a metabolite of 3-methyl-N-N dimethyltryptamine, found in reed
canary grass (and potentially other food sourco plants). It may be found
in the urine ofhorses eating this grass (and potentially otherplant
foods), and has been reported as a positive finding.

Findings ofbufotenine in equine urine should not be considered for
rcgulatory action.

Sulfonamides and trimethoprim

Antibiotics: Penicillins
Cephalosporins
Chloramphenicot
Aminoglycosides
Tetractckubes
Nitrofurans
Menonidazole

Avermectins
Benzimadaziles
Piperazines
Pyrantel
Tetamisole

Anthelmintics:

Antifungals

Vitamins:

Bufotenine

A, D, E, K, B vitamins
Vitamin C

l. It is not commericatly available in any form.

-o
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The following are recommended penalties for violations due to the presence of a drug carrylng a Category "A" penalty.

lst Offense

Mlnimum six (6) month suspension

mitigating clrcumstances. The
of aggravating frctors could be

used to impose a maximum of a one (1)
year suspenslon.

AND

Minimum ffne of S1,000.00 absent
rnitigating circumstances. The presence

ofaggravating factors could be used to
impose a maximum fine of 55,@0.00.

AND

May be referred to the Racing

Commisslon for any further actlon
deemed necessary by the Commlssion.

2nd IIFETIME offense In anyJulsdlctlon

Mlnimum one (1) year suspension absent
mitigating circumstances. The presence of
aggravating factors could be used to lmpose a
maxlmum of a three (31 year suspension.

AND

mum fine of 52,500.00 absent mitigatlng
The presence of aggravating

factors could be used to impose a maximum
flne of 55,000.00.

AND

May be referred to the Racing Commission for
ny further action deemed necessary by the

3rd IIFETIME Offense In anylurlsdlctlon

Minimum three (3) year suspension absent
circumstances. The presence of

aggravating factors could be used to lmpose a

maxlmum of a five (5) year suspenslon.

AND

AND

May be referred to the Raclng Commlsslon
for any further action deemed necessary by
the Commlssion.

lst Offense

Disqualification and loss of purse.

AND

Horse may be placed on the vete
for ninety (90) days and most pass a

misslon approved examination
becoming eliglble to be entered.

2nd UFETIME offense In any juisdlctlon

Disqualificatlon and loss of purse.

AND

Horse shall be placed on the veterlnarlan's llst
for one hundred twenty (120) days and most
pass a Commlsslon approved examination
before becoming eligible to be entered.

3rd tIFETIME Offense in anylurlsdlctlon
Dlsquallflcation, loss of purse and 55,000.00

AND

Horse shall be placed on the veterinarian's
one hundred eighty (180) days and most

a Commission approved examination
becoming eliglble to be entered.

AND
Referralto the Commisslon with a
recommended minimum suspension of
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lst Offense (365 day perlod In any

Jurlsdlctlon)

Minimum fifteen (15) day suspension
mltigating clrcumstances. The

presence ofaggravating factors could be
used to impose a maxlmum of a thirty
(30) day suspenslon.

AND

May be referred to the Racing

necessary by the Commlsslon.

2nd offense (355 day perlod In any

futsdlcttonl

Mlnlmum thlrty (30) day suspension absent
mitigating circumstances. The presence of

factors could be used to impose a

maximum of a forty-five (45) day suspension

AND

Mlnimum flne of 5500.00 absent mitigatlng
circumstances. The presence of aggravatlng
factors could be used to lmpose a maxlmum
fine of S1,000.00.

AND

May be referred to the Racing Commlsslon for
further action deemed necessary by the

3rd Offense (355 day perlod ln any

lurlsdlctlon)

Mlnlmum forty-five (45) day suspenslon
absent mitigating clrcumstances. The
presence of aggravating factors could be
used to impose a maximum of a sixty (60)

day suspenslon

AND

Mlnimum fine of $1,000.00 absent mltlgatlng
The presence of aggravating

factors could be used to lmpose a maximum

ay be refered to the Racing Commission
for any further actlon deemed necessary by
the Commisslon.

lst Offense (355 day perlod In any

lurlsdlctlonl

Dlsqualificatlon and loss of purse.

AND

Horse must pass a Raclng Commission
approved examination before becoming
eligible to be entered.

2nd offense (365 day perlod ln any

Julsdlctlonl

Disqualificatlon and loss of purse.

AND

Horse must pass a Racing Commisslon
approved examlnatlon before becoming
eliglble to be entered.

3rd Offense (365 day perlod in any

Jurlsdlclonf
Disquallflcation, loss of purse and $1,0@.00
fine.

AND

Horse must pass a Raclng Commlssion
approved examlnatlon before becomlng
ellglble to be entered.



The following are recommended penalties for violations due to the presence of a drug carrying a Category "C" penalty and overages
for phenylbutazone and furosemide: (All concentratlans arelor meosutements ln serum or plasmal-

l" Offlense (365day period) in any Minimum fine of $250 absent mitigating
circumstances

Minimum fine of $500 absent mitigating circumstances

Offense (365-day period) in any Minimum fine of $500 absent mitigating
circumstances

Minimum fine of $1,000 and l5day suspension absent
mitigating circumstances

Offense (365-day period) in any Minimum fine of $1,000 and l5-day
suspension absent mitigating
circumstances

Minimum fine of $2,500 and 30day suspension absent
mitigating circumstances

I Offense (355-day period) in any Loss of purse. Horse must pass commission-approvod
examination before beine elieible to run

Offonse (365-day period) in any Loss of purce. If samo horse, placed on veterinarian's list for
15 days, must pass commission-approved examination before

Offense (365-day period) in any Loss of purse, If same horse, placed on veterinarian's list for
30 days, must pass commission-approved examination before
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FY z}lzAppropriation Request Division Account Summary

2012

Account Number

7308. w 0707

Account Number

2012

Acount Number



R6rlB€d P"g.__ 2

FfzolzAppropriationRequestDivisionAccountSummary

2012

Acoount Number

2cl2

Account Number



;

SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS-- ii;*l Year 2010 Through Flscal Year2o12

3"
REvlsed

EsilmEted Caeh &

lnvestment Balan€

EtfEtlE

Approprlated Federal FundE & FEderal Bloc* Granb Aeounb (Usted In BudgEt Act)

Approprlated SpeclalRevenue Aeounb (Usted In BudgEtAct)

Approprlated Lottery Funds (Llsted In BudgetAc't)

Other Federal Funds

Other Speclal Revenue Accounte

Spandlng Unlt

DepartrnenVBureau of

4990J$.ry?$9



FY ilOLIPROGRAM SUMMARY

State Mandabd? (YesNo) Yee

19 Artlsle

StaijtsrY Retsrence

Paae-L
Revl8gtl-

ARlO

. ,L 
-t 

F-r.--r r^

DEpar[nenUBureau DepartnentofRevenue
Program Name Raclng Commlselon Lottery Fund

FedenallY Mandated? (YeENo) No

lf StatE MandatEd, clte \lW Code Chaptar

73oq ry 707

- 
Account Number

DMslon Radng Commlsslon

2012

Account Number

2012

AeountNumber

FY z}l2Ourrent Level Requeet Details:

-ffi 7308
7s06-

Total
Total

Total 2.000.000 Total

Cunent Level Request
Total Cunent Level Request

RequEsted lmprovement(s)

Prlorlty Numbe(e)

2,000,000

FY 2012 Cunent LevEl Request

ToH 
fested 

Program Costfor 7( 2012 2.000,000



FY z}lzDlvlslon Program Summary

-'Paseg
Revlsed-

ARtl

DepartrnenUBureiu

DMelon
Fl z}lzOunent Level REquest
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FY 2011 APPROPRIATION REQUEST
' 
PIVISION EVALUATION SUMMARY

RevlE€d

Page

23Artlcle
WV Code ChaPter

\ffV Ra4lE.g€ErmlsElon

Aoproved Slgnatureo

chaptgr 19, Arflcle 23, Seofion 14 of the vw code provldes for the usage of occupauonal permlt fees and fines

to be used r, r," p"v*"niH1&]Fyfl':1,$f*:*Fi"T n";gfru;: lJJd*n 
horders wno are

e used for the paym€nt or nenPrsrrksv'rr "'Yer-_' - ,'"n* covgrage. (Fund 7300)
*u"-r!i rtv *itcen' compensaton or any other lneul

Contiact qnda l.' !g$-g{gs. -

Tlfle: Exgqg$Ye-S. qgPqrY

Jer enhon e # !0!. fiu- !1 99

Emalladdress: E#@sL4g



Page

FY2ollAppropriationRequestDivisionAccountSummary

2011

Account Number

7300. 4 0707

Account Number

2011

Account Number

WV Ract ng Commlss!o.4---



RevlBed

FY 2010 Appropriation Request Division Account sumrnary

2011

Account Numb€r

7300 2011 w07

Acount Number

2011

Account Number
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SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AIID DISBURSEMENTS-" iitJ V"ar 2009 Through Flscal Year 2011
Revlsed

[--lappropr|atedFederalFunds&Federa|BlockGrantsAccounts(L|stedlnBudgetAgt)

rfi *roprtated speotal RevenueAccounts (Ltsted In BudgetAct)

fi Opptoprlated Lottery Funds (Llsted ln BudgetAo't)

E OtherFederalFunds

f1 otft"t Speolal RevenuE Accounts

Spendlng Unlt \AfV Raclng Commlsslon

DepartmenUElureau of
EefmEted CaBh &

lnvsstment Balanc€



7
ARlO

?3oo ry L:7

Account Number

2011

Page 5

REvIB€d

DoparfnenUBureau Rgvenue

FY2O{1 PROGRAM SUMMARY

Program Name Medlcal

Federally Nlandated? (Yes/No) No State MandatEd? (YesNo) Jgg-

lf State Mandated, clte WV Code Chapter
StatJtory Refersnco

Ardde 23Dlvlslon \W Raclng Gommleslon

2011

Account Number

FY 2011 Cunent Level Request DEtalls:

zioo o7o7 57'ooo

tro.taml Flevenue AciCOUnt

Fund AffiNo. Amount

57,000 Total

57,000-Total
Total

Total

Total Cunent Level Request

Requested lmProvement(s)

PrlorityNumbe(s)-. -

CunEnt Level Request

o

FY 2011 Cunent LevEl Request

To$Ouested Program Costfor FY 2011 67,000



FY 2011 APPROPRIATTON REOUEST
' 
orvisroN EvALUATIoN SUMMARY

Pase 6

ArtldE 23

WV Code ChaPter

FG&ng-rsnecornmendedAs

Descrtpton I

1e, Artrcre 23, secnon 13b.9ftl:Ivf-9*:j::'*Ti::"rT:".i[fff,:l"ffrtiy"Tffff$:bred 
Dweropmentrunf

TJil;;#?'"'.:';:ffi :lfi ;l#";'i#il#;d';dadfi iorthethoroughbredsrn\w'

e thoroughbred tneedlng lndusty ls a slgntflcant component of our radng lndusty and ls vltal to provldlng

rrouohbreds for raclng !o 
"li 

*"'til-u'ii"ugr'ot"c racEtacks' (Fund 7304)

conract unqe!-Bg!9999=

Tltle: EXffU$vg9eeFtarY

Q 
r er e etr one # PQ![5]3-l[!!l]

Emalladdrees:g#4w49!gq$-'

Approved Slgnature

o



Revls€d
Pase 77

APz

wv nacrng commrsg*lfir_,

FY 2011 Appropriation Request Division Account Summary
<

2011

2011

Account Number



Page I
FY2ol0AppropriationRequestDivisionAccountSummary

2011
73f,4 2011 0707

Account Number

2011

Account Number

Recommendatlon

d=- FY ZO1'l l;Urenl-LevE -ff-T
-trodaral

Soeclal General
FY 2009

ActualState

FY ZU'IU tt
-General -Federal

Soeclal L.I]

-General
Federal Spe( Other

-

4.0.138
161,615

240.138
40.13E 240j%

240j38 249.1'66 I-t6t,e' 5
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SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS-- ;isJ Year 2009 Through Fiscal Year 2011
R6vlsed

Eapp'pr|atedFederalFunds&Federa|BlockGrantsAoounts(L|stedlnBudgEtAct)'-m *tprlated Speclal Revenue Acoounts (Llsted In BudgetAcf)

fi Opp.prlated Loftery Funds (Usted In BudgetAc't)

fl Otrer Federal Funds

F-l otn"t Speolal Revenue Accounta

Spendlng Unlt WV Raclng Commlsslon

DepartmenUBureau of Revenue
Esfmated Cash &

lnvesfilent Balanc€



V
ARlO

7904 2011 0707
2A1,l

Page --- 10

ReMsed

-ra;ffi

DepartmenUBureau Revenue

FY 2011 PROGMM SUMMARY

Program Name Admtn & Promotlon Fund

Federally Mandated? (Yee/No) No State tr/andated? (YesNo) Yes

DMslon \AtVRaclng Commlsslon

ffistateMandated,ctteWV0odEOhapter 
19=, ,=-. Artlcle

Statutory Refo|Encs

2011

AccountNumber

FY 2011 Cunont Level Request Detaus:

7304 o7o7 240J8

240,158 Total

(0)

Total Gunent Level Request

Requested lmProvement(s)

Prlorlty Numbe(s)

240.138

-
Total

Total
Total

Cunent Level Request

FY 2Ol 1 Cunent Level Request

Totflfiquested Program Costfor FY 2011 2N,138



FY 2011 APPROPRIATION REQUEST
' 
irvisroN EvALUATIoN SUMMARY

REvlEed

Pas6 11

ArUda Zg

WV @de Chapter

Approved

Contact SCe-!-,"8!'!9ggg . -

Tltle: !49g1!.o$eqgtrry

Dlvlslon DescflPnon

Ghapter 1 9, A'lJcle 23, secfion 1 1 of the \w code provldes for tn" pr494.o! budgeted €xPelll|es of. lre 
w

Racins Gommlsston ffom ffi;,;h.';f;;O Oarrv [ceirel';;s t ol-'itd'i tot tne igs;latlon and supervlslon of

radno. both'rve'anct smurcastrns' Ilq9l"flg!!nl$^ri"]'nFH:*;ll::*'gL,ffill'ilff:'
5ffHE;;:s";lT*?:T3; tt'iilH:iiilp?";6n fi;il6u6 ormorethan 2 mrtrron pa'ons;

enftrclng the ru]es 
"no 

,.* oGang ano bredlng. (Fund 7305)

o
Slgnahrre

v



REvlsed
PaEe 12

wV Racins commtss*li'i,it

7305 4 0707

--d;m*ffin*rFAcount Number

FY 2011 Appropriation Request Division Account Summary

-2011

Account Number

Account Number

2011 

-
FY o



Page 13

,-7t/
7

AR2A
FY 2OlO Appropriation Request Division Account Summary

2011

Acoount NumbEr

7305 2011 o7o7

Account Number

2011

Account Number

VW Racing Corniiliss!9!-'--



Page 14

FY 2011 Request for APProPriation

neni Above Gurred Leve!
I

2011-%ffiAccount Number

2011tm.- E -Iorg.

-npproprlatedFederalRevenue.

Account Number

TdornyTum6tr-

OnE-tlme ExPendlture
On-going ExPense

Frogram Name: AdmlnlstraWe Expense Fund

pursuant to the apporntment of a new Racrng commrssron on June 4 by Govemor Joe Manchin' an assessment has been

made of the flnance and management staffing "iil; ;;;t 
rrracnang!. i"qr""t"o rn thrs approprration are intended to

address that assessment. rhrs assessment wa: +1:11.1y-T::**:ln;*aTH,'gn:mflir3,:1ff ilii 
of nnancrar

hat assessment. Tnls assessmsrrr vYar vseeev 
litiJn"i^""l struc{ure'has caused mUltlple lawsults.

f;il;;;;;"iln the asencv' Lack of control ove

aPProved:

lsslon /

measur's or ttrc ottects?;;;Ah ff thls lmprovement lE not tunded'



P"s"-g

r-----Tt/
7

AR6
FY 201 0

2010+#
Account Number

#r # ''m-

-Appropnareoopor,o,rto"o,,.o

Account Number

2010

Account Number
Raclng Commlsslon

One-tlme ExPendlture
On-golng ExPense

Program Name: Admlnlstratlve Expense Fund

Pursuant tO the appolntrnent of a new Raclng commlsslon on June 4 by Governor Joe Manchln' an

assessment has bEen made of the nnance "ffff{l:l'9fl:n :::".,13i13;.t1i:51t"?:"'uested
;ii^::tffi[ifr":r1?"# -"nded to address tn"t 

"".Jrr.ent' 
rhls assessment was caused bv the

exlstence of mulflpte audit findlngs and the rr"[tinn"nclal reporfing found present ln the agency' Lack of

.onttof ou"t the flnancial structure has caused multlple lawsults'

_1t9:Pr l
;,i:,Hffi; ffiio;* io *r" irogt"r tf rhts innprovement ls not tunded"
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SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS At'lD DISBURSEMENTS-- iit*f Year 2009 Through Flscal Year 2011

Appropr|atedFederalFunds&Federa|B|ookGrantsAccounts(LletedlnBudgetAc't)

Approprlated Speclal Revenue Accounts (Llsted ln Budget Act)

Approprlated Lottery Funds (Llsted ln Budget Act)

Other Federal Funds

Other SPecla[ R€venue Ac@untg

Spendlng Unlt WV Racing Commtsston

DepartmenUBureau of Revenue

Page 16

Revls€d

EgtFnated Cash &

lnvestmsnt Bslance



-m;ffi

Paee)\
FGvlsed -___-

7305 DIulo7o7 _ 3,046'498

3.046.498

T1 2011 PROGRAM SUMMARY
ARlO

DepartmenUElureau Revenue
Program Name.General Admlnstration Fund '

FederallY Mandated? (YesNo) No State Mandated? (YesNo) fgg-

lf StateMandated,citeWV0odeGhapter 19=, ,t,
StatJtory RefiErerE€

Ar0cle 23

7305 2011 0707

Account Number

Dlvlslon WV Ractng Commlsslon

Account Number

FY 201'l Cunent Level Request DEtails:

2011

AmuntNumber

-

Total
Total CunEnt Level Request

Requested lmProvement(s)

Prlorig Numbe(s) -.- .

Total

3.048,498

398'rtO5

3.444,903

Total
Total

Ounent Level Request

F'( 201 1 Cunent Level Request

TotaltqueEted Program Costfor FY 2011



FY 2011 APPROPRIATION REQUEST
' 
orvisroN EvALUATIoN SUMMARY

Paso 18

FfiafiffiFecommended As

chapterlg,Artic|e23,Sectlon1o(d)oftheWV_Cod,eProv|desfortheusageofpartofthe\^/VGreyhoundBreedlng
nder.bment Fund ror aomrnrstra*on, promoton, r"ff#'?11.:ililil*im:tr fr'ffii$9,[";:ffii#t6*iop..ttt Fund for admlnlstratlon' promoton' eoucausn' .'rrs wv'Er "'-'-'il;;o' 

in WV tt vltal to provldlng

of tre greyhound breeotng ffi""il;;tiJ;stvrgthta'.The grevhound breedlng I

arevhounds for raclng 
"t "#i;iii;regoun'o=raceracks' 

(Fund 7307)

ArBdE 23

\rw code chapter

Ltn0al, Bqld.se "- -

._EtFggW9--S"9919tery-

Contacd;

Tltle;
Approved Slgnaure

oa^dElePhone#-99499-&*2:19-0-

Yma ll add ress : E@Es.!eE



Revleed Pase 't I

ARz
FY 2011 Appropriation Request Division Account Summary

-
2011

Account Number

7307 2011 0707

WV Racl n g Co mmlssfoJ.-.--

Account Number



Revlsed
Pase 20

FY 2010 Appropriation Request Division Account Summary
:

2011
73oo 2011 0707

--fCI*aaia 
*aa m;*a

Account Number

2A11

-' ffimaaa-ruaa;iEa-."*
Account Number
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SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS A}'ID DISBURSEMENTS
""'?i;;V;"t zoog Throush FlscalYear 2011

Appropr|atedFedEra|Funds&Federa|BlockGrantsAccounts(Llsted|nBudgetAot)

Approprfated Speclal Revenue Accounb (Llsted ln Budget Act)

Approprlated Lottery Funds (Llsted tn Budget Acl)

Other Federal Funds

Other SPeotal Revenue Amunts

Spendlng Unft WV Raolng Commlsslon

DePartmenUBureau of Revenue -

PagE 21

Rsvlsed

Egtlmated Cash &

lnvestmont Balance

ndtnintttt"tton, Promotlon &



FT 2011 PROGRAI|JI SUMMARY
Pase-L

Revleed

ARlO

DepartnenUBureau Revenue

Dlvlslon WV Raclng- Gommlsslon

2011

1S Ar0cle 23

Statjbry REferencs

Fl 2}ll Cunent Level Request Detalls:

Cunent Level Requesl

r:anaral Flavenue Ac@Uflt

-ffift;aNo.-ActMtY No. Amount

Total
Total 770.996

Total Cunent Level Request

Requested lmProvement(s)

PrlorltY Number(s)

Total

770,996Total

Program Name Medlcal Expense & Transfer Fund

FederallY Mandded? (YesNo) No

ff strate Mandated, clte wV Code Ghapter

State Mandated? (Yesfi'{o) Yes

7so7, ry 0707

Account Number

2011

Account Number

F,l 2011 Cunent Level Request

Fund AdNnY No' Arrruurrr

,ii; o7o7 ___Jfie9-

TotaGluested Program Costfor Ff 2011 770,990
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FY 2011 DlvlElon Program Summary

\R11

DepartmenUBureau RevEnue

Page 23

R€vls€d =___-

DMelon




